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Besichtigungszeiten – Viewing hours
Ihre und die Sicherheit unserer Mitarbeiter liegt uns am Herzen, das Einhalten der angeordneten Schutzmaßnahmen der Landesregierung Baden-Württemberg ist daher unerlässlich.
Gerne begrüßen wir Sie in unseren Räumlichkeiten, möchten Sie aber in dieser besonderen
Zeit darauf hinweisen, mit uns vorab einen festen Termin telefonisch (07142/789 400) oder per
E-Mail (info@auktionen-gaertner.de) zu vereinbaren.
*Termine außerhalb der angegebenen Zeiten sind nach vorheriger Absprache möglich.
Your safety and the safety of our employees is important to us, so it is essential to comply the
statewide protective measures. We are looking forward to welcoming you to our premises, but
would like to point out that during this special time you need a fixed appointment with us. Please
give us a call (+49-7142-789 400) or email us (info@auktionen-gaertner.de).
*Private viewing beyond the given dates are possible by appointment.
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DER FÜNFTE KONTINENT
IM SPIEGEL DER PHILATELIE
Wir freuen uns, ein umfangreiches und vielseitiges
Angebot im gebührenden Rahmen mit diesem
Sonderkatalog „Australien“ zu präsentieren. Die
Briefmarken Australiens, präsentiert als Bausteine
der Postgeschichte des Australischen Staatenbundes, dem „Commonwealth of Australia“, werden am
23. Februar 2021 per Online-Auktion und wenn
möglich als Live Saal-Auktion versteigert.
Der Jahrhundertwechsel vom 19. ins 20. Jahrhundert markiert den Übergang der Postsysteme der
australischen Territorialstaaten zur Vereinheitlichung
unter das gemeinschaftliche Postsystem des Australischen Staatenbundes.
Das Angebot von über 10 Einlieferern umfasst in
chronologischer Abfolge die Übergangszeit ab ca.
1900 mit Marken, Briefen und Ganzsachen der einzelnen Teilstaaten, dabei viele seltene und postgeschichtlich interessante Stücke.
Die ersten Marken für das gesamte Australien
werden im Jahr 1913 verausgabt, zugleich Beginn
einer neuen Ära, präsentiert durch ein reichhaltiges
Angebot philatelistischer „Leckerbissen“ aus der
Epoche von König Georg V. und VI.
Die Freimarken ab den „Känguru“-Ausgaben mit
zahlreichen Spitzenstücken inkl. vieler Besonderhei
ten, dabei seltene Farben, Wasserzeichen, Drucker
zeichen, Abarten, Stempel etc. Damit verbunden ist
ein überaus vielfältiges Spektrum an angebotenen
Belegen, dabei seltene Frankaturen, frühe Luftpost,
Einschreiben, Sonderstempel, Post mit Stempeln

aus kleinen Orten, interessante Destinationen,
Dienstpost, Feldpost, Kriegsgefangenenpost, Zensurpost und viele andere Spezialitäten zur Postgeschichte.
Ein weiterer Bereich ist das außergewöhnlich
gehaltvolle Angebot an Ganzsachen. Postkarten,
Umschläge, Einschreibe-Umschläge, Kartenbriefe,
Streifbänder, Aerogramme etc. in verschiedensten
Varianten, Bildganzsachen in beeindruckender
Vielfalt, Privatganzsachen in beachtlichem Sortenreichtum mit Raritäten bis hin zu Unikaten und Neuentdeckungen.
Wir freuen uns Sie in unseren Räumlichkeiten in
Bietigheim-Bissingen zu begrüßen. Bitte beachten
Sie allerdings unsere Hinweise zu den aktuellen
Sicherheitsvorkehrungen.
Gebote nehmen wir gerne per Mail, Telefon oder
auf unserer Webseite www.auktionen-gaertner.de
an. Sie wollen live dabei sein? Dann registrieren Sie
sich als Live-Bieter auf www.philasearch.de.
Haben Sie weitere Fragen zu diesem Angebot oder
haben wir Ihr Interesse geweckt bei uns für die
nächste Auktion einzuliefern? Dann kontaktieren
Sie uns jederzeit!
Telefonisch unter +49-(0)7142 789 400 oder schreiben Sie uns an info@auktionen-gaertner.de
Wir wünschen Ihnen viel Freude beim Studieren des
Katalogs und viel Glück bei Ihren Geboten!
Herzliche Grüße

Christoph Gärtner
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THE FIFTH CONTINENT
IN REFLECTION OF PHILATELY
We are pleased to present and offer this extensive
and varied compilation of Australian Philately in the
appropriate setting with an “Australia” special catalog. The stamps of Australia, presented as key elements of the postal history of the Australian
Confederation, the “Commonwealth of Australia”,
will be auctioned on 23rd February 2021 by online
auction and if possible as a live room auction.
The turn from the 19th to the 20th century marks the
transition of the postal systems of the Australian
Territorial States to standardization under the general postal system of the Australian Confederation
of States.
Lots of the transition period (from around 1900)
including stamps, covers and postal stationeries
from over 10 consignors are offered and sorted by
the individual states and in chronological order,
comprising many rare and interesting postal history
items.
The first “general” stamps for Australia were issued
in the year 1913, the beginning of a new era,
presented by a vast array of philatelic “gems” from
the age of King George V. & VI.
Definitive stamps starting with the “kangaroo”
issues with numerous top values incl. many specialties, i.a. rare colours and watermarks, margin
imprints, varieties, postmarks etc., associated with

a remarkable range of covers, i.e. scarce frankings,
valuable airmails, registered mail, postmarks from
small towns, interesting destinations, official mail,
field-post, P.O.W.-mail, censored mail and plenty of
other useful material.
Furthermore included is an exceptionally comprehensive compilation of postal stationeries: postcards, envelopes, registered-envelopes, letter-cards,
wrappers, air letters etc. in various types, impressive amounts of pictorial stationeries, stamped-
to-order stationeries of all kind including unique
examples and new discoveries.
We would like to welcome you in our headquarters
in Bietigheim-Bissingen. Please pay attention to our
information about the current security measures.
We also will gladly accept your bids via E-Mail,
Phone or online on www.auktionen-gaertner.de.
For live bidding, register at www.philasearch.de.
Do you have any questions about our offer or are
you interested in consigning to our next auction?
Then contact us at any time!
Call us at +49-(0)7142 - 789 400 or write us at
info@auktionen-gaertner.de
Now we wish you a lot of pleasure while discovering
your personal favorites and good luck with your
bids!
Yours

Christoph Gärtner
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MARTIN FRISCHAUF
* 17. Oktober 1958 † 13. September 2020

NACHRUF
Wir erinnern uns liebevoll an Ing. Martin Frischauf,
ein wunderbarer Mensch und großer Philatelist, der
am 13. September 2020 völlig unerwartet verstorben ist. Unser tiefes Mitgefühl gilt seinem Sohn
Christian und dessen Familie.

ein, von der Bewertung von Sammlungen über die
Klassifizierung von Einzelstücken und Beschreibung
von Auktionslosen. Dabei kam er oft zu neuen Erkenntnissen, spektakulären Entdeckungen – und
löste so manches postgeschichtliche Rätsel.

Der berufliche Weg von Martin Frischauf begann in
seiner geliebten Heimat Österreich. Er arbeitete
viele Jahre erst als Hochbautechniker, später als
Bauamtsleiter in Neumarkt am Wallersee. Als sich
die Gelegenheit bot, wechselte er mit Begeisterung
das Fachgebiet und machte sein Hobby – seine
Leidenschaft für Briefmarkensammlungen – zu seinem beruflichen Lebensinhalt.

Martin pflegte viele persönliche Kontakte zu
Sammlerfreunden in aller Welt. So konnte man ihn
immer wieder auf Weltausstellungen, Messen,
Briefmarkentagen und anderen Veranstaltungen
antreffen. Besonders aktiv war er in der Arbeits- und
Forschungsgemeinschaft „Sammlerring Australien
e.V.“ www.sammlerring-australia.de. Martin ver
öffentlichte auch Artikel in der Zeitschrift des
Vereins, dem „Bumerang“. Bei den jährlichen Treffen der Gemeinschaft fungierte er als Auktionator
bei den Versteigerungen des Vereins. Kaum war ein
Treffen vorbei, freute er sich schon auf das nächste.

Im April 2002 begann er seine Laufbahn als Berufsphilatelist bei der Firma Christoph Gärtner. Als international geschätzter Kenner der Philatelie und
Spezialist für Australien brachte er sein breites Fachwissen intensiv in alle Bereiche der Firma Gärtner
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Im Norden konnte er den Kopf frei bekommen. Auf

den Halligen ließ er sich gerne die Seeluft um die
Nase wehen, genoss die Natur und die Seehunde –
eine lange Reise ins ferne Australien kam für ihn
nicht mehr in Frage. Dafür war ihm sein Lieblingstier, der Koala, umso mehr ans Herz gewachsen.
Das spiegelte sich auch in seiner E-Mail-Adresse
koala99@gmx.at und seinem Pseudonym bei eBay
wider – und so schlüpfte er einfach in seine australische Identität.

Mit Martin Frischauf haben wir einen sehr loyalen,
versierten und sachkundigen Mitarbeiter und allseits geschätzten Kollegen verloren. Die Lücke, die
er hinterlässt, wird sich auf diese Weise nicht schließen lassen. Martin wird einen festen Platz in unseren Herzen und in unserer Erinnerung behalten.
Lebendig bleibt er mit uns in jedem Koala....
Möge er in Frieden ruhen.
Christoph Gärtner & Team

OBITUARY
We lovingly remember Ing. Martin Frischauf, a
wonderful person and great philatelist, who passed
away totally unexpected on September 13, 2020.
Our deepest sympathy goes to his son Christian and
his family.
Martin Frischauf‘s professional way began in his
beloved homeland Austria. He worked for many years first as a building construction technician, later
as the head of the building department in Neumarkt am Wallersee. When the opportunity presented itself, he enthusiastically changed fields and
made his hobby – his passion for stamp collections
– his purpose to his life earnings.
In April 2002, he started his career as a professional
philatelist at the Christoph Gärtner Company. As an
international valued connoisseur of philately and a
specialist for Australia, he contributed his wide
expertise intensively to all areas of the Gärtner
Company, from valuation of collections to classification of individual items and the description of auction lots. He often came up with new insights, spectacular discoveries – and worked out many a postal
history mystery.
Martin also enjoyed personal contacts with collector friends all over the world. So you could met him

again and again at world exhibitions, fairs, stamp
days and other events. He was particularly active in
the working and research community „Sammlerring Australia e.V.“ www.sammlerring-australia.de.
Martin published also articles in the society‘s magazine, the „Bumerang“. At the annual meetings of
the community he as well acted as auctioneer at
the society‘s auctions. Once one meeting was over
he was already looking forward to the next one.
He could get his mind free in the north of Germany.
On the Halligen he liked to enjoy the smell of a
fresh sea breeze, nature and the sea seals – a long
journey to faraway Australia was no longer an option for him. But, his favorite animal, the koala, has
found his way to his heart. This was also reflected in
his e-mail address koala99@gmx.at and his pseudonym on eBay – and so he simply slipped into his
Australian identity.
With Martin Frischauf, we have lost a very loyal, accomplished and knowledgeable employee and appreciated colleague. His death has left a gap which
we are no longer able to fill. Martin will keep a firm
place in our hearts and our memories. He remains
with us alive in every Koala.... May he rest in peace.
Christoph Gärtner & Team
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77 €

102 €

74 €

74 €

174 €

80 €

74 €

Die Kataloge können unter info@philatelie-gaertner.de bestellt werden! (Katalogpreis + Versandkosten)
The catalogues can be ordered via info@philatelie-gaertner.de! (Catalogue price + shipping costs)

LIVE BIDDING FOR ALL LOTS!
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NEW SOUTH WALES

3000 | 350 €

3001 | 70 €

3001A | 80 €

3003 | 400 €

3001B | 60 €

3005 | 140 €

3004 | 250 €

3006 | 60 €

3008 | 100 €

3007 | 80 €

3011 | 100 €

The Auction Platform
www.philasearch.com

3009 | 100 €
10

3010 | 80 €

LIVE - BIDDING

AUSTRALIA

New South Wales
P 3000

1850, 3 d., myrtle green, on piece with luxury cancel, soft yellowish wove paper, multiple
signatures on back (Grohe etc.), rare colour, exceptional show piece, XF!
SG 40

d

350,-

P 3001

1854, 2d prussian blue 'laureates', wmk “double-line 2”, vertical strip of three from top
margin otherwise large to huge margins, used with mute cancel. The lower stamp with
distinct variety 'letters E and W in NEW connected at top'. Attractive multiple in VF condition. SG 85 (3)

g

70,-

1854, 1s. rosy vermilion, fresh colour and wide margins all around, neatly cancelled by
barred oval of Sydney. Signed Holcombe and certificate Eichele. A lovey copy, rarely seen
in that quality!
SG 99

g

80,-

1854, 2d. blue, fresh colour and wide to huge margins all around, used on lettersheet
(side flaps missing+some age wear) from Sydney to Port Macquaire with full strike of
barred postmark, backstamped „SYDNEY MR 22 1855“ and „PORT MACQUAIRE MR 24
1855“ (smudgy), alongside blue oval sender‘s seal „UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA“.
Mi. 11

b

60,-

P 3003

1856-60, 1 d., orange-red, imperforated, wmk 1 INVERTED, reversed and shifted, good SG 109
var.
margins on 3 sides one touching, genuine with certificate Ceremuga, VF!

g

400,-

P 3004

1856, 2 d., deep turquoise blue (shades), (6), imperf., wmk 2, LPOG-NG, touched to large
SG 110
margins, fresh and desirable, CV £2250, F-VF!

*/(*)

250,-

P 3005

1856, 2 d., deep turquoise blue, imperf., wmk 2, LPOG, close to large margins all around,
SG 110.
fresh and desirable, VF!

*

140,-

3005A

1879/1903 Two commercial covers from Sydney to Hamburg, Germany with 1) 1879 cover
bearing QV 6d. and 3d. tied by Garden Palace c.d.s., and 1903 cover franked 2½d. and 5d.
both with perfin “S/ST”, both with arrival backstamp, good/fine.

b

60,-

1890 (8.12.), QV and Arms of Colony 6d. carmine single use on cover from SYDNEY per
'Kaiser Wilhelm II' via Suez to Vienna/Austria with triangular 'T' and ms. '40' for postage due
collected in Vienna, reverse side with paper seal of 'Austro-Hungarian Consulate SYDNEY'
and arrival cds. (10.1.91)
SG. 256

b

60,-

1894/1895, “Round the world card”, German stationery card 10pfg. red sent from Hamburg
29.9.94 to Capetown 23.10.94-Sydney 13.11.94-Buenos Aires ..1.95 and returned to
Hamburg 23.1.95, being uprated at each stage and bearing Cape+NSW+Argentinian
adhesives, usual postal wear/imperfections as to be expected.

GA

80,-

P 3008

1897 Diamond Jubilee 2s6d. and Hospital Charity 1s. even two used examples, fine. (SG SG 280-81
(2)
£550)

g

100,-

P 3009

1901, 'Set of Postage Stamps of New South Wales / Prepared for Presentation to each
member of the Legislatures of the several States of Australia on the Transfer of the Post
Office to the Commonwealth', printed form (folded) with current postage stamps (17
different values) from ½d to 20s and current postage due stamps (10 different values) from
½d to 20s, all applied to the form and cancelled-to-order by triple oval “NSW” handstamps.
Form with negligible punch holes, stamps in VF condition. Very scarce! (T)

g

100,-

1905/1938, 2s 6d blue-green lyrebird, perf. 11 ½ : 11, together with Australia, 2 x 4d green
koala, mixed franking on registered airmail cover from Newcastle/N.S.W, 31.AU.38, sent to BW N 65;
Frinton-on-Sea in England. F/VF condition. Very scarce late usage of a high denomination Australia
N.S.W. stamp on commercial mail. R!
SG 170 (2)

b

80,-

1905 Destination PRINCE-EDWARD ISLAND: Registered cover from Sydney to Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island, Canada via Vancouver, Montreal and Halifax, franked 8d. (four
adhesives) tied by “REGISTERED SYDNEY/MR 20/1905” c.d.s., respective transit datestamp
and Charlottetown 'AP 22/05' arrival c.d.s. on the reverse. Envelope lightly stained but still
good - a scarce destination.

b

100,-

P 3001A

P 3001B

P 3006

P 3007

P 3010

P 3011
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NEW SOUTH WALES

New South Wales - Official stamps
P 3012

P 3013

P 3014

P 3015

P 3016

P 3017

P 3018

1882/1895, “OS” Overprints c.t.o. with triple oval “NSW”, comprising Centennial 2d, 4d, 8d
and 5s map; Coil 5s; De La Rue 2d, 9d on 10d and 10d; Sideface 3d and surcharge issues ½d
on 1d, 7½d on 6d and 12½d on 1s, all stamps with original gum. F/VF condition. The stamps
come from the 1895 special presentation sets for collectors. A total of 1000 stamps were
prepared, 900 of which were cancelled with the oval handstamp in black. Only 158 examples SG ex O4 /
are believed to have been sold and the rest destroyed. R!
O57 var

g

100,-

1882/1895: 5d blue-green diadem, overprinted “OS” in red (11mm spacing), wmk. Large
Crown / NSW inverted, perf. 10, c.t.o. with triple oval 'N.S.W.' handstamp. VF and fresh
condition. The stamp comes from the 1895 special printing for presentation sets. A total of
1000 stamps were prepared, 900 of which were cancelled with the oval handstamp in black. SG O29
Only 158 examples are believed to have been sold and the rest destroyed. R!
var

g

100,-

1882/1895: 8d yellow diadem, overprinted “OS” in red (11mm spacing), wmk. Large Crown
/ NSW, perf. 11, c.t.o. with triple oval 'N.S.W.' handstamp. VF and fresh condition. The stamp
comes from the 1895 special printing for presentation sets. A total of 1000 stamps were
prepared, 900 of which were cancelled with the oval handstamp in black. Only 158 examples SG O32 d
are believed to have been sold and the rest destroyed. R!
var

g

100,-

1882/1895: Stamp Duty 1 £ lilac/claret, ovp 'POSTAGE' in black and further overprinted
“OS” in black (7mm spacing), wmk. Large Crown / NSW sideways, perf. 11, c.t.o. with triple
oval 'N.S.W.' handstamp. VF and fresh condition. The stamp comes from the 1895 special
printing for presentation sets. A total of 1000 stamps were prepared, 900 of which were
cancelled with the oval handstamp in black. Only 158 examples are believed to have been SG
sold and the rest destroyed. R!
unlisted

g

150,-

1882/1895: Stamp Duty 10s mauve/claret, ovp 'POSTAGE' in black and further overprinted
“OS” in black (7mm spacing), wmk. Large Crown / NSW sideways, perf. 10, c.t.o. with triple
oval 'N.S.W.' handstamp. VF and fresh condition. The stamp comes from the 1895 special
printing for presentation sets. A total of 1000 stamps were prepared, 900 of which were
cancelled with the oval handstamp in black. Only 158 examples are believed to have been SG
sold and the rest destroyed. R!
unlisted

g

100,-

1882/1895: Stamp Duty 5s lilac/green, ovp 'POSTAGE' in black and further overprinted “OS”
in black (7mm spacing), wmk. NSW, perf. 11, c.t.o. with triple oval 'N.S.W.' handstamp. VF
and fresh condition. The stamp comes from the 1895 special printing for presentation sets.
A total of 1000 stamps were prepared, 900 of which were cancelled with the oval handstamp SG
in black. Only 158 examples are believed to have been sold and the rest destroyed. R!
unlisted

g

150,-

1891, 2 ½d ultramarine with ovp “OS” in black, block of 12, perf. 11 : 12, horizontal
perforation ascending from left to right vertical row, used with cds Blayney, 14.SP.1894, on SG O54
(12) var
each stamp. Very attractive multiple and scarce variety in VF condition.

g

60,-

g

80,-

New South Wales - Postage due stamps
P 3019

P 3020

P 3021

12

1891/1894, ½d - 20s green (1d - 4d perf. 10:11; ½d and 6d - 20s perf. 10), complete set with
10 different values, all used c.t.o. with triple oval 'N.S.W.' handstamp. VF condition. ACSC 650.AU$
SG D1-D10 var; BW ex ND 1/ ND 37

1891-97 Set of 17 stamps overprinted “Specimen” (1891) or “SPECIMEN” (1892), all
different, with two stamps each of 3d. to 20s. (with the diff. overprints), 3d. w/o gum,
mounted mint else, few minor imperfections as light stains but still good to very fine. (BW
about AU$1360)
SG D1-D10 SPEC

150,-

1891-97 1d. green used on US postal stationery card 1c. from New York to Sydney in 1896,
and 2d. green used on cover sent from Brisbane to Sydney franked Queensland 1d.,
re-addressed and sent to Austria franked N.S.W. ½d. with tax oval “TAX 2d” and arrival
datestamps on the reverse, good to fine.
SG D2, D3

100,-

b

AUSTRALIA

3013 | 100 €

3012 | 100 €

3014 | 100 €

3015 | 150 €

3016 | 100 €

3019 | 80 €

3020 | 150 €

3017 | 150 €

3018 | 60 €

3021 | 3021
13

NEW SOUTH WALES

3023 | 100 €
3022 | 100 €

3024 | 60 €

3025 | 60 €

ex. 3026 | 100 €
14

3027 | 70 €

AUSTRALIA

ex. 3030 | 60 €

ex. 3031 | 80 €

3037 | 60 €

3032 | 70 €

ex. 3035 | 140 €
15

NEW SOUTH WALES

New South Wales - Postal stationeries
P 3022

1896, 1 ½d blue postcard, group of three examples with preprinted lithographic views,
comprising 'GRUSS AUS AUSTRALIEN - Sonntag im Busch' cartoon with kangaroo, aborigine
etc., used from Sydney, 24.OC.98, to Hamburg in Germany; 'BEI DEN ANTIPODEN' with
cartoon of a baby born in a reversed world, used from George St.North, 16.DE.97, to
Hoboken USA and 'GRUSS AUS AUSTRALIEN' with views of 'Deutsche Kirche, Deutscher Club
and Verein Concordia', used from Sydney, 11.JY.98, to Kiel in Germany, despite some soiling
in largely fine condition. Scarce!
H&G 18 (3) GA

100,-

1897, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard, view with two pictures 'ST.IGNATIUS COLLEGE,
RIVERVIEW, SYDNEY, N.S.W.' in black, used from Sydney, 5.OC.01, to Melbourne, arrival
mark (7.10.01) on the picture side. VF condition. Our research so far did not provide any
auction results or further knowledge about this card, except the smaller picture belongs to
a photographic negative which was published by the Sydney firm Charles Kerry & Co. and is
part of the Powerhouse Museum's Tyrrell collection.
H&G 19

GA

100,-

1897, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard with view 'WEEPING ROCK, WENTWORTH FALLS, NEW
SOUTH WALES' and heading 'Greetings From', group of three unused examples in different H&G 19
a (3)
colours olive, purple black and black. VF condition.

GA

60,-

1897, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard with view 'KATOOMBA FALLS, N.S.Wales' and heading
'Greetings from', group of three examples in different colors greenish black, purple black
and black, all three cards uprated with ½d blue-green QV and used from Sydney to H&G 19
England(2) or Germany(1). F/VF condition.
a (3)

GA

60,-

1897, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard with heading 'WITH CHRISTMAS GREETINGS', group of
six cards with different views, comprising 'HAWKESBURY RIVER BRIDGE, N.S.W.' (olive),
'BROOKLYN HAWKESBURY RIVER, N.S.W.' (black), 'TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM & COLLEGE,
N.S.W.' (olive), 'WEEPING ROCK, WENTWORTH FALLS, NEW SOUTH WALES' (purple-black),
'TOWN HALL, SYDNEY N.S.W.' (black) and composite view 'POST OFFICE TOWER +
HAWKESBURY BRIDGE + THE THREE SISTERS, KATOOMBA' (purple-black), all six cards
uprated with ½d QV and used from Sydney(4) or with starburst numeral '771'(2) to H&G 19
Germany(5) or Austria(1). F/VF condition.
b (6)

GA

100,-

1897, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard with heading 'WITH CHRISTMAS GREETINGS', group of
four cards with different views, comprising 'ON THE ORARA RIVER, N.S.W.' (black),
HAWKESBURY RIVER, N.S.W.' (reddish-brown), 'IRON COVE BRIDGE, SYDNEY, N.S.W.' (black)
and 'MOSMAN'S BAY, SYDNEY HARBOUR, N.S.W.' (greenish-black), all cards used from H&G 19
Sydney(3) or Windsor(1) to domestic destinations. F/VF condition.
b (4)

GA

70,-

1897, five pictorial stat. postcards Coat of arms 1d. red headed 'Greetings' or 'Christmas
Greetings' with pictures on reverse 'FAIRY DELL BLUE MTS. NSW.' (Greetings), 'GENERAL
POST OFFICE SYDNEY' (Greetings + Christmas Greetings) and 'HAWKESBURY RIVER' PC 19b (3),
(Greetings and Christmas Greetings), unused with minor blemishes
19c (2)
GA

60,-

1898, three stat. postcards 'coat of arms' 1d red with pictures on reverse 'HAWKESBURY
RIVER' (red) and 'GENERAL POST OFFICE SYDNEY' (2, one in grey and the other in red) all
headed 'GREETINGS FROM', cancelled to order with one later addressed and one with
concentric three-ring cancel 'N.S.W' for UPU, attractive trio!
PC 19b (3)

GA

50,-

1899/1906, five pictorial stat. postcards Coat of arms 1d. red with pictures on reverse
'HAWKESBURY RIVER' (two in different colours), 'GENERAL POST OFFICE SYDNEY', 'FAIRY
DELL MT. VICTORIA BLUE MTS.', 'TOWN HALL SYDNEY' all headed 'GREETINGS FROM' all
commercially used incl. three uprated, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive quintet! PC 19b (5)

GA

60,-

P 3031 • 1898/1902, eight pictorial stat. postcards 1d. red 'shield' with views 'GOVETTS LEAP'
(waterfall), 'TOWN HALL SYDNEY', 'IRON COVE BRIDGE', 'HAWKESBURY RIVER' (2, different
colours) and 'ON THE ORARA RIVER' all headed 'Greetings from', 'WEEPING ROCK
WENTWORTH FALLS' (waterfall) headed 'With New Year Greetings' all commercially used
incl. several uprated cards (one with missing stamp and one taxed) used to Germany,
England, Belgium and New Zealand and one card unused ('KATOOMBA FALLS'), some
blemishes nevertheless an attractive group!
PC 21b (8)

GA

80,-

P 3032 • 1898 (ca.), stat. postcard 1½d. blue with private printed German cartoon 'Gruss aus
Australien! Sonntag im Busch' on reverse, unused with very minor ageing nevertheless very
scarce in this condition!
PC 22 var.

GA

70,-

P 3023

P 3024

P 3025

P 3026

P 3027

3028

3029

P 3030
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AUSTRALIA
3033

1898/1899, four different pictorial stat. postcards 1½d. blue with pictures on reverse
'MOSMANS BAY SYDNEY HARBOUR', 'WEEPING ROCK WENTWORTH FALLS', 'KATOOMBA
FALLS' and 'GENERAL POST OFFICE SYDNEY' all headed 'WITH CHRISTMAS GREETINGS', all
commercially used to Germany or Austria, some blemishes!
PC 22b (4)

GA

50,-

3034 • 1898, six different pictorial stat. postcards 1½d. blue with views 'TECHNOLGICAL MUSEUM
& COLLEGE SYDNEY', 'GENERAL POST OFFICE SYDNEY', 'KATOOMBA FALLS' (waterfall) and
'BROKEN HILL SILVER MINE' all headed 'With Christmas Greetings' and 'MOSMANS BAY
SYDNEY HARBOUR' and 'HAWKESBURY RIVER BRIDGE' both headed 'With New Year PC 22b/c
Greetings', all unused but with some blemishes/toning, scarce group!
(6)

GA

70,-

P 3035 • 1898/1899, nine different pictorial stat. postcards 1½d. blue with views 'TECHNOLGICAL
MUSEUM & COLLEGE SYDNEY', 'GENERAL POST OFFICE SYDNEY', 'FAIRY DELL MT. VICTORIA
BLUE MTNS.' (waterfall), 'WEEPING ROCK WENTWORTH FALLS' (waterfall), 'TOWN HALL
SYDNEY', 'MOSMANS BAY SYDNEY HARBOUR' and 'HAWKESBURY RIVER' all headed 'With
Christmas Greetings' and 'FAIRY DELL MT. VICTORIA BLUE MTNS.' (waterfall) and
'HAWKESBURY RIVER' both headed 'With New Year Greetings', all commercially used to
Germany (3), England (3), Belgium, India and one local used, some blemishes nevertheless PC 22b/c
an attractive group!
(9)

GA

140,-

3036 • 1898, two different pictorial stat. postcards 1½d. blue with views 'FAIRY DELL MT. VICTORIA
BLUE MTNS.' (waterfall) and 'TECHNOLGICAL MUSEUM & COLLEGE SYDNEY' both headed
'With New Year Greetings' fine used with concentric oval 'N.S.W.' pmk. As Specimen for the PC 22c
UPU, , fine and scarce
UPU (2)

GA

50,-

1898, 1 ½d blue postcard with view of 'HAWKESBURY RIVER, N.S.W.' (olive) and heading
'With Christmas Greetings', used from Sydney, 24.NO.98, to Hongkong, arrival mark (21.
DE.98) on the picture side. F/VF condition. Scarce destination!
H&G 23 a

GA

60,-

1898, 1 ½d blue postcard with heading 'WITH CHRISTMAS GREETINGS', group of six cards
with different views, comprising 'HAWKESBURY RIVER BRIDGE, N.S.W.' (black), 'FAIRY DELL,
BLUE MTNS., N.S.W.' (olive), 'MOSMAN'S BAY, SYDNEY HARBOUR, N.S.W.' (black), 'GENERAL
POST OFFICE, SYDNEY, N.S.W.' (brown), 'TOWN HALL, SYDNEY, N.S.W.' (greenish-black) and
'TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM & COLLEGE, N.S.W.' (red brown), five cards used from Sydney H&G 23
to Germany, one card used from West Maitland to Liverpool in England. F/VF condition.
a (6)

GA

100,-

1898, 1 ½d blue postcard with view 'BROKEN HILL, SILVER MINES, N.S.W.' in dark violet and
heading 'WITH NEW YEAR GREETINGS', one card used (matching the view!) from Broken
Hill, 15.SP.00, to Stuttgart in Germany; a second similar card cancelled-to-order with triple H&G 23
oval 'N.S.W.' for UPU distribution. Attractive pair in F/VF condition.
b (2)

GA

80,-

P 3037

P 3038

P 3039

ex. 3038 | 100 €

3039 | 80 €
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NEW SOUTH WALES

3040 | 60 €

3042 | 60 €

3043 | 100 €

3041 | 100 €

3044 | 80 €
3045 | 60 €

3048 | 60 €
3047 | 60 €

3049 | 70 €
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3050 | 120 €

3051 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA

3052 | 100 €

3053 | 100 €

3054 | 100 €

3056 | 100 €

3057 | 100 €

3058 | 100 €

3059 | 100 €

3060 | 100 €

3061 | 100 €

3062 | 100 €

3063 | 100 €

3055 | 100 €
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NEW SOUTH WALES
P 3040

P 3041

P 3042

P 3043

P 3044

P 3045

3046

1898, 1 ½d blue postcard with view of 'HAWKESBURY RIVER BRIDGE, N.S.W.' (greenish
black) and heading 'With New Year Greetings', used from Sydney, 17.FE.03, via transit Suez
to Constantinople in Turkey, arrival mark British P.O. Constantinople, 23.MR.03, on the
picture side. VF condition. Very unusual and scarce destination!
H&G 23 b

GA

60,-

1898, 3d rose QV registered envelope with curved flap, uprated with 1d rose-carmine 'coat
of arms' and 5d blue-green QV, used from Sydney, 4.FE.08, to Montevideo in Uruguay, on
the frontside Montevideo registration label to indicate incoming registered mail, arrival
mark (blurred) on reverse. VF condition. Attractive cover with scarce destination!
H&G C 12

GA

100,-

1898, 3d rose QV registered envelope with curved flap, uprated with 2 ½d dark blue QV, tied
by cds The Exchange/N.S.W., 21.OC.03, used from Sydney to Herisau in Switzerland and
redirected to Paris in France, transit and arrival marks on reverse; in addition a similar
envelope uprated with 5d blue-green QV, used from Sydney, 29.OC.01, to Chaux-de-Fonds H&G C
in Switzerland. Both envelopes with minor traces of usage in fine condition.
12 (2)

GA

60,-

1904, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard, uprated with ½d blue-green QV, used from Randwick,
8.MR.1904, addressed to Calcutta in India, unclaimed and repeatedly redirected via Alipore
and Bombay back to Australia. On the frontside various transit postmarks, boxed 'INCONNU
/ NOT KNOWN', boxed 'D.L.O. CALCUTTA', 'D.L.O.BOMBAY' and unframed cds 'DEAD LETTER
OFFICE SYDNEY, 23.NO.1904', in red together with plenty of handwritten postal remarks.
Very attractive card in surprisingly fresh and very fine condition!
H&G 27

GA

100,-

1904, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard, used from Sydney, 23.AU.04, to Levuka, Fiji Islands,
card with full message and arrival mark (3.SEP.04) on reverse. VF condition. Very scarce
destination!
H&G 27

GA

80,-

1904, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard, upper part of card with complete heading, mounted on
picture postcard 'Sydney - Chief Secretary's Office', tied by additional franking ½d blue-green
QV, used from Sydney, 9.AU.04, to Eastbourne in England. F/VF condition. Very unusual!
H&G 27

GA/Ak

60,-

1904, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard with heading 'Greetings from', group of three cards
with different views, comprising 'WEEPING ROCK, WENTWORTH FALLS, NEW SOUTH
WALES' (purple), 'KATOOMBA FALLS, N.S.WALES' (black) and 'COVETT'S LEAP, N.S.W.' (black),
all three cards used to domestic destination. F/VF condition.
H&G 27 (3) GA

60,-

1904, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard with view 'FAIRY DELL, BLUE MTNS., N.S.W.' and heading
'Greetings from', group of three examples in different colors greenish-black, blackish-purple
and black, two cards used to domestic destinations from Lawson to North Sydney resp.
from Hamilton to Singleton, one card (corner crease) uprated with ½d blue-green QV and
used from Sydney to Wangerin in Germany.
H&G 27 (3) GA

60,-

1905, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard, used with commemorative cds from ST.JAMES' HALL /
SYDNEY.N.S.W. / 5D / JUBILEE, 1.DEC.05, addressed to domestic destination. VF condition.
Scarce postmark - only in use on December 1st and 2nd 1905.
H&G 28

GA

60,-

1907, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard (divided admonition) with view 'TOWN HALL SYDNEY,
N.S.W.', uprated with ½d blue-green QV, sent from Sydney, 20.MR.11, to San José in Costa
Rica, arrival mark (12.MAY1911) on the frontside. F/VF condition. Very scarce destination! H&G 30 a

GA

70,-

1908, 1d carmine QV 'American Fleet' postcard, used at the correct empire postage rate
from Sydney, 25.AU.08, to Cairo in Egypt, card with minor blemishes in overall fine condition.
Scarce destination.
H&G 34

GA

120,-

P 3051

1908, 1d carmine QV 'American Fleet' postcard, uprated with ½d QV, correct foreign rate
H&G 34
usage from Sydney, 31.8.08, to Aberdeen, Wa. USA, F/VF condition.

GA

100,-

P 3052

1908, 1 ½d blue 'American Fleet' postcard, used with machine cancel from Sydney, 1.
H&G 35
SEP.1908, addressed locally to Kirribilli. F/VF condition.

GA

100,-

P 3053

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' (printed at
middle-right below stamp box) postcard with view 'CABBAGE TREES. Illawarra District.',
used from Sydney, 13.DEC.09, to Blacktown. F/VF condition.

GA

100,-

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'EMPRESS FALLS...', used from Sydney, 29.JL.09, to Waverly. Very fine condition.

GA

100,-

P 3047

P 3048

P 3049

P 3050

P 3054
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3064 | 80 €

3065 | 60 €

All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de
3066 | 100 €

3067 | 60 €

P 3055

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'HAWKESBURY RIVER BRIDGE,..', used locally in Sydney, 28.NO.05. F/VF condition.

GA

100,-

P 3056

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'KATOOMBA FALLS..', used locally in Sydney, 21.AP.1908. Fine condition.

GA

100,-

P 3057

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'MERYLA (TWIN) FALLS,..', used from Sydney, 10.DE.07, locally addressed to Fruit
Markets, despite minor traces of usage in fine condition.

GA

100,-

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'MERYLA FALLS, near MOSS VALE,..', used from Sydney, 20.JA.06, to Hunters Hill.
Very fine condition.

GA

100,-

P 3059

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'NEPEAN RIVER..', F/VF unusued condition.

GA

100,-

P 3060

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' (printed at
middle-right below stamp box) postcard with view 'STANWELL PARK..' (trees), used from
Sydney, 19.SP.06, to Drummoyne. F/VF condition.

GA

100,-

P 3061

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'THE HAWKESBURY RIVER..', used locally in Sydney, 17.JE.1909. F/VF condition.

GA

100,-

P 3062

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'THE WEEPING ROCK at WENTWORTH FALLS,..', used locally in Sydney, 17.NO.05;
card with minor corner creases in fine condition.

GA

100,-

1905, Official - Government Railways - Stamped To Order: 1d rose 'coat of arms' postcard
with view 'THE WILLOWS. Jenolan Caves, via Mt.Victoria..', used locally in Sydney, 9.FE.1909.
F/VF condition.

GA

100,-

1911, 2d ultramarine QV envelope, formate 143:88 mm, with illustration of the Redfern
Brewery in olive at upper-left and imprint 'Resch's Ltd Sydney' on the flap, uprated with ½d
blue-green QV, used from Redfern, 11.JL.11, to Worms in Germany. VF condition.
H&G K B 8

GA

80,-

P 3065

1912, 1d rose 'coat of arms' printed-to-order window envelope, used by 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.
H&G K B 7
Ltd.' with machine cancel from Sydney, 6.MR.1912. F/VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3066

1891, THREE PENCE and curved bar on 4d rose QV registered envelope, formate H2, uprated
with SEVEN-PENCE/HALFPENNY on 6d brown QV (SG 267), used from Sydney, 20.MR.93, to
Gablonz in Bohemia Austria, arrival mark (23.4.93) on reverse. Envelope with minor traces
of usage in fine condition. Scarce franking on triple rate registered cover! (T)
H&G C 6 b

GA

100,-

1894, 3d rose QV registered envelope, flap at right end, uprated with 2 x 2d ultramarine QV,
tied by cds The Exchange/N.S.W., 19.MR.07, used from Sydney to London in England and
redirected to Folkestone. On the frontside boxed 'POSTED OUT/OF COURSE' along with oval
'2d' postage due handstamp, transit and arrival marks on reverse. F/VF condition.
H&G C 8

GA

60,-

P 3058

P 3063

P 3064

P 3067
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3068 | 80 €

3070 | 60 €

3071 | 60 €

3069 | 80 €

3072 | 60 €
P 3068

P 3069

P 3070

P 3071

P 3072
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1899, 3d rose QV registered envelope, uprated with 2 ½d prussian blue QV, tied by 'R' in
oval, used from Sydney, 14.NO.99, addressed to Hannover in Germany, recipient departed
and bilingual label 'Abgereist - parti' applied on reverse, at the frontside single-line 'ZURÜCK
NACH' and returned to sender. Due to the lack of sender's address delivered to DLO as
indicated by red unframed cds 'DEAD LETTER OFFICE/SYDNEY, 23.JA.1900' on reverse.
Scarce unclaimed mail in VF condition.
H&G C 11

GA

80,-

1898, 3d rose QV registered envelope, uprated with marginal block of five 1d rose-carmine
'coat of arms', die II, perf. 12 : 11½ (SG 290a), showing parts of 'GPrO/NSW' monogram and
year '1897', used from Sydney, 15.OC.01, to Paris in France. Envelope with traces of usage
in overall fine condition. The handwritten address along with a boxed 'TOO LATE' postmark H&G C
are placed on the backside of the envelope. Very unusual cover!
12 a

GA

80,-

1898, 3d rose QV registered envelope, uprated with 2 ½d dark blue QV, used with return
receipt requested from Sydney, 31.OC.01, to San Francisco USA, on the frontside oval H&G C
12 a
handstamp 'A.R.', arrival mark (26.NOV.1901) on reverse. F/VF condition.

GA

60,-

1898, 3d rose QV registered envelope, uprated with 2 ½d dark blue QV on the BACKSIDE of
the envelope, used from Newcastle, 22.FE.02, to Yokohama in Japan, transit cds Nagasaki,
8.APR.02, on the backside and arrival mark Yokohama, 11.APR.02, on the frontside of the H&G C
envelope. VF condition. Very unusual application in combination with scarce destination! 12 a

GA

60,-

1901/1902, 1d rose 'coat of arms' printed-to-order envelope, two different examples from
'Harrison, Jones & Devlin, Wool & Produce Brokers' resp. 'Wall & Molesworth, Custom
House', both with advertising printed on the backside and both used locally in Sydney. VF H&G K B
condition.
7 (2)

GA

60,-

AUSTRALIA

Queensland
P 3073

1863/67, 1 sh., grey, very rough perforation 12 1/2:13, at top cut because it is nearly imperf,
LPOG, interesting and rare unused, VF!
SG 36.

*

180,-

P 3074

1867, 4 d., grey lilac, POG, fresh and unused rare stamp, small thin top left corner, signed A.
SG 54.
Diena, VF!

*

90,-

P 3075

1879/81, 1 d., 4 d., 6 d., (3) ALL with violet SPECIMEN handstamp opt, all shifted, 2x LPOG,
SG 134s, 141s, 143s.
4 d. has NG, very fresh and rare, CV is 725 £ without SPECIMEN, F-VF!

*

160,-

P 3076

1879/81, 1 d., dull orange, 6 d., deep green, 1 s. pale lilac, (3) ALL with black SPECIMEN opt,
SG 135as, 142s, 145s.
rare and very fresh set, 1 d. and 1 s. NG, 6 d. LPOG,

*

120,-

P 3077

1879/81, 4 d., orange-yellow, unused MH with minimal hinge, perfectly centred, very fresh
SG 141.
and desirable, a showpiece, CV is 450,- £, SUP!

*

160,-

P 3078

1879/81, 4 d., orange-yellow, LPOG, very fresh and desirable, CV is 450,- £, VF!

SG 141.

*

120,-

P 3079

1879/81, 6 d., yellow-green, pair, unused MH with minimal hinge, perfectly centred, very
SG 143.
fresh and desirable, exceptional condition, SUP!

*

100,-

P 3080

1880, 1/2 d. on 1 d., black vertical Half-penny opt, Die I, LPOG, fresh and desirable, VF!

SG 151.

*

90,-

P 3081

1886/1934, 2s bright blue 'chalon head', tied by cds Brisbane, 27.MR.34, single franking on
registered cover, sent by New England Airways to Sydney (arrival mark 28.MR.34) and
subsequently directed to the First Official Air Mail Australia-New Zealand from Sydney
(11.4.1934) addressed to Auckland, transit- and arrival marks together with appropriate
flight cachet on reverse. Attractive airmail cover in F/VF condition.
SG 157

b

70,-

P 3082

1882, 2 d., blue, LPOG, perf. 9 1/2 x 12, perfectly centred and fresh, VF!

*

140,-

P 3083

1890, 1 d., vermilion-red, imperf. pair, from left margin side, unused MH with minimal hinge
SG 187a.
traces, large borders, very fresh and desirable, a showpiece, SUP!

*

80,-

P 3084

1895, 9 Sh. - 30 £, 16 values, blue, wmk 10, black single circle canc., fiscal parliament
presentation proof, LPOG, VF-F!

g

400,-

3084A

1895 QV 1d. vermilion-red bottom marginal block of 16, Wmk 10 'Crown over Q', showing
varieties “Oval broken by tip of bust” (R.10/3), “Frame broken left of P” (R.10/1) and “Dot
above E of ONE” (R.12/2), mint with few hinge marks at top, plus 1d. vermilion-red horiz.
pair (Pos. 2-3), unwatermarked paper with blue burelé band on back, showing variety “PE
of PENNY omitted” on Pos.2 (SG £375), mint lightly hinged. Both multiples with few little SG 206b,
stains otherwise fresh and fine.
202 Var.

**/*

150,-

1898 (ca), 2 1/2 d., carmine red, Queen Victoria 2-numeral, white background, imperf plate
proof on bluish granite paper (with strong mesh), no wmk, block of (4) from the left margin
with handwritten blue colour pencil CARMINE and with red ink APP.D (for approved),
extremely rare multiple, all large margins, NG as issued, believed prepared in 1898 as colour
trials for the 1899 issue of new colour 2 1/2d, genuine in all respects, desirable and very
attractive, certificate K. Ceremuga, VF!
SG 213 (P)

(*)

500,-

1898 (ca), 2 1/2 d., pale carmine red, Queen Victoria 2-numeral, white background, imperf
plate proof on bluish granite paper (with strong mesh), no wmk, block of (4) from the left
margin with handwritten blue colour pencil CARMINE, extremely rare multiple, NG as
issued, 3 large margins one side touched, believed prepared in 1898 as colour trials for the
1899 issue of new colour 2 1/2d, genuine in all respects, thin at top right, still very attractive,
certificate K. Ceremuga, VF!
SG 213 (P)

(*)

300,-

P 3087

1895/96, 2 ½ d., rose, IMPERFORATED PROOF pair, top right margin pair, large borders, wmk SG 214
var.
Crown and Q, LPOG, very fresh and desirable, RARE, VF!

*

350,-

P 3088

1898, QV 2½d., plate proof in colour “violet/blue” on watermarked paper, issued design,
left marginal block of four, mint original gum with hinge remnants, double vertical perfs at refers to
SG 236/39
left (orderly). Ex Yardley.

*

130,-

1898, QV 2½d., plate proof in colour “bistre-yellow” on watermarked paper, issued design,
left marginal block of four, mint original gum with hinge remnants, double vertical perfs at refers to
SG 236/39
left (orderly). Ex Yardley.

*

130,-

P 3085

P 3086

P 3089

SG 177.
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QUEENSLAND

3073 | 180 €

3074 | 90 €

3077 | 160 €

3076 | 120 €

3078 | 120 €

3079 | 100 €

3075 | 160 €

3080 | 90 €

3082 | 140 €

3081 | 70 €

3085 | 500 €

3084 | 400 €

3086 | 300 €

3083 | 80 €

3087 | 350 €
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3088 | 130 €

3089 | 130 €

AUSTRALIA

3090 | 130 €

3091 | 130 €

3093 | 130 €

3095 | 100 €

3094 | 130 €
3092 | 130 €

3097 | 120 €

3096 | 100 €
25

QUEENSLAND

3103 | 250 €

3099 | 120 €

3100 | 120 €

3098 | 900 €

3101 | 100 €

3102 | 100 €
26

3104 | 200 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3090

1898, QV 2½d., plate proof in colour “purple-brown” on watermarked paper, issued design,
left marginal block of four, mint original gum with hinge remnants, double vertical perfs at refers to
left (orderly). Ex Yardley.
SG 236/39

*

130,-

1898, QV 2½d., plate proof in colour “slate” on watermarked paper, issued design, left
marginal block of four, mint original gum with hinge remnants, double vertical perfs at left refers to
SG 236/39
(orderly). Ex Yardley.

*

130,-

P 3092

1898, QV 2½d., plate proof in colour “turquoise” on watermarked paper, issued design, refers to
SG 236/39
(previous left marginal) block of four, mint original gum with hinge remnants. Ex Yardley.

*

130,-

P 3093

1898, QV 2½d., plate proof in colour “pale brown” on watermarked paper, issued design, refers to
SG 236/39
block of four, mint original gum with hinge remnants. Ex Yardley.

*

130,-

P 3094

1898, QV 2½d., plate proof in colour “brownish purple/blue” on watermarked paper, issued refers to
SG 236/39
design, block of four, mint original gum with hinge remnants. Ex Yardley.

*

130,-

P 3095

1900 Set of the two Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund stamps, fine used with Brisbane
SG 263-64
datestamps. (SG £395)

g

100,-

P 3096

1906 Three-part folded letter card of S.S. “Eastern” of “The Eastern & Australian Steamship
Co.” with picture of Queen Street, Brisbane, a MENU card for onboard dinner at 14th April
1906 etc., franked 1d. red pair tied by “TOWNSVILLE/6 AP/06” duplex datestamp and
addressed to Hawthorn, Victoria. The letter card with traces of use but still good, and most
attractive.

b

100,-

P 3097

1907/11, 1 d., vermillion, IMPERFORATED pair, wmk W33 (A with Crown), MH with tiny
SG 288a.
traces of hinges, very fresh and desirable, large borders, XF!

*

120,-

P 3098

1879/81, 1/2 d. - 1 s., in strip of free including from the top 3 rows , all perforation varieties
gauging 13x11 1/2, 13 x11 and 13x12, the 4 d. is Die II, LPOG, this full set completed in the SG 301308.
gauging perforations is a great showpiece and very rare, see SG 2020, page 26, VF!

*

900,-

P 3099

1907/11, 5 d., dull brown, vertical strip of (3), used BRISBANE cancel, perf. 13 x 11-12 1/2,
SG 306.
very well centred, fresh and attractive, VF!

g

120,-

P 3100

1907/11, 6 d., yellow-green, vertical strip of (3), used BRISBANE cancel, perf. 13 x 11-12 1/2,
SG 307.
well centred, fresh and attractive, VF!

g

120,-

P 3101

1909/1912 Three registered covers from Brisbane to Apolda, Germany bearing good
frankings incl. 2s6d. or 2s. pair et al., fine.

b

100,-

P 3102

1910 Two registered covers (with Hotel prints) to Bohemia via Italy, one from the Strand
Hotel in Cairns to Prague franked 5d. and ½d., the other from Lennons Hotel in Brisbane to
Pribram franked 5d. and 3d., both with Italian transit dater on bock, good/fine.

b

100,-

P 3103

1911, 1 d., vermillion, wmk 33, irregular perf 10 1/2 to 12 1/2, used, very rare and desirable,
SG 313.
cert. RPSV, VF!

g

250,-

P 3104

1905, 2d blue QV 'sideface' and horizontal pair 1d violet KEVII revenue stamp, tied by New
South Wales '1508' duplex from Yalpunga, 8.OC.1905 (Freeman rating R!), on cover to
Hobart in Tasmania. On reverse sender's straight line handstamp 'NARYILCO STATION',
transit cds Tibooburra, 9.OC.1905 and Melbourne, 14.OC.1905, along with arrival mark (15.
OC.1905), envelope with tear at right front and at backflap, otherwise F/VF condition.
Naryilco Station is located in a remote area of south-west Queensland near to the N.S.W.
border and the closest post office Yalpunga already on N.S.W. territory. Most unusual cover
with rare N.S.W. postmark on Queensland postage stamp in combination with revenue BW Q 17
stamps! RR!
etc.

b

200,-

P 3091

27

QUEENSLAND

3105 | 200 €

3109 | 100 €

3107 | 100 €

3110 | 80 €

3108 | 100 €

3112 | 50 €

3111 | 70 €

3114 | 60 €

3113 | 100 €
28

3115 | 60 €

AUSTRALIA

3117 | 80 €

3116 | 100 €

3121 | 80 €
3119 | 60 €
3118 | 70 €

3120 | 100 €

3122 | 60 €

3124 | 80 €

3123 | 80 €

3125 | 120 €

3126 | 80 €
29

QUEENSLAND

Queensland - Official stamps
P 3105

1879/82, 1 d., orange-vermilion, block of (4), left side margin piece with DOUBLE PERF 13,
wmk 6, with OS perfin, MNH, VERY RARE and interesting multiple for the specialist,
exceedingly fresh and desirable, XF!
SG 232.

**/*

200,-

3106

1879/81, 2 d., blue, block of (4), wmk 6, perf. 13, with OS perfin, MNH/MH, very fresh and
SG 234.
desirable, VF!

**/*

60,-

P 3107

1908 2d. bright blue punctured “OS” and used along with Postage ½d. green on “O.H.M.S.”
(mourning) envelope from Brisbane to AUSTRIA, tied by Brisbane 'NO 7/15' duplex
datestamp, with minor imperfections as a light fold at left, good. A scarce use of an official (SG 290)
stamp to foreign country. (T)
et al.

b

100,-

1898/1908, 1d QV postcard PICTORIAL ISSUES, group of four different postcard issues with
view 'GOLD MINE AND WORKS, CHARTERS TOWERS', comprising 1d chocolate QV (H&G 10)
used from Brisbane to domestic destination; 1d chocolate QV (H&G 12) uprated with ½d
green QV used from Woolloongabba to Erfurt in Germany; 1d chocolate QV (H&G 14)
uprated with ½d green QV used from Maryborough to Bremen in Germany and 1d orange H&G 10,
brown QV (H&G 15a) used from Gatton to Eudunda. Cards with minor traces of usage in 12, 14,
overall F/VF condition. Rarely offered and scarce group!
15 a

GA

100,-

P 3109

1898/1906, 1d brown and 1d orange-brown pictorial card, both with view 'Botanic Gardens, H&G 10,
15 a
Brisbane', features a lawn tennis court & players with racquets. F/VF condition. Scarce!

GA

100,-

P 3110

1898, 1d chocolate QV postcard with view 'BARROW RIVER, CAIRNS', uprated with 3d
brown QV (SG 192), used registered from Hughenden, 14.NO.98, to a local address, on
reverse handwritten invitation to a monthly boardmeeting, the 3d stamp detached for
inspection and remounted with hinge, card with tiny tear at top, else F/VF condition. Scarce
commercial usage!
H&G 10

GA

80,-

1898/1908, 1d QV postcard PICTORIAL ISSUES, group of three different postcard issues with
view 'VINEYARD, NUDGEE.', comprising 1d chocolate QV (H&G 10) uprated with ½d green
QV used from Gladstone to Berlin in Germany; 1d chocolate QV (H&G 12) used from
Goombungee to Albion and 1d violet brown (H&G 15) uprated with ½d green QV used from H&G 10,
Brisbane to Jena in Germany. Scarce group in F/VF condition.
12, 15

GA

70,-

1898 (9.10.), pictorial stat. postcard QV 1d. dark brown (Mulgrave River) uprated with QV
½d. commercially used from Townsville to APIA/German Samoa with Brisbane transitmark
(13.10.) on reverse, unusual destination!
P 10 etc.

GA

50,-

1898, 1 ½d black on buff QV pictorial issue postcard, group of five different views, comprising
'BULLOCK-PLOUGHING, DARLING DOWNS' (cattle), 'A QUEENSLAND STATION' (horses),
'SHEEP DRINKING AT AN ARTESIAN STREAM', 'A WESTERN STATION' (cattle, sheep, horses)
and 'SHEEP UNDER A BOTTLE TREE, WESTERN QUEENSLAND' (dog and sheep), all five cards
used at correct rate to England(2) or Germany(3). F/VF condition.
H&G 11 (5) GA

100,-

Queensland - Postal stationeries
P 3108

P 3111

P 3112

P 3113

P 3114

P 3115

P 3116

P 3117

30

1898, 1 ½d black on buff QV pictorial issue postcard with view 'BARRON RIVER, CAIRNS.',
used from Brisbane, 17.AP.99, to Kobe in Japan, on the frontside transit cds Hongkong and
arrival mark (2.JUN.99). F/VF condition. Scarce destination!
H&G 11

GA

60,-

1898, 1 ½d black on buff QV pictorial issue postcard with view 'CANE-FIELD AND SELECTOR'S
HOUSE.', used from Brisbane, 18.SE.03, to Pará (Belém) in Brasil, on the frontside transit cds
Rio de Janeiro, 25.OUT.1903, and arrival mark (12.NO.1903), card with minor blemishes in
overall fine condition. Scarce and unusual destination to Northern Brasil!
H&G 11

GA

60,-

1905, 1d orange brown on cream to buff QV pictorial issue postcard, group of six different
views, comprising 'JONDARIAN WOOLSHED, LOADING WOOL', 'PLOUGHING AND
HARROWING, GREEN HILLS FARM', 'ARROWROOT DRYING, COOMERA RIVER', 'ARROWROOT
FIELD, COOMERA RIVER', 'PINEAPPLE PLANTATION, NUNDAH NEAR BRISBANE' and
'PARLIAMENT HOUSE, BRISBANE'. All six cards used to domestic destination, despite some
traces of usage in overall fine condition. The 'orange brown' cards are mentioned to be the H&G 15
scarcest pictorial issue items!
a (6)

GA

100,-

1908, 1d red QV 'American Fleet' postcard with part of c.t.o. Brisbane, fine condition (small
H&G 16
hinge remnants).

GA

80,-

AUSTRALIA

3127 | 60 €
P 3118

3128 | 300 €

3129 | 100 €

1910, 1d red QV black & white pictorial issue postcard with view 'A DAIRY HERD, WEST
MORETON DISTRICT, SOUTH QUEENSLAND', uprated with ½d green QV, used from Albion,
24.FE.11, to Zwickau in Germany; a second card (some blemishes) with view 'ON A
QUEENSLAND SHEEP STATION', uprated with ½d green QV, used from Thursday Island, 6. H&G 19
OC.11, to Berlin in Germany.
a (2)

GA

70,-

1910, 1d red QV black & white pictorial issue postcard with view 'INTERIOR OF NORTH
QUEENSLAND CAVES.', uprated with ½d green QV, used from Parliament House, 14.DE.10,
to Bielefeld in Germany, card with minor blemishes in fine condition.
H&G 19 a

GA

60,-

1910, 1d red QV black & white pictorial issue postcard with view 'THE BARRON FALLS IN
FLOOD (660 FT. HIGH)', used from Warwick, 6.MR.11, to Rosehill, card with corner crease at
lower left otherwise fine condition. Scarce card!
H&G 19 a

GA

100,-

1912, 1d + 1d red QV reply lettercard, outward half, uprated with ½d deep green QV, used
with full message inside and machine cancel from Toowoomba, 25.MAR.12, to Bern in
Switzerland, arrival mark (26.IV.12) on reverse. F/VF condition.
H&G A 6 a

GA

80,-

1901/1913, 2d ultramarine QV printed-to-order envelope, used from Yaamba, 18.NO.01, to
Rockhampton, arrival mark (19.NO.01) on reverse; in addition the same stamp on blue
envelope, uprated with ½d green QV, used from Brisbane, 10.FEB.13, to Nürnberg in HG K B
Germany, both envelopes in F/VF condition.
3 (2)

GA

60,-

1910, 3d red KEVII registered envelope, 'McCorquodale & Co. Ltd.' under the flap, uprated
with 2½d slate/blue QV, used from Brisbane, 2.AP.10, to Dessau in Germany, arrival mark
(7.5.10) on reverse. VF condition.
H&G C 1

GA

80,-

1912, 3d red KEVII registered envelope uprated with South Australia 2 x ½d yellow-green
QV, unsealed usage as Printed Matter with squared circle dater from Eudunda/S.A., 5.
DE.12, to Hannover in Germany, arrival mark (3.1.13) on reverse. Very attractive cover in VF
condition.
H&G C 2

GA

80,-

1913, 3d red KEVII registered envelope uprated with 2 ½d slate/blue QV, used from Albion,
7.FE.13, adressed to 'His Royal Highness Prince Regent Ludwig' in Munich Bavaria, arrival
mark (14.3.13) on reverse, envelope with slight vertical crease, overall F/VF condition. Very
unusual and scarce!
H&G C 2

GA

120,-

1913, 3d red KEVII registered envelope uprated with ½d green and vertical pair 1d vermilion
QV, used from Bundaberg, 11.JA.13, to Hannover in Germany, transit cds Brisbane and
arrival mark (15.2.13) on reverse. VF condition.
H&G C 2

GA

80,-

P 3127

1913, 3d red KEVII registered envelope uprated with Western Australia 1d on 2d yellow (SG
H&G C 2
172) locally used in Sydney, 18.FE.13. VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3128

1913, 3d red KEVII registered envelope on white stock, without imprint under flap and small
boxed 'REGISTERED' on front (as the Victoria type - Stieg C13), uprated with 2 ½d slate/blue
QV and commercially used from Brisbane, 9.JA.13, to Los Angeles with arrival marks (2./3.
FEB.13) on reverse, envelope with tear at right front not affecting stamps, else fine and
fresh condition. Only a very small quantity was printed and mostly destroyed when
Commonwealth 4d kangaroo registered envelopes were issued. Unlisted in Ascher and
Higgins & Gage but described by Collas (1979). Only two used examples are recorded. RR!

GA

300,-

1904, 1d orange QV printed-to-order envelope, manila paper, legal size (242:109mm), with
illustration 'Maori King', used by the 'New Zealand FIRE & MARINE Insurance Company'
from Brisbane, 24.AU.04, to Toowoomba, envelope folded vertically and used a second
time with single franking 1d QV orange from Brisbane, 30.8.10, endorsed 'Per Packet Post' ,
to San Francisco USA. Very unusual and scarce! (T)
E 35

GA

100,-

P 3119

P 3120

P 3121

P 3122

P 3123

P 3124

P 3125

P 3126

P 3129

31

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

South Australia
P 3130

1855, 1 d., deep dark green, imperforated, with numeral cancel (31), clear at upper left other sides very good margins, intense rich shade and very appealing, VF!
SG 1

g

160,-

P 3130A

1854, 2d. blue, fresh colour and wide to huge margins all around, used on lettersheet
(side flaps missing+some age wear) from Sydney to Port Macquaire with full strike of
barred postmark, backstamped “SYDNEY MR 22 1855” and “PORT MACQUAIRE MR 24
1855” (smudgy), alongside blue oval sender’s seal “UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA”.
Mi. 11

b

60,-

P 3131

1900, 9 d., rose-lilac, wmk star, perf large holes, block of (9), (2) MH, (7) MNH, wmk shifted,
SG 124.
very fresh and great unit, XF!

**/*

90,-

P 3132

1877, 6 d., Prussian blue, perf 10:11 1/2, full close DOUBLE printing leads to a magnificent
SG 139.
exceedingly rich colour shade, not listed, for the specialist, a great rarity, F!

g

750,-

P 3133

1884, 1 d., blue-green, block of (8) with gutter in between, crease in the gutter, MH/MNH, XF! SG 171.

**/*

300,-

P 3134

1895, 1 d., green, imperforated, block of (8) with gutter in between, top row is MH, bottom
SG 175.
row is MNH, very fresh and attractive item, XF!

**/*

700,-

1886-96 Set of 12 up to £15, Perf 11½-12½, overprinted “SPECIMEN” (12¼ mm long), with
large part original gum and a hinge, with imperfections like short/missing perfs and partially SG
195s/207s SPEC
stained, good to fine.

100,-

1886-96 5s., 10s., £1 and £2, all Perf 11¾, used and cancelled by circled datestamps in
1900/1901, the £2 with Wallaroo 'NO 2/00' double circle d/s, fine. (SG about £760) SG 196, 197, 199, 200

150,-

3135

P 3136

g

P 3137 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (19 x 23 mm) in pencil on thick card
essay
for a ½d. postage stamp ('Spero' No. 29) showing Cattle, attractive essay!

70,-

P 3138 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (19 x 23 mm) in pencil on thick card
for a ½d. postage stamp ('Spero' No. 29) showing Coat of Arms with Emu and Kangaroo,
attractive essay!
essay

70,-

P 3139 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (18 x 23 mm) in black ink on card for
essay
a ½d. postage stamp ('Amateur' No. 13) showing GPO Adelaide, attractive essay!

70,-

P 3140 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (18 x 23 mm) in black ink on card for
a ½d. postage stamp ('Amateur' No. 13) with blank oval vignette at top and GPO Adelaide
below
essay

70,-

P 3141 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (18 x 23 mm) in black ink on paper
for a ½d. postage stamp ('Amateur' No. 13) showing Kangaroo in vignette, attractive and
scarce
essay

70,-

P 3142 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (18 x 23 mm) in black ink on paper
for a ½d. postage stamp ('Amateur' No. 13) with blank vignette and showing Emu and
Kangaroo at bottom
essay

70,-

P 3143 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (19 x 23 mm) in pencil on thick card
for a ½d. postage stamp ('Spero' No. 29) showing King William Street in Adelaide, attractive
essay!
essay

70,-

P 3144 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (19 x 23 mm) in pencil on thick card
essay
for a ½d. postage stamp ('Spero' No. 29) showing Aboriginal thematic, attractive essay!

70,-

P 3145 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (18 x 23 mm) in black ink on card for
a ½d. postage stamp ('Amateur' No. 13) showing part of Australia Coat of Arms with Emu
and Kangaroo, attractive essay!
essay

70,-

P 3146 • 1890's, Stamp Design Competition handpainted ESSAY (18 x 23 mm) in black ink on paper
essay
for a ½d. postage stamp ('Amateur' No. 13) showing Coat of Arms, attractive essay!

70,-

P 3147

32

1903, “Long Stamps” 1s brown with squared circle 'WANDI, SE.17' (Northern Territories),
superb s.o.n. strike, recorded by both Overton and Williams for 1903-06 only. PO 12.8.1896,
closed 25.10.1906. Rated XXXX (Goldmining)
SG 275

g

80,-

AUSTRALIA

3130 | 160 €

3130A | 100 €

3132 | 750 €

3133 | 300 €

3131 | 90 €

3134 | 700 €

3136 | 150 €
3137 | 70 €

3139 | 70 €

3140 | 70 €

3138 | 70 €

3141 | 70 €

3143 | 70 €

3142 | 70 €

3144 | 70 €

3145 | 70 €

3146 | 70 €

3147 | 80 €
33

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

3151 | 100 €

3148 | 250 €

3149 | 200 €

3152 | 100 €

3153 | 100 €

3154 | 100 €

3155 | 100 €

3156 | 150 €

3157 | 100 €

3158 | 100 €

3159 | 100 €

3160 | 80 €

3161 | 150 €

3162 | 100 €

3163 | 100 €

3164 | 100 €

3165 | 100 €

34

AUSTRALIA
P 3148

1902, “Long Stamps” 1s brown with variety 'POSTAGE' and 'ONE SHILLING' in red-brown. SG 275 c;
Very rare stamp in VF mint lightly hinged condition. ACSC 2000.-AU$
BW S 30 A

*

250,-

P 3149

1902, “Long Stamps” 1s brown with variety 'POSTAGE' and 'ONE SHILLING' in red-brown,
used with part of cds Parcel P.O.A(delaide), JA.(..).03. Fine condition. Very rare! ACSC 2000.- SG 275 c;
BW S 30 A
AU$

g

200,-

1908, QV 1d pictorial stat. postcard (Adelaide ptg.) in orange with view 'SAVINGS BANK',
P8
fine unused!

GA

Gebot

1909 Complete “Australian Pictorial Letterette” with illustrated front and eight views of
Adelaide inside, sender's note “Clark Street, Wayville, South Australia”, addressed to
Germany, franked 1894-1906 2½d. blue tied by Adelaide machine datestamp, with minor
blemishes but still fine.

b

100,-

1895 2½d. violet-blue, perf. 13, surcharged “O.S.” (Type O2) and used on “O.H.M.S.”
envelope from Adelaide to Vienna, AUSTRIA in 1896, tied by “CORRESPONDENCE OFFICE
G.P.O./NO 12/96” c.d.s., with '20.12.96' arrival dater on the reverse, fine. This stamp optd.
“O.S.” is listed by SG as used on May 12th, 1897 earliest. This cover shows that it was used
months earlier.
SG O75

b

100,-

1909 8d. ultramarine with “Value closer (15¼ mm), perf. 12 x 12½, punctured “OS” and
used on registered “O.H.M.S.” envelope from Adelaide to Vienna, AUSTRIA in 1913, tied by
“REG. ADELAIDE/25 AP 13” c.d.s., and “CORRESPONDENCE OFFICE S.A./25 AP 13” c.d.s.
alongside, no further postmark. Envelope with a vert. fold at left otherwise fine. (T)
(SG 301a)

b

100,-

3150
P 3151

South Australia - Official stamps general
P 3152

P 3153

South Australia - Official stamps department
P 3154

1868-74 “Botanic Garden” overprint “B.G.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'V over Crown',
perf. 10, used with mute cancellation, fresh and fine.

g

100,-

P 3155

1868-74 “Botanic Garden” overprint “B.G.” in black on 6d. dull blue, Wmk Large Star,
rouletted, used and cancelled by part c.d.s., with close/touched margins and a light diag.
crease at top right otherwise fine.

g

100,-

1868-74 “Botanic Garden” overprint “B.G.” in black on 6d. deep Prussian blue, Wmk Large
Star, perf. 12½, used and cancelled by weak strike of G.P.O. Adelaide c.d.s., with a missing
perf at left otherwise fine.

g

150,-

P 3157

1868-74 “Botanic Garden” overprint “B.G.” in black on 2d. pale orange-red, Wmk 'Crown
over large SA', rouletted, used with mute cancellation, with a little tear at top otherwise fine.

g

100,-

P 3158

1868-74 “Botanic Garden” overprint “B.G.” in black on 1d. green, Wmk Large Star, perf. 11½
x rouletted, used and cancelled by part strike of Adelaide c.d.s., fresh and fine.

g

100,-

P 3159

1868-74 “Botanic Garden” overprint “B.G.” in black on 1d. green (worn impression), Wmk
Large Star, perf. 11½ x rouletted, used and cancelled by “ADELAIDE/AP 23/73” c.d.s., fine.

g

100,-

P 3160

1868-74 “Botanic Garden” overprint “B.G.” in black on 1d. green, Wmk Large Star, perf. 11½
x rouletted, used and cancelled by “G.P.O. ADELAIDE/AP 23/73” c.d.s., with a closed tear at
upper right, good.

g

80,-

1868-74 “Botanic Garden” overprint “B.G.” in black on 1s. chestnut, Wmk Large Star, perf.
11½ x rouletted, used and cancelled by “G.P.O. ADELAIDE/MY 22/(71)” c.d.s., with usual
uneven perforation, fresh and fine.

g

150,-

P 3162

1868-74 “CHIEF SECRETARY” overprint “C.S.” in RED on 1s. brown, Wmk 'Large Star',
rouletted, used and cancelled by large grid handstamp, usual margins, fine.

g

100,-

P 3163

1868-74 “CHIEF SECRETARY” overprint “C.S.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Large Star',
rouletted, used with mute cancellation, usual margins, fine.

g

100,-

P 3164

1868-74 “COMMISSIONER OF POLICE” overprint “C.P.” in RED on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Large
Star', rouletted, used with “ADELAIDE/AP ..2/68” c.d.s., usual margins, fine.

g

100,-

P 3165

1868-74 “COMMISSIONER OF POLICE” overprint “C.P.” in RED on 6d. blue, Wmk 'Large Star',
rouletted, used with “ADELAIDE/AP .../71” c.d.s., usual margins, fine.

g

100,-

P 3156

P 3161
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA

3166 | 100 €

3167 | 150 €

3170 | 150 €

3168 | 150 €

3173 | 150 €

3177 | 100 €

3178 | 80 €

3181 | 80 €

3180 | 150 €

3182 | 150 €

3183 | 80 €

3169 | 100 €

3171 | 100 €

3175 | 100 €

3174 | 150 €

3172 | 150 €

3176 | 150 €

3179 | 100 €
3184 | 100 €

3187 | 100 €

3194 | 100 €
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3185 | 100 €

3188 | 100 €

3195 | 100 €

3186 | 100 €

3190 | 100 €

3189 | 100 €

3193 | 100 €

3196 | 150 €

3197 | 100 €

3191 | 100 €

3198 | 300 €

3199 | 100 €

3192 | 100 €

3200 | 150 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3166

1868-74 “CROWN LANDS” overprint “C.L.” in RED on 6d. blue, Wmk 'Large Star', rouletted,
used with “ADELAIDE/DE 2../68” c.d.s., with a tear from bottom up to Queen's chin, plus
“C.L.” in black on 4d. lilac, misperf. 11½ x 12½ cut by scissors in order to keep complete
design, used with “ADELAIDE/JU 10/70” c.d.s.

g

100,-

1868-74 “CUSTOMS” overprint “C.” in black on 1s. brown, Wmk 'Large Star', Perf 11½ x
rouletted, variety “PART DOUBLE IMPRESSION” (frame and letters; a double or a kiss print?),
used with “ADELAIDE/FE 6/...” c.d.s., bottom perforation cut by scissors and a missing perf
at top, good. A scarce stamp with clear doubling especially of letters.

g

150,-

P 3168

1868-74 “CUSTOMS” overprint “C.” in black on 4d. slate-lilac, Wmk 'Large Star', Perf 10 (top)
x 13, used with “ADELAIDE/DE 29/73” c.d.s., fine.

g

150,-

P 3169

1868-74 “CUSTOMS” overprint “C.” in black on 6d. blue, Wmk 'Large Star', Perf 11¾, used
with “ADELAIDE/JU .../74” c.d.s., usual slightly rough perforation, good.

g

100,-

P 3170

1868 (-74): Three singles 2d. orange (different shades), all Wmk 10 (Crown over SA), one
optd. “S.M.” (Stipendiary Magistrate) in BLUE, another with “H.A.” (House of Assembly) in
black, and the third one (thin at top left) showing DOUBLE OVERPRINT “P.” (Police). Stamps
with minor imperfections but still good/fine.

g

150,-

1868-74 “EDUCATION BOARD” overprint “E.B.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown over
SA' INVERTED, perf 12½ horizontally, cut vertically, used with “ADELAIDE/JY 8/69” c.d.s.,
fine.

g

100,-

P 3172

1868-74 “GOVERNMENT PRINTER” overprint “G.P.” in RED on 1s. brown, Wmk 'Large Star',
rouletted, used with mute cancellation, usual margins, fine.

g

150,-

P 3173

1868-74 “GOVERNMENT PRINTER” overprint “G.P.” in RED on 1d. green, Wmk 'Large Star',
rouletted, used with “ADELAIDE/JY 31/68” c.d.s., usual margins, fine.

g

150,-

P 3174

1868-74 “GOVERNMENT PRINTER” overprint “G.P.” in black on 1d. green, Wmk 'Large Star',
rouletted, used with “ADELAIDE/OC 1/69” c.d.s., fine.

g

150,-

P 3175

1868-74 “GOVERNMENT PRINTER” overprint “G.P.” in black on 1d. green, Wmk 'Large Star',
Perf 11½-12, used with “ADELAIDE/SE 7/73” c.d.s., with rough/partially cut perforation,
good.

g

100,-

P 3176

1868-74 “GOVERNMENT PRINTER” overprint “G.P.” in black on 2s. carmine, Wmk 'Large
Star', Perf 11½-12, used with “ADELAIDE/JY 12/...” c.d.s., fine.

g

150,-

P 3177

1868-74 “GOVERNMENT PRINTER” overprint “G.P.” in black on 1d. green, Wmk 'Large Star',
Perf 10 x 11½-12, used with “ADELAIDE/DE 14/70” c.d.s., with rough/partially cut perforation
laterally, good.

g

100,-

1868-74 “GOVERNMENT PRINTER” overprint “G.P.” in black on 1d. green, Wmk 'Large Star',
Perf 11½-12, used with “G.P.O. ADELAIDE/JU 7/72” c.d.s., with cut perforation at top and
left, good.

g

80,-

1868-74 Group of 11 stamps overprinted “C.S.” in black (2), “G.T.” in red (2), “P.O.” in blue,
“S.” in red, “S.G.” in red and in black (2), “S.M.” in black (2) and “S.T.” in black, all with faults
as tears, perf faults etc., the “S.” ovpt. doubtful, some still good.

g

100,-

P 3180

1868-74 “HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY” overprint “H.A.” in black on 4d. violet-slate, Wmk 'Large
Star', Perf 10, used with G.P.O. Adelaide c.d.s., fine.

g

150,-

P 3181

1868-74 “HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY” overprint “H.A.” in RED on 1s. brown, Wmk 'Large Star',
rouletted, used with circle of bars, with incomplete design at bottom (rouletted across the
value but separated below), and a needle hole right of Queen's head, good.

g

80,-

1868-74 “LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL” overprint “L.C.” in RED on 2d. orange, variety “OVERPRINT
SHIFTED SIDEWAYS reading “.C. L”, Wmk 'Large Star', rouletted, used with “ADELAIDE/NO
19/69” c.d.s., fine.

g

150,-

1868-74 “LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL” overprint “L.C.” in RED on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Large Star',
rouletted, used with “ADELAIDE/NO 10/68” c.d.s., with small corner defects, lightly creased
and colour faded, good.

g

80,-

P 3167

P 3171

P 3178

P 3179

P 3182

P 3183
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3201 | 100 €
P 3184

3202 | 100 €

3203 | 100 €

3204 | 200 €

3205 | 100 €

3206 | 100 €

3207 | 100 €

1868-74 “MANAGER OF RAILWAYS” overprint “M.R.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown
over SA', Perf 10, used with weak strike of “.../JA 19/72” c.d.s., with cut perfs at bottom and
right, good.

g

100,-

P 3185

1868-74 “MARINE BOARD” overprint “M.B.” in black on 4d. lilac, Wmk 'Large Star', Perf 10½,
used with “ADELAIDE ...” c.d.s., fine.

g

100,-

P 3186

1868-74 “MARINE BOARD” overprint “M.B.” in black on 6d. blue, Wmk 'Large Star', Perf 10,
used with full strike of “ADELAIDE/74/JA 2” c.d.s., with cut perfs at top and left, good.

g

100,-

P 3187

1868-74 “MILITARY” overprint “M.” in black on 2s. rose-carmine, Wmk 'Large Star', rouletted,
used and cancelled by circle of bars, fine.

g

100,-

P 3188

1868-74 “POLICE” overprint “P.” in BLUE on 6d. blue, Wmk 'Large Star', rouletted, used
“ADELAIDE/OC 19/68” c.d.s., with usual margins, good.

g

100,-

P 3189

1868-74 “POLICE” overprint “P.” in BLUE on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown over SA', rouletted,
used with “ADELAIDE/JU 10/69” c.d.s., partially cut top otherwise fine.

g

100,-

P 3190

1868-74 “POLICE” overprint “P.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown over SA' reversed,
rouletted, used with “ADELAIDE/MY 4/...” c.d.s., fine.

g

100,-

P 3191

1868-74 “POLICE” overprint “P.” in black on 6d. blue, Wmk 'Large Star' and on 2d. orange,
Wmk 'Crown over SA', both perf 10, both used with Adelaide c.d.s., with several perfs
missing (6d. on lower left and top, 2d. on top left corner), good.

g

100,-

P 3192

1868-74 “POLICE” overprint “P.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown over SA', rouletted,
used with “ADELAIDE/JY 7/70” c.d.s., fine.

g

100,-

P 3193

1868-74 “POLICE” overprint “P.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown over SA' reversed, Perf
11½ x 10, used with “ADELAIDE/JY 6/71” c.d.s., good.

g

100,-

P 3194

1868-74 “PRIVATE SECRETARY” overprint “P.S.” in black on 6d. blue, Wmk 'Large Star', Perf
10, used with “ADELAIDE ...” c.d.s., with top perfs cut otherwise fine.

g

100,-

P 3195

1868-74 “PRIVATE SECRETARY” overprint “P.S.” in black on 1d. green, Wmk 'Large Star', Perf
10, used with “ADELAIDE/..Y 7/71” c.d.s., very fine.

g

100,-

P 3196

1868-74 “PRIVATE SECRETARY” overprint “P.S.” in black on 10d. on 9d. yellow, Wmk 'Large
Star', Perf 11½ x 13 x 10 (top x vertically x bottom), used with part Adelaide duplex, fine.

g

150,-

P 3197

1868-74 “PRIVATE SECRETARY” overprint “P.S.” in black on 3d. on 4d. ultramarine, Wmk
'Large Star', Perf 10, used with “ADELAIDE/MY 12/74” c.d.s., lightly stained and few short
perfs but still good.

g

100,-

1868-74 “PRIVATE SECRETARY” overprint “P.S.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown over SA'
reversed, Perf 10, used with “ROBE/FE 23/71” c.d.s. The colour reduced otherwise fine. A
SCARCE USE OF THIS SCARCE STAMP.

g

300,-

1868-74 “REGISTRAR-GENERAL” overprint “R.G.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown over
SA', Perf 10, used with parts of circled datestamp in black, with an usual uneven perforation,
good.

g

100,-

P 3200

1868-74 “SUPREME COURT” overprint “S.C.” in RED on 6d. blue, Wmk 'Large Star', rouletted,
used with “ADELAIDE/DE 5/73” c.d.s., with usual margins, good, and scarce.

g

150,-

P 3201

1868-74 “SUPERINTENDENT OF TELEGRAPHS” overprint “S.T.” in RED on 6d. blue, Wmk
'LARGE STAR', rouletted, used with “G.P.O. ADELAIDE/FE 5/69” c.d.s., with usual margins,
fine.

g

100,-

P 3198

P 3199
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3210 | 80 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de
3209 | 60 €

3211 | 200 €

3208 | 60 €

3212 | 200 €

P 3202

1868-74 “SUPERINTENDENT OF TELEGRAPHS” overprint “S.T.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk
'Crown over SA', perf. 11¾, used and cancelled by circle of bars, fine.

g

100,-

P 3203

1868-74 “STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE” overprint “S.M.” in BLUE on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown
over SA', rouletted, used with “G.P.O. ADELAIDE/OC 7/68” c.d.s., with usual margins cut by
scissors, good.

g

100,-

1868-74 “STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE” overprint “S.M.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'Crown
over SA', perf. 11½ x 10, used with “GAWLER/FE 10/74” c.d.s., with a diag. crease and lightly
toned perfs at lower right otherwise fine. A SCARCE USE OF THIS STAMP.

g

200,-

P 3205

1868-74 “TITLES REGISTRATION” overprint “T.R.” in black on 1s. brown, Wmk 'Large Star',
perf. 11½, used with weak strike of Adelaide c.d.s., with usual uneven perforation, good.

g

100,-

P 3206

1868-74 “TREASURY” overprint “T.” in black on 2d. orange, Wmk 'V over Crown', perf. 10,
used with “ADELAIDE/OC 20/73” c.d.s. The perforation shifted so that a very small stamp
results, cut perfs at bottom, fine.

g

100,-

1868-74 “TREASURY” overprint “T.” in black on 2s. carmine, Wmk 'Large Star', perf. 11½,
used with “G.P.O. ADELAIDE/... 20/72” c.d.s. The lateral perforation cut by scissors, good.

g

100,-

P 3204

P 3207

South Australia - Postal stationeries
P 3208

1893, 1d brown QV postcard with experimental collotype picture of TOWN HALL, NORWOOD
in blue, used from Adelaide, 14.NO.06, to Eastwood. VF condition.
H&G 3

GA

60,-

P 3209

1893, 1d brown QV postcard with preprinted picture of firm building 'G.L.Mueller, Currie St',
uprated with ½d yellow-green, used from Adelaide, 20.AU.08, to Berlin Germany. F/VF
condition.
H&G 3

GA

60,-

P 3210

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue 'ADELAIDE RAILWAY STATION', two cards in different H&G 8 /
1 (2)
colours red brown and blue, both cards in VF mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3211

1908, 1d black QV postcard scenic issue '160,000 BAGS OF WHEAT', used with squared circle
dater from Morgan, 29.JY.1909, to Eudunda. VF condition. One of the rarest views of this
serie, only ca.10 examples are recorded. RR!
H&G 8 / 3

GA

200,-

1908, 1d purple QV postcard scenic issue '160,000 BAGS OF WHEAT', very fine mint
H&G 8 / 3
condition. One of the rarest views of this serie, only ca.10 examples are recorded. RR!

GA

200,-

P 3212
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3215 | 500 €
3213 | 60 €

3214 | 80 €

3217 | 100 €

3218 | 120 €
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3216 | 120 €

AUSTRALIA

3219 | 180 €

3220 | 200 €

3221 | 150 €

3223 | 100 €

3224 | 150 €

3222 | 60 €

3226 | 80 €

3225 | 60 €

Consignments for our Auctions are
welcome at any time. Do not hesitate
to contact our professional team.
If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT
PURCHASE is always possible!

3228 | 100 €

3227 | 80 €

3229 | 150 €

3230 | 60 €
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P 3213

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue, 3 different mint cards with topic cattle, comprising
'DAIRY FARM NEAR ADELAIDE' (carmine), 'CARTING-FAR NORTH' (dark blue) and 'FAT H&G 8 / 6,
BULLOCKS' (brown-purple). VF condition.
10, 12

GA

60,-

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue, 3 different cards with topic cattle, comprising 'DAIRY
FARM NEAR ADELAIDE' (black), 'CARTING-FAR NORTH' (lilac) and 'FAT BULLOCKS' (black- H&G 8 / 6,
10, 12
brown). All cards used to domestic destinations. F/VF condition.

GA

80,-

1908, 1d black-brown QV postcard scenic issue 'CHAMPION/SHORTHORN' (bull). Very fine
mint condition. Only five examples of this card are recorded. Greatest Rarity of South
Australian postal stationeries!
H&G 8 / 7

GA

500,-

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue, 8 different used cards with views of buildings, comprising
'BRIDGE OVER HINDMARSH RIVER' (dark green), 'CIRCULATING LIBRARY ADELAIDE' (black),
'HINDLEY STREET' (maroon), 'PALM HOUSE BOTANIC GARDENS ADELAIDE' (black-brown),
'PRINCE ALFRED COLLEGE' (red), 'RUNDLE STREET' (black), 'SAVINGS BANK' (bright violet)
and 'SCHOOL OF MINES ADELAIDE' (olive-green). Seven cards used to domestic destinations,
one card (Rundle Street) as printed matter to Germany. F/VF condition.
H&G 8 (8)

GA

120,-

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue, 6 different mint cards with topic animals/agriculture,
comprising 'POULTRY FARM' (black), 'CARTING-FAR NORTH/CAMELS' (brown-black), H&G 8 / 5,
'CARTING-FAR NORTH/OXEN' (dark blue), WOOL CARTING/HORSES' (blue-violet), 'DAIRY 6, 10, 16,
FARM NEAR ADELAIDE/CATTLE' (red) and 'KOOKABURRA' (blue). VF condition.
20, 27

GA

100,-

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue, 5 different used cards with topic animals/agriculture,
comprising 'POULTRY FARM' (black), 'CARTING-FAR NORTH/CAMELS' (bright violet), 'WOOL H&G 8 /
CARTING/HORSES' (olive-green), 'FAT BULLOCKS' (purple-brown) and 'KOOKABURRA' 5, 12, 16,
(violet), each card used to domestic destinations. F/VF condition.
20, 27

GA

120,-

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue, 10 different mint cards with views of buildings, comprising
'ADELAIDE RAILWAY STATION' (olive), 'ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL' (red), 'BRIDGE OVER
HINDMARSH RIVER' (blue), 'CIRCULATING LIBRARY ADELAIDE' (violet), 'HINDLEY STREET'
(olive), 'PALM HOUSE BOTANIC GARDENS ADELAIDE' (blue), 'PRINCE ALFRED COLLEGE'
(brown), 'RUNDLE STREET' (black), 'SAVINGS BANK' (yellow-brown) and 'SCHOOL OF MINES
ADELAIDE' (blue). VF condition.
H&G 8 (10) GA

180,-

P 3220

1908, 1d black QV postcard scenic issue 'DAM SINKING' (cattle herd), used with squared H&G 8
/ 11
circle datestamp from ALBERTON, 14.MY.09, to Glen Osmond. Rare card in VF condition.

GA

200,-

P 3221

1908, 1d carmine QV postcard scenic issue 'DAM SINKING' (cattle herd), used with machine
cancel from Adelaide, 14.JY.1909, sent via transit Tuticorin to Cuttack in India, card with H&G 8
/ 11
some blemishes in overall fine condition. Rare card!

GA

150,-

P 3222

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue 'GOVERNMENT, BUTTER FACTORY', three cards in H&G 8 /
13 (3)
different colours brown, blue and bright violet, all three cards in VF mint condition.

GA

60,-

P 3223

1908, 1d brown-black QV postcard scenic issue 'HILL RIVER PRIZE MERINO RAM' (sheep), H&G 8
/ 14
very fine mint condition.

GA

100,-

P 3224

1908, 1d black QV postcard scenic issue 'HILL RIVER PRIZE MERINO RAM' (sheep), used with H&G 8
/ 14
machine cancel from Adelaide, 16.AP.1910, to St.Peters. F/VF condition. Scarce card!

GA

150,-

P 3225

1908/1917, 1d black QV postcard scenic issue 'HINDLEY STREET', late usage as POW mail
from South Adelaide, 25.JL.17, addressed via G.P.O. Mount Pleasant London to an Australian
prisoner at POW camp Limburg a./L. in Germany, boxed camp censor in red on the frontside,
card with some paper adhesion (obviously removable) at lower left corner otherwise fine H&G 8
condition. Scarce usage of a scenic issue postcard!
/ 15

GA

60,-

1908, 1d black QV postcard scenic issue 'KOOKABURRA', used from Adelaide, 14.OC.09, to
Eudunda; a second similar card in bright violet colour, uprated with ½d blue green QV, used H&G 8 /
16 (2)
from Eudunda, 19.NO.12, to Hannover in Germany, both cards in VF condition.

GA

80,-

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue 'ON THE MURRAY' (riverboat), three cards in different
colours brown, bright violet and deep blue, all three cards used from Adelaide to domestic H&G 8 /
17 (3)
destinations. F/VF condition.

GA

80,-

1908, 1d black-brown QV postcard scenic issue 'PHOSPHATE QUARRY'. Very fine mint H&G 8
/ 19
condition.

GA

100,-

P 3214

P 3215

P 3216

P 3217

P 3218

P 3219

P 3226

P 3227

P 3228
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P 3229

1908, 1d dark blue QV postcard scenic issue 'PHOSPHATE QUARRY', used with squared circle H&G 8
dater from Lyndoch, 10.OC.1909, to Rosenthal. Scarce card in VF condition.
/ 19

GA

150,-

P 3230

1908, 1d red QV postcard scenic issue 'VIEW OF SOUTHERN RAILWAY' (train on railway- H&G 8
/ 26
bridge), very fine mint condition.

GA

60,-

P 3231

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue 'VIEW OF SOUTHERN RAILWAY' (train on railway-bridge),
one card in green (Adelaide printing, without stop after Australia), the second card in black H&G 8 /
26 (2)
(Melbourne printing, stop after Australia), both cards in VF unused condition. Scarce!

GA

100,-

1908, 1d QV postcard scenic issue 'WOOL CARTING' (transport with horses), three cards in
different colours brown, purple-black and deep blue-green, all three cards in VF mint H&G 8 /
27 (3)
condition.

GA

60,-

P 3233

1908, 1d purple QV postcard scenic issue 'WORLD'S RECORD/1,992lbs./DRESSED' (bull), H&G 8
/ 28
very fine mint condition.

GA

150,-

P 3234

1908, 1d grey-blue QV postcard scenic issue 'WORLD'S RECORD/1,992lbs./DRESSED' (bull),
uprated with ½d green, used from Balaklava, 21.JY.09, to Neuendettelsau in Germany. Very H&G 8
/ 28
rare card in F/VF condition.

GA

200,-

1908, 1d yellow-brown QV postcard scenic issue 'WORLD'S RECORD/1,992lbs./DRESSED' H&G 8
/ 28
(bull), very fine mint condition.

GA

150,-

P 3236 • 1908, pictorial stat. postcards QV 1d. (Adelaide ptg.) in deep violet with view 'DAM SINKING',
PC 8
unused with some hinges on reverse, one of the RARE VIEWS in this series!

GA

180,-

P 3237 • 1909 (31.3.), QV 1d pictorial stat. postcard (Adelaide ptg.) in olive-green with view 'SAVINGS
BANK' used from Adelaide to New York/USA without additional postage but two different
tax markings and 2c. US postage due used on arrival with oval New York pmk., minor
blemishes nevertheless an unusual usage to foreign country!
PC 8, USA

GA

70,-

P 3238 • 1909/1910, four different pictorial stat. postcards QV 1d. (Adelaide ptg. with dot after
'Australia') with views 'PRINCE ALFRED COLLEGE' (grey, small corner bend), 'FAT BULLOCKS'
(deep blue), 'HINDLEY STREET' (brown) and 'WOOL CARTING' (brown, vertical fold), all
commercially used within South Australia
PC 8 (4)

GA

100,-

P 3239 • 1909/1910, four different pictorial stat. postcards QV 1d. (Adelaide ptg. with dot after
'Australia') with views 'CIRCULATING LIBRARY ADELAIDE' (black), 'SAVINGS BANK' (orange),
'ON THE MURRAY' (red, vertical centre fold) and 'WOOL CARTING' (blue-green), all
commercially used to England (3) or within South Australia but all with some blemishes as
corner bends etc. nevertheless an attractive quartet!
PC 8 (4)

GA

70,-

P 3240 • 1910/1917, six pictorial stat. postcards QV 1d. (Melbourne ptg. without dot after 'Australia')
with views 'GOVERNMENT BUTTER FACTORY' (brownish violet), 'ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL'
(blue-green), 'PALM HOUSE BOTANIC GARDENS ADELAIDE' (pale purple), 'CLARENDON' (2,
grey and violet) and 'CIRCULATING LIBRARY ADELAIDE' (olive green), all commercially used
within South Australia with some blemishes
PC 8 (6)

GA

100,-

P 3241

1908, 1d red QV 'American Fleet' postcard. VF mint condition.

GA

100,-

P 3242

1911, 3d olive QV registered envelope, uprated with 2d bright violet, 3d yellow-olive and 6d
blue-green QV, used as regular letter (registration label crossed-out) with squared circle
dater from Outer Harbor, 27.FE.12, to Cologne in Germany. F/VF condition.
H&G C 1

GA

80,-

1911, 3d olive QV registered envelope, uprated with Australia 1d carmine kangaroo, used
from Port Adelaide, 18.JE.13, to Blyth in England, transit dater London and arrival mark (20.
JY.13) on reverse. Fine condition.
H&G C 1

GA

80,-

1913, 2d violet QV envelope, uprated with MIXED FRANKING Australia ½d green kangaroo
and Tasmania 2 ½d purple QV, used at correct double letter rate from Melbourne, 23.JA.13,
to Leipzig in Germany. F/VF condition.
H&G B 3

GA

70,-

g

350,-

P 3232

P 3235

P 3243

P 3244

H&G 9

Tasmania
P 3244A

1853, 1d. blue, fresh colour and full to wide even margins all around, neatly cancelled by
barred numeral, signed Pfenninger. Mi. 1.200,- €+, SG £1500+.
Mi. 1
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3231 | 100 €

3233 | 150 €

3234 | 200 €

3232 | 60 €

3235 | 150 €

3236 | 180 €

3237 | 70 €

3238 | 100 €

3239 | 70 €

3240 | 100 €
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3242 | 80 €

3243 | 80 €

3241 | 100 €

3244 | 70 €

3244C | 100 €

3244B | 150 €

3245 | 300 €

3246 | 90 €

3248 | 300 €

3244A | 350 €

3247 | 600 €

3249 | 120 €

3250 | 60 €

3251 | 100 €

3252 | 100 €
3254 | 120 €

3255 | 140 €

3256 | 180 €

3257 | 200 €

3258 | 100 €

3259 | 100 €
45
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P 3244B

1853, 4d. pale orange, plate 1 (2nd state), fresh colour and full to huge margins all around,
bottom marginal copy bearing faint strike of barred numeral „18“ (Campbell Town),
signed and certificate Alcuri. Very rare in that outstanding quality!
SG 9

g

150,-

1854, 4d. orange, plate 2 (early stage), fresh colour and full to wide margins, fine used
SG 10
copy. Signed and certificate Alcuri.

g

100,-

1857, 1 d, pale redbrown, with DOUBLE IMPRESSION, LPOG, from the upper left corner,
with large part of sheet wmk (5 horizontal lines) at top, very fresh and close to very wide
margins, signed, VF!
SG 26 var.

*

300,-

P 3246

1867, 1 d., carmine, LPOG, wmk 4, imperf, with natural paper wrinkle mentioned for full
SG 29.
accuracy is of no significance, very fresh colour and appealing, F-XF!

*

90,-

P 3247

1857, 4 d, blue, wmk 4, strip of four, with full DOUBLE IMPRESSION ON ALL STAMPS (!)
which is a proof for DOUBLE PRINTING, very unusual and maybe unique multiple for the real
classic philatelist, some creasing and 2nd stamp with a small tear at the top, close to jumbo
margins with adjacent stamps on top and right side, G-XF!
SG 37 var.

g

600,-

1857/69, QV “Chalon”, 4 d., blue, imperf., INVERTED wmk, used with numeral 56 cancel,
very well to jumbo margins with adjoining stamp at left, not listed in SG, very rare and
appealing, cert. Ceremuga, XF-SUP!
SG 38 var.

g

300,-

P 3249

1858, 1 s. vermillion, unused without gum, wmk 12, imperf., good to ample margins on
SG 41.
three sides, very attractive and fresh, VF!

(*)

120,-

P 3250

1897 (1.3.), stat. envelope QV 2d. green embossed oval uprated with QV ½d. used with
barred numeral '91' and EAST DEVONPORT cds. beside addressed to Cannstatt/Germany SG. 216,
E1
with transitmarks of Launceston (1.3.) and 'D1' in circle (5/4) on reverse

GA

60,-

P 3244C
P 3245

P 3248

P 3251

1899-1900 Landscape cpl. set of eight optd. “SPECIMEN”, mint lightly hinged, fine. (SG SG
229s/236s SPEC
£550)

100,-

P 3252

1902/1904, ½d, 1d and 2d 'pictorials', 1 ½d on 5d and 1s QV 'tablet' and 9d QV 'sideface',
all six stamps with ovp 'SPECIMEN', except 2d (ungummed) all stamps in VF mint hinged
condition. Complete set of the “federal period” Specimen. ACSC ca.800.-AU$ BW 1s, 10s, 27s, 28s, 65s, 74s

*/(*)

100,-

1910 (5.10.), Registered cover bearing QV 1d. rose-red, 9d. blue from lower margin and
1½d. on 5d. blue/brown from HOBART to Leipzig with transitmarks of Bologna (10.11.) and
Leipzig (11.11.) on reverse, a few small tears at top (not affecting stamps) and backflap SG. 244
missing
etc.

b

50,-

P 3254

1906/07, 8 d., 9 d., 1 s., small lot of (3), all with wmk inverted, LPOG, very fresh set, VF!

SG 255-257.

*

120,-

P 3255

1906/07, 9 d., blue, perf COMP 12 1/2:12, perfect perforation, very fresh and desirable,
SG 256c.
cert. RPSL, XF!

*

140,-

P 3256

1906, 10 s., mauve and brown, INVERTED wmk, rare, LPOG, very fresh and rich colour,
cert. Ceremuga, XF!SG 258, ACSC T80a.

*

180,-

P 3257

1906 10s. mauve & brown, Perf 12½, Wmk 'Crown over double-line A' inverted, BLOCK OF
FOUR, used and cancelled by strikes of “DELORAINE/MY 6/09” c.d.s., fine and scarce. (SG
from £1100)
SG 258(4) v/g

200,-

1906 Two singles of 10s. mauve & brown, Perf 12½, Wmk 'Crown over double-line A'
inverted, one with part “(HOBA)RT/... MR 11” c.d.s. (fine), the second one cancelled by “.../
SP 7/07” c.d.s. (lightly soiled). (SG £550)
SG 258

g

100,-

1911-12, two registered covers from Hobart to Apolda, Germany bearing good frankings
including 1899 10d. or 1910 6d. and others, one with Italian transit dater, both with resp.
Apolda arrival datestamps, very fine.

b

100,-

GA

100,-

3253

P 3258

P 3259

Tasmania - Postal stationeries
P 3260

46

1882, ½d yellow-orange oval embossed QV below 1d carmine-rose QV stamped-to-order
postcard, uprated with 3d brown, sent registered from Hobart, 1.JE.11, to Apolda in H&G
Germany. Attractive card in VF condition.
PTPO 3

AUSTRALIA
www.auktionen-gaertner.de

3260 | 100 €

3261 | 100 €

3264 | 150 €

3263 | 100 €
3262 | 60 €
P 3261

P 3262

P 3263

P 3264

P 3265

3265 | 80 €

1892, (3d) grey QV registered envelope, uprated with 2 ½d purple QV (SG 217), used from
Hobart, 27.FE.99, to Grays in England, transit dater London and arrival mark (3.AP.99) on the
frontside; in addition a similar registered envelope, uprated with 6d violet/black QV (SG
219), used from Hobart, 18.FE.1902, to Cleveland USA, transit cds Tacoma, Wash. and H&G C
arrival mark (26.MAR.1902) on reverse. Both envelopes in F/VF condition.
3 (2)

GA

100,-

1904/1911, 1d red QV oval embossed printed-to-order envelope, group of three different
examples, two from 'A.G.Webster & Sons Ltd.', one from 'Roberts & Co. Ltd. Auctioneers', all H&G K B
3 (3)
three envelopes used from Hobart to domestic destinations. F/VF condition.

GA

60,-

1892, 2d light green QV oval embossed printed-to-order envelope with illustrated
advertisement for seeders on front- and backside, used by 'A.G.Webster & Son' from Hobart,
24.3.09, to Colebrook, envelope with tears at top from opening, else fine condition. Scarce! H&G K B 4

GA

100,-

1892, ½d yellow green + 2d green QV embossed stamped-to-order envelope, uprated with
Australia 2d red brown KGV, used registered with return receipt from Hobart, 21.JUN.26, to
Wakaya Fiji Islands, on the frontside boxed handstamp 'HOBART/TASMANIA A.R.' in violet,
on reverse transit cds Sydney and arrival mark P.O.Levuka, 10.JUL.1926. F/VF condition. H&G K
Very rare mixed franking and late usage of a tasmanian stationery envelope!
B 10

GA

150,-

1892, ½d red + 2d green QV oval embossed printed-to-order envelope, uprated with 1d red
and 2d violet 'pictorials', used registered from Hobart, 10.MR.10, to Würzburg in Germany, H&G K
B 11
arrival mark (15.APR.10) on reverse. VF condition.

GA

80,-

47
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3266 | 80 €

3267 | 60 €

3268 | 100 €

3272 | 60 €

3274 | 60 €
3269 | 150 €

3277 | 100 €
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3275 | 120 €

3273 | 60 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3266

1892, ½d red + 1d red + 1d red QV oval embossed printed-to-order envelope, used from H&G K
Launceston, 7.JA.1901, to Sydney, arrival mark (10.JA.01) on reverse. F/VF condition.
B 25

GA

80,-

P 3267

1894, 'On Public Service Only', preprinted envelope for official mail of the Tasmanian
International Exhibition, backflap with embossed seal 'INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
HOBART 1894-5' in purple. VF unused condition. Scarce!

b

60,-

1898, 2 ½d purple QV tablet pictorial issue envelope with view 'THE SOUTH ESK RIVER AT
LAUNCESTON' (bridge), used at correct foreign letter rate from Launceston, 4.JA.98 (second
day of issue), to Elberfeld in Germany, arrival mark (13.2.98) on reverse, apart from a
negligible handwritten remark on the backside in VF condition. Only 312 envelopes were
issued. Intended usages to foreign destination are scarce!
H&G B 3

GA

100,-

1898, 2 ½d purple QV tablet pictorial issue, complete serie of envelopes with six different
views, comprising 'THE SOUTH ESK RIVER AT LAUNCESTON' (bridge), 'LAKE ST.CLAIR AND
MOUNT OLYMPUS', 'MOUNT KING WILLIAM', 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE, HOBART', 'DANA'S
BASIN AND ST.PATRICK'S HEAD' and 'LAKE CRESCENT AND THE OLD MAN'S HEAD' (swans),
all six envelopes cancelled-to-order with cds Hobart, 4.JA.98 (probably for U.P.U.
distribution). F/VF condition. Only 306 complete series were issued. R!
H&G B 3 a

GA

150,-

1898, pictorial stat. envelope QV 2d. green with picture on front 'MOUNT KING WILLIAM
FROM THE WEST', fine unused and very attractive and scarce with only 309 envelopes
printed!
E 2d

GA

60,-

1898, pictorial stat. envelope QV 2½ red-purple with picture on front 'GOVERNMENT
HOUSE HOBART', unused with very minor blemishes nevertheless attractive and scarce
with only 309 envelopes printed!
E 3b

GA

50,-

1898, pictorial stat. envelope QV 2½ red-purple with picture on front 'LAKE ST. CLAIR AND
MOUNT OLYMPUS', fine unused and very attractive and scarce with only 309 envelopes
printed!
E 3d

GA

60,-

1901, 2d violet on light blue lettercard with picture of 'Entrance Island, Macquarie Harbour' H&G A 2
(lighthouse) in black, two unissued examples, one with handstamp 'SPECIMEN.' F/VF / 1 + 1
Specimen
condition.

GA

60,-

1901, 2d violet on light blue lettercard with picture of 'Launceston', uprated with ½d orange
and mauve QV (SG 216), used with full message and unsevered margins from Hobart,
25.MY.1901, to Buenos Aires in Argentina, arrival mark (9.JUL.1901). VF condition. Scarce H&G A
destination!
2/5

GA

60,-

1901, 2d violet on light blue lettercard 'Mining Series', group of three different views,
comprising 'MOUNT LYELL MINE, GORMANSTOWN, TASMANIA.', used from Deloraine to
Launceston, 'MOUNT BISCHOFF MINE, WARATAH, TASMANIA.', used from St.Leonards to
Launceston and 'MOUNT LYELL REDUCTION WORKS, QUEENSTOWN, TASMANIA', uprated H&G A 3 /
with ½d green pictorial, used from Latrobe to Beckenham in England. F/VF condition. Scarce! 1, 2, 6

GA

120,-

1901, 2d violet on light blue lettercard 'Mining Series', group of three different views,
comprising 'NEW GOLDEN GATE MINE, MATHINNA, TASMANIA.', 'TASMANIA MINE,
BEACONSFIELD, TASMANIA.' and 'WESTERN SILVER MINE, ZEEHAN, TASMANIA.' All three H&G A 3 /
lettercards in VF unused condition. Scarce!
3, 4, 5

GA

150,-

1908, 2d violet lettercard 'large views' with picture of 'MOUNT OLYMPUS - FROM THE
NORTH END OF LAKE ST CLAIR” in red, uprated with ½d green pictorial, used without H&G A 5a
/5
message from Hobart, 1.NO.1909, to Würzburg in Germany. VF condition. Scarce!

GA

100,-

P 3268

P 3269

3270

3271

P 3272

P 3273

P 3274

P 3275

P 3276

P 3277

3276 | 150 €
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TASMANIA / VICTORIA
P 3278

1911, ONE PENNY (at 20 degree angle) on 2d violet lettercard with picture of 'Entrance
Island, Macquarie Harbour' (lighthouse) in black, used with full message from Latrobe,
29.JA.12, to London in England, some traces of usage in overall fine condition. Very scarce! H&G A 6

GA

100,-

1851 'Queen Victoria' 2d. lilac-drab, no watermark, UNUSED without gum, slightly cut to
complete margins, with a repaired short central cut (left of Queen's head) and a short tear
at top (left or “R”), has been cleaned and no longer represents the issued colour. Not a very
fine but still good and genuine example of this rare stamp unused. RPSL certificate (2020) SG 16 /
(SG £6500)
(16a)

(*)

500,-

1851 'Queen Victoria' 2d. drab (yellow), no watermark, UNUSED without gum, sligthly cut
to complete margins, with a repaired tear at lower left, a thin at upper left and a slightly
damaged corner at top right. Not a very fine but still good and genuine example of this rare
stamp unused. Signed by G. Bühler and with RPSL certificate (2020) (SG £4250)
SG 17a

(*)

400,-

1854, 2d. grey-lilac, from stone 9, imperf., a vertical interpanneau pair [45/3] with good
to large margins (adjacent stamp at top visible), both cancelled by numeral 2, a touch
faded, small thin spot in the right margin of the upper stamp is just touching the outer
design line, original paper wrinkles are just mentioned for full accuracy, still a desirable
rarity of which are less than 5 copies known, ex John R. Boker and Hackmey, April 1981, SG 20b(2)
var.
cert. RPSL (2000), XF!

g

2.800,-

1855 folded letter from Melbourne to St. Boswells, Scotland via Liverpool “Per Red Jacket”,
franked by 1854 1s. blue tied by “1/V” in double oval of bars, and on the reverse with
“MELBOURNE VICTORIA/AP 30/1855” oval Crown datestamp, “SHIP LETTER LIVERPOOL/JY
25/1855” oval Crown d/s, London transit c.d.s. in red and boxed “ST. BOSWELLS/26 JY/1855”
arrival dater. Part of letter inside missing and traces of ageing, but still a good letter with
clear postmarks.
SG 25

b

100,-

1855 cover from Melbourne to Kentish Town, London via Liverpool, franked by 1854 1s.
blue tied by “1/V” in double oval of bars, with “MELBOURNE VICTORIA/OC 28/1855” oval
Crown datestamp, red boxed “LIVERPOOL/SHIP/JA 24/1855/A” d/s and London 'PAID' arrival
c.d.s. in red alongside.
SG 25

b

100,-

1855, 2d. lilac, horizontal pair of fresh colour and full to large margins all around (pos.
39+40), perfectly cancelled by centric stike of barred numeral “2” (Geelong), signed
Holcombe and certificate Eichele. An outstanding multiple, extremely rare in that
extraordinary quality!
SG 36 (2)

g

70,-

Victoria
P 3280

P 3281

P 3282

3282A

3282B

P 3282C

P 3283

1859, QV on throne 1 Sh. blue (faults) tied by grill “1” to large part of cover endorsed “p
Benares”, on reverse “MELBOURNE JUL 17 1859”, to Hongkong and then fwd. to London

d/b

140,-

P 3284

1884/89 (ca.), 2d violet QV used on six cover fronts all with beautiful hand-illustrated adress,
faults but very unusual and interesting fronts!

b

100,-

P 3285

1895 (24.5.), FRANK STAMP 'Minister of Mines' on small-size OHMS cover used from
Marryborough (duplex '61') without address but with ms. 'Telegram' and 'W.S' hs. on front, frank
stamp
small blemishes

b

50,-

P 3286

1897 Stamp Duty £25 dull blue-green, Wmk 'V over Crown', Perf 12½, cancelled by full strike
of “MELBOURNE/JE 11/01” c.d.s., with a few slightly shortened perfs at left, fine. (SG £500) SG 289

g

100,-

P 3287

1901, 1 ½d apple-green QV, block of 5, tied by duplex Bendigo, 10.7.01, on cover to Chicago
USA, transit machine cancel Seattle, 8.AUG.1901, and arrival mark on reverse, included full
letter content from a member of the Victorian Philatelic Society, envelope and stamps with
minor blemishes in overall fine condition. Very unusual and scarce franking for a triple rate
letter to foreign destinations.
SG 333 (5)

b

70,-

P 3288

1897/1900 Two pairs of Diamond Jubilee & Hospital Charity Fund as well as Anglo-Boer SG 353-54,
374-75
Fund issues, all fine used. (SG about £450)

g

100,-

P 3289

1900 Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund 1d. (1s.) two singles and 2d. (2s.) used along with ½d.
definitive on registered 1d. postal stationery envelope from Rialto to Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
via San Francisco, all tied by “TELEGRAPH OFFICE RIALTO/AU 29/01” c.d.s., circled “R”
alongside, endorsed “S.S. Moana” cancelled and ship name “Sierra” added, with resp.
transit and '1 OCT 01” arrival datestamps on the reverse, very fine. (SG from £950)
SG 374-75

GA

200,-
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3280 | 500 €

3278 | 100 €

3282C | 70 €

3281 | 400 €
3282 | 2.800 €

3283 | 140 €

3285 | 50 €
3286 | 100 €

3287 | 70 €

3288 | 100 €

50th AUCTION | Anniversary Auction
21 - 26 JUNE 2021
philately, banknotes & coins
Closing date for consignments:
Single lots 8 weeks and collection
lots 7 weeks before auction.

3284 | 100 €

3289 | 200 €
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VICTORIA

3290 | 100 €

3291 | 120 €

3292 | 70 €

3294 | 120 €

3295 | 100 €

3293 | 60 €

3297 | 150 €

3296 | 100 €

3299 | 100 €

3298 | 80 €

3299A | 100 €
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3300 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3290

1901-10 KEVII. £1 and £2 perf 12½ plus £1 perf 11, all Wmk “V over Crown”, used with
various datestamps (incl. £1 perf 12½ with Telegraph c.d.s.), parts lightly toned/stained but SG 399still good/fine. (SG £600)
400, 407

g

100,-

1902, 2 £ deep blue KEVII, perf. 12½, punctured “OS”, two examples with different wmk 'V
over Crown' sideways, facing to the LEFT resp. to the RIGHT, both stamps cancelled-to-order
with cds Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution. VF condition
SG 400 (2) var; BW V130 ba (2) var

g

120,-

1905, 1 £ rose KEVII, perf. 11, punctured “OS”, two examples with different wmk 'V over Crown'
sideways, facing to the LEFT resp. to the RIGHT, both stamps cancelled-to-order with cds Melbourne
for U.P.U. distribution. F/VF condition
SG 407 (2) var; BW V126 ba (2) var

g

70,-

3292A

1905-13 KEVII. £1 dull rose, Wmk Crown over A, Perf 12½, mint lightly hinged, fresh and
fine. Ex-Besacon. (SG £350)
SG 431a

*

150,-

P 3293

1906, 1d rose QV, tied by machine cancel Melbourne, 23.JUN.06, on MINIATURE ENVELOPE
addressed to Glenferrie, arrival mark Hawthorn, 23.6.06, on reverse. Very attractive postal
history item!
SG 417

b

60,-

P 3294

1905-13 KEVII. £1 and £2 with Wmk “Crown over double-line A”, Perf 12½, used with
complete strikes of Melbourne datestamps, £1 tied to small piece, very fine. (SG £565)
SG 431-32

g

120,-

P 3295

1905-13 KEVII. £1 and £2 with Wmk “Crown over double-line A”, Perf 12½, used with
Melbourne datestamps, good/fine. (SG £565)
SG 431-32

g

100,-

P 3296

1905 QV ½d. blue-green, Wmk 'Crown over A', perf 11, BLOCK OF 40 plus two pairs used on
registered cover from Melbourne to Berne, Switzerland in 1908, cancelled by “REGISTERED
MELBOURNE/4 MY 08” c.d.s., sender's oval h/s and Bern '7.VI.08' arrival c.d.s. on the
reverse. Envelope with a light central vert. fold (almost between stamps) and another left of SG 433
franking, fine. A spectacular and most attractive franking.
(44)

b

100,-

P 3297

1905-13 KEVII. £2 with Wmk “Crown over double-line A”, Perf 11, used with complete strike
of open “OMEO VICTORIA/MR 9/09” c.d.s., fine. (SG £600)
SG 445

g

150,-

P 3298

1907, 1d rose QV, wmk 'V over crown', obliterated with two horizontal bars in black, vertical
strip of four from upper margin. VF mint never hinged condition. These stamps were BW V 36
produced for experiments with stamp vending machines. Scarce multiple!
c (4)

**

80,-

1911, MIXED FRANKING with Queensland 2d ultramarine QV, South Australia 2d orange QV
and Tasmania 2d green OV, tied by cds Prahran/Victoria, 12.DE.11, on inland parcel form,
some traces of usage (creases), else fine condition. Very unusual franking for mail in Victoria
without stamps from Victoria!

b

100,-

1914 Pictorial Letterette Melbourne with eight photographs inside and illustrated 'Roo'
front, used from Melbourne to Burnley, franked Kangaroo 1d. red tied by “MELBOURNE/20 SG 2 (AusAPR 14” machine datestamp, with light traces of ageing, good, and most attractive.
tralia)

b

100,-

1890 5d. dull blue & brown-lake used on insuff. franked cover from Bristol, England to “Her
Grace The Duches of Buckingham & Chandos, Government House, Melbourne”, franked
2½d. and tied by Bristol '23 NO 92' duplex, tax handstamps alongside, and the 5d. postage
due cancelled by manuscript, arrival dater on the reverse, fine.
SG D5

b

100,-

P 3301

1890, 1s, 2s and 5s dull blue and brown-lake, all three stamps with INVERTED watermark.
F/VF mint hinged condition. ACSC 750.-AU$
SG D8 - D10 var; BW VD 8a, VD 9a, VD 10a

*

100,-

P 3302

1895, 10d + 1s rosine/bluish green and 2s + 5s pale red/yellowish green, all values with regular
and with inverted watermark, all 8 stamps used c.t.o. Melbourne. VF condition. ACSC 870.-AU$

g

100,-

P 3291

P 3292

P 3299

P 3299A

Victoria - Postage due stamps
P 3300

SG D17-D20 (2) var; BW VD 17/17a w - VD 20/20a w

3301 | 100 €

3302 | 100 €
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VICTORIA
P 3303

1901/1906, group of three postcards with postage dues, comprising a picture postcard from
Melbourne, 26.3.06, locally addressed and charged with 2d rose-red/green due tied by cds
P.B.Room /Melbourne, 27.MR.06 (on the picture side contours of two stamps, obviously
fallen off prior to arrival at the post office); further a picture postcard from Aberdeen,
30.MR.03, insufficiently franked with ½d KEVII, addressed to South Melbourne and charged
with 1d rose-red/green due, tied by manuscript date 5/5/03 besides cds Melbourne; thirdly
an underpaid Germany 5 Pf (domestic rate) psc from Ehrenbreitstein, 29.5.06, addressed to
Melbourne and charged with 1d rose-red/yellow green due, tied by manuscript signature. SG D28
Scarce and attractive group in fine condition.
etc.

b

100,-

1889 Postal stationery card 2d., uprated by postal stationery cut-out 1d. and a 3d. adhesive,
used from Richmond (Melbourne) to Berlin, Germany and cancelled by double oval “POST
AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE/EAST MELBOURNE/SE 14/1891”, Berlin arrival c.d.s. alongside,
Melbourne transit dater on the reverse, fine.
H&G 9

GA

100,-

1891, 1 ½d on 2 d violet QV UPU postcard with watercolor painting 'Maffra Beet Sugar
Factory', used from Maffra, 27.DE.97, to Braunschweig in Germany. Beautiful card in VF
condition.
H&G 12

GA

60,-

P 3306 • 1891 Postal stationery double card 1½ on 1d. + 1½ on 1d. used from Melbourne to
Schöneberg near Berlin, Germany in 1897 'overland to Adelaide and ... per “Cuzco”'
(endorsed in m/s), cancelled by “MELBOURNE/JE 21/97” c.d.s., and on the reverse (reply
card) with '29.7.97' arrival datestamp. The sender wrote “I will return by Lloyd steamer
“Karlsruhe” which will leave Melbourne July 24th, and probably arriving Bremerhaven on
August 15th ...”. Sender card lightly toned and a short corner crease at lower left, reply card
add. with a small burn hole at foot. Nevertheless, an interesting and scarce double card
used.
H&G 13

GA

100,-

1891, 3d carmine QV registered envelope, uprated with 1d orange-brown QV stationery
out-cut (H&G 11), used with 'Belt & Buckle' datestamp from 'POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE/
RICHMOND SOUTH, 11.JE.1891, besides boxed 'TOO LATE' to Richmond. F/VF condition.
H&G C 7

GA

100,-

1891, 3d carmine QV registered envelope, uprated with 5d purple-brown QV, tied by
registration 'R' handstamp, used by the Consulate of Peru in Melbourne with cds
'REGISTERED/G.P.O, 10.MR.92, to Genova in Italy and redirected to Vienna in Austria.
Attractive and unusual double-rate registered cover in F/VF condition.
H&G C 7

GA

80,-

1891, 3d carmine QV registered envelope, uprated with 2 ½d brown-red/yellow QV, used
with 'Belt & Buckle' datestamp from 'POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE/PRAHRAN, 12.MY.1893,
to Hamburg in Germany. VF condition.
H&G C 7

GA

60,-

1893, 3d rose-red QV registered envelope, uprated with 2 ½d red/yellow QV (margin copy),
tied by circular 'R' handstamp, used with unframed dater from Public Offices/Melbourne,
29.DE.96, to Berlin in Germany and locally redirected to Charlottenburg, arrival mark on
reverse, fine condition.
H&G C 8

GA

60,-

1893, 3d rose-red QV registered envelope, vertical laid paper, uprated with 2 ½d red/yellow
QV tied by 'R' handstamp, used from Melbourne, 2.MY.93, to Patras in Greece, transit cds
Suez and Kerkyra together with arrival mark on reverse. VF condition. Scarce destination! H&G C 8 a

GA

60,-

1901, 3d red-orange QV registered envelope, uprated with 5 x ½d blue-green QV tied by
circular 'R' handstamps, used with unframed cds MONEY ORDER/ELSTERNWICK, 17.FE.08,
to Vienna in Austria, arrival mark (20.III.08) on reverse. F/VF condition.
H&G C 9 a

GA

100,-

1901, 1d QV pictorial postcard commemorating the “Commonwealth of Australia”, complete
set of 5 postcards in different colors dark gray, blue green, gray green, lilac brown and ochre,
all five cards used (4 from Melbourne, one from Williamstown) to domestic destinations. F/
VF condition.
H&G 23 (5) GA

80,-

1901, 1d dark gray QV pictorial postcard commemorating the “Commonwealth of Australia”,
uprated with ½d QV, used from Williamstown North, 28.NO.03, to Santiago in Chile, transit
cds Valparaiso at face, card slightly creased, overall fine condition. Scarce destination!
H&G 23

60,-

Victoria - Postal stationeries
P 3304

P 3305

P 3307

P 3308

P 3309

P 3310

P 3311

P 3312

P 3313

P 3314
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3303 | 100 €

3304 | 100 €

3307 | 100 €

3306 | 100 €

3305 | 60 €

3310 | 60 €

3308 | 80 €

3309 | 60 €

3311 | 60 €

3312 | 100 €

3313 | 80 €
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3314 | 60 €

3316 | 60 €

3315 | 120 €

3319 | 100 €

3317 | 300 €

3318 | 100 €

3321 | 60 €
3320 | 60 €

3322 | 60 €
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3323 | 400 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3315

P 3316

P 3317

P 3318

P 3319

P 3320

P 3321

P 3322

P 3323

P 3324

P 3325

1901, 1d QV pictorial postcard commemorating the “Commonwealth of Australia”, complete
set of 5 used postcards in different colors dark gray, blue green, gray green, lilac brown and
ochre, all five cards uprated with ½d QV and sent to foreign destinations (four to Germany,
one to Austria). F/VF condition.
H&G 23

GA

120,-

1901, 1d rose QV postcard, uprated with ½d green QV, used from Port Melbourne, 21.
MY.03, to Kobe in Japan, transit cds Victoria (Hongkong) and arrival mark on the frontside,
despite traces of usage a fine and attractive card.
H&G 24

GA

60,-

1901, One Penny blue on 2d rose QV lettercard (surcharge on lettercard H&G A 8), used
with frameless cds from Lake Bolac, 28.NO.03, to Hochkirch, transit daters Hamilton and
Wickliffe together with arrival mark Hochkirch, 30.NO.03, on reverse. Lettercard with full
message inside, unsevered margins with negligible traces of usage, else F/VF condition.
Extremely rare lettercard! H&G values RRRR!
H&G A 10

GA

300,-

1901, 2d violet QV oval embossed envelope on white laid paper, uprated with ½d bluegreen QV, used from Heidelberg, 15.MR.05, to London in England and forwarded with
additional franking Great Britain 2 ½d ultramarine KEVII from London, 25.AP.05, to
Osnabrück in Germany, arrival mark Osnabrück (27.4.05) on reverse. Very attractive and
unusual cover in F/VF condition.
H&G B 11

GA

100,-

1903, 1d vermilion on brownish paper, punctured 'OS', mint official wrapper with printed
address 'ELECTORAL INSPECTOR'. Wrapper with some creases and a horizontal tear reaching
into the stamp due to the translucent delicate paper used for manufacturing. According to
C L Steig “Victoria Postal Stationery 1869-1917” only ten mint and two used copies are
recorded. R!
H&G D E 1

GA

100,-

1905, 2d violet QV oval embossed printed-to-order envelope 'Dennys, Lascelles, Austin &
Co.', uprated with ½d blue-green QV, used from Geelong, 5.9.05, to Port Elisabeth in South
Africa; in addition a similar envelope uprated with 3 x 1d rose QV, used from Geelong,
14.9.05, to the same destination. F/VF condition. Interesting pair presenting regular and
double foreign letter rate.
PTPO

GA

60,-

1906, 1d rose on cream QV postcard with depiction of business building 'Andrew Jack & Co.,
Collins Street, Melbourne' in violet, used from Melbourne, 16.JL.07, to Bairnsdale. VF
condition.
H&G 29

GA

60,-

1906/1923, 1d rose 'OS' official envelope (blue stock) for the Education Department, used
from Glenorchy, 21.DE.06, to Campbells Bridge; in addition a 1d rose 'OS' large sized official
envelope for the Educ. Dep't, used in the Commonwealth era from Stanley, 18.DE.23, to H&G D B 1
Melbourne. Both envelopes in F/VF condition. (T)
+DB2

GA

60,-

1906 International Reply Coupon Design “Rome” as block of four 3 d Victoria. This block of
International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal stationery and is a key item of any
exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the
collection king fuad - this block of four is probably unique in private hands (T)
IAS (4)

GA

400,-

1908 1 ½d red-brown QV 'American Fleet' postcard with depiction of GPO Melbourne at
front and crossed flags Australia/USA on reverse, used from Melbourne, 18.11.08. to Vienna
in Austria. VF condition.
H&G 31

GA

100,-

1909, 1d rose QV postcard on white glossy cardstock, formate 140:88 mm, uprated with
Australia ½d green kangaroo, used with machine cancel from Melbourne, 25.JL.1913, to
Berlingen in Switzerland. F/VF condition. Only 3 examples of this postcard are known. RR! H&G 32

GA

300,-

3324 | 100 €

3325 | 300 €
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P 3326

1912, 1d red QV oval embossed printed-to-order envelope 'Noske Bros. Queen St.
Melbourne', uprated with 5 x 1d rose-red QV including one block of four, tied by cds Late
Fee/Melbourne, 15.MY.12, addressed to Batavia Java (Dutch East Indies), arrival mark PTPO, SG
Weltevreden (9.6.12) on reverse. Unusual and attractive cover in F/VF condition.
417 (5)

GA

80,-

P 3327

1913, 3d carmine QV registered envelope, uprated with Australia 1d carmine kangaroo,
used from Melbourne, 5.AU.13, to Sydney, arrival mark (6.AU.13) on reverse. F/VF condition. H&G C 11

GA

60,-

P 3328

1922/1925, 1d rose 'OS' official envelope (blue stock) for the Education Department: group
of three examples used in the Commonwealth era, first envelope from Wonthaggi North,
15.SE.22, with oval postage due handstamp 'T 1d' to Melbourne; second envelope uprated
with 1d green KGV from Melbourne, 26.AU.24, locally addressed to the Educ. Dep't and
third envelope uprated with ½d orange KGV perf.'OS' from Melbourne, 15.MY.25, to Kew. H&G D B
All envelopes in VF condition.
1 (3)

GA

100,-

Western Australia
P 3329

1854, 4 d., blue, imperf. used, a superb example with good to large margins all around,
neatly cancelled in red, certificate BPA, XF!
SG 3a.

g

600,-

P 3330

1854, 4 d., deep dull blue, imperf., wmk swan sideways, LPOG, minor toning but still a RARE
SG 3 b.
and desirable item with good margins all around, CV £850, F-VF!

*

400,-

P 3331

1854/55, 4 d., pale blue, variety DIAGONAL WHITE LINE through ALIA and through E not
listed in SG, pos. R5/8, good to wide margins, unused without gum, a great rarity in perfect
preservation, cert. Ceremuga, VF!
SG 3 var.

(*)

900,-

1900 Destination DENMARK: Official “O.H.M.S.” envelope used from Geraldton to Copenhagen,
franked by Swans 1d. carmine (2) and 2d. grey tied by Geraldton duplex datestamp (24 Sep 00),
and on the reverse with a '25 SP 00' transit dater and Copenhagen arrival c.d.s. Envelope with
lightly creased corner and hinges on back but still fine. A scarce destination.

b

60,-

1903, 1d carmine, 3d red-brown (vertical pair) and 6d violet, each tied by oval 'R' on
preprinted 'Norddeutscher Lloyd' registered cover from Fremantle, 11.MAY.1903, to
Chemnitz in Germany, arrival mark (6.6.03) on reverse, minor traces of usage otherwise F/
VF condition. Attractive and scarce quadruple rate registered cover (10d letter rate + 3d SG 87 (2),
registration) to foreign destination.
100, 112

b

80,-

1907 Orient-Pacific Letter Card with illustrated menu card for a dinner on March 31, 1907
onboard R.M.S. “Ophir”, sent from Perth to Prague, franked Swan 2½d. blue tied by “PERTH/
APL 8/1907” machine datestamp, 'Royal Vineyards, Prague' '4.5.(07)' arrival c.d.s. alongside,
good and most attractive.
SG 113

b

80,-

P 3334

1902-11 set of seven high values, Wmk 'V over Crown', including three shades of 2s., and SG 124-28
+ 124b-c
other values up to £1, all fine used. (SG about £450)

g

100,-

P 3335

1902, 2s orange/yellow, 2s 6d deep blue/rose, 5s emerald-green and 10s deep mauve,
SG 124-127 var 'OS'
all four stamps punctured “OS”. VF used condition.

g

60,-

1903 'Swans' 8d. apple-green block of six and 9d. yellow-orange block of six, both perf. 12½
and punctured “OS”, each used on small piece, the 8d. tied by small “PERTH/MY 30/05” (SG
c.d.s., the 9d. by “PERTH/JY 7/05” c.d.s. The bottom left corner stamp 9d. with a corner 121+122)
defect otherwise fresh and fine.
(6 each)

d

100,-

1905 'Swan' 2d. yellow horizontal pair, Wmk 'Crown over double-line A”, perf. 12¾,
punctured “OS” and used on registered “O.H.M.S.” cover within Perth, tied by “REGISTERED
PERTH/2 OCT 12” c.d.s., 'Land Titles Office' sender oval and reg. label alongside, and on the
reverse with '3 OCT 12' arrival datestamps. The cover could not be delivered, handstamped
“UNKNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER” and with boxed 'Dead Letter Office' datestamp “D.L.O./19
OCT 1912/No.../PERTH” in violet on face, fine and unusual.
(SG 140)

b

100,-

1906-08 'Swan' 4d. pale chestnut, Wmk 'Crown over double-line A”, perf. 12¾, punctured
“OS” and used on registered “O.H.M.S.” cover within Perth, tied by “REGISTERED PERTH/27
MAY 10” c.d.s., reg. label alongside, and on the reverse with '28 MAY 10' arrival datestamps.
The cover could not be delivered, handstamped “NOT KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER”,
“UNCLAIMED”, “INSUFFICIENTLY ADDRESSED” and with boxed 'Dead Letter Office' h/s
“D.L.O./No...” in violet on face, fine and unusual. (T)
(SG 142)

b

100,-

3331A

P 3332

P 3333

Western Australia - Official stamps
P 3336

P 3337

P 3338
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AUSTRALIA

3326 | 80 €

3327 | 60 €
3329 | 600 €
3328 | 100 €

3330 | 400 €
3332 | 80 €

3331 | 900 €

3333 | 80 €

3334 | 100 €

3335 | 60 €

3337 | 100 €

3339 | 60 €
3336 | 100 €

3338 | 100 €
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Western Australia - Postal stationeries
P 3339

1894, ½d brown postcard with photographic advertisement 'Shotter, Row & Co.' PIANOS,
uprated with ½ green, sent from Perth, 4.DE.01, to Fremantle, strike of arrival mark pushed
through card, else F/VF condition. Scarce!
H&G 6

GA

60,-

P 3340

1902, 1d red 'swan' envelope, uprated with horizontal strip of 4 ONE PENNY on 2d yellow
H&G B 1
'swan' (SG 172), used registered from Bremer Bay, 23.NOV.12, to Albany. F/VF condition.

GA

80,-

P 3341

1903, 1d dark blue on pale gray buff postcard, uprated with ½d green, used with cds from
SHIP MAIL ROOM/PERTH, 23.MY.03, to Semarang Dutch East Indies, on the frontside
maritime transit squared circle dater 'N.I.Agent.Singapore' and cds 'Penang to Singapore'
together with transit cds Batavia. Scarce and attractive card in fine condition.
H&G 6 C

GA

80,-

1904, 3d brown QV registered envelope, uprated with 5d bistre (SG 99) tied by 'R'-incogweel, used with boxed 'REGISTERED/FREEMANTLE, W.A., 14.MAR.1904' to Kragerø in
Norway, on reverse squared circle transit t.p.o. dater AMB.BOLOGNA-ALA, 7.4.04 and
maritime transit cds 'BUREAU DE MER DE NORVEGE/KRISTIANSAND-FREDERIKSHAVN, 10.
IV.04', some minor traces of usage in overall F/VF condition. Scarce destination!
H&G C 1 a

GA

120,-

1907, 2d carmine swan postcard, uprated with ½d green swan from left margin with H&G 3,SG
Plate-No.1, used from Freemantle, 19.AU.07, to Stuttgart in Germany, arrival mark (16.IX) 138 Pl.No.1
on the frontside, F/VF condition.

GA

60,-

1908, 1d dull blue swan 'American Fleet' postcard, used from Kalgoorlie, 11.SE.08, to
H&G 12
Claremont. VF condition.

GA

150,-

1913 Kangaroo ½d. green, Wmk Large A under Crown, vertical strip of six with JOINED
PAPER WEB for use as coil stamps, with double paper on second bottom stamp, the second
top stamp with a hinge mark, center pair lightly stained on back, the joined stamp and
others fine unmounted mint.
SG 1 var.

**/*

100,-

P 3346

1913 ‚Kangaroos‘ first issue COMPLETE SET of 15, first Wmk, all used and cancelled by full/
SG 1/16
clear strikes of circled datestamps, good to very fine. (SG £7000)

g

1.500,-

P 3347

1913, ½d green kangaroo, Plate 2, with variety “ROSTAGE” (2nd state), single franking on
bulk rate cover from Melbourne, 8.NO.13, to Launceston Tasmania. On the frontside
handstamped “OVER '20' POSTED” to confirm the application of reduced postage. VF SG 1 var;
condition. Exceptional combination of a scarce variety & scarce letter rate. Perfectly suitable BW 1(2)
to be presented at the first page of a 'kangaroo' postal history collection!
ea

b

100,-

1913 'Kangaroos' first issue WATERMARK INVERTED, complete set (6 values) with pairs of
½d., 1d. and 3d. as well as singles of 2d., 6d. and 1s., all used, few minor imperfections as SG
1w/11w
short perfs, good to fine. (SG from £790)

g

150,-

1913, ½d green and 2 x 1d red kangaroo, together with Tasmania ½d green and 2d violet
'pictorials', tied by cds English Mail T.P.O/VICTORIA, 3.JE.14, MIXED FRANKING on double SG 1, 2
d (2)
rate cover to Leipzig in Germany. F/VF condition.

b

70,-

1913, ½d green and 2d grey kangaroo, together with New South Wales 3d green QV, MIXED
FRANKING on registered cover from Lambton, 29.JY.1913, to Cologne in Germany, transit
cds Sydney and arrival mark Cöln, 30.8.13, on reverse. Scarce commercial cover in F/VF
condition.
SG 1, 3

b

80,-

P 3342

P 3343

P 3344

Australia
P 3345

P 3348

P 3349

P 3350

3350A

1914 'Kookaburra' 6d. maroon in upper marginal Plate “No.1” pair with part inscription, SG 19, BW
p/**
mint never hinged (stamps) with a hinge on back of sheet margin, fine, and most attractive. 60 (2)

P 3351

1915, New South Wales, 1d red 'coat of arms' postcard, two examples, both uprated with
Australia ½d green 'kangaroo' and sent from Sydney, 15.JY.1914, to Paris in France resp.
from Sydney, 5.MR.1914, to Lausanne and redirected to St.Légier in Switzerland. F/VF
condition.

P 3352

60

SG 1 (2);
N.S.W.
H&G 30
(2)

1913, 1d red and 4d orange kangaroo, both with PERFIN 'E S & Co.Ltd.', tied by cds Eng.Mail
T.P.O/S.Australia, 25.JY.1913, used by 'Elder Smith & Co. Ltd.' on cover to Vienna Austria,
envelope with minor traces of usage in overall fine condition.
SG 2, 6

120,-

GA

60,-

b

80,-

AUSTRALIA

3341 | 80 €

3340 | 80 €
All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de
3342 | 120 €

3343 | 60 €

3344 | 150 €

3345 | 100 €
3346 | 1.500 €

3347 | 100 €

3348 | 150 €

3349 | 70 €
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3350 | 80 €

3351 | 60 €

3352 | 80 €

3354 | 100 €

3355 | 60 €

3353 | 100 €

3357 | 100 €
3356 | 80 €

3358 | 100 €

3360 | 80 €
3359 | 100 €

3361 | 60 €

3363 | 100 €
3362 | 100 €

3364 | 120 €
62

3365 | 100 €

3366 | 200 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3353

P 3354

P 3355

P 3356

P 3357

P 3358

P 3359

P 3360

P 3361

P 3362

P 3363

P 3364

1913 'Kangaroos' first issue 1d. red, one single Die I, a second single Die II, both with first
WATERMARK SIDEWAYS, used, the Die II stamp with a light corner crease at lower left, good SG 2a +
to fine. (SG £600)
2da

g

100,-

1913 'Kangaroo' 1d. red strip of five, first Wmk, Die IIA, Plate G, with first stamp at left
showing “Cracked electro, State II”, used and cancelled by “LATE FEE”-”STOCK EXCHANGE
VIC/.. JL 14” duplex datestamps, with two slightly shortened perfs at bottom left, still fine.
(BW AU$600)
SG 2e var.

g

100,-

1913, 1d red kangaroo and New South Wales ½d blue-green QV, both with PERFIN 'N.Q.I.Co'
(North Queensland Insurance Co.), tied by machine cancel The Exchange/Sydney, 1.JUL.13,
mixed franking on postcard to Munich in Germany. F/VF condition. Scarce combination!
SG 2 etc.

b

60,-

1913, 3 x 2 ½d indigo kangaroo, each stamp with PERFIN 'L & Co' (Lohmann & Co.), tied by
cds Railway Station/Sydney, 17.JU.17, used on preprinted large size envelope 'Norddeutscher
Lloyd Bremen, Lohmann & Co., General Agents..', to Bremen in Germany, on the frontside
single line handstamp 'LATE FEE' and manuscript endorsed 'H.M.S. Marmora'. Envelope
with vertical fold, else fine condition. Scarce! (M)
SG 4 (3)

b

80,-

1914 (July 16) Melbourne-Sydney Maurice Guillaux Official Souvenir picture postcard flown
on first Australian official airmail franked Roo 2½d. indigo tied by special “AUSTRALIAN/
MELBOURNE/16-JUL-1914/VIC/AERIAL MAIL” h/s, re-directed “City” and with Sydney '18 JL
14' as well as South Melbourne '20 JL 14' arrival datestamps alongside. Card with a tear at
bottom and minor imperfections as few stains but still good, and scarce as franked by 2½d. SG 4

b

100,-

1914 '*Kangaroo' 2½d. indigo, eight examples (incl. three pairs) used on printed envelope
from Victoria to Germany, all tied by “ENGLISH MAIL T.P.O./MY 28/12”-”VICTORIA” duplex
datestamp, no further postmarks, with slightly creased edges and one adhesive was used
with a defect corner otherwise fine. A scarce and attractive franking.
SG 4 (8)

b

100,-

1914 Registered cover from Blyth, South Australia to Montgomery Ward & Co. in Chicago,
USA via Adelaide and San Francisco, franked by Roos 3d. and ½d. plus two singles KGV. 1d.
all tied by “BLYTH/17 MY 15” c.d.s., Reg. label and handstamp as well as receiver's h/s
alongside, and on the reverse with Adelaide '18 May 15', San Francisco '17 June 15' and
Chicago '20 June 15' datestamps. Adhesives with a few short perfs (affixed across cover's
edges) otherwise fine.
SG 4 et al.

b

100,-

1913, 3d olive kangaroo, together with five different ½d stamps from New South Wales,
Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania and Victoria, correct rate MIXED FRANKING on
registered cover from Hobart, 27.FE.13, to Paris in France, arrival mark (..).4.13, on reverse.
VF condition.
SG 5

b

80,-

1913, 1d red KGV and 3d olive 'kangaroo', tied by cds Registered/Stock Exchange, 15.DE.13,
mixed franking on registered cover to Wellington in New Zealand, arrival mark (23.DE.13)
on reverse. F/VF condition.
SG 5, 17

b

60,-

1914 'Roo' 3d. olive bottom marginal, Die I, used along with 2½d. on registered cover from
Guildford to Rønne, DENMARK via Perth, tied by “GUILDFORD W.A./JA 12/14” c.d.s., Reg.
label alongside, Perth '12 JAN 14' transit dater and Rønne '9.2.14' arrival c.d.s. on the
reverse. Envelope lightly stained but still good. A good franking and a scarce destination.
SG 5+4

b

100,-

1913, 3d yellow-olive kangaroo and Victoria 2 x 2 ½d QV blue QV, MIXED FRANKING on
registered cover from Ouyen to Lynn USA, on reverse transit cds San Francisco and arrival
mark Lynn, 3.MAR.1914. Scarce cover in F/VF condition.
SG 5 c

b

100,-

g

120,-

1914 Cover from Melbourne to Stockholm, SWEDEN franked by Roos 4d. orange, ½d. and
three singles of 1d., all tied by “LATE FEE MELBOURNE/29 OC 14” c.d.s., censor h/s “PASSED” SG 6, 1,
2(3)
alongside, and on the reverse with “STOCKHOLM/17.12.14” arrival c.d.s., fine.

b

100,-

1913 Roo 5d. deep chestnut used on registered cover from Ballarat to Dunedin, N.Z. tied by
“REGISTERED BALLARAT/3 AP 13” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, and on the reverse with
octagonal “N.Z./DUNEDIN/10 APR 1913/REGISTERED” d/s. The 5d. with a few slightly
shortened perfs but still good.
SG 8

b

200,-

1913, 4d, 5d, 6d, 9d, 2s and 5s kangaroo, first watermark, all six stamps cancelled-to-order
Melbourne, DE 3 13, except 9d all stamps with original gum. VF condition. ACSC 1000.-AU$
SG ex 6/13 var; BW ex 15/42 wb

P 3365

P 3366

63

P 3367

1913 Roo 5d. pale chestnut used on registered cover from Brisbane to “Bombasa”, British
East Africa via Aden tied by red “REGISTERED BRISBANE/29 NO 13” c.d.s., Reg. label
alongside, and on the reverse with “ADEN/REG/DE 25/13” transit c.d.s. Cover with minor
imperfections (few light stains, opened a bit roughly) but still fine.
SG 8

b

150,-

1913, 5d chestnut kangaroo and Tasmania ½d green 'pictorial', MIXED FRANKING on registered
cover from West Devonport, 2.FE.14, addressed to the POPE, Palace of Vatican in Rome, on
reverse transit cds Napoli and arrival mark (8.3.14). Very unusual and scarce cover in F/VF
condition.
SG 8

b

150,-

1913 Roo 5d. chestnut used on cover from Sydney to Cottbus, Germany tied by “SYDNEY/29
DE 13” c.d.s., sender was a 1st Engineer machine inspection Hong-Kong, currently in Sydney,
no transit or arrival datestamp but endorsed 'Erhalten (received) 31.1.14' in m/s on the
reverse. The 5d. with a short perf at bottom left but still fine.
SG 8

b

100,-

1913 Roo 5d. chestnut two singles used along with ½d. green on illustrated envelope (Piano)
for registered mail from Melbourne to Berlin, tied by “REGISTERED MELBOURNE/6 MY 14”
c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, and on the reverse with Berlin '5.6.14' arrival c.d.s. The envelope SG 8(2)
reduced at left and it's back-flap is missing but still an attractive cover, and a scarce franking. + 1

b

150,-

1913 Roo 5d. chestnut used along with 2½d. blue on registered cover from Sydney to
Granges, Switzerland in 1916, tied by “REGISTERED SYDNEY/5 JL 16” c.d.s., Reg. label
alongside, censored Sydney with censor strip tied by Sydney '11 JL 16' c.d.s. to the reverse,
and there with Sydney '15 JL 16' c.d.s. as well as Grenchen '21.VIII.16' arrival c.d.s. The 5d.
with a corner defect at top right otherwise fine.
SG 8 et al.

b

150,-

1913 Roo 5d. chestnut used along with KGV. ½d. green on registered cover from Perth to
Boston, Mass., USA in 1915, tied by “REGISTERED PERTH W.A./14 MY 15” oval datestamp and
also by h/s “REGISTERED”, Reg. label as well as doubly framed “PASSED BY/CENSOR” alongside,
and on the reverse with New York '1 July 15' transit and Boston '2 July 15' arrival datestamps.
The 5d. fine, the ½d. with creased/shortened perfs at upper right (covers edge), fine.
SG 8 et al.

b

150,-

1913 Roo 5d. chestnut used along with KGV. ½d. green on registered cover from Wickepin
to Lucerne, Switzerland via Perth in 1916, tied by “WICKEPIN WEST.n AUST./26 MY 16”
datestamp, Reg. label as well as doubly framed “PASSED BY/CENSOR” alongside, with censor
strip, and on the reverse with Perth '27 May 16' transit and Luzern '10 VII 16' arrival
datestamps. Envelope with minor imperfections (edges) but still good.
SG 8 et al.

b

150,-

1913, 9d violet 'kangaroo', first watermark, tied by cds Blackburn, 17.JE.14, single franking
on inland parcel post address label. F/VF condition.
SG 10

b

70,-

1913 Roos 1s. blue-green, 3d., 2d. and ½d. used on cover (The Switzerland General Insurance
Co.) from Sydney to Zurich, Switzerland tied by “SYDNEY N.S.W./21 OC 13” c.d.s., and on the
reverse with Zürich '20.X.13' arrival datestamp. The 1s. and 3d. with few short perfs and SG 11, 5,
vert. cover fold (not affecting adhesives) otherwise fine. (T)
3, 1

b

200,-

1914, 1s blue-green 'kangaroo' together with Queensland 1d vermilion QV and South
Australia 5d dull purple QV, mixed franking on registered cover from Sydney, 26.MY.14, to
Boston USA, arrival mark (30.JUN.1914) on reverse, despite minor imperfections in overall SG 11a
fine condition. Attractive and very unusual cover with first kangaroo issue!
etc.

b

70,-

P 3377

1913-14 Kangaroos 2s., 5s. and 10s., first watermark 'Crown over A', used, good/very fine.
(SG £985)
SG 12-14

g

150,-

P 3378

1913 'Kangaroos' first issue 10s. grey & pink, Die II, first Wmk, used and cancelled by small
part of (MELBOU)RNE c.d.s., fresh and fine. (SG £700)
SG 14

g

150,-

SG 14 spec.

SPEC

100,-

P 3380

1913 'Kangaroos' first issue 10s., £1 and £2, first Wmk, all handstamped “Specimen”, mint SG
lightly hinged, fine. (SG £1400)
14s-16s

SPEC

300,-

P 3381

1913-14 Kangaroo £1 brown & ultramarine, first watermark 'Crown over A', used and
cancelled by “MELBOURNE/... 13” c.d.s., fine. (SG £2500)
SG 15

g

500,-

P 3382

1913 'Kangaroos' first issue £1 brown & ultramarine, Die II, first Wmk, handstamped
“Specimen”, mint lightly hinged, fresh and fine.
SG 15s

SPEC

100,-

3383

1913 'Kangaroos' first issue £1 brown & ultramarine, Die II, first Wmk, left-hand marginal
single handstamped “Specimen”, mint lightly hinged, lightly toned, fine.
SG 15s

SPEC

100,-

P 3368

P 3369

P 3370

P 3371

P 3372

P 3373

P 3374
3375

P 3376

3379

64

1913 Kangaroo 10s. grey & pink, 1st Wmk, optd. “Specimen” in black, mounted mint.

AUSTRALIA

3367 | 150 €

3368 | 150 €

3369 | 100 €

3370 | 150 €

3371 | 150 €

3372 | 150 €

3374 | 70 €

3376 | 70 €

3373 | 150 €

3378 | 150 €

3381 | 500 €

3382 | 100 €

3384 | 1.000 €

3377 | 150 €

3380 | 300 €

3385 | 900 €

3386 | 100 €
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3388 | 300 €

3387 | 1.000 €

3389 | 250 €

3390 | 200 €

3392 | 400 €

3391 | 100 €

3393 | 150 €

3394 | 150 €

3395 | 800 €

3396 | 150 €

3399 | 250 €
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3397 | 150 €

3400 | 150 €

3398 | 300 €

3401 | 400 €

3402 | 300 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3384

1913-14 Kangaroo £2 black & rose, first watermark ‚Crown over A‘, used and cancelled by
SG 16
“MELBOURNE VICTORIA/25 A...” c.d.s., fine. (SG £4000)

g

1.000,-

P 3385

1913, £ 2, rose and black, used, wmk 2, very fine perf. and exceedingly rare, cert. A. Diena, F! SG 16.

g

900,-

P 3386

1914 (July 16) Melbourne-Sydney Maurice Guillaux Official Souvenir picture postcard flown
on first Australian official airmail, addressed to Powlett River, franked KGV. 1d. red (engraved)
tied by special “AUSTRALIAN/MELBOURNE/16-JUL-1914/VIC/AERIAL MAIL” h/s, with
Sydney '18 JL 14' and Powlett River '21 JL 14' arrival datestamps alongside, fine.
SG 17

b

100,-

P 3387

P 3388

P 3389

P 3390

1913 KGV. 1d. red, right-hand marginal vertical pair, variety “IMPERF BETWEEN STAMPS
AND RIGHT SHEET MARGIN”, tied by strikes of “ENMORE/8 JA 16” c.d.s. to small piece.
The bottom stamp with a horizontal crease through it‘s lower part otherwise fine. A VERY
RARE VARIETY (from a later plate 2-4), only few are known to exist, only a very few in used
condition, and this pair is one of only two known pairs. (BW No.59bf: from AUS$2500 for SG 17 var.
(2)
p/d
two singles)
1913 Engraved 'Kookaburra' 6d. claret used along with KGV. 1d. red on registered cover
from Hobart to Copenhagen, DENMARK tied by “HOBART TASMANIA/23 OCT 14” c.d.s.,
Reg. label alongside, sender h/s of the 'Royal Danish Consulate in Hobart', London transit
d/s as well as Copenhagen '... 12 14” arrival c.d.s. on the reverse. Cover with minor
imperfections (surface scratches (front and back) but still good, stamps fine. (BW from
AU$2500)
SG. 19

b

300,-

1913 Engraved 'Kookaburra' 6d. claret used on registered cover from Sydney to Norrköping,
SWEDEN, tied by “REGISTERED SYDNEY/16 AP 17” c.d.s., further strike on the reverse, Reg.
label on front, no further postmark. The stamp with a diag. crease at lower right, envelope
with a tear at top otherwise fine. A scarce single franking, and a scarce destination. (BW
AU$2500)
SG 19

b

250,-

1913 Engraved 'Kookaburra' 6d. claret used along with Roo 1s. blue-green vertical pair on
registered cover from Sydney, with ürinted address in Detroit, Mich., U.S.A., cancelled by
“SYDNEY/6 NO 14” c.d.s., no further postmark. Envelope reduced at left and opened three SG 19,
side (for showing “NYAL'S Family Remedies” vignettes on the reverse), fine stamps.
11a(2)

b

200,-

b

100,-

P 3391 • 1913 Registered cover from Sydney to Berlin, Germany p. R.M.S. “Otway” (British Orient
Steam Navigation Company), re-directed within Germany several times, franked by 13
adhesives of New South Wales, South Australia, Tasmania, Western Australia and Australia
(six Roos), all tied by “REGISTERED SYDNEY N.S.W./25 JE 13” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside,
German transit and arrival datestamps on the reverse. The cover folded and creased (also
slightly affecting several adhesives) but still a most attractive 11-colour franking.
P 3392

1.000,-

1915 KGV. ½d. bright green HORIZONTAL PAIR, 2nd Wmk, SINGLE LINE PERF 14.2, cancelled
by “HORNSBY/3 FE 16” c.d.s., with few very light stains and few slightly shortened perfs but
still fine. A VERY RARE PAIR OF THIS SCARCE STAMP. Only 5-6 used pairs are recorded so far.
(SG from £1200)
SG 20a(2) p/g

400,-

P 3393

1915 KGV. ½d. bright green, 2nd Wmk, SINGLE LINE PERF 14.2, cancelled by “DEEPWATER/14
SG 20a
MR 16” c.d.s. A fine example of the about 200 survived. (SG £600)

g

150,-

P 3394

1915 KGV. ½d. bright green, 2nd Wmk, SINGLE LINE PERF 14.2, cancelled by “MELBOURNE
SG 20a
VICTORIA/17/28 MR 16” c.d.s., fine and scarce. (SG £600)

g

150,-

P 3395

1915 KGV. ½d. bright green, 2nd Wmk, SINGLE LINE PERF 14.2, four examples tied by
“BATHURST/12 FE 16” c.d.s. to small piece, with a few light stains but still good/fine. THE
ONLY KNOWN PIECE BEARING FOUR EXAMPLES OF THIS SCARCE STAMP. (SG from £2400) SG 20a(4)

d

800,-

P 3396

1915 KGV. ½d. bright green, 2nd Wmk, SINGLE LINE PERF 14.2, tied by “DEVENISH/23 JL 16”
SG 20a
c.d.s. to small piece, fine and scarce. (SG £600)

d

150,-

P 3397

1915 KGV. ½d. bright green, 2nd Wmk, SINGLE LINE PERF 14.2, tied by “QUEANBEYAN/23
SG 20a
MY 16” c.d.s. to small piece, fine and scarce. (SG £600)

d

150,-

P 3398

1916, ½d bright green KGV, Electro 2, with variety “Crack through oval in front of face”, used SG 20
with part of cds Melbourne 12, 5.FE.16. VF condition. Very scarce and distinctive variety, var; BW
63(2) k
probably responsible for the replacement of Electro 2, ACSC 2500.-AU$

g

300,-

g

250,-

P 3399

1916, ½d bright green KGV, Electro 3, with variety “Crack through lower left corner”, used SG 20
with part of cds Sydney 52, 14.JA.16. F/VF condition. Very scarce variety! ACSC 2000.-AU$ var; BW
63(3) h

67

P 3400

1916, ½d bright green KGV, Electro 2, with variety crack through “P” of “POSTAGE”, used with
part of machine cancel (Victoria), flat perforation at bottom right, else F/VF condition. Very SG 20 var;
scarce variety and probably responsible for the replacement of Electro 2, ACSC 2250.-AU$
BW 63(2) j

g

150,-

1917, ½d emerald KGV, Electro 5, with variety cracked electro left wattle to “U” in “AUSTRALIA”, SG 20
used with part of left neighbour stamp and full cds Dulwich Hill, 31.AU.18, despite one short var; BW
63(5) h
perf. at bottom left in VF condition. Extremely rare variety! ACSC 5000.-AU$

GA

400,-

1923 KGV. ½d. very yellow green, the so-called “Cyprus” green, horizontal strip of three
used on cover from Sydney to France and tied by “SYDNEY/22 OCT 23” machine datestamp,
with minor imperfections (few toned perfs, creased cover at left) but still good. A VERY
SCARCE MULTIPLE OF THIS SCARCE COLOUR SHADE USED ON COVER. (BW from AU$2000) SG 20 Var.

b

300,-

1919, Tasmania, ½d yellow-green QV and 2d green QV stamped-to-order envelope, uprated
with ½d green + 1d carmine KGV, used with machine cancel from Sydney, 23.SEP.19, to Surabaya
in Dutch East India. VF condition.
SG 21, 48; Tasmania H&G K B 11

GA

60,-

1914-20 KGV. 1d. carmine-red, second Wmk ‚Crown over A‘ (SG W5), line-perf 14¼, DIE II,
used and cancelled by part of “VICTORIA” postmark, fine. A VERY SCARCE STAMP IN DIE II
SG 21a
- only about 50 examples are known to exist today. (SG £3250)

g

1.000,-

P 3405

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red (rosy shade), Perf 14¼x14, variety NO WATERMARK, used and cancelled SG 21c
by “EAST MATTLAND/4 J...” c.d.s., fine. A VERY SCARCE VARIETY. (BW from AU$5000)
var.

g

600,-

P 3406

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, two singles showing early and late state
of variety “RUSTED CLICHÉ” (Pos. 35), used and cancelled by “CANOWINDRA/2 JAN 17”
c.d.s. (early state) and “SYDNEY” machine d/s (late state), fine. (SG £900)
SG 21ca(2)

g

200,-

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, variety “RUSTED CLICHÉ” (Pos. 35), used
and cancelled by “TAMWORTH/23 FEB 17” c.d.s., plus 1d. red (different shade) with
“Substituted cliché” (Pos. 35), fine. (SG £510)
SG 21ca

g

100,-

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, variety “RUSTED CLICHÉ” (Pos. 34), used
and cancelled by “SINGLETON/31 JAN 17” c.d.s., plus another 1d. showing “Substituted
cliché” (same pos.), fine. (SG £510)
SG 21ca

g

100,-

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, variety “RUSTED CLICHÉ” (Pos. 34), used
and cancelled by “COOROY QUEENSLAND/30 APR 17” c.d.s., plus a second 1d. (different
colour shade) with “Substituted cliché” (Pos. 34), fine. (SG £510)
SG 21ca

g

100,-

P 3410

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, variety “RUSTED CLICHÉ” (Pos. 35), tied
SG 21ca
by “BOWRAL/10 FEB 17” c.d.s. to small piece, fine. (SG £450)

d

100,-

P 3411

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, horizontal pair on smooth paper showing
variety “Substituted cliché” as Die II/Die I substitution pair (Pos. 34+35), used and cancelled
by “PARRAMATTA/19 FEB 18” c.d.s., fine. (BW AU$1250)
SG 21cb(2) p/g

150,-

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, horizontal pair on smooth paper showing
variety “Substituted cliché” as Die II/Die I substitution pair (Pos. 34+35), tied by “TWED
HEADS/...” c.d.s. to small piece, with minor traces of use, still fine. (BW AU$1250)
SG 21cb(2) p/d

150,-

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, horizontal pair on smooth paper showing
variety “Substituted cliché” as Die II/Die I substitution pair (Pos. 34+35), used on small piece
and cancelled by “”BINNAWAY/16 JY 18” c.d.s., folded between and top perf tips lightly
toned, good. (BW AU$1250)
SG 21cb(2) p/d

120,-

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red, second Wmk, Perf 14½x14, horizontal pair on rough paper showing
variety “Substituted cliché” as Die II/Die I substitution pair (Pos. 34+35), tied by
“GRANVILLE/31 MY 18” c.d.s. to small piece, fine. (BW AU$750)
SG 21cb(2) p/d

100,-

1914-20 KGV. 1d. red (shades), six singles showing varieties “defect letters in ONE”, including
three stamps with early to late stages of “CNE” for “ONE”, two stamps showing “break in left SG 21 var.
(6)
part of O”, and one stamp reading “ONC”, all fine used.

400,-

P 3401

P 3402

P 3403

P 3404

P 3407

P 3408

P 3409

P 3412

P 3413

P 3414

P 3415

P 3416

68

g

1914-20 KGV. 1d. scarlet-red, pair and three singles showing four stages of the “CNE” for
“ONE” semi-constant ink clog variety, from small break in “O” (right-hand stamp of a pair)
to “C” and latest “i” for “O”, all fine used. (BW AU$1500 each, but we estimate portions for
early stages)
21c var.(4) g/d

400,-

AUSTRALIA

3404 | 1.000 €

3403 | 60 €

3406 | 200 €

3409 | 100 €

3412 | 150 €

3415 | 400 €
P 3417

3407 | 100 €

3410 | 100 €

3413 | 120 €

3416 | 400 €

3405 | 600 €

3408 | 100 €

3411 | 150 €

3414 | 100 €

3417 | 600 €

1917 KGV. 1d. YELLOW SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, variety
“Flaw under neck” (Pos. 37 of Plate 4), tied by “GLOUCESTER/12 DEC 17” c.d.s. to small
piece, fine. A scarce colour shade (brilliant orange fluorescence under UV), and a scarce
variety. About 400 examples of the 1d. salmon-eosin are known today, and only about 10
with this variety. This stamp is known as “GLOUCESTER No.1”. M. Drury certificate (2000) SG 21ci
(BW AU$3500) (M)
var.

d

600,-

69

3418 | 1.000 €

3419 | 1.000 €

3422 | 500 €

3423 | 500 €

3428 | 500 €

3429 | 500 €

3424 | 500 €

3425 | 500 €

3420 | 500 €

3421 | 500 €

3426 | 500 €

3427 | 500 €

3430 | 1.000 €

3432 | 500 €

3433 | 500 €

3431 | 1.000 €

3434 | 500 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

3435 | 70 €
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3436 | 500 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3418

P 3419

P 3420

P 3421

P 3422

P 3423

P 3424

P 3425

P 3426

P 3427

P 3428

P 3429

P 3430

P 3431

P 3432

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk ‚Crown over A‘, Perf 14¼x14, two
single stamps tied by “KURRI KURRI/3 DEC 17” c.d.s. to small piece, the left-hand stamp
showing variety “RA of AUSTRALIA joined”, fine. A scarce colour shade (brilliant orange
fluorescence under UV). About 400 examples are known today. And only about 10 are
known showing this variety. These stamps are known as “KURRI KURRI No.5 (left) and SG 21cj
var.(2)
No.6”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$6000) (M)

d

1.000,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN horizontal pair, second Wmk ‚Crown over A‘, Perf
14¼x14, used with “COOTAMUNDRA/24 NO 17” c.d.s., fine. These stamp are known as SG 21c
var.(2)
“COOTAMUNDRA No.3 and No.4”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW frpm AU$5000) (M)

p/g

1.000,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP PINK SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used
with “ARDLETHAN/11 DE 17” c.d.s., fine. This stamp is known as “ARDLETHAN No.1”. M. SG 21c
Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)
var.

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used with “ARIAH
PARK/3 DE 17” c.d.s., fine. This stamp is known as “ARIAH PARK No.1”. M. Drury certificate SG 21c
var.
(2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, variety “Dot
right of crown” (Var. 8-10), used with “THE ROCK/22 JAN 18” c.d.s., fine. This stamp is SG 21c
var.
known as “THE ROCK No.4”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500+) (M)

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used with
“WAGGA WAGGA/24 NO 17” c.d.s., fine. This stamp is known as “WAGGA WAGGA No.7”. SG 21c
var.
M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used with almost
full strike of “LATE FEE RLY.STN. SYDNEY/22 NO 17” c.d.s., fine. A scarce colour shade
(brilliant orange fluorescence under UV). About 400 examples are known today. This stamp SG 21c
is known as “SYDNEY No.16”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)
var.

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used with
“SINGLETON/10 ...” c.d.s., fine. This stamp is known as “SINGLETON No.9”. M. Drury SG 21c
var.
certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used with
“SINGLETON/9 JAN 18” c.d.s., fine. This stamp is known as “SINGLETON No.8”. M. Drury SG 21c
var.
certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used with
“MAITLAND/1 DE 17” c.d.s., fine. This stamp is known as “MAITLAND No.12”. M. Drury SG 21c
var.
certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. RED SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used with
“URALLA/26 ...” c.d.s., fine. This stamp is known as “URALLA No.7”. M. Drury certificate SG 21c
var.
(2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. RED SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, used with
“WALGETT/11 JAN 18” c.d.s., with short perf folds at bottom, still fine. This stamp is known SG 21c
var.
as “WALGET No.3”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)

g

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN horizontal pair, second Wmk ‚Crown over A‘, Perf
14¼x14, tied by “T.P.O. 2 NORTH/17 DE 17” Werris Creek-Glen Innes railway c.d.s. to small
piece. The left-hand stamp with a light diag. crease at left, fine. A scarce pair of this scarce
colour shade (brilliant orange fluorescence under UV). About 400 examples are known
today. These stamps are known as “T.P.O. No.1 and No.2”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW SG 21c
var.(2)
from AU$5000) (M)

p/d

1.000,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN vertical pair, second Wmk ‚Crown over A‘, Perf
14¼x14, tied by “WILLIAM STREET N.S.W./1 DE 17” Sydney c.d.s. to small piece, fine. A
scarce pair of this scarce colour shade (brilliant orange fluorescence under UV). About 400
examples are known today. These stamps are known as “SYDNEY No.20 (top) and No.21”. SG 21c
var.(2)
M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW from AU$5000) (M)

p/d

1.000,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, tied by
“BARMEDMAN/11 DE 17” c.d.s. to small piece, fine. This stamp is known as “BARMEDMAN SG 21c
No.3”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)
var.

d

500,-

71

P 3433

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, tied by
“TEMORA/29 NO 17” c.d.s. to small piece, lightly soilöed at top right but still fine. This SG 21c
stamp is known as “TEMORA No.3”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)
var.

d

500,-

1917 KGV. 1d. DEEP PINK SALMON-EOSIN, second Wmk 'Crown over A', Perf 14¼x14, tied
by “BRISBANE/7 NOV 17” c.d.s. to small piece, fine. A scarce colour shade (brilliant orange
fluorescence under UV). About 400 examples are known today. This stamp is known as SG 21c
“BRISBANE No.20”. M. Drury certificate (2000) (BW AU$2500) (M)
var.

d

500,-

1921, 6 x 4d orange KGV and 2d brown-orange KGV, mixed franking on parcel address from
Mt.Gambier, 12.AP.21. F/VF condition. Correct rate 2'2d for a 4lb inland parcel (8d for first SG 22 (6),
62
1lb and 6d for further 1lb each).

b

70,-

1915, 5d chestnut KGV, perf. 14¼ (line), with INVERTED wmk 'Crown over A', single franking
on registered cover from Gladstone/S.A., 7.JE.18, to Dunedin in New Zealand, transit cds
Adelaide, 8.JU.18, on reverse. Upper right corner of the envelope severed (not affecting
stamp) - stamp in VF condition. Exceptional rarity used on cover - in that case worth
considering a professional repair of the envelope. SG 950.-£ for used stamp (factor x10 on
cover) = 9500.-£ RR!
SG 23 aw

b

500,-

1921/1923, group of three registered covers, each with single franking 5d yellow-brown
KGV, comprising cover from St.Arnaud, 4.JL.21, to Antrim in Northern Ireland; cover from
Harvey, 27.JE.23, to London and cover from Stock Exchange/Melbourne, 20.JL.23, to
London, envelopes with minor traces of usage in overall F/VF condition.
SG 23 b (3)

b

100,-

1915, 5d chestnut KGV and horizontal pair Tasmania ½d green 'pictorials', together on
registered cover from Melbourne, 5.NO.15, endorsed 'per S.S.Zelandia' to Perth in Western SG 23; BW
T 1 (2)
Australia. Scarce mixed franking on commercial mail. Fine condition.

GA

60,-

1917, 5d orange-brown KGV, block of four with INVERTED watermark, used with cds SG 23 bw
Registered / Sydney, 30.OC.(..). Very scarce multiple in F/VF condition. SG 2200.-£, ACSC (4); BW
123 a (4)
3400.-AU$

g/v

350,-

P 3440

1917, 5d yellow-brown KGV, perf. 14¼ : 14 (comb), with INVERTED wmk 'Crown over A',
SG 23 bw
used with cds Melbourne, 14.JE.18, fine condition. SG 550.-£

g

100,-

P 3441

1915, 2d to 5s kangaroo, second watermark (W 5), complete set with seven stamps in VF
SG 24-30
used condition. ACSC 1320.-AU$

g

150,-

P 3442

1915 'Kangaroos' second issue COMPLETE SET of 7, second Wmk, used and cancelled by
SG 24/30
full/clear strike of circled datestamps, fresh and fine. (SG £550)

g

100,-

P 3443

1915, 2 ½d indigo 'kangaroo' with plate variety 'Islands south of Western Australia', single
franking on censored cover with machine cancel from Sydney, 11.JA.1916, to New York USA. SG 25 var;
BW 10 e
F/VF condition.

b

60,-

P 3444

1915 'Kangaroo' 9d. violet, Die II, second WATERMARK INVERTED, cancelled by part strike of
SG 27w
“... QUEENSLAND/.. AP 17” c.d.s., fine and scarce. (SG £1900)

g

350,-

P 3445

1915 'Kangaroo' 9d. violet, Die II, second WATERMARK INVERTED, cancelled by part strike of
SG 27w
“TELEPHONE ... G.P.O. BRISBANE” oval d/s in violet, fine and scarce. (SG £1900)

g

300,-

P 3446

1915, 9d violet, die II, with INVERTED watermark, used with violet oval handstamp from
Telephone (Accounts Branch) Brisbane. VF and fresh condition. Only ca.30 used examples SG 27 w;
BW 25 a
are known! ACSC 2500.-AU$

g

300,-

1915 'Kangaroos' 1s. and 5s., Die II, second Wmk, used on piece and tied by “PARCEL POST
ADELAIDE/16 AUG 1916” large oval datestamp. The 5s. with a short corner perf at top left,
still fine.
SG 28+30

d

100,-

P 3448

1915 'Kangaroo' 5s. grey & yellow, Die II, second WATERMARK INVERTED, cancelled by
“REGISTERED SYDNEY, N.S.W./19 MY 15” c.d.s., rough perforation but still fine. (SG £500) SG 30w

g

100,-

P 3449

1915 'Kangaroo' 2d. grey bottom marginal pair with “CA” monogram, Die I, third Wmk,
SG 35 (2)
cancelled by Adelaide '28 June 16” double-circled datestamp, fresh and fine.

p/g

100,-

P 3450

1915/1918, 2d - 10s kangaroo, wmk 'narrow crown', 9 different values with puncture 'OS SG 35-43
(OS-NSW)
NSW'. F/VF used condition.

g

80,-

P 3434

P 3435

P 3436

P 3437

P 3438

P 3439

P 3447
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AUSTRALIA

3437 | 100 €

3440 | 100 €

3438 | 60 €
3439 | 350 €
3444 | 350 €

3441 | 150 €

3443 | 60 €

3446 | 300 €

3445 | 300 €

3448 | 100 €

3442 | 100 €
3449 | 100 €

3447 | 100 €

3450 | 80 €
73

3452 | 400 €

3453 | 400 €

3451 | 1.000 €

3454 | 150 €

3455 | 70 €
3459 | 70 €

3458 | 100 €
3456 | 200 €

3460 | 120 €
74

3457 | 120 €

3461 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3451

1915-27 ‚Kangaroos‘ third issue COMPLETE SET of 11 plus three ‚colours changed‘, all with
third watermark (small Crown), used and cancelled by fine strikes of circled datestamps, SG 35-45,
73-75
good to very fine. (SG from £4600)

g

1.000,-

P 3452

1915 'Kangaroos' 2d. grey, third Wmk, the SUBSTITUTED CLICHÉ (Die IIA), used and cancelled
by “...NETHER N.S.W./... 18” c.d.s., fine. (SG £1900)
SG 35a

g

400,-

P 3453

1915 'Kangaroos' 2d. grey, third Wmk, the SUBSTITUTED CLICHÉ (Die IIA), punctured “OS”,
tied by Melbourne '16 JE 17' c.d.s. to piece, plus another 2d. grey, Die I, showing the
retouched left frame (same sheet pos. 1L55), punctured “OS/N.S.W.” and tied by Sydney '25 SG 35a +
OC 16' c.d.s. to a small piece, fine and scarce. (SG £1900++)
35 var.

d

400,-

P 3454

1915-27 'Kangaroos' third issue with Small Crown WATERMARK INVERTED, six values including SG
35bw/41w g/*
2d., 3d., 6d., 9d. and 2s. used, 2½d. mint lightly hinged, good to fine. (SG about £850)

P 3455

1917/1921, 2 ½d blue, 3d yellow-olive and 6d bright ultramarine 'kangaroo' on registered
cover from Grose Vale, 13.JY.22, to Arnhem in Holland, envelope with minor vertical fold SG 36,
37d, 38d
otherwise in VF condition. Attractive 3-color kangaroo franking! (T)

b

70,-

1918, 3d yellow-olive kangaroo, single franking exclusively used to pay the registration fee
on POW envelope from German Concentration Camp Liverpool N.S.W. to New York USA, on
the frontside censor handstamp '...Lieut.Col' in violet and red 'N.S.W.' registration label,
transit cds Sydney and arrival mark on reverse. Stamp protrudes slightly over the edge and
few short perf. otherwise F/VF condition. Very rare usage!
SG 37

b

200,-

1917/1934, KANGAROO PARCEL POST, group of 4 parcel labels/tags, comprising 6d ultramarine
(3rd wmk 'Crown over A') on parcel-tag from Gympie, 24.JA.17, to Pomona; 6d chestnut (3rd
wmk 'Crown over A') on parcel label from Canterbury/N.S.W., 23.DEC.1927; 9d violet (small
multiple wmk 'Crown+A') on parcel label from Gumeracha/S.A., 29.MY.31 and pair 9d violet SG 38, 73,
(wmk 'C of A') on parcel label from Markets Brisbane, 26.OC.34; labels as usual with minor 108, 133
blemishes (creases), otherwise fine condition. Scarce group! ACSC ca.900.-AU$
(2)

b

120,-

P 3458

1915-27 Kangaroo third issue 6d. ultramarine with “BROKEN LEG”, used and cancelled by
SG 38da
part “... QUEENSLAND” c.d.s., lightly stained and rough perforation, good. (SG £700)

g

100,-

P 3459

1916, 9d violet kangaroo, wmk 'narrow crown' (W 6), vertical pair tied by cds Rialto, 3.
SG 39 (2)
AU.34, on parcel-tag addressed to Sydney. VF condition. Scarce franking!

b

70,-

P 3460

1919/1929, 9d violet kangaroo, Die IIB, third watermark 'Crown over A', three examples
used as single franking each, comprising a registered cover from Sandgate,13.AU.19, to Los
Angeles USA; a large size registered envelope from Albany, 2.MR.25, to Huntington Beach
USA and a third usage on airmail cover from Adelaide, 2.JUN.1929, endorsed 'Posted at
Vienna / Under cover to the Postmaster at Adelaide', addressed to Vienna and redirected to
Neustadtl in Austria. F/VF condition. ACSC 1050.-AU$ (T)
SG 39 b (3)

b

120,-

1915-27 'Kangaroo' third issue 9d. violet block of four, Die IIB, with Narrow Crown
WATERMARK INVERTED, centrally cancelled by “BORDER TOWN Sth AUST./13 JA 20” c.d.s., SG 39bw
(4)
few short perfs at bottom otherwise fine. (SG from £400)

v/g

100,-

1916 Registered cover from Carrington to Seattle, USA and re-directed to Astoria Hotel, franked
by Roos 9d., 3d. and 2½d. plus KGV. ½d.(2) all tied by “CARRINGTON N.S.W./22 SE 16” c.d.s.,
Reg. label alongside, and on the reverse with Sydney transit c.d.s., Seattle and Astoria arrival SG 39 et
datestamps. Cover with traces of usage but still good, and an attractive four-colour franking. al.

b

100,-

1915, 1 s., blue green, lightly cancelled, wmk 6 sideways to left, very rare, VF!

g

90,-

P 3456

P 3457

P 3461

P 3462

P 3463

SG 40 ba.

150,-

Consignments for our Auctions
are welcome at any time.
Do not hesitate to contact our
professional team.

If you prefer cash payment,
OUTRIGHT PURCHASE
is always possible!
3462 | 100 €

3463 | 90 €

3464 | 80 €
75

3465 | 150 €

3468 | 140 €

3466 | 160 €

3469 | 150 €

3467 | 100 €

3470 | 120 €

3473 | 300 €

3471 | 150 €
3474 | 600 €

3476 | 280 €

3477 | 600 €

3472 | 200 €

3478 | 150 €

3475 | 350 €

3481 | 200 €
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3479 | 100 €

3480 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3464

1915-27 'Kangaroo' third issue 1s. blue-green, Die IIB, WATERMARK SIDEWAYS, fine used.
(SG £400)
SG 40ba

g

80,-

P 3465

1927 registered cover from Hobart to Chemnitz, Germany via Mebourne franked by Roos
2s., 1s., 9d. and 6d. in combination with KGV. 4½d., 3d., 2d., 1½d., 1d. and ½d. all tied by
“REGISTERED HOBART/5 JAN 27” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, despatch, transit and '11.2.27' SG 41 et
arrival datestamps on the reverse. A philatelic cover but a most attractive 10-colour franking. al.

b

150,-

P 3466

1915, lot of six, 5 s., grey and shades of yellow, wmk 6, Die II, 4 stamps with unusual position
SG 42.
of the wmk incl. frame wmk, rare assembly, F-XF!

g

160,-

P 3467

1915-27 Kangaroos 5s. (bottom marginal) and 10s., third watermark 'small Crown over A',
used and cancelled by Sydney (5s.) resp. Perth datestamps. The 10s. with a corner crease at
lower left otherwise fine. (SG from £435)
SG 42-43

g

100,-

1915, 5 s., grey and yellow, used, wmk 6 vertical and horizontal shifted to lower right, the
frame wmk can be seen at left and top, partly cancel MELBOURNE, very well centred and
rare, VF!
SG 42 (w).

g

140,-

1917-24 Kangaroo 5s. grey & yelow, 10s. grey & pink and £grey, all watermarked Small
Crown over A, all used with Sydney or Western Australian datestamps, fine. (SG from about SG 42,
43, 75
£800)

g

150,-

P 3470

1918, 10 S., grey and bright aniline pink, wmk 6 and SHEET wmk from the left upper corner,
SG 43a.
perfectly centred, interesting and desirable, VF-XF!

g

120,-

P 3471

1915-24 'Kangaroos' 10s., £1 chocolate & blue, £1 grey and £2, third Wmk, all overprinted SG
“SPECIMEN”, mint lightly hinged, 10s. with rough perf, £1 (1916-17) with slightly shortened 43s-45s,
75s
perfs at foot, £2 lightky toned, but still good to fine. (SG £970)

*

150,-

SPEC

200,-

P 3468

P 3469

P 3472

1915-24 'Kangaroos' 10s., £1 chocolate & blue, £1 grey and £2, third Wmk, all
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint lightly hinged, fine. (SG £970)

P 3473

1915-27 Kangaroo £1, third watermark 'Small Crown over A', used and cancelled by
SG 44
“ADELAIDE/JA 29/18” c.d.s., lightly soiled but still fine. (SG from £1600)

g

300,-

P 3474

1915-27 Kangaroo £2 black & rose, third watermark 'Small Crown over A', used and
cancelled by small part of circled datestamp, with a slightly shortened perf at bottom right
but still fine. (SG from £3250)
SG 45

g

600,-

P 3475

SG 43s-45s, 75s

1919/1934, 10s to 2£ kangaroo, group of 7 different stamps with overprint SPECIMEN,
comprising 3rd watermark: 1£ grey ovp type D (BW 53xg) and 2£ black and rose ovp type C
(BW 56xb); watermark multiple 'Crown+A': 10s grey and pink ovp type C (BW 49x) and 2£
black and rose ovp type D (BW 57x); watermark 'C of A' (all overprints in type D): 10s grey
and pink (BW 50xe), 1£ grey (BW 54x) and 2£ black and rose (BW 58x). One stamp (BW SG ex
56xb) mint never hinged, all other stamps mint lightly hinged. VF condition. ACSC 45/138
ca.3300.-AU$
Specimen **/*

350,-

P 3476

1915, £ 2, purple-black and pale rose, with black SPECIMEN opt, wmk 6, perf. 12, M not H
with tiny trace of hinge, outstandingly fresh, well centred and outstanding condition, XF! SG 45 bs.

*

280,-

P 3477

1915, £ 2, black and rose, with black handstamp SPECIMEN opt, wmk 6, perf. 12, MH,
SG 45 s.
outstandingly fresh, well centred and outstanding condition, XF!

*

600,-

P 3478

1919, 2 £ black and rose kangaroo, third watermark, two stamps with different ovp 'SPECIMEN'
SG 45s (2) var; BW 56x + 56xb
in type B and C, VF mint hinged condition. ACSC 1100.-AU$

*

150,-

P 3479

1917 (FEB 20-27), Casterton to Melbourne flown souvenir card, carried by Basil G. Watson
in his home-built air-plane, franked by KGV. 1d. red tied on arrival by “AUSTRALIA AERIAL
MAIL/27 FEB 1917” oval d/s, “CASTERTON/20 FE 17” despatch c.d.s. alongside, photo of the
pilot and his facsimile signature on back, minor blemishes as usual.
SG 47

b

100,-

P 3480

1917 Trans-Continental Railway, illustrated envelope used from Albany to Sydney, franked
KGV. 1d. red tied by “ALBANY/29 OC 17” c.d.s., very lightly stained, fine.

b

100,-

P 3481

1918 KGV. 1d. red (shades), DIE III, second Wmk 'Crown over A', four singles including 1d. SG 47 var.
BROWNISH RED (cancelled by T.P.O. '9 AUG 18' c.d.s.), two singles in carmine-red and bright (4), BW
75D et al.
red, and a fourth stamp with watermark inverted, all fine used. (BW about AU$1750)

g

200,-
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3482 | 150 €

3483 | 100 €

3484 | 500 €

3485 | 100 €

3488 | 60 €

3486 | 80 €

3487 | 150 €

3489 | 70 €
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3491 | 100 €
P 3482

1918 KGV. 1d. red BROWNISH RED, DIE III, second Wmk 'Crown over A', used and cancelled SG 47 var.,
by “NEWCASTLE/19 AU 18” c.d.s., fine. (BW AU$1500)
BW 75D

g

150,-

P 3483

1918 KGV. ½d. green, Large Multiple Wmk, Plate/Electro 5, showing variety “Cracked electro
SG 48c
- second state, cancelled by lines of machine obliterator, fine. (SG £375)

g

100,-

P 3484

1918 KGV. 1d. carmine-pink (shades), watermark 'Large Multiple Crown over A', early
COOKE PRINTING, three singles in shades of carmine-pink, deep rose and rose-red, all used SG 49 (3),
BW 73
in 1918, fine. (BW about AU$4550)

g

500,-

P 3485

P 3486

P 3487

P 3488

78

1918 KGV. 1d. carmine-pink horizontal pair, watermark 'Large Multiple Crown over A', early
COOKE PRINTING, tied by “MELBOURNE/13 FE 18” slogan datestamp to small piece, fine. A SG 49, BW
73 (2)
scarce multiple of the Cooke printing. (BW about AU$550)
p/d

100,-

1929, ½d orange, 1 ½d scarlet and 4d ultramarine KGV, tied by machine cancel Adelaide,
2.JUN.29, on cover addressed to Vienna in Austria. On the frontside endorsed 'By airmail
from Adelaide to Perth', cover originated in Vienna & thus has “POSTED AT.....UNDER COVER
TO THE POSTMASTER AT ADELAIDE' cachet with Vienna added in m/s, on arrival in Wien,
8.VII.29, redirected to Neustadtl in Austria, arrival mark (11.VII.29) on reverse. Most unusual SG 56,
variation to the standard covers in VF condition.
65, 77

b

80,-

1919 (AUG 6) Minlaton-Adelaide souvenir postcard flown by Capt Harry Butler in his Bristol
monoplane “Red Devil”, with printed message and signature on back and numbered for
inclusion in lottery draw, franked on view side by KGV. 1½d. brown tied “MINLATON/AU
5/19/STH AUSTRALIA” squared c.d.s., fine.
SG 58

b

150,-

1919, 1 ½d black-brown KGV, tied by machine cancel Sydney, 3.JA.1919, single franking on
insufficiently addressed cover to Sheffield and missent to Victoria, on the frontside boxed
'POST-TOWN / NOT KNOWN IN / VICTORIA' and m/s abbreviations for searching possible
destinations, along with blue cds Sheffield/Tasmania, twice on 6.JA.1919 resp. 11.JA.1919,
reaching the correct destination. Unusual and attractive postal history cover!
SG 58

b

60,-

AUSTRALIA
P 3489

1918, 1 ½d black-brown KGV together with South Australia 4 x 1d rose QV, mixed franking
on registered cover from Elizabeth St./Melbourne, 2.DE.18, addressed to Alexandria in
Egypt and redirected to Malta, transit and A.P.O. daters on reverse. Fine condition. Scarce SG 58; BW
mixed franking and very unusual destination!
S 5 (4)

b

70,-

b

250,-

1919 (AUG 6) Minlaton-Adelaide souvenir postcard flown by Capt Harry Butler in his Bristol
monoplane “Red Devil”, with printed message and signature on back and numbered for
inclusion in lottery draw, franked on view side by KGV. 1½d. red-brown tied “MINLATON/AU
5/19/STH AUSTRALIA” squared c.d.s., with corner creases and a light vertical fold (left of
adhesive).
SG 59

b

100,-

1919-1920 FIRST AERIAL POST ENGLAND-AUSTRALIA vignette used along with Australia
KGV. 1d. on cover (plus two pages contents) from Raffels Hotel Singapore to Orange,
N.S.W. both tied by special oval d/s “FIRST AERIAL MAIL GREAT BRITAIN TO AUSTRALIA/
RECEIVED/26 FEB 1920”, with violet three-line h/s “PER/VICKERS “VIMY” AEROPLANE/TO
AUSTRALIA” alongside. The contents (dated 5.12.19) “I am writing on the chance of
getting this through by aeroplane by Capt Ross Smith who leaves tomorrow...”. A fine
vignette on a fine cover. ONE OF ONLY 11 COVERS FLOWN AND BEARING THE VIGNETTE
IN COMBINATION WITH AUSTRALIAN ADHESIVE. A. Diena certificate (1968)

b

2.000,-

3490 • 1919 “Butler's Pioneer flight” Picture postcard (airplane (front) and Butler's portrait (back))
flown by Capt. Butler's first flight on the Minlaton-Adelaide stage, franked KGV. 1½d. redbrown tied by squared “MINLATON S.A./5 AUGUST/19” datestamp. Few imperfection on
reverse and adhesive with a missing corner perf at top left but still good. A RARE &
DECORATIVE CARD from these pioneer times.
P 3491

P 3492

3492 | 2.000 €
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3493 | 100 €

3494 | 100 €

3495 | 80 €

3499 | 100 €

3496 | 100 €
3497 | 100 €

3498 | 100 €
80

AUSTRALIA
P 3493

1921/1930 Three registered covers from Queensland to Germany, all franked Kangaroo 6d.
(one corner stamp with part Ash imprint), sent from Ingham, Kingaboy and Townsville, in
slightly mixed condition.

b

100,-

1921, 4d violet KGV, two commercial covers with single franking each from Melbourne,
13.JAN resp. 11.FEB.1922, to Langnau in Switzerland, both with arrival mark on reverse,
envelopes with minor traces of usage otherwise F/VF condition. ACSC 900.-AU$+
SG 64 (2)

b

100,-

1922, 4d ultramarine KGV, tied by machine cancel Brisbane, 7.APR.23, single franking on
illustrated lettercard (inside dinner menu card from S.S.Tango Maru) issued by the 'Japan
Mail Steamship Co.', addressed to Amsterdam and redirected to Enschede in Holland.
Attractive showpiece in fine condition!
SG 65

b

80,-

1923 Kangaroo 6d. chestnut, Wmk Small Crown over A, used on registered cover from
South Murwillumbah to HONG KONG, tied by “SOUTH MURWILLUMBAH N.S.W./10 FE 27”
c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, and on the reverse with Murwillumbah and Sydney transit
datestamps as well as Hong Kong '7 MR 27' arrival c.d.s. Cover lightly toned/stained but
still good.
SG 73

b

100,-

1923/1938 Three registered covers from South Australia to Germany, all franked Kangaroo,
two of them in combination with later issues, for 6d., 12d. and 2s5d., sent from Adelaide,
good/fine.

b

100,-

1923-24/1936 Three registered covers from Western Australia to Germany, all franked
Kangaroos, two add. with KGV., for total rate 6d., 7½d. and 11d., sent from Buntine,
Fremantle and Wubin, in slightly mixed condition.

b

100,-

P 3499

1924 Kangaroo £1 grey, third watermark 'Small Crown over A', used and cancelled by
SG 75
“MACHAY QUEENSLAND/2 AU 31” c.d.s., fine. (SG £350)

g

100,-

P 3500

1924 Roo £1 grey, third Wmk, used along with Roos 10s., 5s. and 2s. pair on airmail cover
from Melbourne to London in 1935, all tied by “SHIP MAIL ROOM MELBOURNE/24 SE 35”
c.d.s., with airmail labels but no further postmarks. The large-size envelope with folds and
creases affecting adhesives so that £1 with a tear at top, 10s. with a tear at bottom, 5s. and SG 75 et
10s. with missing perfs. Nevertheless, a very high and scarce franking. (T)
al.

b

300,-

1927 Insuff. franked cover from Sydney to Djokjakarta, Java redirected to Bandoeng and
again to Garoet, franked by 1927 KGV. 1½d. scarlet tied by Sydney '1 NOV 1927' slogan
datestamp, with three postage due stamps 20c. tied by Djokjakarta, Bandoeng and Garoet
datestamps respectively, with various Java datestamps on the revers. The cover with traces
of usage but unusual.
SG 96

b

80,-

1927 KGV. 1½d. red, Perf 13½x12½, bottom marginal gutter pair with A.J. Mullett imprint,
variety “ST of POSTAGE joined, State II with scratch through left value” (Plate 4), used along
with 1930 2d. on 1½d. on airmail cover from Melbourne to Chimbu, NEW GUINEA by First
Air Mail per Mandated Airlines, tied by “SHIP MAIL ROOM MELBOURNE/28 MY 38” c.d.s., SG 96 var.,
'Air Mail Sydney 30 MY 38' and Madang '16 JN 38' transit datestamps on front, Salamaua (BW 92na)
and Madang tranist datestamps on the reverse, fine.
+ SG 119

b

100,-

P 3494

P 3495

P 3496

P 3497

P 3498

P 3501

P 3502

3500 | 300 €

3502 | 100 €

3501 | 80 €
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DIE GESCHICHTE HINTER DEM LOS

Australien 1850 - 1856: „Madonna und Victoria“
Wer das Wort „Madonna“ googelt, findet in der heutigen Zeit schwindender Religiosität kaum überraschend
an erster Stelle aller Einträge die bekannte Sängerin
„Madonna“, die 1958 als Madonna Louise Ciccone
geboren wurde. Erst an zweiter Stelle rangiert die italienische Bezeichnung für die Mutter Gottes („Madonna“= „meine Dame“), von der sich auch „Madonnas“
erster Vorname ableitet. Viele Künstler schufen unzäh
lige Madonnen- bzw. Marienbildnisse der „Himmels
königin“, so dass es nicht verwunderlich erscheint, dass
die ersten Briefmarken der australischen Kolonie
Victoria von 1850 den Eindruck vermitteln, eine Ma
donnendarstellung als Motiv zu besitzen. Doch der
Schein trügt: Tatsächlich handelt es sich um eine nur
madonnenhaft erscheinende Darstellung der damals
regierenden britischen Königin Victoria (24.5.1819 22.1.1901; reg. seit 1837). Der Teilstaat Victoria hatte
doppelten Grund, Queen Victoria als Markenmotiv zu
wählen: Zum einen war sie die Namensgeberin der Kolonie, zum anderen war sie damals regierende Monarchin des Mutterlandes. Wir zeigen hier eine Faltbriefhülle mit 6 dieser „Victoria“-Marken.
Die Frankatur besteht aus 5 Exemplaren der 3 Pence
blau sowie einer Einzelmarke der 1 Penny rosa, die jeweils in Erstauflage am 3.1.1850 verausgabt wurden und
in diversen Farb- und Detailvarianten bis 1854 gedruckt
wurden. Die Marken, auf denen die Queen mit Szepter
und Reichsapfel sowie mit einem großen Schleier auf

82

dem Thron sitzend zu sehen ist („Half Lengths“),
gehören mit den Erstausgaben von New South Wales zu
den frühesten australischen Briefmarken und rangieren
auch weltweit jahrgangsmäßig zumindest auf den vorderen Rängen. Sie wurden zudem nicht wie viele
britische Kolonialmarken in London, sondern bereits in
Victorias Hauptstadt Melbourne gedruckt, was allerdings zu schlechten Drucken führte, denn der Druck ist
unscharf und das Motiv in der Druckplatte recht grob
gearbeitet. Die Schnittqualität der Marken ist unterschiedlich und reicht von angeschnitten bis voll- und
breitrandig. Die Entwertung erfolgte mit dem
Nummernstempel „1“ von Melbourne, wobei auf der
Rückseite der Datumsstempel „Melbourne D Au(gust)
6, 18.. Victoria“ abgeschlagen ist. Leider sind die beiden
letzten Ziffern der Jahreszahl unleserlich, so dass wir
nicht wissen, in welchem Jahr der Brief versandt wurde.
Da 1857 eine neue Markenserie erschien, fällt das Beförderungsdatum höchstwahrscheinlich in die Zeit von
1850 bis 1856. Der Brief ist an einen Empfänger in
Geelong gerichtet, einer heute 160.000 Einwohner
zählenden Hafenstadt 75km südwestlich von Melbourne
gelegen, wo er am 7.8. (ohne Jahreszahl im Ankunftsstempel) ankam. Unsere 16 Pence-Frankatur stellt eine
ausgesprochene Rarität dar, die auch durch ihre Schönheit besticht und deshalb nach heftigem Bietergefecht
auf einer Auktion im Oktober 2020 erwartungsgemäß
mit dem über doppelten Ausrufpreis einem neuen
Besitzer zugeschlagen wurde.

AUSTRALIA

3504 | 100 €

3505 | 70 €

3503 | 70 €

3507 | 100 €

3506 | 120 €

3508 | 100 €

3510 | 100 €

3509 | 80 €

3511 | 100 €

3512 | 300 €

3513 | 120 €
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3514 | 200 €
P 3503

3515 | 100 €

3516 | 150 €

3517 | 200 €

3518 | 180 €

1928, 5 x 2d red-brown KGV, multiple franking on registered airmail cover used by the
Austrian Consulate Melbourne (consulate seal on backflap), sent from Elizabeth St.
Melbourne, 18.JA.30, to the federal chancellery in Vienna, transit cds Perth and arrival mark
Wien (16.II.30) on reverse. Attractive cover in VF condition.
SG 98 (5)

b

70,-

P 3504 • 1931 Flight illustrated cover from Darwin to Batavia by Australia-England First Official Air
Mail Flight (cachet on the reverse) and returned to Darwin, franked 'Roo' 9d., KGV. 3d. and
'Kookaburra' 3d. blue all tied “DARWIN 26 AP 31” c.d.s., Batavia '13.5.31' despatch dater
alongside, and on the reverse with Batavia '3.5.31' arrival c.d.s. as well as Darwin '15 JL 31' SG 100,
receiving dater. Cover lightly toned but still fine, and most attractive.
106, 108

b

100,-

b

70,-

FDC

120,-

1929, QANTAS, F/F BRISBANE TO CHARLEVILLE: 3 x 1 ½d Parliament House, tied by cds
Brisbane, 17.AP.29, on cover with three different red/black flight vignettes on the frontside
“Inaugural Flight/Brisbane-Charleville/Air Mail Service”, “See/By Air Mail/Western
Queensland” and “By Air Mail/Brisbane-Charleville/Air Mail Service” (all three etiquettes on
the same cover are rated a great rarity by Mair) along with facsimile signature of pilot, Capt.
PH Moody, arrival mark on reverse. VF condition. Only 50 covers flown. RR!
SG 105 (3)

b

100,-

1928 Two 'Kookaburra' miniature sheets used, one (from top of sheet) with red '31 OC 28'
exhibition datestamps, the second one from top right corner of sheet) with '28 NO 29' Perth SG MS
106a (2)
dater, fine.

g

100,-

P 3509

1932, 3d blue 'Stamp Exhibition' kookaburra, pane of four with exhibition cds (30.OC.28) in SG MS
106 a
blue and red (two each). F/VF condition. Unusual combination!

g

80,-

P 3510

1928 'Kookaburra' miniature sheet used on registered cover from Belmont, N.S.W. to
Merano, ITALY via Newcastle, Sydney, Naples, and by Ital. railway, centrally cancelled by
“BELMONT/16 NO 37” c.d.s., respective transit and '23.12.37' arrival datestamps on the SG MS
reverse, fine.
106a

b

100,-

1932, 3d blue 'Stamp Exhibition' kookaburra, pane of four with red cds INTERNATIONAL
PHILATELIC EXHIBITION MELBOURNE, 1.NO.28, on registered cover to Perth, same SG MS
106 a
exhibition cds in blue ties registration label, arrival mark on reverse. F/VF condition.

b

100,-

P 3512

1929 'Kangaroos' fourth issue with small multiple waterrmark, complete set of seven, used
SG 107-14
with good/fine strikes of circled datestamps, fine. (SG £1300)

g

300,-

P 3513

1929-30 Kangaroos 5s. and 10s., watermark 'Mult Crown over A', fine used. (SG £610)

g

120,-

P 3514

1929, 10s grey and pink kangaroo, wmk multiple 'Crown+A', with overprint SPECIMEN in
SG 112 Specimen var; BW 49xd
type C, sub-type 2 (shaved “P”). VF MLH condition. ACSC 1750.-AU$

*

200,-

P 3505

P 3506

P 3507

P 3508

P 3511
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1942, 1 ½d red-brown KGV with puncture 'OS' and 2d scarlet KGV with puncture 'OS NSW'
on cover from the Australian Museum with machine cancel Sydney, 20.OCT.1942, to Los
Angeles USA, on the frontside boxed censor handstamp '2 Passed By Censor 1103', arrival SG O102,
mark Los Angeles, 1.DEC.42, on reverse. F/VF condition. Very scarce franking combination 127 (OS
with 'OS' and 'OS NSW' punctures!
NSW)
1927/1931, group of five different FIRST DAY COVERS, comprising 1 ½d Parliament House
(pair) on registered 1 ½d red KGV pse from Canberra, 9.MY.27, to Sydney; 3d blue Philatelic
Exhibition 'kookaburra' along with 1 ½d Parliament House on registered cover with red
exhibition cds from 29.OC.28 to Perth; 3d green Airmail along with 1 ½d red KGV on airmail
cover from Glen Huntly, 20.MY.29, to Echuca; 1 ½d + 3d Sturt's Exploration on registered
cover from Darwin, 2.JE.30, to Mataranka and 2d+3d+6d Airmail (Kingsford Smith) on
registered airmail cover from Collins St. Melbourne, 19.MR.31, to Canterbury. Attractive
group in VF condition.

SG 105,
106, 115,
117-118,
121-123

SG 111-12

AUSTRALIA
P 3515

1929 'Kangaroos' fourth issue with small multiple waterrmark, 10s. and £2 both overprinted
“SPECIMEN”, mint lightly hinged, fine. (SG £450)
SG 112s+114s

SPEC

100,-

P 3516

1929-30 Kangaroo £2 black & rose, watermark 'Mult Crown over A', used with part strike of
“REGISTERED SYDNEY...” c.d.s., showing a slightly shortened perf at upper right, still fine.
(SG £750)
SG 114

g

150,-

P 3517

1930 Kangaroo £2 black & rose, Small Multiple Wmk, used and cancelled by “(TELEGR)APH
SG 114
... VILLE/.../31” c.d.s., fine. (SG £750)

g

200,-

P 3518

1929, £ 2, black and rose, with black SPECIMEN opt, wmk 7, perf. 12, unused MNH,
SG 114 s.
outstandingly fresh, well centred and outstanding condition, XF!

**

180,-

P 3519

1929, 4 x 3d green airmail stamp, multiple franking on airmail cover with cds Ship Mail
Room / Melbourne, 3.JE.37, to Osaka in Japan, arrival mark at frontside. Attractive cover in
VF condition.
SG 115 (4)

b

60,-

1930, 2 x 3d green airmail stamp and 2 x 1 ½d 'Centenary Western Australia', mixed franking
on airmail cover from Wentworth Falls, 10.MR.30, to Danzig, on the frontside red flight
cachet 'Mit Luftpost befördert / Flugpostamt Danzig 5', on reverse oval transit dater 'Danzig SG 115 (2),
5 / Luftpost' and arrival mark Danzig, 9.4.30. F/VF condition. Very scarce destination!
116 (2)

b

70,-

1929, 3d green airmail 'booklet'-stamp, horizontal pair on 'LATE FEE' airmail cover from
Longreach, 12.MY.34, to Brisbane; in addition a single 3d green airmail 'booklet'-stamp on SG 115
a (3)
local cover from Ardlethan, 2.MY.31, both covers in F/VF condition.

b

80,-

1929: Large oval handstamp “S.S. TAIF/KHEDIVIAL MAIL LINE” in violet tied Australia KGV.
1d. and 1½d. to cover to Alexandria, Egypt via Port Sudan and by Shellal-Halfa railway, with
Port Sudan '6 OC 29' and Shellal-Halfa T.P.O. '12 OC 29' transit datestamps as well as
Alexandria arrival dater on the reverse. Cover opened three side otherwise fine. A scarce
cover carried by the Egyptian S.S. Taif.

b

100,-

1930 LORD HOWE ISLAND PROVISIONAL: 'Captain Sturt' 1½d. scarlet with manuscript
surcharge “2d./paid/P.M./L.H.I.” issued by the Postmaster of Lord Howe Island during a
shortage of 2d. stamps in 1930, tied by “LORD HOWE ISLAND N.S.W./SP 6/1930” c.d.s. to SG 117
small piece, fine. (SG £750)
var.

d

200,-

1930, LORD HOWE ISLAND PROVISIONAL, 1 ½d 'Centenary of Sturt's Exploration' with
provisional manuscript surcharge '2d Paid/PM/LHI', tied by cds LORD HOWE ISLAND, 15.
SP.1930, on cover to Sydney, despite an oxidized stamp color and short perf. at bottom in
overall fine and considering the scarcity in quite tolerable condition. When basic letter rate
was raised from 1 ½d to 2d on August 4th 1930, the postmaster on the remote Lord Howe SG 117
Island decided (due to the lack of 2d stamps) to surcharge his stock of 1 ½d stamps. As var; BW
stated by the postmaster a total number of 270 stamps were surcharged. RR!
139 c

b

500,-

b

100,-

1931, Kingsford Smith, group of four covers comprising multiple frankings of 2d blue, 3d
red, 6d violet and 6d sepia: 3 x 2d red on registered cover from Melbourne to San Francisco
USA, 2 x 3d blue on registered cover from Sydney to Djokjakarte Dutch East India, 3 x 6d
violet on airmail cover from Surrey Hills to Inglewood in England and 4 x 6d sepia on airmail SG 121cover from Sydney to Vienna in Austria. Attractive and scarce group in F/VF condition.
123, 139

b

100,-

1931, Kingsford Smith, group of five covers comprising single frankings of all different values
issued: 2d red on cover from Loch to Footscray, 3d blue on cover from Wallacia to Chicago
USA, 6d violet on airmail cover from Sydney to Gablonz in Czechoslovakia, 6d sepia on SG 121airmail cover from Melbourne to Neurönnebeck in Germany and 6d sepia with ovp 'OS' on 123, 139,
registered cover from Melbourne to Gt.Barrington USA. F/VF condition.
139 a

b

80,-

P 3520

P 3521

P 3522

P 3523

P 3524

P 3525 • 1931-35: Selection of five flight covers including 1st Victoria to Tasmania flight (1931),
Registered FDC of Kingsford Smith's set of three to London, 1932 cover Melbourne-KarachiLondon, and two Australia-New Zealand first flight covers, one from New Zealand with the
special “Faith in Australia” stamp, the other from Australia. A good group of covers in slightly
mixed condition.
P 3526

P 3527

85

3519 | 60 €
3520 | 70 €

3522 | 100 €

3523 | 200 €

3521 | 80 €

3524 | 500 €

3525 | 100 €

3526 | 100 €
86

3527 | 80 €

AUSTRALIA

3528 | 750 €

3529 | 100 €

3530 | 60 €

3531 | 60 €

3532 | 70 €

3533 | 100 €

P 3528 • 1931 “British Flight England-Australia” by Messrs Fairbairn & Shenstone: Cover from
Calcutta (3 APR 31) to Darwin (18 APR 31) by this flight, and back by first return flight (pilot
Kingsford Smith) from Darwin (27 APR) to Akyab, Burma (3 MAY) and back to Calcutta (25
MAY), franked by India 1931 'Delhi' 1a. tied by Park Street Calcutta '3 APR 31' c.d.s., at
Darwin by Australian 1931 'Kingsford Smith flight' stamp 2d. tied '24 AP 31' c.d.s., and with
a second Indian 1a. tied Calcutta '25 MAY 31' on arrival, with flight cachet on front, Calcutta
datestamps and signature “Stephen H. Smith” on the reverse. A scarce cover flown on the SG 121
Calcutta-Darwin stage (43 carried), and a rare Australia-India mixed franking = A VERY RARE + India
AIRMAIL COVER.
228(2)
P 3529

P 3530

P 3531

P 3532

P 3533

f

750,-

1934, ½d orange KGV with puncture 'OS' and 1d green KGV with puncture 'VG' on postcard SG 125
from the Dept. of Public Health in Melbourne, 11.7.1934, to Mansfield. F/VF condition. Very (VG), SG
O97
scarce franking combination with 'OS' and 'VG' punctures!

b

100,-

1935, 1d green KGV together with Tasmania, ½d red + ½d red QV cut-out from stamped-toorder envelope (H&G K B 6), tied by machine cancel Sydney, 12.DE.1935, on cover to SG 125
Doreen, envelope with negligible traces of usage, otherwise F/VF condition. Very unusual! etc.

b

60,-

1936, 6d red-brown 'kookaburra', together with 3d blue 'tasmanian cable' and 1d green SG 125,
KGV, mixed franking on airmail cover from Melbourne, 3.JY.36, to Lourenco Marques in 146 (5),
160
Portuguese East Africa, arrival mark on reverse. F/VF condition. Very scarce destination!

b

60,-

1937, CRASH MAIL, 2s kangaroo and 1d KGV on airmail cover from Sydney, 23.NO.37,
addressed to Zaandam in Holland. The envelope was directed to the IMPERIAL AIRWAYS
CYGNUS 'Far East - England' flight, lost at Brindisi (Italy). On the frontside “SERVICE POSTAL
FRANÇAIS / Correspondance retardée / par accident d'avion / Prière de ne pas taxer.” cachet
in violet, on reverse French PTT seal (No.509) and arrival mark Zaandam (14.XII.1937), cover SG 125,
exceptionally fresh (regarding the circumstances).
134

b

70,-

1940/42 Undeliverable mail: Airmail cover from Sydney to Sourabaya, JAVA franked KGV. 5d.
orange-brown and 1941 1s. green tied by Sydney c.d.s., with censor strip tied “PASSED BY
CENSOR/S. 490” h/s in violet, further handstamps “NOT TRANSMISSIBLE/SERVICE
SUSPENDED” and boxed “AIR SERVICE/NOT AVAILABLE” both in violet and “RETURN TO
SENDER” finger h/s on front and back, illegible red datestamp on the reverse. Cover with SG 130,
traces of usages (creased edges, few little stains) but still good, and scarce.
192

b

100,-

87

3535 | 120 €

3534 | 200 €
3536 | 60 €

3537 | 150 €

3538 | 100 €

3539 | 80 €

3541 | 80 €

3545 | 300 €

3540 70 €
|

3542 | 200 €
88

3543 | 80 €

3544 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3534

1931-36 'Kangaroos' fifth issue, 'C of A' watermark, complete set of seven up to £2, all
cancelled by circled datestamps, fine/very fine. (SG £900)
SG 132-38

g

200,-

P 3535

1932, 6d chestnut kangaroo, wmk 'C of A', horizontal pair and single, multiple franking on
illustrated airmail cover (MacRobertson Confectioner) from Melbourne, 20.SEP.35, to
London in England. VF condition. Most attractive and rare usage of this scarce stamp! ACSC
680.-AU$++
SG 132 (3)

b

120,-

1935, 2d scarlet + 1d black 'Anzac Landing' and 9d violet + 2s maroon 'kangaroo', mixed
franking on airmail cover from Melbourne, 30.AP.35, to Wattens in Austria, transit cds SG 133,
Athens and Vienna on reverse, envelope with minor vertical fold, else F/VF condition. ACSC 135, 154400.-AU$+
155

b

60,-

1931-36 'Kangaroos' fifth issue, 'C of A' watermark, three blocks of four (2s., 5s. and 10s.),
all cancelled by circled datestamps, minor imperfections as few slightly shortened perfs or SG 13436(4)
light traces of use but still fine. (SG from £680)

v/g

150,-

1935 Kangaroo 2s. maroon, 'C of A' Wmk, bottom left corner block of 12, sheet pos.
37-39/43-45/49-51/55-57, with several varieties including “Retouched white flaw und LI of
AUSTRALIA” (Pos. 49) and flaws on Pos. 39, 43, 45 and 51, mint never hinged with minor SG 134
marginal imperfections, stamps fine.
(12) Var.

**

100,-

1947/1948, AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ANTARCTIC/RESEARCH EXPEDITION 1947: two
registered covers, the first cover with ½d orange 'wallaroo', 1s 3d 'hereford bull' and 2s
maroon 'kangaroo' tied by cds A.N.A.R.E. MACQUARIE.IS, 7.MR.48, besides straight-line
'AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ANTARCTIC/RESEARCH EXPEDITION 1947' in violet, sent with
provisional blue registration label 'MACQUARIE ISLAND' to Magog in Canada; the second SG 134,
cover with 1d brown QE, 4 x 5d purple 'merino ram' and 2 x 9d 'platypus' sent with the same 179, 189,
postmarks applied to Ayr in Queensland. Attractive pair in F/VF condition.
223 etc.

b

80,-

1938, 5s grey and yellow 'kangaroo' and 6d red-brown 'kookaburra', tied by commemorative
cds BRITISH EMPIRE GAMES / SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA, 21.JA.38, on airmail cover to Cape Town
in South Africa, on reverse advertising poster stamp 'Australias 150th Anniversary'. Fine SG 135,
condition.
146

b

70,-

P 3541

1931-36 Kangaroos 10s. and £1, watermark 'Mult C of A', fine used. (SG £425)

g

80,-

P 3542

1932 Roo 10s. grey & pink used along with Roo 2s. and 1934 Air 1s6d. on cover from
Melbourne to Germany in 1938, tied by “LATE FEE MELBOURNE/27 JE 38” c.d.s., no further
postmark. The long envelope with creased edges but with fine adhesives. A scarce 10s. used SG 136
on cover. (T)
et al.

b

200,-

P 3543

1932/1935, 10s grey and pink, 1 £ grey and 2 £ grey and rose kangaroo, wmk 'C of A', all three
SG 136-138 s, BW 50 xe, 54 x, 58 x
with overprint SPECIMEN in type D. VF MNH condition.

**

80,-

P 3544

1932, 10s grey and pink kangaroo, wmk 'C of A', with overprint SPECIMEN in type C. F/VF
SG 136 s var; BW 50 x
MH condition. ACSC 850.-AU$

*

100,-

P 3545

1931-36 Roos £1 grey and 10s. grey & pink used along with 1932 6d. and KGVI. 1937 3d. on
registered parcel tag from Cobar in 1939, all tied by “COBAR REGISTERED/.. FE 39” c.d.s., SG 137,
136 et al.
Reg. label alongside, fine.

b

300,-

P 3546

1931-36 Kangaroo £2 black & rose, watermark 'Mult C of A', used and cancelled by “AIR
SG 138
MAIL/.. AP 38” c.d.s., with a light corner crease at top right, still good. (SG £600)

g

100,-

P 3547

1931-36 Kangaroo £2 black & rose, watermark 'Mult C of A', used and cancelled by
“REGISTERED SYDNEY/14 SE...” c.d.s., with a bit uneven perforation but still good. (SG £600) SG 138

g

100,-

P 3548

1931-36 Roos £2 black & rose and 2s. maroon used along with 1932 1s., KGVI. 1937 3d. and
10s. on registered parcel tag from Cobar, all tied by “COBAR REGISTERED/...” c.d.s., Reg. SG 138,
177 et al.
label alongside, fine.

b

300,-

1931-36 Roo £2 black & rose used along with 1932 1s., KGVI. 1937 3d. and 10s. on registered SG 138,
parcel tag from Cobar, all tied by “COBAR REGISTERED/...” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, fine. 177 et al.

b

300,-

P 3536

P 3537

P 3538

P 3539

P 3540

P 3549

SG 136-37

89

3546 | 100 €

3547 | 100 €

3548 | 300 €
3550 | 100 €

3549 | 300 €

3552 | 150 €

3551 | 100 €

3555 | 100 €

3553 | 500 €

3554 | 100 €

3558 | 80 €

90

3556 | 80 €

3557 | 120 €

3560 | 300 €

3561 | 200 €

3559 | 60 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3550

1934, 2£ black and rose kangaroo, wmk 'C of A', with plate variety 'Break in lower frame
under “N” of POUNDS' (BW 58-D o) and overprint SPECIMEN, in addition a second (weak
impression) of the SPECIMEN overprint at left side of the kangaroo. Very unusual variety in
VF MNH condition.

SG 138
Specimen
var; BW
58x var

**

100,-

P 3551

1934 Kangaroo £2 black & rose, 'C of A' Wmk, used and cancelled by “... BRISBANE/.../40”
SG 138
c.d.s., with a repaired bottom right corner perf otherwise fine. (SG £600)

g

100,-

P 3552

1934 Roo £2 black & rose used as a postage due (probably) and tied by underlined h/s “TO
PAY” to part of cover probably sent from Larkspur, Cal., USA to Haymarket Sydney 'Via
Cl(ipper)', with Hong-Kong censor triangle “PASSED CENSOR HONG KONG./9” alongside.
The stamp with a short perf at foot but still fine. An unusual use.
SG 138

d

150,-

1934 £2 black & rose, 13 examples (two vert. stripes of four, one strip of three and two
singles), Wmk “C of A”, used along with £1 grey on Bulk Postage Docket of PostmasterGeneral's Department Adelaide for 3240 letters of total postage of £27, all tied by m/s and SG 138
with punch holes, and with “ADELAIDE S.TH AUSTRALIA/7/30 JA 40” c.d.s. The docket form (13) +
with a tear at top and creased, one £2 with a corner defect but fine else.
137

b

500,-

1931, 6d sepia Airmail (Kingsford Smith) together with 3d blue Sturt's Exploration on
registered FIRST DAY COVER from Russell Street/Vic., 4.NO.1931, to Mount Lawley, transit
and arrival marks on reverse. VF condition. ACSC 750.-AU$+
SG 139

FDC

100,-

b

100,-

1937, AIRMAIL EXHIBITION Town Hall Melbourne, group of three registered souvenir covers
with printed cachet in different colors blue, brown and green, all three covers with special
registration label 'AIR MAIL EXHIBITION Melbourne, C.1. Victoria' and appropriate
commemorative cds from 5.OCT.37., two covers with postage 2d + 3d '150th Anniv. N.S.W.' SG 139,
sent to Melbourne resp. to Footscray, one cover with single 6d sepia airmail sent to Berlin 193-194
in Germany. VF condition. APM410, CV 480.-AU$+
(2)

b

80,-

1931, 6d sepia 'OS' airmail stamp, group of three different covers with various mixed
frankings, comprising 6d sepia 'OS' and 5d yellow-brown KGV on registered airmail cover
from Adelaide to Sydney, 2 x 6d sepia 'OS' and 2d red KGV on airmail cover from Melbourne
to Cardiff in Wales and 6d sepia 'OS' together with 2 x 6d sepia regular airmail stamp and 3d
blue kookaburra on airmail cover from Melbourne to Aschaffenburg in Germany. Attractive SG 139 a
and scarce group in F/VF condition. ACSC 1000.-AU$+
(4) etc.

b

120,-

1931 Air 6d. sepia overprinted “OS” used along with 1929 Air 3d. on printed 'Hotel Pacific,
Cairns' envelope to Fort Moresby, PAPUA by First Official Australia-Papua Airmail in 1934,
both tied by “TOWNSVILLE QUEENSLAND/5 JN 34” c.d.s., airmail cachet 'JUNE 1934' on SG
front and similar 'JULY 1934' cachet on back, fine.
39a+115

b

80,-

1932, 5th Australasian Philatelic Exhibition, two registered souvenir covers, each with
special registration label '5th Aust.Philatelic Exhibition, Sydney.' and appropriate
commemorative cancel in red (22.MR.1932), one with 2d scarlet and 3d blue 'Sydney
Harbour Bridge' addressed to Lower Sandy Bay in Tasmania; the second cover with 2 x 2d SG 140,
scarlet (recess and typo printing) 'Sydney Harbour Bridge' together with 1s green 'Lyrebird' 141 (2),
sent to Brunswick in Victoria. F/VF condition.
142, 144

b

60,-

1932 'Sydney Habour Bridge' complete set of three used on registered airmail cover from
Melbourne to Arlesheim, SWITZERLAND via 'Karachi-London' airmail, all tied by “REGISTERED
ELIZABETH ST. MELBOURNE/13 JY 32” c.d.s., air and Reg. labels alongside, Melbourne transit
dater as well as Arlesheim '9.VIII.32' arrival c.d.s. on the reverse. Envelope with traces of
usage, stamps - including top right corner single 5s.) - are fine. A scarce franking. (T)
SG 141-43

b

300,-

1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge complete set to 5s. (top marginal) used on registered cover to
Hong Kong, tied by “SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE N.E. PYLON/15 MR 32” c.d.s., resp. Reg.
label alongside, further strike of despatch datestamp on the reverse. The cover opened two
sides (top and left) and little stains on two perfs of the 3d. adhesive otherwise fine. (SG from
£1200)
SG 141-43

b

200,-

P 3553

P 3554

P 3555 • 1933 (Oct 13), First Flight, Stage CURRIE-MELBOURNE: Registered First Flight cover (King
Island-Melbourne) bearing 6d airmail stamp, 2d and 3d (corner pair) tied with Currie cds,
with Reg. label, addressed to London, on reverse with despatch cds, and Melbourne and SG 139,
Perth transit cds's. A scarce cover on this stage (only 30 were flown). (T)
121-22
P 3556

P 3557

P 3558

P 3559

P 3560

P 3561

91

3562 | 200 €

3565 | 70 €

3563 | 80 €

3566 | 60 €

3564 | 70 €

3567 | 80 €

3568 | 70 €

3569 | 100 €

3571 | 120 €

3570 | 70 €
92

3572 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA

3575 | 150 €
3574 | 60 €

3573 | 60 €

3576 | 100 €

3577 | 60 €

3578 | 100 €

3580 | 100 €

3581 | 100 €

3579 | 100 €
93

P 3562

1932 'Sydney Harbour Bridge' 5s. green used on registered cover to Perth, tied by
“REGISTERED SYDNEY, N.S.W./15 MR 32” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, '21 MR 32' arrival dater
on the reverse. Cover opened a bit roughly at top otherwise fine - philatelic, but a scarce
stamp used on cover.
SG 143

b

200,-

1933, Gala Day PIGEONGRAM, Australia's first flown pigeongram with souvenir cover,
prepared by the Air Mail Society of N.S.W., the grey-green pigeongram signed on back by
Society secretary Crome, flown within Sydney to suburb Botany and forwarded in cover to
himself in Stanmore, cover with single franking 2d KGV together with multicolor
commemorative label affixed and tied by machine cancel besides violet strike of pigeon
handstamp. VF condition. Only 550 items flown, described in Bofarull (p.105)

b

80,-

1935, 6d red-brown 'kookaburra', gutter pair with 'Ash' imprint (Plate 2), tied by cds
Jamberoo, 26.MY.38, used on illustrated registered cover carried by WR Carpenter Airlines, SG 146 (2)
first official flight Australia-New Guinea addressed to Wau, transit cds Sydney (30.MY.38) at var; BW
the frontside, Salamaua (31.MAY.38) and arrival cds Wau (1.JUN.38) on reverse. VF condition. 150 za

b

70,-

1934, 1s black 'Centenary of Victoria' on registered souvenir cover from the '6th Aust.
Philatelic Exhibtn., Melb., Vic.' with special registration label and appropriate hexagonal
commemorative cancel (8.NOV.1934), addressed to Ketchikan in Alaska, on reverse transit
cds Sydney, San Pedro(Calif.), Seattle and arrival mark Ketchikan (6.DEC.1934). VF condition.
Scarce franking and very unusual destination!
SG 149

b

70,-

1934, FIRST AUSTRALIAN AUTOGIRO FLIGHT, 1s black 'Victoria Centenary', tied by cds
M.O.O.Portland, 16.NO.34, on special preprinted postcard (card number 822) addressed to
Caulfield Victoria. VF condition. Very unusual - almost all of these special postcards are
franked with 1 ½d stamps!
SG 149

b

60,-

P 3567

1934, 1s 6d dull purple Hermes, single franking on 'all-by-air-route' FIRST DAY COVER from
SG 153
Sydney, 1.DE.1934, to Chalford in England. VF condition.

FDC

80,-

P 3568

1935, 2d scarlet, horizontal strip of three, and 1s black 'Anzac Landing', tied by cds Ship Mail
Room/Melbourne, 9.AP.35, on airmail cover to Bath in England. Scarce franking in F/VF SG 154 (3),
155
condition.

b

70,-

1935 ANZAC 1s. pair and 2½d. used on airmail envelope from Sydney to Germany via
Greece, tied by “AIR MAIL SYDNEY N.S.W./25 MR 35” c.d.s., Athens '6.IV.35' transit dater on SG 155 (2),
154
the reverse, fine.

b

100,-

FDC

70,-

1935, 2s violet 'Silver Jubilee', single franking on registered airmail cover from Sydney,
21.MY.35, along with boxed cachet 'PAR AVION / AUSTRALIA-SINGAPORE-ENGLAND' to
Compiègne in France, arrival mark on reverse; in addition a second airmail cover with the
same 2s violet single franking from Melbourne, 18.JE.35, to Vienna in Austria, transit cds
Athens and arrival mark on reverse. F/VF condition. Scarce!
SG 158 (2)

b

120,-

1935, 2s violet 'Silver Jubilee' and 1d green KGV, tied by cds Marrickville, 3.MY.35, on
illustrated (P.R. King, Machinery Merchant) airmail express cover to Geneva in Switzerland.
On the frontside bilingual swiss express label 'EILSENDUNG OHNE TAXE / EXPRES SANS
TAXE' (indicating special delivery at no extra charge), on reverse transit cds Sydney and Paris
together with arrival marks Geneve, 20.V.35. VF condition. A very rarely used label on SG 158,
attractive and valuable cover!
125

b

100,-

1936, 3 x 2d carmine, 3d blue and 2 x 1s green 'Centenary of South Australia' together on
airmail cover from Canberra, 7.SE.36, to Pretoria in South Africa, transit cds Alexandria SG 161
(Egypt) on reverse. F/VF condition. Impressive and scarce franking with one single (3), 162,
commemorative issue!
163 (2)

b

60,-

1936, 3d blue 'Centenary of South Australia', gutter block of 4 with 'Ash imprint' on SG 162 (4)
registered cover from Outer Harbor, 4.FE.39, to Cowes Isle of Wight in England. Fine var; BW
172 z
condition.

b

60,-

P 3563

P 3564

P 3565

P 3566

P 3569

P 3570

P 3571

P 3572

P 3573

P 3574

94

1935/1936, group of 3 different registered FIRST DAY COVERS, comprising complete set
Silver Jubilee KGV on cover from Sydney, 2.MY.1935, to Chicago USA; complete set
Tasmanian Cable on cover with commemorative cds Centennial Exhibition/S.A., 1.AP.1936,
to Beaconsfield in England and complete set Centenary of South Australia on cover from
Glenelg, 3.AU.1936, to Brisbane. F/VF condition.

SG
156-158,
159-60,
161-163

AUSTRALIA

3583 | 70 €

3584 | 100 €
P 3575

3582 | 150 €

3585 | 100 €

1937, 3d blue KGVI, die I “White Wattles”, single franking on cover with machine cancel
from Brisbane, 23.AUG.1937, to Horgen in Switzerland. F/VF condition. The 'White Wattles'
was the first unsatisfactory print of July 1937, issued early August 1937 and most of that tiny
print were sold in Queensland. Only very few usages on commercial covers are recorded. R! SG 168 a

b

150,-

3575A

1938 KGVI. 3d. blue, Die II, bottom left corner block of four with Ash imprint, and similar block
of four of 2d. bright blue on thin paper, both fine unmounted mint. (SG from £500) SG 168c (4), 168ca (4)

v/**

150,-

P 3576

1941 Folded airmail letter from a P.O.W. in Camp 7, Eastern Command to Shanghai, China
via Sydney G.P.O., written in German, franked by 1938 5d. pair (air rate) tied by “G.P.O.
SYDNEY/AIR/6 MY 41” c.d.s., with boxed “PERMISSION GRANTED” h/s (partially covered by
adhesives), “OPENED BY CENSOR” strip (on back) and “PASSED BY CENSOR/S. 13”
handstamps as well as Shanghai slogan datestamp on front and native handstamp on back. SG 171 (2)

b

100,-

1942, 9d sepia 'platypus', single franking on censored airmail cover from Seymour, 2.FE.42,
addressed to Singapore, on the frontside war-related handstamp 'POSTAL SERVICE
SUSPENDED / RETURN TO SENDER', on reverse cds DEAD LETTER OFFICE / MELBOURNE,
25.MR.42, in red. Envelope with traces of usage, otherwise fine condition.
SG 173

b

60,-

P 3577

P 3578

1937, 1s grey-green lyrebird, perf 13 ½ : 14, block of four with Ash centre imprint (42.5 mm). SG 174 (4);
BW 208 zc **/v
VF MNH condition.

100,-

P 3579

1937-49 KGVI. 5s., 10s. and £1 on ordinary paper, each with sheet corner margins showing
p/
SG 176-78 v/g
'By Authority' imprints, 5s. block of four, corner pairs else, fine used.

100,-

P 3580

1937-49 KGVI. 5s., 10s. and £1 in blocks of four, 10s. as bottom left corner block with “Ash” SG 176-78
(4)
v/g
imprint, all fine used.

100,-

P 3581

1937-49 KGVI. 5s. and 10s. on registered cover from Perth to England, plus £1 on registered
SG 176-78
cover from Adelaide to England, both philatelic without arrival datestamps, fine.

b

100,-

P 3582

1937-49 KGVI. 10s. purple and £1 bluish slate both overprinted “SPECIMEN”, the 10s. SG 177,
178
unmounted mint, £1 lightly hinged, fine. (SG £835)

SPEC

150,-

P 3583

1940, 10s 'coronation robes', 1s6d 'hermes' and 4d 'koala', mixed franking on airmail cover
from Sydney, 2.OC.40, endorsed 'BY CLIPPER' along with 'PASSED BY CENSOR / S.118'
handstamp addressed to La Chaux-de-Fonds in Switzerland. F/VF condition. Very scarce and SG 177,
high franking on a small size envelope!
170, 153

b

70,-

P 3584

1937-49 £1 bluish slate vertical pair used along with 5s., Roo 2s. and definitives ½d., 9d. and SG 178(2)
et al.
1s. on registered parcel tag from Cobar, cancelled by light strikes of Cobar c.d.s., fine.

b

100,-

P 3585

1937-49 £1 bluish slate three singles used along with 10s. and two pairs of 1s. on parcel tag SG 178(3),
177 et al.
from Cobar, cancelled by large oval d/s “POST OFFICE COBAR N.S.W. d/s in violet, fine.

b

100,-

95

3586 | 100 €

3590 | 100 €

3591 | 150 €
3588 | 100 €

3594 | 150 €

3589 | 100 €

3587 | 100 €

3593 | 60 €

3592 | 60 €
96

3596 | 70 €

3597 | 200 €

AUSTRALIA

3595 | 80 €
P 3586

1938, 1 £ bluish slate, vertical pair, 5s claret and 10s dull purple 'coronation robes' together
with 2 x 1s 6d hermes and 1d QE, tied by cds Cobar, 12.JL.46, on parcel-tag. VF condition.
Very rare and high franking - showpiece to present the commercial usage of highest
denomination values!

SG 178 (2),
153 (2),
176, 177,
203

b

100,-

1941-42, two censored covers printed by Australian Red Cross Soc. and sent from Adelaide
and Brisbane, resp., to Intern. Comitee of Red Cross in Geneva, Switzerland, both franked
1937-49 £1 bluish slate and further adhesives, one cancelled “STOCK EXCHANGE ADELAIDE”
c.d.s. and bearing a censor strip tied large diamond “4/PASSED/BY/CENSOR” h/s, the other
cancelled by “AIR MAIL BRISBANE” c.d.s. and bearing similar censor h/s “1/PASEED/BY/
CENSOR/24” h/s, both endorsed “Via Trans-Pacific and North Atlantic Air Service”, and both SG 178 (2)
backstamped with Lisbon transit c.d.s., with vertical folds otherwise fine. (T)
et al.

b

100,-

P 3588

1949, 1£ bluish slate 'Coronation Robes', left corner block of 4 with “By authority..” imprint,
SG 178 a (4) var; BW 217 z
appropriate genuine usage with Melbourne pmk. VF condition. Very scarce!

g/v

100,-

P 3589

1941, 1 ½d green KGVI, gutter block of 6 with CRACKED 'By Authority' imprint affecting the words
SG 183 (6) var; BW 186 zg
'COMMONWEALTH' and 'AUSTRALIA'. VF mint never hinged condition. R!

**

100,-

P 3590

1938, 2d scarlet KGVI, gutter block of 8 with Plate No.3 at top centre, unused without gum
SG 184 (8) var; BW 188 zb
otherwise VF condition. Very scarce! ACSC (for mint hinged) 2500.-AU$

(*)

100,-

P 3591

1940, 4d green Koala, IMPERFORATED horizontal pair from left margin, some gum creases due
to manufacturing otherwise F/VF MNH condition. Very scarce! ACSC 1250.-AU$ SG 188 (2) var; BW 198 a **/p

P 3592

1949/1954, AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORIES: two registered covers, the first cover
franked with 1 ½d deep green QE and 4d green 'koala', tied by cds A.N.A.R.E. MACQUARIE.
IS, 28.MR.49, with provisional blue registration label 'MACQUARIE ISLAND', sent to
Ponsonby in New Zealand ; the second cover with upper right corner pair 9d sepia 'platypus', SG 188,
tied by cds MAWSON A.N.A.R.E, 15.FE.54, sent by airmail via transit Melbourne to 191 (2),
Wellington in New Zealand. Fine condition.
204

P 3587

P 3593

b

1945, 5d purple 'merino ram', perf 14 : 14 ¾, left corner block of 4 with 'By Authority' SG 189 (4)
imprint and paper attached due to a paper fold prior to printing. VF MH (lower pair MNH) var; BW
**/
201 z var */v
condition. R!

150,-

60,-

60,-

P 3594

1940, 9d sepia Platypus, IMPERFORATED horizontal pair from right margin. F/VF MH condition.
SG 191 (2) var; BW 206 b
Very scarce! ACSC 1000.-AU$

*/p

150,-

P 3595

1937, 150th Anniv. New South Wales, 5 different blocks of four with ASH imprint, comprising
2d left corner and centre block, 3d centre block and 9d with two corner blocks, one example SG 193195 var
with variety 'roller shift' (BW 177zb). VF MNH/MLH condition. ACSC ca.600.-AU$

**/*

80,-
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3599 | 150 €

3600 | 80 €

3601 | 80 €

3602 | 100 €
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3604 | 400 €

3603 | 400 €

3606 | 80 €
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3610 | 1.000 €

3608 | 60 €
3609 | 100 €

3611 | 100 €

3613 | 80 €

3612 | 60 €

3616 | 60 €

3615 | 70 €

3617 | 70 €

3618 | 100 €
99

3595A

1937 '150 Years N.S.W.' 2d. scarlet, variety “Man with tail” flaw, mint never hinged, fresh
and very fine. (SG £750)
SG 193a

**

150,-

P 3596

1937, 2 x 9d purple '150th Anniv. N.S.W.', tied by cds Ship Mail Room/Melbourne, 7.DE.37,
SG 195 (2)
on airmail cover to London in England. Scarce multiple franking in VF condition!

b

70,-

b

200,-

b

100,-

b

150,-

1949 Qantas First Charter Flight Sydney-Hong Kong: Cover to Hongkong franked by KGVI.
2½d. tied by Sydney “15 MR 49” c.d.s., also franked (on arrival) by KGVI. 5c. green tied by
“KOWLOON HONG KONG/17 MR/49” c.d.s., with special Qantas vignette alongside, and on SG 206 +
the reverse with Hongkong arrival dater, signed E.C. Sims, fine.
Hongkong

b

80,-

1952, KINDERDORF BALLOON FLIGHTS, two cards with Australian postage, each from SG 208,
Sydney, 7.AP.52, both forwarded to the 8.BALLONPOST BREGENZ, 12.4.1952, and addressed 219-220,
249
to Salzburg. VF condition. Scarce!

b

80,-

1948 Registered cover from the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition 1947 to
South Yarra, Victoria sent from Macquarie Island via Melbourne, franked by 1945 Kangaroo
2s. bottom marginal pair with Authority imprint, cancelled by “A.N.A.R.E. MACQUARIE/7
MR 48” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, Melbourne transit dater and South Yarra '3 AP 48' arrival
datestamps on the reverse, fine.
SG 212

b

100,-

1946, 150th Anniversary of City of Newcastle 2½d. lake 'Lt. John Shortland' DIE PROOF on
white wove paper mounted in sunken frame, fine and very scarce with only ten proofs SG. 219
proof
distributed to different recipients! (BW 242DP(1), AU$ 3.500)

(*)

400,-

1946, 150th Anniversary of City of Newcastle 3½d. blue 'Steel Foundry' DIE PROOF on white
wove paper mounted in sunken frame, fine and very scarce with only ten proofs distributed SG. 220
proof
to different recipients! (BW 243DP(1), AU$ 3.500)

(*)

400,-

1946, 150th Anniversary of City of Newcastle 5½d. green 'Coal Carrier/Cranes' DIE PROOF
on white wove paper mounted in sunken frame, fine and very scarce with only ten proofs SG. 221
proof
distributed to different recipients! (BW 244DP(1), AU$ 3.500)

(*)

400,-

1949 'Hermes' 1s6d. blackish brown bottom left corner pair with printer's inscription and
part perforation in lower part of bottom sheet margin, used along with a single of the 1s6d.
and pairs of ½d. and 2½d. (= 5s. in total) on registered airmail cover from Melbourne to
JERUSALEM via Sydney, all tied by “REGISTERED MELBOURNE/8 AP 50” c.d.s., further strikes
and Sydney transit dater on the reverse. Envelope lightly creased (edges) and a ½d. stamp SG 223a
with a small corner defect but still good.
et al.

b

80,-

P 3607

1955 (ca.), airmail cover with attractive multiple franking of three pairs 1s.6d. 'Hermes and SG. 223a
(6)
Globe' used from Melbourne (29JY??) to Heilbronn/Germany

b

Gebot

P 3608

1954, BOAC Lockheed Constellation Crash: 2s 'aboriginal art' single franking on cover from
Melbourne, 12.MR.54, addressed to Wishaw in Scotland. Plane crashed and caught fire as
it attempted to land at Kallang Airport (Singapore), envelope with burn marks, stamped
with boxed cachet “SALVAGED MAIL / AIRCRAFT CRASH / SINGAPORE 13.3.1954” in red.
SG 224

b

60,-

P 3597 • 1937 First Flight Brisbane-Capetown by Mrs. H.B. Bonney: Cover with Australia-India mixed
franking bearing Queensland QV 1d. and Australia KGV. 1d. green tied by Brisbane '8 APR
1937' slogan datestamp in combination with India KGV. ½a. and 1a. pair tied by Dum Dum
'5 MAY 37' c.d.s. as well as (one 1a.) large FF cachet in violet (further strike on reverse), sent
back to Brisbane with Bombay transit dater and '31 MAY 37' arrival c.d.s. on the reverse.
Signed by Mrs Bonney. A VERY RARE AUSTRALIA-INDIA MIXED FRANKING.
P 3598

P 3599

P 3600

P 3601

P 3602

P 3603

P 3604

P 3605

P 3606

100

1944 'World Jewish Congress' letter sent by Dr. M. Laserson, Official Representative for
Australia & New Zealand' from Sydney to Medelin, COLOMBIA in a registered and censored
cover franked by 5 definitives (for 7½d. in total) tied by Sydney '23 JE 44' c.d.s., with British
and Colombian censor strips and about 20 handstamps and transit/arrival datestamps as
not deliverable, in respective condition.
1948, 2d KGV and 2 x 2s kangaroo, together with 5s brown 'National Savings' revenue
stamp, tied by cds EAST MELBOURNE, 4.(..).48, on large piece of a linen package addressed
to Stuttgart in Germany. On the frontside parcel post label 'Melbourne/150' and green
handstamps applied by german customs, lower kangaroo stamp slightly defective, otherwise
fine condition. A remarkable and obviously (considering the lack of any signs of fraud)
tolerated usage of a revenue stamp for postage! (T)

SG 205,
212 (2)
+ 5s
revenue

AUSTRALIA

3619 | 100 €
P 3609

1949, 1 £ blue 'Coat of Arms', single franking on registered airmail FIRST DAY COVER from
Launceston, 28.NOV.1949, to Pasadena USA, transit cds Melbourne and arrival mark (2.
DEC.49) on reverse. VF condition.
SG 224 c

FDC

100,-

1948-56 Coat of Arms £2 green, creamy paper, overprinted “SPECIMEN 3mm high”
(1964), mint never hinged, fresh and very fine. A VERY RARE SPECIMEN (3 mm) OVERPRINT. SG 224d
Var.
Plus a £2 on white paper with 2mm SPECIMEN ovpt. for comparison. (BW AU$7500)

SPEC

1.000,-

1948-56 Coat of Arms £2 green, two singles overprinted “SPECIMEN” showing varieties,
one with “Roller flaw” on stamp, the other with ovpt. variety “IM” joined, the first one SG 224d
lightly hinged and a browned perf tip, the other fine unmounted mint.
var.(2)

SPEC

100,-

P 3612

1950, 2 £ green 'Coat of Arms', margin block of 4 with 'By Authority' imprint, used with indistinct
SG 224 d (4); BW 271 za
cds at centre. VF condition. Scarce! ACSC (for mint hinged) 1000.-AU$

g/v

60,-

P 3613

1956 “OLYMPIC GAMES MELBOURNE 22 NOVEMBER/8 DECEMBER” Perth slogan datestamp
(12 APR 56) used as obliterator on airmail cover to La Paz, BOLIVIA, insufficiently franked by
19562s. chocolate, with tax handstamp on face, La Paz '22 ABR 56' arrival dater on the
reverse, fine.
SG 224f

b

80,-

1971, Christmas complete but folded sheet with 100 stamps (four panes of 25), minor perf. 479/85
Bogen
separation between a few stamps, mint never hinged, Mi. € 360,-- ++ (M)

**

50,-

1934, First Australian Rocket Flight S.S.Canonbar to Brisbane: violet vignette tied by dated
cachet (4.DEC.1934) on reverse of illustrated cover with single 2d red 'Macarthur' tied by
cds Pinkenba and addressed to Brisbane; in addition a second similar envelope with single
6d sepia ovp 'OS' (SG 139a) sent by airmail from Pinkenba to Sydney, both covers signed by Eustis R1
Alan H. Young (president of the Queensland Air Mail Society). VF condition.
(2)

b

70,-

1935, Wreck Rocket Mail, two covers sent from the S.S. Maheno to Fraser Island resp. vice
versa with triangular vignettes in green or carmine, tied by dated (11.AU.1935) cachet
cancellers, one cover signed by Alan H. Young (president and founder of the Queensland Air
Mail Society), both covers with postage 1d resp. 2 x ½d KGV, tied by cds Pialba, 12.AU.35, Eustis R2,
addressed to Brisbane. VF condition. Only 750 covers were carried!
R3

b

60,-

1935/1936, Royal Silver Jubilee Rocket Mail, blue vignette tied by red dated cachet on
illustrated cover with single 2d red KGV, tied by cds Moggill, 28.OC.35, addressed to
Brisbane; in addition a second cover with red vignette tied by violet dated cachet besides
boxed 'MAIL DAMAGED BY WATER' and 'EXPERIMENT POSTPONED / ROCKET FIRED 24-236' on illustrated cover with single 2d red 'Silver Jubilee', tied by cds Brisbane, 24.FE.36, and
locally addressed to Brisbane. Both covers with full content (facsimile of 'Telegraph' front
page with appropriate rocket mail cachet). VF condition. Only 400 envelopes were carried. Eustis
Scarce!
R4a, R5a

b

70,-

1936/1937, Rocket Mail RT6, RT7, RO3 and RZ2: group of four covers with triangular
vignettes in blue, brown or green, each tied by appropriate cachets, all covers with total
postage 1d KGV, tied by Brisbane or Riverview pmk's, signed by Alan H. Young (president of Eustis R6,
the Queensland Air Mail Society) and addressed to Brisbane. All covers numbered and only R7, R9a,
299 (R6), 350 (R7) or 400 (R9a and R10a) were flown. VF condition. Scarce group!
R10a

b

100,-

1937, Rocket Mail RO3 and RZ2, two picture postcards with brown resp. blue triangular
vignettes, tied by appropriate violet cachets, one card depicting the rocketeer holding his
rocket, the second card showing two rocketeers holding the rocket and the parachute.
Cards numbered '65' or '92' of each 100 cards flown, both with postage 1d green KGV tied
by machine cancel Brisbane, 8.MAR.1937 resp. 23.MCH.1937 and locally addressed. VF Eustis R9,
condition. Scarce!
R10

b

100,-

P 3610

P 3611

3614
P 3615

P 3616

P 3617

P 3618

P 3619

101

3620 | 240 €

3621 | 240 €

3622 | 500 €

3623 | 80 €
All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de
3624 | 400 €

3625 | 140 €

3626 | 180 €
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3627 | 600 €

AUSTRALIA

3628 | 400 €

3629 | 400 €

3630 | 400 €

3640 | 120 €

3641 | 180 €

3642 | 180 €
103

P 3620

1995. 100 years of the Society for the Blind, 50 years of the Center for the Spastic Paralyzed,
New South Wales. Complete issue (2 values) in an IMPERFORATE horizontal combination
strip of 3 in order Michel #1488-1489-1488 (Paralyzed boy/Blind girl/Paralyzed boy). MNH. 1488/89
In all 3 imperforate stamps. Very rare!
Imperf.

**

240,-

1995. 100 years of the Society for the Blind, 50 years of the Center for the Spastic Paralyzed,
New South Wales. Complete issue (2 values) in an IMPERFORATE horizontal combination
strip of 3 in order Michel #1489-1488-1489 (Blind girl/Paralyzed boy/Blind girl). MNH. In all 1488/89
3 imperforate stamps. Very rare!
Imperf.

**

240,-

1995. 100 years of the Society for the Blind, 50 years of the Center for the Spastic Paralyzed,
New South Wales. Complete issue (2 values) in an IMPERFORATE cross gutter block of 4
pairs. Showing 'Paralyzed boy in wheelchair flies kite', and 'Blind girl plays violin, guide dog'. 1488/89
MNH. In all 8 imperforate stamps. Extremely rare!
Imperf.

**

500,-

1996. IMPERFORATE single stamp $1 of the issue 'National day: works of art' showing 'The
arched bridge; painting by Grace Cossington Smith (1892-1984)'. Wide margin on the right 1529
Imperf.
with colour indications. MNH. Very rare!

**

80,-

1996. IMPERFORATE cross gutter block of 4 stamps $1 of the issue 'National day: works of
art' showing 'The arched bridge; painting by Grace Cossington Smith (1892-1984)'. With 1529
Imperf.
colour indications on the vertical gutter. MNH. Extremely rare!

**

400,-

P 3625

1996. Imperforate horizontal pair (also imperf. inbetween) of the complete issue (2 values) 1540/41
Imperf.
'Couscous' showing 'Phalanger maculatus', and 'Phalanger ursinus'. MNH. Very rare!

**

140,-

P 3626

1996. Imperforate single souvenir sheet for the issue 'Couscous' showing 'Phalanger Bl. 21
Imperf.
maculatus', and 'Phalanger ursinus'. MNH. Very rare!

**

180,-

P 3627

1996. Imperforate block of 4 souvenir sheets for the issue 'Couscous' showing 'Phalanger Bl. 21 (4)
Imperf.
maculatus', and 'Phalanger ursinus'. MNH. Extremely rare! (T)

**

600,-

P 3628

1996. IMPERFORATE cross gutter block of 4 for the 5c value of the definitives issue 'Fauna and 1575
flora' showing 'Gymnobelideus leadbeateri'. MNH. In all 4 imperforate stamps. Extremely rare! Imperf.

**

400,-

P 3629

1996. IMPERFORATE cross gutter block of 4 for the 10c value of the definitives issue 'Fauna 1576
Imperf.
and flora' showing 'Ninox strenua'. MNH. In all 4 imperforate stamps. Extremely rare!

**

400,-

P 3630

1996. IMPERFORATE cross gutter block of 4 for the $2 value of the definitives issue 'Fauna 1577
and flora' showing 'Acacia melanoxylon'. MNH. In all 4 imperforate stamps. Extremely rare! Imperf.

**

400,-

P 3640

1996, Blockausgabe 'Kuskuse' mit Aufdruck zur Briefmarkenausstellung 'Indonesia 96' im Bl. 21 I
var
senkrechten postfrischen UNGEZÄHNTEN Paar (Marken gezähnt)

**

120,-

P 3641

1997, 45 c., animals, COMPLETE set of (6), MNH, on paper strip, TRIAL of a single EPOS-CPS Michel
40.3-45-3.
print, with RARE NPC in big letters, scare and rarely offered, CV is £650, XF!

**

180,-

P 3642

1997, 45 c., animals, COMPLETE set of (6), used with NATIONAL PHILATELIC CENTRE cancel,
on paper strip, TRIAL of a single EPOS-CPS print, with RARE NPC in big letters, scare and Michel
40.3-45-3.
rarely offered, CV is £650, XF!

x

180,-

P 3621

P 3622

P 3623

P 3624

3643 | 80 €
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3644 | 70 €
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Australia - Official stamps with OS-print
P 3643

1932 KGV. 4d. yellow-olive, overprinted “OS” used along with similar officials KGV. 2d. and
1d. in combination with 1929 Air 3d. punctured “OS” on registered cover within Sydney, all SG O126
tied by “REGISTERED SYDNEY/9 MR 32” c.d.s., fine. (SG from £300)
et al.

b

80,-

1932/1933, ½d orange KGV, Electro 9, with ovp “OS”, block of 4 with ASH imprint, lower left stamp
(position 9L60) with variety 'break in top frame left of crown', used c.t.o. Melbourne; furthermore
3d ultramarine KGV, Plate 7, with ovp “OS”, block of 4 with ASH imprint, lower right stamp (position
7R55) with variety 'white flaw below kangaroo's paw', used c.t.o. Melbourne. Both blocks in VF
condition.
SG O128 + O131 var; BW 69(OS)(9) z, BW 109(OS) z

g

70,-

SG O134/5 (2) var; BW 146/7(OS) zd / ze

g

60,-

1932, 3d blue 'Sydney Harbour Bridge' with ovp “OS”, single franking on O.H.M.S. cover
'Prime Minister's Department', sent with machine cancel from Canberra, 1.AUG.1933, to
San Diego USA. VF condition. ACSC 800.-AU$
SG O135

b

100,-

1932, 1s green 'lyrebird' with ovp “OS”, horizontal pair from bottom margin with ASH imprint,
SG O136 (2) var; BW 145(OS) za
used c.t.o. Sydney. F/VF condition.

g

70,-

1913 Kangaroo ½d. pair, 1d. strip of five, 2d. strip of three and 1s. strip of four, all with first
Wmk 'Crown over A' and punctured “OS” (Type O1), used. Two stamps 2d. creased and few SG O1-O3,
short perfs, good/fine.
O10

g

100,-

P 3649

1913, ½d - 1s kangaroo, first issue, 10 different values with puncture 'OS NSW'. F/VF used SG 1-10
(OS-NSW)
condition. SG CV (for the comparable official stamps O1-O10) ca.420.-£

g

80,-

P 3650

1913, ½d - 2s kangaroo, first watermark, 11 different stamps, all punctured with LARGE
SG O1-O11
“OS”. Very fine used condition. SG ca.600.-£

g

100,-

P 3651

1913, DEAD LETTER OFFICE: 4d orange kangaroo, first watermark, punctured large “OS”,
two registered 'O.H.M.S.' covers, the first with single franking from Perth, 31.JUL.14, locally
addressed and unclaimed, on the frontside boxed 'D.L.O. PERTH' , boxed 'CALLED L.C.R.' and
single-line handstamp 'NOT KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER', on reverse cds 'L.C.ROOM PERTH'
and green double-line handstamp 'UNKNOWN ON / No. ...WALK', the second cover from
Perth, 5.FE.16, addressed to Dowerin with arrival mark (9.FEB.1916) on reverse, unclaimed
and boxed 'D.L.O. PERTH' handstamp applied at frontside, envelopes with traces of usage
otherwise fine condition. Two remarkable postal history items! (T)
SG O6 (2)

b

80,-

P 3652

1913 Roo 5s. grey & yellow, first Wmk, punctured large OS, neatly cancelled “Public Offices
SG O12
Melbourne” h/s, very fine. (SG £700+)

g

150,-

P 3653

1913 Roo 5s. grey & yellow, first Wmk, punctured large OS, cancelled by part of “PARCEL”
SG O12
h/s, fine. (SG £700)

g

100,-

P 3654

1914, ½d - 2s kangaroo, first watermark, 11 different stamps, all punctured with SMALL SG
O16-O26
“OS”. Very fine used condition. SG ca.550.-£

g

80,-

P 3655

1914 Kangaroo ½d. green and KGV. 1d. red, all punctured “OS”, used on 'O.H.M.S.' envelope
from Melbourne to Copenhagen, DENMARK, tied by '9 AU 15' machine datestamp, and SG O16,
O39(2)
with arrival backstamp, with a vertical cover fold at left, good.

b

80,-

P 3656

1914, 3d olive kangaroo, first watermark, die II, punctured with small “OS”. VF used SG O20 e;
BW 12 bd
condition. ACSC 500.-AU$

g

80,-

P 3657

1914, 4 d., orange-yellow, official stamp, OS perforated T O2, Die II, wmk 2, perf. 12,
SG O21a.
cancelled (B)RISBANE, fresh and desirable, CV £325, VF!

g

120,-

P 3658

1914, 6d ultramarine kangaroo, wmk 'large crown over A' (first watermark) INVERTED, SG O23 w;
punctured with small “OS”, used with parcel-post cancellation. F/VF condition. Extremely BW 17 a
/ bc
rare variety, only very few examples are recorded! ACSC 4000.-AU$

g

500,-

1914, 9 d., violet, official stamp, OS perforated T O2, Die II, wmk 2, perf. 12, MNH, exceedingly
SG O24.
fresh and desirable, XF!

**

120,-

P 3644

P 3645

P 3646

P 3647

1932, 2d red-carmine and 3d blue 'Sydney Harbour Bridge' with ovp “OS”, both in horizontal
pairs from bottom margin with ASH imprint, used c.t.o. Melbourne. F/VF condition.

Australia - Official stamps with OS-perforation
P 3648

P 3659
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3647 | 70 €

3646 | 100 €

3645 | 60 €

3648 | 100 €

3649 | 80 €
3651 | 80 €

3652 | 150 €
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3653 | 100 €

3650 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA

3655 | 80 €

3654 | 80 €

3657 | 120 €

3656 | 80 €

3658 | 500 €

3659 | 120 €

3660 | 100 €

3661 | 100 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

3662 | 100 €

3664 | 100 €

3663 | 1.000 €

3665 | 150 €

3667 | 150 €
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P 3660

1915, 2d - 5s kangaroo, second watermark, 6 different stamps, all punctured with small SG
“OS”. Very fine used condition. SG ca.650.-£
O31-O37

g

100,-

P 3661

1915 Kangaroo 6d. ultramarine, second Wmk 'Crown over A', bottom left corner block of
nine with parts of sheet margins, cancelled by “PUBLIC OFFICES MELBOURNE/AP 18/17”
c.d.s., fine.
SG O33 (9)

g

100,-

1915 'Roo' 5s. grey & yellow, two singles punctured small “OS”, 2nd Wmk (SG W5), one with
Wmk upright cancelled by “TOO LATE...” c.d.s, the second one with WATERMARK INVERTED SG O37,
O37w
and used with Soencer Street (Melbourne) c.d.s., fine. (SG £550)

g

100,-

1914-21 KGV. ½d. bright green, second Wmk ‚Crown over A‘, LINE PERF 14¼, punctured
“OS” and used with “MELBOURNE/24 MR 17” c.d.s., fine. A VERY RARE STAMP OF WHICH
SG O38a
ONLY 2 EXAMPLES ARE KNOWN. (SG £3750)

g

1.000,-

P 3664

1914 KGV. 1d. red, DIE II, block of six, second Wmk, perf.14¼ x 14, punctured “OS”, used on SG O39h
small piece with “ADAMSTOWN N.S.W./MY 19/1915” c.d.s., fine.
(6)

d

100,-

P 3665

1914, 1d scarlet-red KGV, perf. 14¼ : 14, Plate 4, punctured “OS”, with variety “CNE” for
“ONE” in 'ONE PENNY', used with machine cancel (Melbou)rne, stamp with negligible minor
crease otherwise F/VF condition. A very scarce and impressive major variety! ACSC 1500.AU$

SG O39
var; BW
71(4) q
/ bb

g

150,-

1915-28 ‚Kangaroos‘ punctered “OS”, third watermark (SG W6), complete set to £2 except
£1 chocolate plus 1923-24 changed colours incl. £1 grey plus different dies, plus colour
shades (incl. 2s. red-brown), plus several stamps showing watermark inverted = 24 used
stamps in total, good to very fine. (SG about £4100)

SG
O43-O51,
O53,
O76-O78

g

1.000,-

1915/1928, 2d - 10s kangaroo, third watermark, 13 different stamps, all punctured with small “OS”,
comprising 2d (die I + IIA), 2 ½d (die II), 3d (die I), 6d, 9d and 1s (each die II + IIB) and 2s, 5s and 10s
(each die II). F/VF used condition. ACSC ca.1300.-AU$
SG ex O43/O51; BW ex 7ba/48ba

g

150,-

P 3662

P 3663

P 3666

P 3667

3666 | 1.000 €
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AUSTRALIA

3673 | 150 €
3668 | 100 €

3669 | 150 €

3675 | 500 €

3676 | 60 €

3670 | 150 €

3671 | 100 €

3672 | 500 €

3677 | 60 €

3674 | 400 €

3679 | 150 €
All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

3678 | 80 €

3682 | 100 €

3681 | 100 €

3683 | 80 €

3680 | 150 €
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P 3668

1915 Kangaroo 3d. olive punctured “OS” used on 'O.H.M.S.' envelope from Perth to
Copenhagen, DENMARK, tied by '28 JAN 20' machine datestamp, and with arrival backstamp,
fine.
SG O45

b

100,-

1915-28 'Kangaroo' 2s. red-brown (aniline) used along with 2d. grey on piece, tied by large
oval d/s “PARCEL POST/4 MAY 1918/ADELAIDE”, with a few slightly shortened perfs but still
fine. (SG £750)
SG O49b

d

150,-

1915-28 'Kangaroo' 2s. brown, punctured “OS”, third WATERMARK INVERTED, used and
cancelled by part strike of “... PERTH AUSTRALIA/... 17” c.d.s., with a short corner perf at top
left otherwise fine. (SG £850)
SG O49w

g

150,-

1918, 10s grey/pink kangaroo, third watermark, punctured with small “OS”, stamp from SG O51
bottom margin with part of Harrison two-line imprint and additional puncture “OS” at var; BW
48 ba
margin, used c.t.o. Melbourne. VF condition. ACSC 500.-AU$++

g

100,-

P 3672

1915/28, £ 2, black and rose, used, wmk 6, OFFICIAL, small OS, the common one of the £ 2
SG o53.
values officials because of a find in the 70s, still a rare stamp, very fine, F-VF!

g

500,-

P 3673

1920 KGV. 5d. bright chestnut, second Wmk 'Crown over A', line-perf. 14¼, punctured “OS”
and used on registered local cover Perth, tied by “REGISTERED PERTH WESTERN
AUSTRALIA/27 OC 22” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, “UNCLAIMED” (h/s) and with provisional
“Lion Mill” registration label and Perth '21 DEC 22' datestamp on back, fine and scarce. (SG
from £720) (T)
SG O60

b

150,-

1918-20 KGV. 1d. CARMINE-PINK (Cooke printing), Wmk “Large Multiple Crown over A”,
used and cancelled by “S(YDNEY) N.(S.W.)...” datestamp, with a short corner perf at top left
otherwise fine. A RARE STAMP - only three were discovered in 1998. (SG £2250)
SG O62

g

400,-

1918-20 KGV. 1d. CARMINE-PINK (Cooke printing), Wmk “Large Multiple Crown over A”, tied
by “SYDNEY/5PM/MY 20/1918” c.d.s. to small piece, with top part of a jointed 2nd stamp
on foot, fine. A RARE STAMP - only three were discovered in 1998. (SG £2250)
O62

d

500,-

P 3676

1922, 1d violet KGV, punctured “OS”, single franking on postcard O.H.M.S. 'State of Victoria',
SG O67
sent with machine cancel from Melbourne, 9.AU.1926, to South Yarra. VF condition.

b

60,-

P 3677

1918/1923, 1 ½d black-brown, 1 ½d red-brown, 2d brown-orange and 2d bright rose-scarlet KGV,
all four stamps with INVERTED watermark 'Crown over A' and punctured “OS” each. F/VF used
condition. SG 380.-£
SG O68w, O69w, O71w, O72w

g

60,-

1922, 4d ultramarine KGV, punctured “OS”, single franking on O.H.M.S. cover 'State
Electricity Commission of Victoria', sent with machine cancel from Melbourne, 10.OC.1922,
to Zeitz in Germany. VF condition.
SG O74

b

80,-

P 3679

1924, 2s maroon kangaroo, third watermark, punctured small “OS”, long stamp with part of
SG O77
neighbouring stamp at bottom, unmounted mint and fresh condition. ACSC 1250.-AU$

**

150,-

P 3680

1924/1930, ½d orange to 1s 4d turquoise KGV, watermark 'multiple small Crown+A' and
punctured “OS”, two complete sets in perf. 14 + perf. 13½ : 12½, together with 1d sagegreen and 1 ½d scarlet KGV punctured “OS” without watermark, all 21 stamps in F/VF used SG
condition. SG 925.-£
O86-O111

g

150,-

1930, 3d green airmail, 1d sage-green KGV and 6d chestnut kangaroo, each stamp punctured
“OS”, mixed franking on preprinted O.H.M.S. (North Australia Commission) cover, endorsed SG O89,
'Per Air Mail' from Darwin, 28.OC.30, addressed to Canberra, transit Sydney, 10.NOV.1930, on O114,
reverse. Envelope with minor traces of usage, stamps in F/VF condition. ACSC ca.800.-AU$ (T) O119

b

100,-

P 3669

P 3670

P 3671

P 3674

P 3675

P 3678

P 3681

P 3682

P 3683

110

1926-30 KGV. 1s4d. pale greenish blue, small multiple Wmk, perf. 14, horizontal pair
punctured “OS”, cancelled-to-order by “MELBOURNE...” c.d.s., with large part original gum,
fine. (SG from £550)
SG O96 (2) p/g
1927, 2d red-brown KGV, small multiple wmk. 'Crown+A', perf. 13½ : 12½, punctured “OS”,
single franking on preprinted postcard 'The Public Library of New South Wales', sent with
machine cancel from Sydney, 11.AUG.1930, to Delft in Holland. Scarce card in F/VF condition. SG O103;
ACSC 600.-AU$
BW 98 ba

b

100,-

80,-

AUSTRALIA
P 3684

1929, 4d olive KGV, Plate 3, wmk. 'multiple Crown+A', perf. 13½ : 12½, punctured “OS”, ASH
imprint pair, used with cds Sydney 30, 8.JA.32. F/VF condition. Scarce!
SG O108 (2) var; BW 116(3) z

g

60,-

P 3685

1929, 9d violet kangaroo, wmk. 'multiple Crown+A', Die II B, Plate 4, punctured small “OS”,
ASH IMPRINT block of four with variety 'Die II substitution” at position 4R49 (upper right
stamp), used with cds Law Court/Melbourne, 1.AP.33. VF condition. Very rare multiple and
showpiece of Australian Official Stamps. ACSC (for mint block) 3000.-AU$ - used unrecorded!

g

400,-

g

150,-

**

500,-

P 3686

SG O115
(4) var;
BW 28(4)
z/b

1929, 2s maroon kangaroo, wmk. 'multiple Crown+A', Die II, Plate 1, punctured small “OS”, SG O117
ASH IMPRINT pair, used c.t.o. Melbourne. F/VF condition. Very scarce! ACSC (for mint) (2) var; BW
39 b / z
1500.-AU$

Australia - ATM
P 3687 • 2016, Adelaide Emergency Printing, “Kangaroos/Koalas” all six designs denominated “30c”,
five are se-tenant, unused. It seems Adelaide Distributor of Stamps ran out of 30c stamps
early in the week when the letter rate increased to $1 on 4 January 2016. To alleviate the
shortfall the Adelaide GPO printed up an unknown quantity of 30c Counter-Printed Stamps refers to
with 'Adelaide 2016' literal.
40/45

Australia - Postage due stamps
P 3688

1902 Postage Dues first issue complete set mint, the 5s. very lightly hinged, never hinged
else, fresh and fine. (SG from £475)
SG D1-D8 **/*

100,-

P 3689

1902 Postage Dues first issue, complete set of eight in used blocks of four, most of them SG D1/
D8 (4)
with Hobart '6 FE 1908' c.d.s., good to very fine. (SG from £800)

v/g

200,-

P 3690

1902 First issue complete set to 8d. overprinted “SPECIMEN” vertically (in Tasmania) plus
three stamps with different (upwards/downwards) “SPECIMEN” ovpt. (½d.) resp. cancelled- SG D1sD7s
to-order (in Western Australia) (3d. and 6d.), good to fine. (BW about AU$1000)

*

150,-

1902, 1d, 3d and 6d emerald blank base, perf. 11½, wmk. 'Crown over NSW', all stamps
from lower left corner with printing-sheet number, used CTO with cds 'HOBART/TASMANIA, SG D2, D4,
D6w (var)
6.FE.1908'. VF condition. Very scarce!

g

70,-

1902, 8d emerald blank base, perf. 11½, horizontal strip of 6 from lower left margin, wmk.
'Crown over NSW' and letters from marginal watermark 'NEW SOUTH WALES POSTAGE' on
all stamps, used CTO with cds 'HOBART/TASMANIA, 6.FE.1908'. VF condition. This
cancellation is presumed to appear on stamps for presentation sets, multiples are scarce - a SG D7 (6)
large multiple with 6 x 8d extremely rare and probably unique! ACSC (conventionally used) var; BW D
900.-AU$ + large premium for special CTO.
10 (6)

g

250,-

1902 Postage Dues 8d. and 1d. used on insuff. franked cover from St. Arnaud, Victoria to
Hobart, Tasmania, franked 1d. tied by '6 FE 04' c.d.s., Hobart '10 FE 04' arrival dater on back,
fine.
SG D7+D2

b

100,-

1902-04 Postage Dues complete set of 14 up to 20s., Wmk ‚Crown over NSW‘, all used, the
10s. and 20s. cancelled-to-order by “N.S.W.” oval handstamps, other values bearing fine SG D13/
D44
strikes of circled datestamps, good to very fine. (SG £4000)

g

1.000,-

P 3691

P 3692

P 3693

P 3694

P 3695

P 3696

P 3697

P 3698

1902-04 Complete set of 14 plus 8 stamps in addition, all different, the set with horiz.
“SPECIMEN” ovpt., three stamps (5d., 1s., 2s.) with vertical “SPECIMEN” ovpt. as well as 1d., SG D13s/
2d., 5d. and 1s. cancelled-to-order, good to fine. (BW about AU$3000)
D44s
SPEC
1902, 5d and 1s emerald-green, perf. 11½/12, both in blocks of four, and 2s emerald-green,
perf. 11½/12, block of 6, all stamp with wmk. 'Crown over NSW' and used CTO with cds
'HOBART/TASMANIA, 6.FE.1908'. VF condition. This cancellation is presumed to appear on
stamps for presentation sets, multiples are rare! ACSC (conventionally used) 520.-AU$ +
large premium for special CTO.

300,-

SG D17
(4), D19
(4), D20
(6) var

g

80,-

1903, ½d and 2d dull green, perf. 11½:11 each, tied by triple oval 'N.S.W.' handstamps, used
as fee 'poste restante' on picture postcard with Bavaria 10 Pf 'arms', sent from Amberg, SG D22,
D24
26.APR.06, to P.O.Box address at G.P.O. Sydney. F/VF condition.

b

70,-

1903/1904, 4d emerald (perf. 12:11), 6d emerald (perf. 11), 5s dull green (perf. 12:11) and 10s dull
green (perf. 11), all four values with horizontal ovp 'SPECIMEN' (BW: D26x, D33x, D42x and D44x).
VF mint never hinged condition. ACSC (for mint hinged) 725.-AU$
SG D26s, D33s, D40s, D43s

**

150,-

111

3684 | 60 €

3686 | 150 €

3685 | 400 €

3688 | 100 €

3689 | 200 €

3687 | 500 €
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3690 | 150 €

AUSTRALIA

3691 | 70 €

3693 | 100 €

3692 | 250 €
3697 | 70 €

3694 | 1.000 €

3695 | 300 €

3696 | 80 €

3698 | 150 €
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3702 | 200 €

3703 | 150 €

3710 | 300 €

3711 | 200 €

3699 | 200 €

3701 | 80 €
3713 | 70 €

3705 | 100 €

3704 | 200 €

3706 | 80 €

3708 | 100 €

3707 | 100 €
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3709 | 150 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3699

1902/1904, ½d to 5s emerald-green, perf. 11, wmk. “Crown over NSW”, 6 stamps with wmk.
UPRIGHT, 7 stamps with wmk. INVERTED (comprising all SG sub-numbers D35w, D36w, D37w and
D38w). F/VF used condition. ACSC 1650.-AU$
SG D34-D42 var; BW ex D14/D43

g

200,-

1903, 1d and 2d emerald-green, perf. 11 each, tied by cds G.P.O.Adelaide, 8.AU.03, used as
fee for 'poste restante' on picture postcard with Great Britain 2 x ½d KEVII, sent from SG D35,
D36
Wimbledon, 26.JU.03, to the General Post Office in Adelaide. VF condition. Scarce!

b

80,-

1906/1908, ½d to 6d green, perf. 11½ : 11, wmk. “Crown over A”, complete set with all watermark
varieties, comprising 6 stamps with wmk. UPRIGHT and 5 stamps with wmk. INVERTED. F/VF used
condition. ACSC ca.700.-AU$
SG D45w-D50w; BW ex D46/D55

g

80,-

P 3702

1906-08 Postage Due 1d. green, Wmk 'Crown over A', exactly PERF 11 (line), used and
SG D51aw
cancelled by part strike of “PARCELS.../AU...” c.d.s., fine. (SG £1100)

g

200,-

P 3703

1906-08 Postage Due 1d. green, Wmk 'Crown over A', exactly PERF 11 (line), used and
cancelled by part strikes of oval of bars h/s, with a short perf at foot, still good. (SG £1100) SG D51aw

g

150,-

P 3704

1907 Postage Dues on paper watermarked “Crown over double-lined A”, complete set of
five (½d. Wmk inverted, upright else) plus 1d. and 4d. with Wmk inverted, all used, the 4d.
(Wmk inverted) with a corner crease at lower left and a very short perf tear at bottom, fine SG
else. (SG £900)
D53-D57

g

200,-

P 3705

1908-09 New design Shilling values 1/-, 2/- and 5/-, the rare 2/- bearing a small fraction of SG
D58-D60
a boxed h/s (?), the other stamps with fine datestamps.

g/(*)

100,-

P 3706

1908, 1s dull green, margin block of 4, wmk. “Crown over A”, lower pair with additional wmk.
“marginal letters”, CTO with oval 'REGISTERED / PERTH W.A., 2.JU.10' for U.P.U. distribution. Very
fine condition. ACSC 600.-AU$+
SG D58 var (4); BW D61 w (4)

g/v

80,-

P 3707

1909-10 Postage Due complete set of 11 in rosine & yellow-green on paper watermarked SG D63/
D73
“Crown over double-lined A”, all fine used. (SG £475)

g

100,-

P 3708

1909-10 Postage Due 5s. rosine & yellow-green on paper watermarked “Crown over doublelined A”, with sheet margin on foot bearing “CA” monogram, cancelled by part strike of SG D71
var.
Perth c.d.s., very fine and scarce. (BW AU$900 for mint)

g

100,-

P 3709

1921 4d. carmine & green, perf 14, WATERMARK SIDEWAYS, used and cancelled by part
SG D83ba
strike of “P(ERTH)/9...” c.d.s., very fine. A SCARCE VARIETY. (SG £475)

g

150,-

P 3710

1921 Postage Due 10s. scarlet & yellow green, Perf 14, Wmk “Crown over double-lined A”,
SG D86
mint very lightly hinged, fresh and very fine. (SG £1500)

*

300,-

P 3711

1921 Postage Due £1 scarlet & yellow green, Perf 14, Wmk “Crown over double-lined A”,
SG D87
mint very lightly hinged, fresh and very fine. (SG £950)

*

200,-

P 3712

1924/1926, POLHAVET, 'FRAM' stampless picture postcard 'walrus' with special illustrated
cds POLHAVET 4.VIII 24 addressed to West Maitland in New South Wales and redirected to
Sydney, charged on arrival with 2 x 1d carmine/yellow-green postage due, tied by cds
“Delivery Room G.P.O.Sydney”, card with minor blemishes otherwise F/VF condition. Very
scarce destination for this expedition card - in combination with Australian postage dues
probably unique!
SG D92 (2)

b

100,-

1936, Postage Dues 3d. and 6d. carmine-red/yellow-green with wmk. Crown over CofA, SG. D 108,
D 110
mint hinged (the 6d. very lightly hinged), SG. £ 450

*

70,-

P 3700

P 3701

P 3713

3700 | 80 €

3712 | 100 €
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Australia - Stamp booklets
P 3714

1913-17 2s. booklet originally with 12x ½d. Kangaroo and 18x KGV. 1d., still containing
one pane of six of ½d. and one KGV. 1d., with interleaves and cover, few traces of ageing,
still good. (SG £4000, BW AU$7500 for booklets containing ANY QUANTITY of the relevant SG SB2a,
BW B8
stamps!)

**

1.000,-

P 3715

1930-35 AIR complete booklet 3s. containing 12 air stamps 1½d. (3 panes of 4) plus 12 air
mail etiquettes (2 panes of 6), fine. (SG £850)
SG SB24

**

200,-

P 3716

1930-34 Two complete 2s. booklets with 12 stamps (two panes of 6) of KGV. 2d. red Die III,
Small Multiple Wmk inverted, one with original text (1930), the other with revised text on
all covers (1931), the later one with a manuscript note on back otherwise good to fine. (BW
AU$1100)

SG
SB25(2),
BW
B41A+C

**

150,-

1935-37 Two 2s. booklets containing 12 stamps KGV. 2d. red, Die III, 'C of A' Wmk upright,
one from first make-up without interleaves, the second one with interleaves, both covers
with light traces of ageing, still good/fine. (SG £950)
SG SB26c(2), BW B47A+B

**

150,-

1935-37 Two 2s. booklets containing 12 stamps KGV. 2d. red, Die III, 'C of A' Wmk upright, SG SB
one from first make-up without interleaves, the second one with interleaves, the first one 26c(2), BW
B47A+B
with bit rusty staple, fine/very fine. (SG £950)

**

200,-

P 3717

P 3718

Australia - Australian troops in Japan
P 3719

1946, “B.C.O.F. / JAPAN / 1946” four overprint proofs on plain paper: thin seriffed type in
BLACK, RED and GOLD; thick sans-serif type in BLACK. VF condition.
BW J1PP(1) A-C, J2PP(1)

(*)

100,-

P 3720

1946, ½d orange with trial ovp “B.C.O.F.” in RED, tied by complete cds 'AUST.ARMY P.O.241,
SG J1 var; BW J1PP(2)
18.OC.46, on piece. VF condition. ACSC 750.-AU$+

d

120,-

P 3721

1947, ½d - 5s ovp B.C.O.F., complete set tied by cds 'AUST.ARMY P.O.0131, 15.OC.47, along
with boxed registration mark “A.P.O. 215”, on registered cover to Sydney, on reverse transit
cds 'AUST.BASE P.O.N°218' and arrival mark G.P.O.Sydney. F/VF condition.
SG J1 - J7

b

100,-

1948, ½d orange, multiple mass franking of 12 stamps, tied by cds A.F.P.O.N°30/R.A.A.F.JAPAN,
2.AP.48, on registered airmail cover from A.F.P.O. IWAKUNI to Williamstown Victoria, transit
Melbourne and Sydney together with arrival mark (10.AP.48) on reverse. Attractive cover in
F/VF condition.
SG J1 (12)

b

100,-

P 3723

1946, 3d brown KGVI with thin seriffed trial ovp “B.C.O.F.” in black, tied by cds 'AUST.ARMY P.O.241,
SG J3 var; BW J3PP(2)A
18.OC.46, on piece. VF condition. ACSC 750.-AU$+

d

120,-

P 3724

1946, 6d dull brown with overprint variety “Stop after JAPAN” (SG 425.-£) and 1s dull green SG J4 b, J5
with variety “MISPLACED overprint” (ACSC for MH 350.-AU$), both stamps in VF used var; BW J4
l, J5 c
condition. Scarce!

g

100,-

1911, 1d red KGV postcard, uprated with Victoria ½d green, used with machine cancel from
Melbourne, 2.SEP.11, addressed with full message on reverse to Mr. and Mrs. Didisheim in
Noumea New Caledonia, card with minor traces of usage in fine condition. Very unusual
and rare destination!
P1

GA

100,-

1911, 1d red KGV postcard, used from Melbourne, 26.APR.11, to Julfa Isfahan in Persia, on
the frontside 3 transit postmarks, i.a. bilingual cds Boushir(Depart), 25.V.11. F/VF condition.
Scarce destination!
P1

GA

70,-

1911, 1d red KGV postcard, uprated with South Australia ½d green, used with machine
cancel from Adelaide, 31.AUG.11, to Berlin in Germany; a second 1d red KGV postcard,
uprated with Victoria ½d green, used with machine cancel from Melbourne, 18.OCT.11, to
Esslingen in Germany. Both cards in F/VF condition.
P 1 (2)

GA

60,-

1911, 1d rose KGV postcard, used from Dwellingup, 26.JA.15, to Colombo in Ceylon and
redirected to Diyatalawa, on the frontside boxed 'CENSOR COLOMBO 1.MAR 1915' and
boxed 'G.M.F. RELEASED BY CENSOR' in violet, card with slight vertical crease in overall fine
condition.
P1

GA

60,-

P 3722

Australia - Postal stationeries
P 3725

P 3726

P 3727

P 3728

116

AUSTRALIA

3714 | 1.000 €

3717 | 150 €

3718 | 200 €

3719 | 100 €

3721 | 100 €

3715 | 200 €

3716 | 150 €

3720 | 120 €

3722 | 100 €
3725 | 100 €

3723 | 120 €

3726 | 70 €

3724 | 100 €
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3728 | 60 €

3727 | 60 €

3730 | 120 €

3731 | 100 €
118

3729 | 120 €

AUSTRALIA

3734 | 70 €

3732 | 80 €

3735 | 80 €

3737 | 100 €

3736 | 100 €

3738 | 100 €

3739 | 100 €
119

P 3729

1911, 1d KGV coronation 'King George V', complete set with 8 different postcards in type 2
each, five cards used to domestic or commonwealth destinations, three cards (P3, P5 and P 2 - P 9
P9) uprated with ½d stamps and sent to places in Germany. F/VF condition.
type 2

GA

120,-

P 3730

1911, 1d KGV coronation 'King George V', complete set with 8 different postcards in type 1 P 2 - P 9
type 1
each, all cards used to domestic destinations. F/VF condition.

GA

120,-

P 3731

1911, 1d KGV coronation, group of five used postcards without additional postage to foreign
destinations. All cards with postage due handstamps, comprising P11 and P17 each from P 2, P 11,
Sydney to Germany, P15 from Perth to Germany, P2 with illegible cds to Denmark and P18 P 15, P
from Sydney to Argentina. F/VF condition.
17-18

GA

100,-

1911, 1d KGV coronation 'King George V', group of 4 used postcards with different additional
frankings to foreign destinations, comprising Tasmania ½d green on card from Hilverstone,
19.JU.11, to Cleveland USA; New South Wales ½d green on card from Forbes, 12.JU.12, to
Antwerp in Belgium; ½d green kangaroo on card from Sydney, 29.NO.13, to Bremen in
Germany and 1d red KGV on card from Melbourne, 25.JA.1921, to Vienna in Austria. F/VF
condition.
P 2 (4)

GA

80,-

1911, eight 'Coronation postcards' KGV 1d. sideface with all different types/sub-types incl.
King George (4), Queen Mary (2) and Prince Edward (2) with some different colours, unused
and scarce, high retail!
ex P 3/19

GA

80,-

P 3734

1911, Coronation postcard 1d. brown 'King George in ornate unshaded rectangle' vertical
P6
MISCUT with part of other type of card at bottom, unused and very scarce!

GA

70,-

P 3735

1911, 1d purple-black KGV coronation postcard 'oval oak leaf frame', card horizontally
miscut thereby lettering 'AUSTRALIA' split in half at top and at bottom, furthermore at left
bottom small parts of the oval frame design for postcard P7 visible. Card used from Hobart,
9.JA.13, to Howden. Scarce variety presenting the different designs on the printing plate! P 9(1) A

GA

80,-

1911, 1d KGV coronation 'Queen Mary', complete set with 6 different postcards, five cards
used to domestic destinations, postcard P 10 uprated with ½d N.S.W. stamp addressed to P 10 - P
15
Germany. F/VF condition.

GA

100,-

1911, 1d greenish-black KGV coronation 'Queen Mary' in unframed oval with O.H.M.S.
overprint, used with machine cancel from Adelaide, 3.JAN.1913, to Mosman, card with
minor corner crease at lower left, else F/VF condition. This card with O.H.M.S. overprint is P 10 e
unknown and unlisted in ACSC catalogue! R!
(unlisted)

GA

100,-

1911, 1d KGV coronation 'Queen Mary' postcard, used with machine cancel from Melbourne,
7.FEB.1916, addressed to the Captain of S.S. Tasmania in Durban Natal, redirected to
Baltimore USA and subsequently forwarded to Bombay in India. On the frontside cds
(Durban)/Natal, 1.MR.16, cds Baltimore, 22.APR.1916 and cds Bombay, 24.MAY.16, along
with two circular censor handstamps 'Passed Censor C.1' and 'Passed Censor 14 Bombay'
together with manuscript routing instructions 'Swedish Consul Baltimore USA', 'Aarhus
Denmark' and 'Bombay India' each in red ink. Very unusual and rare card!
P 12

GA

100,-

1911, 1d KGV coronation 'Queen Mary', group of five used postcards with different
additional frankings to foreign destinations, comprising New South Wales ½d green on P14
from Sydney, 14.JE.11, to Nürnberg in Germany; Queensland ½d green on P12 from
Brisbane, 15.JE.11, to Lahr in Germany; South Australia ½d green on P13 from (nowadays
abandoned) Charlotte Waters, 29.AU.11, to Kitzingen in Germany; Western Australia ½d
green on P15 from Narrogin to Zürich in Switzerland and Australia ½d green kangaroo on P 12-14, P
P15 from Hochkirch, 20.AP.14, to Zwickau in Germany. F/VF condition.
15 (2)

GA

100,-

P 16 - P 19 (type 1 + 2)

GA

120,-

1911, 1d blue-green KGV coronation 'Prince of Wales' in unframed rectangle, type 1, with
O.H.M.S. overprint, used locally in Adelaide, 18.DE.1911, card with some imperfections
(vertical crease etc.), but with O.H.M.S. overprint hitherto unknown and unlisted in ACSC P 17-1 e
catalogue. R!
(unlisted)

GA

60,-

1911, 1d + 1d rose-pink KGV reply-card, outward side unsurfaced buff stock, reply side
surfaced white stock. VF mint condition. Only very few examples are known. RR! ACSC
P 20 (1)
10000.-AU$

GA

1.500,-

P 3732

3733

P 3736

P 3737

P 3738

P 3739

P 3740

P 3741

P 3742

120

1911, 1d KGV coronation 'Prince of Wales', complete set with 8 different postcards (4 different
designs each in type 1 + 2), all cards used to domestic destinations. F/VF condition.

AUSTRALIA

3740 | 120 €

3742 | 1.500 €

3741 | 60 €
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P 3743

1911, 1d red KGV postcard 'Scenic Views of Victoria', complete serie with 12 different views
in black, all postcards used to domestic destinations resp. to places in Great Britain, some
cards with minor traces of usage, overall F/VF condition. (T)
P 21 (1-12) GA

150,-

1911, 1d red KGV postcard scenic views 'PHANTOM FALLS, VICTORIA', cancelled-to-order
Melbourne, 10.OC.11, for U.P.U. distribution. VF condition. Application of c.t.o. on this card
of the scenic views serie is hitherto UNKNOWN !
P 21(2) x

GA

100,-

1911, 1d brown-red KGV postcard with view 'COMAIDA, BACCHUS MARSH, VICTORIA', two
cards in setting 2 (P of POST 3mm from central dividing line), one card on unsurfaced offwhite stock with scene in black; the second card on surfaced buff stock with scene in sepia, P 22(1) B
both cards in F/VF unused condition.
+C

GA

70,-

1912, 1d rose-red KGV postcard, group of three cards used to foreign destinations, first card
uprated with Queensland ½d green from Brisbane, 27.JUN.12, to Remscheid in Germany,
second card uprated with Victoria ½d green, tied by 'English Mail T.P.O.', 22.AU.12, from
Melbourne to Loo-Christy in Belgium and the third card uprated with ½d green kangaroo
from Sydney, 17.MR.1913, to Cassel in Germany. F/VF condition.
P 23 (3)

GA

80,-

1913 (20.3.), KGV fullface stat. postcard 1d. red (The left half......) used within Adelaide to
Supreme Court with printed advertisement 'Royal Agricultural & Horticultural Society of
S.A.' on reverse
P 23

GA

Gebot

1913, 1d red kangaroo postcard with puncture 'OS NSW', used locally by Sydney Harbour
Trust with machine cancel Sydney, 13.OC.1914, slight crease at upper right corner, else F/VF
condition.
P 24 eb

GA

60,-

1916, 1d red KGV, Die 2, two used postcards in different types; first postcard (type 1, spur
40°) with imprint Dpt. of Lands on reverse from Sydney, 30.DE.16, to Uranquinty; the second
postcard (type 2, spur 60°) with imprint 'St.Peter's Collegians' Association on reverse and P 27d, P
locally used in Adelaide, 12.JUL.16, both cards in F/VF condition. ACSC 500.-AU$
27da

GA

70,-

1916/1926, 1d red KGV, 1d green KGV and 1 ½d red-brown KGV, group of three different P 27 ed,
postcards with puncture 'OS NSW', all used locally in Sydney by the Sydney Harbour Trust. P 52 e, P
63 e
Fine condition.

GA

100,-

1917, Tasmania, 1d on 1 ½d brown QV reply half, inscription 'REPLY' obliterated with black
bar, used from Mole Creek, 30.MY.18, addressed to an australian prisoner of war via Geneva
in Switzerland, card with small corner creases in overall fine condition. Extremely rare
provisional postcard, it is estimated that approximately ten examples have survived! ACSC
3000.-AU$
P 40

GA

600,-

1919, THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d red KGV 'OBSOLETE STOCK' postcard, used with machine
cancel from Melbourne, 1.JAN.1920, to Haan in Germany, full message on reverse, card
with negligible traces of usage in overall F/VF condition. Only a very small amount of
'obsolete stock' postcards (P28) were surcharged - probably less than ten used examples are
known. GREAT RARITY of Australian postal stationeries! ACSC 1500.-AU$
P 50

GA

300,-

1922/1928, 1 ½d red-brown KGV postcard with puncture 'OS NSW', used by 'Closer
Settlement Branch / Department of Lands' from Sydney, 24.JA.1922, to Melbourne; in
addition 1d green KGV postcard with puncture 'OS NSW', used by 'Main Roads Board' from P 52 e, P
Sydney, 5.JA.1928, to Kogarah. F/VF condition.
63 e,

GA

70,-

1923, two different postcards KGV 1½d. emerald-green with and without footnote, unused
P 53/54
with very minor blemishes, scarce postcard pair! BW AU$ 600

GA

60,-

P 3755

1923, postcard KGV 2d. red for use to foreign countries, unused and scarce, BW AU$ 500

P 55

GA

60,-

P 3756

1923, 2d red KGV postcard, used with exhibition slogan cancel Melbourne, 12.SE.23, locally
addressed to Middle Park. VF condition. Only two further (out-of-period) usages of this card
are known. R!
P 55

GA

100,-

P 3757

1923, 2d red KGV postcard, cancelled-to-order G.P.O.Melbourne/Vic, 23.JY.23, for UPU
P 55 x
distribution. VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3758

1924, 1d violet KGV postcard with puncture 'OS NSW', used locally by Sydney Harbour Trust
P 56 e
with machine cancel Sydney, 2.APR.1924. F/VF condition.

GA

70,-

P 3744

P 3745

P 3746

3747

P 3748

P 3749

P 3750

P 3751

P 3752

P 3753

3754
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3743 | 150 €

3744 | 100 €
3745 | 70 €

3748 | 60 €
3746 | 80 €

3749 | 70 €

3750 | 100 €

3751 | 600 €
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3752 | 300 €

3755 | 60 €

3753 | 70 €

3756 | 100 €

3758 | 70 €

3757 | 60 €

3761 | 60 €

3759 | 150 €

3760 | 80 €

ex. 3762 | 60 €
124

3763 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA

3765 | 80 €

3764 | 60 €
P 3759

ex. 3766 | 60 €

1924, ONE/PENNY on 1 ½d red-brown KGV postcard with surcharge misplaced and placed
diagonally downwards, used with machine cancel Melbourne, 5.MY.1924, addressed to
Middle Park, short message at frontside “Issued on May 1th.1924”, card with some toning
on reverse. Only very few solely mint examples are recorded. R!
P 58 ca

GA

150,-

1924, ONE/PENNY on 1 ½d emerald KGV postcard with advertising for “Allen's Sweets..” on
both sides, used from Boorowa, 25.MR.24, to Whitton, small corner fault at lower-left, else
fine condition. Adverts on the surcharged cards are rare!
P 59

GA

80,-

1930, THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d green KGV postcard, uprated with 1 ½d + 3d 'Sturt
Exploration Centenary', used registered from Perth, 26.SEP.30, to Essen in Germany. F/VF
condition.
P 65

GA

60,-

1931/1939, 1d green KGV postcard, group of five different cards with imprints, all cards
used as second class printed matter mail (four from Melbourne, one from Murtoa), i.a.
'Myer Winter Sale', 'Myer's are building', 'Blackstone & Clutterbuck Oil Engines' etc. VF
condition.
P 63 (5)

GA

60,-

1934, 1 ½d red-brown KGV postcard, group of 3 cards sent by airmail to Germany, the first
card uprated with 1d green KGV and 3d dull green airmail-stamp from Melbourne, 11.MY.34,
to Hannover and redirected to Herzberg, the second card uprated with ½d orange KGV and
9d purple 'Macarthur' from Melbourne, 8.DE.34, to Munich and the third card uprated with
2d + 3d 'Tasmanian submarine cable' (perf. faults) and 6d red-brown 'Kookaburra' tied by
cds Sydney / Air Mail Late Fee, 15.MY.36, to Berlin. Attractive group presenting different
airmail rates.
P 67 (3)

GA

100,-

1938, 1 ½d red-brown KGV postcard with photograph of 'Cloister of the Priesthouse,
Mullewa', used from Mullewa, 18.JY.38, to Victoria Park, card with slight corner crease in
fine condition. Scarce card depicting an example of the work from the famous architect and
priest John Hawes.
P 68

GA

60,-

P 3765

1938, 2d red-brown KGVI postcard with puncture 'OS NSW', used by the Lands Dept. from
P 70 e
Sydney, 15.APR.1940, to Blackheath. VF condition.

GA

80,-

P 3766

1940, 1d green QE postcard, group of 4 examples, all used as printed matter cards from
Melbourne to local or domestic destinations. On reverse different printed inscriptions:
'Myer Winter Sale', 'W.P.Thompdon & Co. Pty. Ltd.', 'Electrolytic Zinc Company..' and
'Melbourne Board of Works'. VF condition.
P 69 (4)

GA

60,-

1948, 2d mauve KGVI postcard with puncture 'OS NSW', used by the Government Printing
P 72 f
Office from Sydney, 4.NOV.1948, to Lithgow. F/VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3760

P 3761

P 3762

P 3763

P 3764

P 3767
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3768 | 500 €

3769 | 70 €

3767 | 60 €

3772 | 60 €

3771 | 200 €

3770 | 70 €

3774 | 300 €

3773 | 70 €

3776 | 80 €

3775 | 60 €
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3778 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA

3779 | 150 €

3777 | 60 €

3780 | 60 €

3781 | 60 €
3782 | 70 €

3783 | 60 €

3784 | 60 €

3785 | 100 €
3786 | 100 €

3787 | 60 €

3788 | 100 €

3789 | 60 €
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P 3768

1913, 1d red kangaroo, ORIGINAL die, stamped-to-order postcard 'Brunton's Flour' with
depiction of a women presenting a package of flour, buns and bread, on reverse a printed
list for goods to be ordered, used from (Parra)matta/N.S.W, 3.SE.13, to Lindfield. Card with
vertical crease at center (slightly remarkable at face) and two defective corners, otherwise
fine and fresh condition. Stamped-to-order postcards with 1d kangaroo original die are
hitherto UNRECORDED. Brusden-White catalogue mentions: “It is possible, but UNLIKELY,
that Original Die electros were also used for stamped-to-order postcards. SIGNIFICANT PS
DISCOVERY and EXCEPTIONAL RARITY of Australian Postal Stationeries!
unlisted

GA

500,-

P 3769

1916, 1d pink KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order postcard 'Customs House, Sydney',
PS 9 B
used with machine cancel from Sydney, 11.DE.16, to Yanco. F/VF condition.

GA

70,-

P 3770

1916, 1d red KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order postcard 'Customs House, Sydney',
PS 10
used with machine cancel from Sydney, 17.JE.16, to Mosman. F/VF condition.

GA

70,-

P 3771

1928, 1d green KGV embossed stamped-to-order BLOTTER CARD on pinkish buff for 'W.
Menz & Co. Biscuits and Chocolates (SA)', printed 'SECOND CLASS MAIL MATTER' and at
lower left 'BLOTTER PLEASE TURN OVER', used from Mt.Gambier to Stockport, upper right
corner slightly creased & minor traces of usage, otherwise fine condition. Only very few
cards with blotter-card gimmick have survived - impressive peculiarity and great rarity of
Australian postal stationeries! ACSC 1000.-AU$
PS 23 c

GA

200,-

1931, 1d green KGV embossed stamped-to-order postcard 'Bennet & Fisher Ltd.' with
depiction of Head Office Adelaide on the frontside, uprated with ½d orange KGV and used
from Adelaide, 4.MAR.1931, to Taunton. VF condition.
PS 23

GA

60,-

1934, 1d green KGV embossed stamped-to-order postcard 'Ernest O. Thomas Ltd.', used
from Yorketown, 20.SE.34, to Mt.Lofty; a second postcard with imprint 'A.M. Bickford &
Sons, Ltd.' used from Adelaide, 11.FB.1936, to Tumby Bay. Both cards in F/VF condition.
PS 23 (2)

GA

70,-

1940, 2d red KGVI embossed stamped-to-order postcard, used by the Federal Department
of the Interior from Canberra, 23.AP.40, to St.Gallen in Switzerland. F/VF condition. Only
three used examples are recorded. RR! ACSC 2000.-AU$
PS 27

GA

300,-

1948, 1 ½d green KGVI embossed stamped-to-order ADVICE postcard 'H. Jones & Co. Pty.
Ltd.', two cards with slightly different imprint on reverse, both used from Hobart, 29.
OCT.1948 resp. 17.JAN.1950, to Launceston. VF condition.
PS 29 (2)

GA

60,-

P 3776

1950, 2d green KGVI embossed stamped-to-order ADVICE postcard 'H. Jones & Co. Pty. Ltd.',
PS 30
very fine mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3777

1952, 1 ½d green KGVI embossed stamped-to-order postcard 'Australian Gas Light
Company', two uprated (1 ½d green QE) cards with slightly different imprint on reverse, one
card used from Sydney, 16.APR.1952, to Condobolin, the second card used from Sydney,
25.JLY.1952, to Killara, unclaimed and returned with 'Dead Letter Office/Sydney' handstamp
in red on both sides. F/VF condition.
PS 29 (2)

GA

60,-

P 3778

1946, 5/10d blue KGVI stamped-to-order parcel label used by Myer Emporium Ltd. from
PL 4 A
East Melbourne to Gullane in Scotland. Fine condition.

GA

100,-

P 3779

1947, 5/10d blue KGVI stamped-to-order parcel label used by the Department of Agriculture
Victoria from Melbourne, 20.NOV.47, to London in England, traces of usage due to
transportation, else fine condition. Very scarce!
PL 4 B

GA

150,-

P 3780

1950, 1 ½d green + 1 ½d green KGVI stamped-to-order wrapper, used from Melbourne to
WS 26
Ontario in Canada, despite some traces of usage in overall fine condition.

GA

60,-

P 3781

1950, 2 ½d red + 2 ½d red KGVI stamped-to-order wrapper, used from Ship Mail Room
Melbourne, 3.MR.50, to Brazoria USA, on arrival redirected with additional franking 2 x 1C
green 'Prexie' from Brazoria to Denver. VF condition.
WS 28

GA

60,-

P 3782

1924, Official postcard KGV 1d. green with 'OS' in colourless dots, fine unused and scarce,
PO 5
BW AU$ 750

GA

70,-

P 3783

1924, 1d green KGV 'OS' engraved offical postcard, die 1, type 2, VF mint condition.

PO 6 B

GA

60,-

P 3784

1930, THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d green KGV 'OS' engraved offical postcard, used from
PO 9 B
Geelong, 3.MAY 1943, to North Shore. VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3772

P 3773

P 3774

P 3775
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P 3785

3790 | 60 €

3791 | 80 €

3792 | 80 €

ex. 3793 | 80 €

1944, 6d stationery CUT-OUT from airmail POW postcard, used on preprinted POW card,
sent from camp Murchison (No 13 POW GROUP, MURCHISON' cachet) via Melbourne, 3.
OC.1944, to Lübeck in Germany, card with small tears at top margin otherwise fine condition. POW 1
Cut-outs from POW stationeries used for postage are almost never seen. R!
cut-out

GA/b

100,-

1944, 6d airmail POW postcard from camp Murchison (No 13 POW GROUP, MURCHISON'
cachet) via Melbourne, 6.DE.44, to Gelsenkirchen in Germany; further 1s airmail lettersheet
from the same camp via Melbourne, 4.AU.44, to Frankenthal in Germany, both items with POW 1,
australian and german censor markings. F/VF condition. ACSC 800.-AU$
POW 2

GA

100,-

P 3787

1911, 1d KGV full-face lettercard, pale green card, perf.10, with picture from 'Mosman's Bay,
LC 1 (78A)
Sydney, N.S.W.' (grey-black). Very fine mint condition.

GA

60,-

P 3788

1911, 1d KGV full-face lettercard, straight-line rouletted 7, unused, with picture from
'Zoological Gardens Perth, W.A' (blue), pale green stock at picture side slightly discolored
and the tiny rectangular outermost lower right corner segment removed, overall fine LC 5
condition. Scarce card! ACSC 1000.-AU$
(143A)

GA

100,-

1911, 1d KGV full-face lettercard, straight-line rouletted 7, with picture from 'Botanic
Gardens Adelaide, S.A.' (grey-black), uprated with Western Australia ½d green and 1d red
'swan', used with indistinct frameless cds and full message inside to Berlin-Halensee in
Germany. Fine condition.
LC 5 (13)

GA

60,-

P 3790

1911, 1d KGV full-face lettercard, grey card, text setting A (comma after 'Australia'), with LC 10
(136A)
picture of a train on 'Viaduct near Adelaide S.A.' (blue). Very fine mint condition.

GA

60,-

P 3791

1911, 1d KGV full-face lettercard, grey card, with picture from 'Phantom Falls, Victoria' LC 10
(purple); in addition a similar lettercard on thick white enamelled card with picture from (100A), LC
11 (76)
'Montezuma Falls, Hobart' (blue), both lettercards in VF mint condition.

GA

80,-

1911, 1d KGV full-face lettercard, grey card, text setting A (comma after 'Australia'), with
picture from 'Huon River, Tasmania' (deep grey-green). Very fine mint condition. Scarcest
mint lettercard from the September 1911 printing!
LC 10 (64)

GA

80,-

1911, 1d KGV full-face lettercard, thick white enamelled card, text setting A (comma after
'Australia'), group of four examples with different pictures, comprising 'St.George's Terrace, LC 11 (40,
Perth' (brown-red), Collins St. Melb.' (olive-green), 'Launceston, Tas.' (orange-brown) and 69, 78A,
'Mosman's Bay, Sydney, N.S.W.' (brown-purple), all four lettercards in F/VF mint condition. 119A)

GA

80,-

P 3786

P 3789

P 3792

P 3793
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3794 | 80 €

3797 | 60 €

3799 | 80 €

3796 | 60 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

3800 | 80 €

3798 | 100 €

ex. 3801 | 80 €
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3807 | 200 €

3808 | 60 €

3803 | 60 €

3805 | 100 €

3804 | 60 €

3806 | 80 €

3809 | 60 €

3810 | 100 €
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P 3794

1911, 1d + 1d KGV full-face reply lettercard with picture of 'Giant Red Gum, Vic.' (tree) on
the outward half and picture of 'Queen's Garden Perth, W.A.' on the reply half, two examples
in different colors green and purple, both in VF mint condition.
LC 13 (2)

GA

80,-

1911, reply-lettercard KGV full-face 1d.+1d. violet with pictures 'GIANT RED GUM, VIC.' on
outer card and 'QUEEN'S GARDENS / PERTH, WA' on reply unused with minor blemishes
incl. slight perf. separation in centre
LC 13

GA

Gebot

1913, 1d kangaroo lettercard, group of three examples with different pictures 'Zoological
Gardens Perth W.A.' in colors brown, grey-black and purple, all lettercards used to domestic
destinations. F/VF condition.
LC 14 (143B, 143C, 143D)

GA

60,-

1913, 1d purple-black kangaroo lettercard with picture 'Zoo, Adelaide, S.A.' (flamingo),
uprated with South Australia ½d yellow-green and 1d red QV, used with unsevered margins LC 14
(142A)
from Eudunda, 11.AP.13, to Hannover in Germany. VF condition.

GA

60,-

1913, 1d brown kangaroo lettercard with picture 'The Two Brothers, Queensland', inside
illustrated advertisement for footwear from 'The Standard Shoe & Leather Co. Ltd.', used LC 14
(135D)
from Kooling, 20.OC.14, to Quorn. VF condition.

GA

100,-

1913, 1d violett kangaroo lettercard with picture 'On the Murray, S.Australia', uprated with
MIXED FRANKING 1d carmine kangaroo and New South Wales ½d blue-green QV, used from
Werris Creek, 11.AU.1913, to Amsterdam in Holland, arrival mark (13.IX.1913) on the LC 14
picture side, some traces of usage (creases) not affecting stamps, else fine condition. Scarce! (94B)

GA

80,-

1913, 1d greenish-black kangaroo lettercard with picture 'The Two Brothers, Queensland.',
uprated with MIXED FRANKING 1d red kangaroo and New South Wales ½d blue-green QV, LC 16
(135B)
used from Newcastle, 3.MR.13, to Oldenburg in Germany. F/VF condition. Scarce!

GA

80,-

1914, 1d KGV lettercard, perf. 10, with picture 'Harvesting Tamworth N.S.W.' (workhorses),
group of three lettercards in different colors brown, maroon and purple-black. VF mint
condition.
LC 21 (60)

GA

80,-

1914, two lettercards KGV 1d. Die II (spur in left value tablet) perf. 10 with framed oval views LC 21
'GEELONG HARBOUR' (deep violet) and 'HARVESTING TAMWORTH, N.S.W.' (brownish red), (view s
49+60)
fine unused! BW AU$ 300

GA

50,-

P 3803

1914, 1d KGV lettercard, perf. 10, two different examples with picture 'Bridal Veil Falls, LC 21 (17)
+ (140)
N.S.W.' (black) resp. with picture 'Waterfall Gully Adelaide' (maroon). VF mint condition.

GA

60,-

P 3804

1914, 1d KGV lettercard, perf. 10, two examples with picture 'Avon River York W.A.' (view of
SUSPENSION BRIDGE) in different colours blackish-green resp. deep purple. VF mint
condition.
LC 21 (7)

GA

60,-

1914, six pictorial lettercards KGV 1d black perf. 10 DIE 2 on grey surfaced card (off-white/
cream inside) all with ornamental rectangle view 'BRIDAL VEIL FALLS, N.S.W.' on reverse, BW. LC21
(6)
fine unused and scarce! BW. LC21(17), AU$ 900

GA

100,-

P 3806

1914, 1d KGV, Die 2, lettercard, perf. 12 ½, with view 'BROOKFIELD QUEENSLAND', used
LC 22 (18)
from Mooroopna, 19.JL.17, to Newcastle-on-Tyne in England. VF condition. Scarce!

GA

80,-

P 3807

1915, 1d deep blue-green KGV lettercard, perf. 10, unused with view 'Murray River West
Aust.' (without sky). VF condition. At present only one further example of this view “without LC 17
(87B)
sky” is known. EXCEPTIONAL RARITY of Australian postal stationeries!

GA

200,-

1915, 1d purple-black KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture 'Coal Cliff Colliery, N.S.W.',
uprated with ½d blue-green and 1d red KGV, used from Brisbane, 14.JUL.15, along with
censor-tape on three sides, to 'Deutscher Hilfsverein' in Stockholm Sweden, arrival mark
(3.9.15). Unusual WWI postal history item in F/VF condition.
LC 18 (37)

GA

60,-

1915, 1d KGV lettercard military views with picture 'Submarine AE.1 (now sunk)', two
examples in different colors black and blue-black, both lettercards used to domestic LC 25
(M10A)
destinations, despite some traces of usage in overall fine condition.

GA

60,-

1916, 1d purple-black KGV lettercard with RETOUCHED picture '2nd A.I.F. Embarking'
(gangway - A32 deleted), used from Melbourne to domestic destination, lettercard with LC 27
(M2C)
minor traces of usage in fine condition. Scarcest picture of the “military views” series!

GA

100,-

3795

P 3796

P 3797

P 3798

P 3799

P 3800

P 3801

3802

P 3805

P 3808

P 3809

P 3810
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AUSTRALIA

3811 | 60 €

3812 | 60 €

3813 | 60 €

3816 | 60 €

3815 | 100 €

3814 | 60 €

3818 | 80 €

3817 | 80 €

3819 | 60 €

3820 | 100 €
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3821 | 80 €
P 3811

3822 | 80 €

3823 | 150 €

1917, 1d deep grey-blue KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture 'Apple Picking Tasmania',
used from Paddington N.S.W. to Knockaloe Camp, Isle of Man, at frontside oval censor
handstamp 'ALIENS' DETENTION CAMP/CENSORED/KNOCKALOE, I. .M'. F/VF condition.
LC 18 (5)

GA

60,-

1917, 1d KGV blue full-face provisional lettercard (outward half with picture of 'Town Hall,
Sydney' from divided reply lettercard LC 13 and word 'REPLY' overprinted with horizontal
red bars), used with full message inside from Adelaide, 22.AU.17, to Kent Town, some LC 29
imperfections (creases) at bottom, overall fine condition. Scarce!
(133)

GA

60,-

1917, 1d KGV olive-green full-face provisional lettercard (outward half with picture of
'Hobart from the Bay' from divided reply lettercard LC 13 and word 'REPLY' overprinted with
horizontal red bars). F/VF mint condition.
LC 29 (63)

GA

60,-

1917, 1d KGV olive-green full-face provisional lettercard (reply half with picture of a train on
'Viaduct near Adelaide S.A.' from divided reply lettercard LC 13 and words 'REPLY' LC 30
(136A)
overprinted with horizontal red bars). F/VF mint condition.

GA

60,-

1917, 1d KGV violet full-face provisional lettercard (reply half with picture of 'Albert Bridge,
Queensland' from divided reply lettercard LC 13 and words 'REPLY' overprinted with
horizontal red bars), used with full typewritten message inside from Eudunda, 12.MY.17, to
Hochkirch. Scarce lettercard in VF condition!
LC 30 (3A)

GA

100,-

1917, 1d KGV blue full-face provisional lettercard (reply half with picture of 'Albert Bridge,
Queensland' from divided reply lettercard LC 13 and words 'REPLY' overprinted with
horizontal red bars). F/VF mint condition.
LC 30 (3A)

GA

60,-

1918, THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d deep purple KGV lettercard, grey surfaced card, off-white
inside, perf. 10, two examples with views 'Viaduct near Adelaide' (bridge, railway) and ' Zoo
Adelaide S.A.' (flamingos), both lettercards CTO Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution. VF
condition.

GA

80,-

1918, THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d deep purple KGV lettercard, grey surfaced card, off-white
inside, perf. 12½, with picture 'Government House Perth', used with machine cancel from LC 36
(56E)
Sydney, 20.DE., to Randwick. F/VF condition. ACSC without price for used! R!

GA

80,-

1918, THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d deep purple KGV lettercard, grey surfaced card, off-white
inside, perf. 12½, with picture 'Carting-Far North' (camels), used from Sydney, 20.NO.1918,
to Mount Victoria. F/VF condition.
LC 36 (29)

GA

60,-

P 3820

1918, THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d purple KGV lettercard, grey surfaced card, off-white inside, LC 39
(130)
perf. 12½, with picture of 'Tasman Peninsula, Tasmania'. VF mint condition. Scarce!

GA

100,-

P 3821

1920, 2d orange KGV lettercard, off-white surface card, grey inside, perf. 10, with picture of LC 45
(58A)
'General Post Office Hobart'. VF mint condition.

b

80,-

P 3822

1920, 2d orange KGV lettercard, off-white surface card, grey inside, perf. 10, with picture of
LC 45 (51)
'Gibberabong Creek N.S.W.'. VF mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3823

1920, 2d orange KGV lettercard, grey surfaced card, perf. 12½, with picture of 'Burrinjuck
LC 48 (24)
Dam, Dairy Cows..'. F/VF unused condition. Scarce card! ACSC 1000.-AU$

GA

150,-

P 3812

P 3813

P 3814

P 3815

P 3816

P 3817

P 3818

P 3819
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LC 35
(136B)
x, LC 35
(142C) x

AUSTRALIA

3824 | 60 €

3825 | 70 €

3826 | 60 €

3828 | 800 €

3827 | 80 €

3829 | 500 €

3830 | 100 €

3832 | 80 €

3831 | 80 €
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3833 | 80 €

3834 | 80 €

3836 | 80 €

3837 | 60 €

3835 | 80 €

3838 | 200 €

3839 | 150 €

3841 | 140 €
136

3840 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3824

1920, 2d orange KGV lettercard, grey surfaced card, perf. 12½, with picture of 'Burrinjuck
Dam New South Wales...Irrigating Onions between young Peach Trees.', uprated with 1d
red KGV, used from Sydney, 15.DE.1921, to Prague in Czechoslovakia. F/VF condition.
LC 48 (25)

GA

60,-

1922, two pictorial lettercards KGV 2d red both with framed oval view 'PINEAPPLES
QUEENSLAND' (pickers) on reverse, unused with minor marginal toning, scarce pair! BW. BW. LC49
(2)
LC49(102B), AU$ 500

GA

70,-

1923/1924, THREE/HALFPENCE on 2d red KGV lettercard and 2d red KGV lettercard, both LC 49
with picture 'Zoo Adelaide S.A.' (flamingos), both lettercards used to domestic destinations. (142C), LC
54 (142C)
Fine condition.

GA

60,-

P 3827

1923, 1 ½d green KGV lettercard, perf. 10, with picture of 'Phantom Falls Victoria'. Very fine LC 50
(100B)
mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3828

1924, THREE/HALFPENCE on 2d orange KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture of 'Burrinjuck
Dam New South Wales...Irrigating Onions between young Peach Trees.' F/VF unused
condition. Only one used and two unused examples are recorded. RR! ACSC 5000.-AU$
LC 53 (24)

GA

800,-

1924, THREE/HALFPENCE on 2d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture 'THE SPIT,
MIDDLE HARBOUR SYDNEY', uprated with 1 ½d green KGV, used with full message from
Brisbane, 7.1.24, to Tharandt in Germany, arrival mark (13.2.24) on reverse. VF condition.
View No.125 is one of the rarest of all views. Only two other unused examples are known
with THREE/HALFPENCE surcharge and only one used example of this view on lettercard LC LC 54
49 is recorded. Great Rarity of Australian Postal Stationeries! ACSC (for unused) 3000.-AU$ (125)

GA

500,-

1924, THREE/HALFPENCE on 2d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, two different examples with
picture of 'Hawkesbury River N.S.W.' resp. 'National Park N.S.W.' (views of river, lake, trees), LC 54 (62)
+ (90)
both lettercards in F/VF mint condition.

GA

100,-

P 3831

1924, THREE/HALFPENCE on 2d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture of 'Russell Falls LC 54
(118)
Tasmania'. VF mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3832

1924, THREE/HALFPENCE on 2d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture 'On the Murray, LC 54
(94A)
South Australia' (riverboat). VF mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3833

1924, THREE/HALFPENCE on 2d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with variety “cracked plate” LC 54
(29) d
of the picture 'Carting -Far North' (camels). VF mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3834

1924, 1 ½d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture of 'Phantom Falls Victoria'. Very fine LC 55
(100B)
mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3835

1924, 1 ½d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture of 'Murrumbidgee Irrigation Scheme
LC 55 (88)
(Citrus Orchard)'. Very fine mint condition.

GA

80,-

P 3836

1924, 1 ½d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with variety “cracked plate” of the picture 'Mt. LC 55
Lofty Ranges South Australia' (view of horses pulling a curricle). Very fine mint condition. (84B) d

GA

80,-

P 3837

1924, 1 ½d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, with picture of 'River Yarra Victoria' (scene of LC 55
(114)
riverside with trees). Very fine mint condition.

GA

60,-

P 3838

1925, 1 ½d red KGV lettercard, perf. 12½, squared corners, used with full message inside
from Sydney, 27.OCT.1927, to Peelwood, some negligible minor stains at top edge, otherwise
fresh and VF condition. According to BW catalogue this lettercard “HAS NOT BEEN SEEN
USED” and the 12½ gauge may have been a trial and may be classified as a proof. Remarkable
NEW DISCOVERY and RARITY of Australian Postal Stationeries!
LC 59

GA

200,-

P 3839

1941. International Reply Coupon 6d (London type) in an unused block of 4. Issued Juni
IAS
1941. Luxury quality. Rarity from archive! (T)

GA

150,-

P 3840

1943, 2 ½d red KGVI lettercard, inside illustrated anti-'Axis' propaganda “EASTER EGG
SHELLS' from 'Hendon Ammunition Factory' with depiction of Easter Bunnies providing 'egg
ammunition', used from Adelaide, 19.APR.1943, addressed to Naval Base USA, censored
and forwarded from San Francisco via San Diego to Clearfield, Utah, lettercard with some
blemishes due to censor procedures in overall fine condition. Attractive and unusual WWII
postal history item!
LC 69 A

GA

100,-

1948/1953. Lot of 2 different Intl. Reply Coupons (London type) each in an unused block of
4: one time “7d, issued September 1948”, and one time “$1, issued May 1953”. Luxury
quality. Collector's items from archives! (T)

GA

140,-

P 3825

P 3826

P 3829

P 3830

P 3841
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3844 100 €

3845 | 80 €

|

3842 | 100 €

3843 | 60 €

3846 | 100 €

3847 | 70 €

3849 | 60 €

3853 | 200 €

3851 | 80 €

3848 | 150 €
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3852 | 60 €

ex. 3854 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3842

1916, ½d green, 1d red and 2d violet KGV 'star' embossed envelopes, all three envelopes EP 6, EP 7,
cancelled-to-order with cds Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution. VF condition.
EP 12

GA

100,-

P 3843

1916, 1d red KGV 'star' embossed envelope, uprated with ½d bright green and 1d red KGV,
used from Manly, 6.AU.1917, to Noumea in New Caledonia, arrival mark on reverse. VF
condition. Scarce destination!
EP 7

GA

60,-

1917, 1d red KGV 'star' embossed envelope, uprated with ½d green and 4d orange-yellow
KGV, sent registered from Southern Cross, 26.NO.17, to Tsing Chow Fu in China, transit cds
Melbourne and Shanghai together with arrival mark on reverse. Attractive cover with scarce
destination in F/VF condition.
EP 9

GA

100,-

1917/1918, POW-MAIL: 1d red KGV 'star' embossed envelope, used from Forbes, 12.DE.17,
addressed to a P.O.W. in Dülmen Germany via Australian Red Cross Commissioners in London;
in addition a second quite similar envelope, used from Kalgoorlie, 16.AP.18, addressed via
Australian Red Cross in London to a P.O.W. in Limburg Germany. F/VF condition.
EP 9 (2)

GA

80,-

1919, 1d red KGV 'star' embossed envelope, uprated with 1 ½d black-brown KGV, tied by cds
No. 1 State Mill Via Manjimup, 12.AP.19, addressed to Bern in Switzerland, on the frontside
boxed 'PASSED BY CENSOR 1.' along with censor-tape at left, on arrival charged with
Switzerland 10 C postage due in Bern, 23.V.19; in addition a second envelope uprated with
1 ½d brown KGV, tied by cds No. 1 State Mill Via Manjimup, 30.AU.19, addressed to the
same destination and charged with Switzerland 10 C postage due in Bern, 1.X.19. Attractive
pair in VF condition.
EP 9 (2)

GA

100,-

1926, 1 ½d red KGV 'star' embossed envelope, uprated with 1d green and 2d red-brown
KGV along with AAS Ltd. 'Angel' vignette, used by airmail from Newtown, 29.MY.26, to
Cootamundra; in addition a similar envelope uprated with 3d bright violet-blue KGV along
with AAS Ltd. 'Angel' vignette, used by airmail from Newtown, 17.JL.26, to Melbourne, both
covers in VF condition.
EP 28 (2)

GA

70,-

1928, ½d orange, 1d green, 1 ½d red and 2d red-brown KGV oval embossed envelopes, all EP 29, EP
four envelopes cancelled-to-order with cds Melbourne, 20.DE.28, for U.P.U. distribution. VF 30, EP 31
w, EP 33
condition. ACSC 1100.-AU$

GA

150,-

1947/1948, 2 ½d red on buff KGVI envelope, uprated with 3d brown KGVI corner block of
four with 'By Authority' imprint, tied by cds A.N.A.R.E. MACQUARIE.IS, 7.MR.48, besides
straight-line 'AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ANTARCTIC/RESEARCH EXPEDITION 1947' in violet,
sent registered with provisional blue registration label 'MACQUARIE ISLAND' to Mordialloc, EP 42; BW
transit cds Melbourne and arrival mark on reverse. VF condition.
196 zb

GA

60,-

1951/1952, 3d green and 3 ½d red KGVI crowned circle embossed envelopes, both unused
with diagonal red ovp 'SPECIMEN' for U.P.U. distribution. VF condition. Only 356 envelopes EP 47 w,
EP 48 wa
each were overprinted!

GA

60,-

1952, 3 ½d (red) KGVI crowned circle embossed envelope with ALBINO IMPRESSION on buff
stock, used with machine cancel from Melbourne, 16.DEC.1952, to Hobart. VF condition.
Scarce!
EP 48(3) c

GA

80,-

1913, ½d green kangaroo embossed stamped-to-order envelope, used by Metropolitan
Golf Club with machine cancel from Melbourne, 16.MAR.14, addressed locally, undeliverable
with boxed handstamp 'CALLED L.C.R.' and manuscript redirecting remarks, envelope with
traces of usage.
ES 1

GA

60,-

1913, 1d carmine kangaroo stamped-to-order envelope 'P Sheahan & Co' (Dairy Produce
Merchants) with illustration on the frontside & advertising on both sides all in blue, used
with machine cancel from Melbourne, 4.JL.13. F/VF condition. Scarce envelope!
ES 2

GA

200,-

1913, 1d carmine kangaroo stamped-to-order envelope, group of five different envelopes,
comprising the users 'Shire of Moorabbin', 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'The Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works.', 'Solo Shoe Co.' and 'H. Mathews & Co.'. All envelopes used
from Melbourne to local or domestic destinations. F/VF condition.
ES 2 (5)

GA

100,-

P 3844

P 3845

P 3846

P 3847

P 3848

P 3849

3850

P 3851

P 3852

P 3853

P 3854
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3855 | 60 €

3857 | 1.000 €
3856 | 600 €

3860 | 100 €

3859 | 200 €

3858 | 100 €

3862 | 80 €
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3861 | 80 €

3864 | 80 €

AUSTRALIA

3863 | 2.000 €

3866 | 80 €

3865 | 80 €

3867 | 100 €

3869 | 80 €

3868 | 80 €

3870 | 60 €

3871 | 100 €
141

P 3855

P 3856

P 3857

P 3858

P 3859

P 3860

P 3861

P 3862

P 3863

P 3864

P 3865

P 3866

P 3867

142

1913, 1d carmine kangaroo stamped-to-order envelope 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.', used from
Sydney, 21.AU.13, locally addressed to York Street; in addition 1d carmine kangaroo, die 2,
stamped-to-order window envelope used by the same company from Melbourne, 4.OC.13,
both envelopes with minor traces of usage in fine condition.
ES 2, ES 4

GA

60,-

1915, 4d orange KGV, large size stamped-to-order envelope 'Wool Sample only.' with printed
mailing address 'Messrs. Kreglinger & Fernau,...London E.C.'. Very fine mint condition. Only
about eight mint examples are recorded. RR! ACSC 4000.-AU$ (M)
ES 20

GA

600,-

1916, 6d blue kangaroo, large size stamped-to-order envelope ‚Wool Sample only.‘ with
printed mailing address ‚Messrs. Kreglinger & Fernau,...London E.C.‘. Very fine mint
ES 10
condition. Only about six mint examples are recorded. RR! ACSC 6000.-AU$ (M)

GA

1.000,-

1916, ½d KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of three envelopes with
three different colors of the stamp: ½d GREEN KGV envelope uprated with 1d red KGV used
from Tarrington, 30.MY.19, to Unley; ½d BLUE-GREEN KGV envelope uprated with 1d green,
1 ½d red and 3d grey-blue KGV used registered from Adelaide, 20.AU.24, to Colditz in
Germany with arrival mark on reverse; ½d YELLOW-GREEN KGV envelope used by 'The ES 25 A +
Australian Drug Co. Ltd.' from Sydney, 3.OC.1918, to Eudunda. F/VF condition.
B+C

GA

100,-

1917, ½d green KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, used by Vacuum Oil Co.
Pty. Ltd (Sydney) with machine cancel from Sydney, 26.MY.21, typewritten addressed to
'F.Wilhelmshwfen, Esq., NEW GUINEA', on the frontside crowned-oval censor 'PASSED
CENSOR RABAUL 24.JUN.1917) in violet. Envelope with traces of usage, a negligible diagonal
tear solely on the backside, else fine condition. Very scarce censored mail!
ES 25

GA

200,-

1919, ½d green + 1d red KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, used by Hamilton
Lutheran College from Hamilton, 23.JL.20, to Trungley Hall, arrival mark on reverse. VF
condition.
ES 27

GA

100,-

1918/1920, 1d red KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of four different
envelopes, comprising 'The Australian Drug Co.Ltd.', 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'Borough of
Sandringham' and 'Arbuckle, Waddell & Fawckner', all four envelopes used from ES 28/32
Melbourne(2) resp. Sydney(2) to domestic destinations. F/VF condition.
(ex)

GA

80,-

1921, 1d red + ½d green KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, uprated with 2d
orange KGV and 2 ½d blue kangaroo, sent registered from Adelaide, 17.FE.21, to
Braunschweig in Germany. At left german customs censor Munich, arrival mark on reverse.
Envelope carefully repaired at bottom. Fine and attractive cover!
ES 35

GA

80,-

1920, 1d red + ½d green KGV ‚star‘ embossed + ½d green KGV sideface stamped-to-order
envelope, used by Vacuum Oil Co. Pty. Ltd (Vic.) with machine cancel from Melbourne,
12.MR.21, to Perth. Envelope with minor traces of usage, a tiny part of the frontside at
upper left corner severed, overall fine and fresh condition. Only very few envelopes are
ES 38
recorded! ACSC 12000.-AU$

GA

2.000,-

1922, 1d violet KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of 4 different used
envelopes, comprising Perdriau Rubber Co. Ltd. and Ford Sherington Ltd. both from Sydney,
Brooks, Robinson & Co. Ltd. from Melbourne and Shire of Minhamite from Kawkesdale.
Fine condition.
ES 41 (4)

GA

80,-

1927/1929, 1d green KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of five
different used examples with illustrations, comprising 'Clutterbuck Bros.Ltd.' (clover, ears,
agriculture) from Adelaide, 'James Campbell & Sons Ltd.' (construction industry) from
Brisbane, 'Brooks, Robinson & Co.Ltd.' (paint and stainers) from Melbourne, 'A.W.Sandford
& Co.Ltd.' (dairy and refrigerating engineers) and 'Amalgamated Wireless Ltd.' (globe,
telecommunication) from Sydney. Attractive group in F/VF condition.
ES 43 (5)

GA

80,-

1920, 1 ½d brown KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope with illustrated
advertising for SCOTCH WHISKEY, used with machine cancel from Melbourne, 2.JAN.1920,
to St.Kilda, envelope with minor blemishes in overall fine condition.
ES 52

GA

80,-

1919, 1 ½d brown KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, two examples used by
Alexander Mair & Co with illustrated advertising for Firestone Tires; first envelope with
depiction of a car in front of house with couple, sent from Melbourne, 24.SE.1919, to
Birmingham in England; second envelope uprated with 1 ½d brown KGV and with depiction
of a building, sent from Melbourne, 11.NO.1919, to Long Island USA. Envelopes with traces
of usage, creases, else fine and attractive appearance.
ES 52 (2)

GA

100,-

AUSTRALIA

3875 | 60 €
3872 | 80 €

3873 | 100 €

3874 | 80 €
P 3868

P 3869

P 3870

P 3871

P 3872

P 3873

P 3874

P 3875

1919/1923, 1 ½d brown KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, five different
used envelopes, comprising users 'Adamson, Strettle & Co Pty.Ltd.' and 'Brooks, Robinson &
Co.Ltd.' both from Melbourne; 'The Pastoral Finance Association Ltd.' and 'Perdriau Rubber
Co.Ltd.' both from Sydney and 'Adelaide Co-Operative Society Ltd.' from Adelaide. F/VF
condition.
ES 52 (5)

GA

80,-

1923/1924, 1 ½d green KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of four
different used examples with illustrations, comprising 'Perdriau Rubber Co.Ltd.' from
Sydney, 'Anthony Hordern & Sons Ltd.' (department store emporium) from Sydney, 'Brooks,
Robinson & Co.Ltd.' (paint and stainers) from Melbourne and 'Borough of Carrum.' (emblem
with sailing ship at flap). Attractive group in F/VF condition.
ES 55 (4)

GA

80,-

1924, 1 ½d red KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope with illustration of the
Redfern Brewery at upper-left and imprint 'Resch's Ltd Sydney' on the flap, uprated with 1
½d red KGV, used from Redfern, 8.NO.27, to Wiesbaden in Germany. VF condition.
ES 56

GA

60,-

1925/1928, 1 ½d red KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of four
different used examples with illustrations, comprising 'Rhodes Motor Cycle Co.Pty.Ltd.'
from Melbourne, 'Anthony Hordern & Sons Ltd.' from Sydney, a blue envelope with
trademark 'BV' and slogan 'Sewing Machines to Battleships' on reverse from Sydney to
Hawksburn and one envelope uprated with 1 ½d red KGV used by 'Alexander Mair & Co'
(Michelin Tyres) from Melbourne to Sandusky USA, mostly F/VF condition. Scarce group! ES 56 (4)

GA

100,-

1930, TWO/PENCE on 1 ½d red KGV 'star' stamped-to-order envelope used by Moran &
Cato Pty. Ltd. from Melbourne, 14.APR.1932, to Sydney; a second envelope without imprint
used from Waikeri, 18.AU.31, to Birdwood. Both envelopes in F/VF condition.
ES 57 (2)

GA

80,-

1930, TWO/PENCE on 1 ½d red KGV 'star' stamped-to-order envelope, two examples, each
uprated with 1d + 3d and used by airmail from Adelaide, 6.MY.32 resp. 2.SE.32, to Bremen
in Germany. F/VF condition.
ES 57 (2)

GA

100,-

1920, 2d orange KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of 3 different used
envelopes, comprising James Moore & Sons Ltd. and Whybrow & Co. Pty. Ltd. both from
Melbourne, Percy J.A. Lawrence (building) from Adelaide and The Pastoral Finance
Association Ltd. from Sydney. Perdriau Rubber Co. Ltd. and Ford Sherington Ltd. both from
Sydney, Brooks, Robinson & Co. Ltd. from Melbourne and Shire of Minhamite from
Kawkesdale. F/VF condition.
ES 59 (4)

GA

80,-

1922, 2d scarlet KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope with illustration of the
Redfern Brewery in olive at upper-left and imprint 'Resch's Ltd Sydney' on the flap, uprated
with 2d rose-red KGV, used from Sydney, 21.MR.1922, to Berlin in Germany. Fine condition. ES 61

GA

60,-

143

3876 | 70 €

3877 | 200 €

3880 | 600 €

3879 | 300 €

3882 | 70 €

3878 | 100 €

3881 | 100 €

3883 | 250 €
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3884 | 80 €

3885 | 80 €

AUSTRALIA

3887 | 100 €

3888 | 150 €

3890 | 80 €

3889 | 150 €

3892 | 80 €

3893 | 80 €

3896 | 60 €

3894 | 60 €

3895 | 80 €

3897 | 80 €

3898 | 80 €

3899 | 80 €

3900 | 80 €

3886 | 60 €

3891 | 80 €

145

P 3876

1922, 2d scarlet KGV 'star' embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of 3 different
window envelopes, comprising 'Fassett & Johnson Ltd.', 'Perdriau Rubber Co.Ltd.' and
'Vacuum Oil Company Pty.Ltd.', all three envelopes used from Melbourne(2) resp. Sydney(1).
Fine condition.
ES 61 (3)

GA

70,-

1930, TWO/PENCE on 1d green KGV stamped-to-order envelope used with machine cancel
from Sydney, 31.OCT.1930, to Tooraweenah N.S.W. VF condition. Only one unused and
three used examples are known! ACSC 1500.-AU$
ES 67

GA

200,-

1936, 2d red KGV oval embossed stamped-to-order envelope, group of three different
examples used by 'Queensland Pastoral Supplies Ltd.', all three envelopes with illustrated
advertising on both sides, i.a. for “Hibiscus Fencing Wire” on the frontside each, on the
backside with different illustrations: “Sheep Cattle Pigs”(depiction of cattle); “The Seal of
Quality”(trade mark for welded electric fencing) and “Ventilated Cold-Safe Cabinet +
Separator”, all three envelopes uprated with 1d green KGV and sent from Brisbane to
Reutlingen in Germany. Attractive set in VF condition.
ES 72 (3)

GA

100,-

1947, 1 ½d green on defaced 2 ½d red KGVI stamped-to-order envelope used by Warburton,
Franki (Melb.) Ltd. from Melbourne, 15.AUG.1947. VF condition. Only about one dozen
used envelopes are recorded! ACSC 2000.-AU$
ES 81

GA

300,-

1944, 1 ½d green + 1d brown KGVI stamped-to-order envelope used by Moran & Cato Pty.
Ltd. from Fitzroy, 20.JA.44, to Melbourne. VF condition. Only five used envelopes are
recorded! ACSC 4000.-AU$
ES 82

GA

600,-

1948/1950, 2d mauve KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPE (BW ES84),
group of 4 used envelopes, 2 examples with Permit.No.340 (A.L. Smith, Turf Commission
Agent) used from Melbourne to Seymour resp. to East Brighton, one example with Permit
No.354 used from Melbourne to Footscray (blemishes) and one further envelope with
“P.M.340” uprated with 6 x 3d brown KGVI sent by air mail from Melbourne to London. These
scarce envelopes with mauve 2d stamp were predominantly used by bookmakers for sending
betting odds to clients and therefore had to obtain a permit number. ACSC 800.-AU$
ES 84

GA

100,-

1950, 2 ½d red KGVI stamped-to-order envelope, used by 'Invincible Motors Pty.Ltd.' with ES 86; SG
advertising illustration of an engine, uprated with 3 ½d KGVI, 6d kookaburra and 1s lyrebird, 190, 192,
207a
sent registered via airmail from Sydney, 3.FE.50, to New York USA. VF condition.

GA

70,-

1916, 1d red KGV military envelope with imprint 'AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE', setting 2,
double line under 'Military Envelope' begins under left edge of 'R' in 'Military'. VF mint
condition. ACSC 1500.-AU$
ME 2

GA

250,-

1916, 1d red KGV military envelope with imprint 'A.I.F., ABROAD', setting 1, thick and thin
line under 'Military Envelope', used from Mount Gravatt, 31.MR.17, addressed to 15th Inf.
Brigade, 52nd Bn., on the frontside boxed 'NOT WITH 52nd Bn.' and manuscript remark
'P.O.W.' in blue crayon. VF condition.
ME 3

GA

80,-

1916, 1d red KGV military envelope with imprint 'A.I.F., ABROAD', setting 2, two lines of
equal thickness under 'Military Envelope', used from New Town, Tasmania, 2.AP.17,
addressed to 13th Infantry. Envelope with censor-tape applied on top, imprint 'A.I.F.'
crossed out, on the frontside manuscript remarks 'Missing..' and 'P.O.W.' in blue crayon. F/
VF condition.
ME 4

GA

80,-

1916, 1d red KGV military envelope with imprint 'AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE, ABROAD',
used with machine cancel from Perth, 3.NOV.17, addressed to 24th Reinforcement 11th
Battalion, envelope with traces of usage in fine condition.
ME 5

GA

60,-

P 3887

1916, 1d carmine KGV military lettercard with printed address 'AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL
LCM 1
FORCE', very fine mint condition.

GA

100,-

P 3888

1916, 1d carmine KGV military lettercard with printed address 'A.I.F., ABROAD.', VF mint
LCM 2
condition.

GA

150,-

P 3889

1913, 4d orange kangaroo registration envelope, uprated with ½d green and 1d carmine,
used from Kogarah, 24.MR.1914, to Valparaiso in Chile, on the frontside registration label
Valparaiso for incoming mail, on reverse transit cds Sydney and arrival mark. Fine condition.
Unusual and scarce destination!
RE 1 B

GA

150,-

P 3877

P 3878

P 3879

P 3880

P 3881

P 3882

P 3883

P 3884

P 3885

P 3886
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P 3890

1913, 4d orange kangaroo registration envelope with variety 'No line on back flap', used
from Mosman, 25.MR.13, to Romford in England, part of backflap removed, else F/VF
condition. Scarce printing variety!
RE 1 B c

GA

80,-

1913, 4d orange kangaroo registration envelope (long size), uprated with 4d orange + 4d
violet KGV (SG 22 + SG 64), used from Elizabeth-Street/Melbourne, 30.DE.21, to Vienna in
Austria, transit cds London and arrival mark Wien on reverse, a tear at bottom occured prior
to arrival and confirmed with remark “Beschädigt eingelangt”. Scarce mixed franking of
stamps with the same face value. (T)
RE 2

GA

80,-

1913, 4d orange kangaroo registration envelope (long size), uprated with 2d orange KGV
and 6d grey-ultramarine kangaroo, used from Elizabeth-Street/Melbourne, 14.JE.21, to
Graz in Austria. F/VF condition. (T)
RE 2

GA

80,-

1913, 4d orange kangaroo registration envelope, uprated with horizontal pair ½d green,
used from Eudunda, 2.DE.13, to Hochkirch, on the frontside large type of registration label
tied by squared circle Eudunda, transit cds Ararat and Hamilton together with arrival mark
on reverse. Very attractive cover in VF condition.
RE 3

GA

80,-

1913, 4d orange kangaroo registration envelope, uprated with 2d grey, used from Sydney,
5.JL.15, to London; in addition a similar envelope uprated with 4d orange, used from Sydney,
15.(..).14, to Paris in France. Interesting pair of covers presenting commonwealth and
foreign postage rates.
RE 3 (2)

GA

60,-

1914, 4d orange kangaroo registration envelope, used from Jandowae, 24.DE.19, to London
in England; in addition a similar envelope uprated with 1d red KGV, used from Adelaide,
29.JU.15, to Colchester in England. F/VF condition.
RE 4 B (2)

GA

80,-

P 3896

1914, 4d orange kangaroo registration envelope, uprated with horizontal pair 1d red KGV,
RE 4 B
used from Mackay, 15.NO.15, to Brisbane. VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3897

1916, 4d orange KGV registration envelope, uprated with ½d green and 1d carmine KGV,
used from Queen Victoria Markets, 24.JL.16, to POW camp Zeist in the Netherlands, two
censor-tapes applied at bottom. Scarce POW mail!
RE 6

GA

80,-

P 3898

1916, 4d orange KGV registration envelope, Setting 2 (115mm), obliterating device in orange
RE 7 B
(back printing inverted relative to the face). VF unused condition. Scarce!

GA

80,-

P 3899

1918, 4d orange KGV registration envelope, used from PARLIAMENT HOUSE/QUEENSLAND,
27.FE.18, uprated with ½d green and 1d carmine KGV, tied by red cds REGISTERED/
BRISBANE, 28.FE.1918, addressed to New York USA, arrival marks on reverse. VF condition. RE 8

GA

80,-

1918, 4d orange KGV registration envelope, uprated with vertical pair 6d ultramarine
kangaroo, used from Sydney, 14.JU.20, to Weltevreden in Dutch East India, arrival mark on
reverse. Unusual rate cover in fine condition.
RE 8

GA

80,-

P 3901

1918, 4d orange KGV registration envelope, uprated with ½d green, 1d carmine and 1 ½d
RE 8
brown KGV, used from Richmond, 18.MY.20, to Washaway in England. F/VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3902

1919, 4d orange KGV registration envelope, provisional 'Harrison' printing on manilla paper
produced by Middow. Bros., uprated with 1d carmine-red and 2 x 1 ½d red-brown KGV, used
from Denman/N.S.W., 2.AU.20, to Hamburg in Germany, transit cds Sydney, 7.AU.20, and
arrival mark Hamburg, 16.9.20, on reverse, german customs censor-label applied at left
side, envelope with minor traces of usage otherwise F/VF condition. Very rare envelope,
only a few examples are known! ACSC 1500.-AU$
RE 9

GA

300,-

1921, 5d brown KGV registration envelope with back text INVERTED in relation to front,
uprated with 2d red KGV, used from Munduberra, 17.MY.22, to Letchworth in England. VF RE 11
B(2) c
condition.

GA

100,-

P 3904

1921, 5d brown KGV registration envelope, uprated with 1d carmine KGV and 9d violet
kangaroo, used from Port Adelaide, 17.FE.22, to Dunedin in New Zealand. F/VF condition. RE 11 B(2)

GA

60,-

P 3905

1922/1923, two different Registered Letters KGV 5d. brown with curved flap on front and
different settings of address panel (at right or at left), unused and a very scarce pair, BW AU$
800
RE 12/13

GA

80,-

P 3891

P 3892

P 3893

P 3894

P 3895

P 3900

P 3903
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3901 | 60 €

3903 | 100 €

3902 | 300 €

3904 | 60 €

3905 | 80 €

3906 | 400 €

3907 | 80 €

3913 | 60 €
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3910 | 150 €

3911 | 100 €

3908 | 60 €

3909 | 60 €

3912 | 60 €

AUSTRALIA

3914 | 80 €

3915 | 80 €

3916 | 60 €

P 3906

1923, FOURPENCE/HALFPENNY on 5d brown KGV registration envelope, text on backside
ends “regulations, etc.”. VF mint condition. Very rare! ACSC 3000.-AU$
RE 14 B

GA

400,-

P 3907

1923, FOURPENCE/HALFPENNY on 5d brown KGV registration envelope, uprated with 3d
dull blue KGV, used by airmail with boxed cachet 'FORWARDED BY AIR MAIL' together with
black on red label 'See Western Queensland BY AIR MAIL' (Frommer 18d) from Camooweal,
30.DE.26, to Kirribilli, Sydney. Early airmail cover in F/VF condition.
RE 17 d

GA

80,-

P 3908

1925, 4 ½d violet KGV registration envelope, flap in type 1, uprated with 1 ½d red KGV, used
RE 20 A
from Wagga Wagga, 17.MR.27, to Hongkong, arrival mark on reverse. VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3909

1925, 4 ½d violet KGV registration envelope, flap in type 1, uprated with 2 x 1 ½d 'Canberra
Parliament House' (one stamp defective), used from Glebe, 16.MY.27, to Sibiu in Romania,
transit cds Port Taufiq and arrival mark on reverse. Scarce destination!
RE 20 A

GA

60,-

P 3910

1930, FIVE/PENCE on 4 ½d violet KGV registration envelope (rectangular design), used from
RE 23
Casino, 4.AP.31, to Sydney. Very scarce envelope in fine condition.

GA

150,-

P 3911

1930, FIVE/PENCE on 4 ½d violet KGV registration envelope (rectangular design), uprated
with 1d green KGV, used from Tully, 21.MY.31, to Bremen in Germany, upper paper layer of
address panel partly detached, else fine condition. Very scarce envelope!
RE 23

GA

100,-

1930, FIVE/PENCE on 4 ½d violet KGV registration envelope (oval design), uprated with 2 x
2d red airmail stamps, used from Bendigo to Melbourne; in addition a similar envelope
uprated with 3d blue and 6d violet airmail stamps, used from Sandringham, 8.MY.31, to
Amsterdam in the Netherlands. Attractive pair of covers presenting domestic and foreign
postage rates.
RE 24 (2)

GA

60,-

P 3913

1930, 5d brown KGV registration envelope, uprated with vertical pair FIVE/PENCE on 4 ½d
RE 26
violet KGV (SG 120), used from Canberra, 3.OC.30, to Basel in Switzerland. VF condition.

GA

60,-

P 3914

1935, 5d brown KGV registration envelope, uprated with 1s4d turquoise KGV, used via
airmail from Brickfield Hill, 19.NO.35, to London in England; in addition a similar envelope
uprated with 1s4d turquoise and 6d red-brown 'Kookaburra', used via airmail from Sydney,
13.AU.35, to Vienna in Austria. Attractive pair of covers presenting commonwealth and
foreign postage rates.
RE 27 (2)

GA

80,-

1935, 5d brown KGV registration envelope, uprated with 2d red KGV, 9d violet kangaroo and
horizontal pair 2s maroon kangaroo (SG 110), used via airmail from Melbourne, 8.OC.35, to
Tuttlingen in Germany, transit cds Athens and arrival mark on reverse. F/VF condition. High
franking with kangaroo stamps on cover!
RE 27

GA

80,-

1942, 5 ½d brown KGVI registration envelope, red inscription on the backside MISPRINTED
(diagonally shifted), uprated with 1d brown-purple, used from Whyalla, 30.JY.43, to Port
Adelaide. F/VF condition.
RE 30

GA

60,-

P 3912

P 3915

P 3916
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P 3917

P 3918

P 3919

P 3920

P 3921

P 3922

P 3923

P 3924

P 3925

P 3926

P 3927

P 3928

150

1942, 5 ½d brown KGVI registration envelope on manilla stock, flap at right; group of three
examples, first envelope uprated with 1d mauve-brown QE from Lindfield, 7.NO.42, to
Pittsfield USA, alongside censor-tape and green customs declaration label; second envelope
from Semaphor, 19.SE.42, to Adelaide and third envelope from Lithgow to Sydney, arrival
mark (15.AP.42) on reverse, envelopes with minor traces of usage otherwise fine condition. RE 30 (3)

GA

100,-

1943, 5 ½d brown KGVI stamped-to-order registration envelope, on the frontside singleline imprint ‚If unclaimed within 7 days, return to Hobart Savings Bank, Box 35 D, Hobart‘,
used from Hobart, 5.AU.43, to Launceston, arrival mark on reverse. Envelope with minor
traces of usage (small and insignificant tears) on top, overall in fresh and fine condition.
The only known and for the first time recorded envelope. Exceptional rarity of australian
RES 2
postal stationeries! ACSC 10000.-AU$

GA

1.500,-

1943, 5 ½d brown KGVI stamped-to-order registration envelope, on the frontside threeline imprint ‚If unclaimed within 7 days, return to / Hobart Savings Bank / Box 35 D,
Hobart‘, used from Hobart, 7.JUL.43, to Ross, arrival mark on reverse. VF condition. The
only known and recorded envelope, listed and depicted in ACSC Postal Stationery
Catalogue on page 342. Exceptional rarity of australian postal stationeries! ACSC 10000.RES 2
AU$

GA

1.500,-

1919, 1 ½d black-brown KGV 'OS' engraved official wrapper, large part of the frontside with
preprinted address 'The Director, Education Department, Melbourne', uprated with four
copies of 1½d brown KGV 'OS' stationery cut-out from official postcard PO3, one cut-out
from 1d red KGV 'OS' official postcard PO2 and one ½d green KGV stamp with perfin 'OS', all
stamps tied by an indistinct (blurred) cds 'BE...', despite some blemishes and imperfections
a great rarity of Australian Postal Stationeries. ACSC catalogue with no valuation for used
examples and probably the first used example being offered! RR!
WO 3

GA/d

200,-

1944, 7d blue KGVI aerogramme, interior overprinted with Qantas Christmas Greetings
cachet (large kangaroo and globe in blue), used c.t.o. from Sydney, 13.DE.1944, to Newport
in England. VF condition.
A2Cd

GA

100,-

1946, 7d deep blue KGVI aerogramme, group of 3 examples with different cachets: Qantas
Australia-England via Singapore Service, used from Sydney, 7.AP.46, to Singapore; Qantas
Australia-England via Karachi Service, used from Sydney, 9.AP.46, to London and AustraliaCanada Transpacific Service, used from Sydney, 15.SE.46, to Vancouver, two aerogrammes A 3 B d,
signed by pilots. Attractive group in VF condition.
e, f

GA

100,-

1952, official aerogramme with inscription 'Postage Paid' MISPLACED to left, two examples
used from Melbourne, 6.JAN.1953, to Berlin resp. from Ship Mail Room Melbourne,
14.MR.1956, to Zagreb in Yugoslavia. F/VF condition. Only one single example is recorded in
ACSC catalogue!
AO 1 c (2)

GA

60,-

1958, official aerogramme without inscription 'Postage Paid', instead manuscript value
indication '10d' besides typewritten 'ON HER MAJESTY'S SERVICE / AEROGRAMME' and the
imprint 'AIRLETTER' crossed out, used with oval datestamp 'P.M.G.-OFFICIAL-PAID/
MELBOURNE, 15.SEP.1958, to Belo Horizonte in Brazil. F/VF condition. Unlisted in ACSC
catalogue. R!
AO 1 var

GA

150,-

1954, official aerogramme with inscription 'POSTAGE PAID' in capitals, used with full
message inside from Melbourne, 23.APR.1954, to London in Great Britain. VF condition.
Less than ten examples are recorded. Great Rarity of Aerogramme Philately! ACSC 1200.AU$
AO 2

GA

250,-

1954, official aerogramme with inscription 'POSTAGE PAID' in capitals, used with full
message inside from Melbourne, 23.APR.1954, to Santiago in Chile. VF condition. Less than
ten examples are recorded. Great Rarity of Aerogramme Philately! ACSC 1200.-AU$
AO 2

GA

250,-

1913/1924, 1d carmine kangaroo 'OS' (dots) official envelope, type 1, uprated with 1d
carmine KGV punctured 'OS' used from Digby to Melbourne; in addition two further official
envelopes with 'OS' (dots) in type 2 each, both with indistinct c.d.s. addressed to Melbourne,
the first uprated with 1 ½d brown KGV punctured 'OS', the second with oval 'T /3' postage EO 1 A, EO
due handstamp. All three envelopes with minor traces of usage in fine condition. (T)
1 B (2)

GA

120,-

1914/1924, 1 carmine KGV 'OS' (dots) official envelope, type 1, two examples: first envelope
used from Swan Hill to Melbourne; second envelope uprated with ½d green KGV punctured
'OS' used from Seaview, 25.AP.24, to Melbourne. F/VF condition. (T)
EO 4 A (2)

GA

80,-

AUSTRALIA

3920 | 200 €

3917 | 100 €

3924 | 150 €

3923 | 60 €

3921 | 100 €

3918 | 1.500 €

3919 | 1.500 €
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3925 | 250 €

3926 | 250 €

ex. 3922 | 100 €

3929 | 80 €
All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

3928 | 80 €

3930 | 80 €

3927 | 120 €

3931 | 100 €
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3934 | 100 €

P 3929

1918/1924, 1 ½d brown KGV 'OS' engraved offical envelope, two examples in different size
and shade, used from Birregurra resp. Guildford to Melbourne. F/VF condition. (T)
EO 7 (2)

GA

80,-

P 3930

1920, 2d orange KGV official envelope, used by the 'Commonwealth Treasury' with machine
cancel “SUBSCRIBE TO THE / DIGGER'S LOAN” from Melbourne, 10.SEP.1921. F/VF condition. EO 9

GA

80,-

P 3931

1948, September. International Reply Coupon 7d (London type) in an unused block of 4.
I.R.C. (4)
Luxury quality. Collector's items from archives! (T)

GA

100,-

3932

1948, August. International Reply Coupon 7d (London type) in an unused block of 4. Luxury
I.R.C. (4)
quality. Collector's items from archives! (T)

GA

100,-

3933

1950, April. International Reply Coupon 1 S (London type) in an unused block of 4. Luxury
I.R.C. (4)
quality. Collector's items from archives! (T)

GA

100,-

P 3934

1953, May. International Reply Coupon 1 $ (London type) in an unused block of 4. Luxury
I.R.C. (4)
quality. Collector's items from archives! (T)

GA

100,-

3935

1959, May. International Reply Coupon 1 s 3 d (London type) in an unused block of 4. Luxury
I.R.C. (4)
quality. Collector's items from archives! (T)

GA

100,-
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Australia - Cancellations
P 3936

1931, 2d golden-scarlet KGV, tied by oval ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH OFFICE / DAKABIN in violet
with manuscript date '29.12.31', on cover to Brisbane. VF condition. Only 5 examples of the
Dakabin datestamp have been recorded so far (3 on cover, 2 on piece) with dates from 1
August 1933 to 28 August 1935. Attractive cover presenting a new earliest date of usage of
this scarce postmark!
SG 99 a

b

100,-

1932 “OBSERVE SUNDAY”-”MELBOURNE/12 SEP 1932” slogan datestamp used on “VK3JJ”
radio card to the U.S.A., franked by 1931 KGV. 2d. golden scarlet, with Caldwell, N.J. 'OCT 13
1932' arrival datestamp on the reverse, fine. A SCARCE SLOGAN DATESTAMP USED ONE
WEEK ONLY, COMMENCING 10 SEPTEMBER 1932.
SG 127

b

100,-

1932 “OBSERVE SUNDAY”-”BRISBANE/15 SEP 1932” slogan datestamp used on picture
postcard (Ikebana) to Amersfoort, Holland by S.S. “Kitano Maru”, franked by 1931 KGV. 2d.
golden scarlet, fine. A SCARCE SLOGAN DATESTAMP USED ONE WEEK ONLY, COMMENCING
10 SEPTEMBER 1932.
SG 127

b

100,-

1932 “OBSERVE SUNDAY”-”SYDNEY/15 SEP 1932” slogan datestamp used on postcard
within Sydney, franked by 1931 KGV. 2d. golden scarlet, with a diag. cut top left corner of
card otherwise fine. A SCARCE SLOGAN DATESTAMP USED ONE WEEK ONLY, COMMENCING
10 SEPTEMBER 1932.
SG 127

b

100,-

GA

250,-

1909-1958 Destination SWEDEN: 36 covers and postcards from various places in Australia
to Sweden, starting with a 1909 cover from Sydney franked N.S.W. 2½d.(2), with good and/
or nice frankings as Roos or KGV., seven WWII covers censored, few registered, with
interesting postmarks, postage due etc., most covers are fine. (ES)

b

500,-

P 3942

1913-37 Destination SWEDEN: Five covers (one registered) and a picture postcard to
Sweden, all franked by Kangaroos, from SG No.1, good/fine.

b

150,-

P 3943

1914-52 Destination DENMARK: 17 covers (9 registered), two picture postcards and one
postal stationery air letter sent from various places in Australia to various P.O.'s in Denmark,
with good frankings (Roos, KGV. or 1934 'Victoria Centenary' 1s.), interesting postmarks,
one cover censored (WWI), another illustrated 'Peace', etc., in mostly good condition. (T)

b/GA

300,-

1914-36 Destination SWEDEN: Group of 14 covers (six registered) from various places in
Australia to Sweden, ALL franked by KGV. adhesives including multiples, three-colour
frankings etc., with interesting postmarks (slogan datestamps), Registration labels and
others, good/fine. (T)

b

300,-

1915/1917 Destination SWEDEN: Four WWI censored covers to Sweden, one registered and
with French censor strip and handstamps, various Roo/KGV. frankings, postmarks etc.,
good/fine.

b

150,-

1915-21 Destination SAMOA: Four commercial covers to Apia including 1915 cover from J.
Dewar & Sons Scotch Whiskey distillers from Sydney franked Roo 2d. and KGV. definitives
and bearing “LATE FEE PAID” h/s as well as “Passed by Censor.”, two covers to H.J. Moors in
Apia with one with advertising (Baking powder), and a 1921 registered cover from King
Street (Sydney) franked Roo 3d. and KGV. 2d. A nice quartet in slightly mixed condition.

b

150,-

1915/1916, German Concentration Camp Liverpool: group of 3 covers with handstamp
“PRISONER OF WAR LETTER / FREE” and Lieut.Col. Sands cachet in different colours GREEN,
VIOLET or GREY-BLUE, two covers with boxed “PASSED BY CENSOR, S.D.” in red and sent to
Germany each, one cover with additional cds Liverpool/N.S.W., 31.MR.15, sent to the Int.
Red Cross Committee in Geneva Switzerland, some minor blemishes otherwise F/VF
condition.

b

120,-

P 3937

P 3938

P 3939

Australia - Specialties
P 3940 • 1900/1901 Registered Incoming Mail: Two Indian postal stationery envelopes used
registered and uprated from Rangoon, Burma to Waddington Esq. in Forest Lodge, Sydney,
N.S.W., with 1a. on 2a6p. env. uprated by six QV adhesives for 4a6p. in total tied Rangoon
'21 DE 00' and sent via Colombo, and p/s env. 2a6p. uprated 2a. (same rate) tied by Rangoon
'18 OC 01' c.d.s. and sent also via Colombo, and via GLEBE (”181”. Both envelopes with
respective Reg. handstamp, transit and arrival datestamps. A most attractive pair.
P 3941

P 3944

P 3945

P 3946

P 3947
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3939 | 100 €

3936 | 100 €

3937 | 100 €

3938 | 100 €

3940 | 250 €

ex. 3941 | 500 €

3942 | 150 €
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ex. 3943 | 300 €
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ex. 3944 | 300 €
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3945 | 150 €

3946 | 150 €

3947 | 120 €
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3949 | 150 €

3950 | 100 €

3948 | 150 €

3952 | 100 €

3951 | 100 €

3953 | 150 €

3954 | 80 €
156

3955 | 150 €

AUSTRALIA

ex. 3956 | 150 €
P 3948

P 3949

P 3950

P 3951

P 3952

P 3953

P 3954

P 3955

P 3956

1916/1946 Destination NORWAY: Six covers (one registered) from various places in Australia
to various cities in Norway, with 1916 Renmark-Hedrum cover franked KGV. ½d. strip of
three and 1d., Passed by Censor, several covers with interesting frankings and postmarks
etc., in slightly mixed condition.

b

150,-

1916, POW MAIL: envelope with printed “POST/FREE” within a double circle and “SENDER'S
NAME, COMPANY AND ADDRESS” printed on flap (Emery PSPE 2), sent from Liverpool
Camp with full letter content enclosed (dated March 19th 1916) to Hannover in Germany.
On the frontside boxed “PASSED BY CENSOR, S.D.” in red and Lieut.Col. Sands cachet in blue.
Excellent condition. Very scarce!

b

150,-

1916/1917, AUSTRALIAN FORCES IN PALESTINE, group of three covers, comprising 2d black
KGV reg. envelope from Field Post Office D.M.I., 27.SP.17 (Deir el Balah, Gaza area), to
Alexandria Egypt; 2d black KGV reg. envelope from Aust.& N.Z.Army Corps Headquarters
Field PO, 9.AP.16, addressed to Capt. Gatt, El Jerdan and one stampless envelope from 3rd
Light Horse A.I.F. Field Post Office, 6.IV.17 (Gaza area), to Alexandria Egypt, all 3 covers with
appr. censor handstamps. F/VF condition.

b/GA

100,-

1916/1933/1942 Destination MEXICO: One picture postcard Sydney-Mexico City (1916), a
registered cover Adelaide-Mexico City (1933) and a censored registered cover from South
Brisbane to Guadalajara, with KGV. resp. KGVI. frankings, fine.

b

100,-

1917 Destination NORWAY: Censored registered cover from Brisbane to Christiania, Norway
via London, franked by Roo 3d. as well as KGV. ½d. and 1d. pair, all tied by “REGISTERED
BRISBANE/13 AU 1917” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, and on the reverse with London '29 SP
17' transit dater and 'Kristiania 7.10.17' arrival datestamp. Bottom perfs of one 1d. cut by SG 37 et
opening at right and cover with light traces of usage but still good.
al.

b

100,-

1918, POW envelope from German Concentration Camp Liverpool N.S.W. to Tientsin in
China, on the frontside appr. censor markings in violet and boxed slogan handstamp “BUY
WAR BONDS / THROUGH / CHINA & JAPAN / WAR SAVINGS ASSOCIATION / SHANGHAI”, on
reverse transit SHANGHAI Br.P.O., 21.MY.18, and arrival mark TIENTSIN Br.P.O., 24.MY.18.
Very unusual POW mail in F/VF condition.

b

150,-

1919 Destination ARGENTINA: Cover from Ballarat, Vic. to Buenos Aires franked by 1919
KGV. 1½d. black-brown horizontal pair tied by “BALLARAT/21 MAR 19” machine datestamp,
and on the reverse with Ballarat despatch c.d.s. and Buenos Aires '26 MAY 1919' arrival
dater. Cover with a little needle-hole (below franking), fine.
SG 51(2)

b

80,-

1921-47 Destination SWEDEN: Six insufficiently franked covers each with Swedish “Lösen”
label, four with Swedish definitives paying the postage due, sent from various places in
Australia, with KGV. 2d. or 1½d. and later frankings, good/fine.

b

150,-

1921-23 Destination GERMANY: Six covers from Melbourne to Halle, Germany including
four registered, franked by various Roos and/or KGV. definitives, in mixed condition. (T)

b

150,-
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3957 | 60 €

3958 | 150 €

3959 | 100 €

3961 | 300 €

3960 | 150 €
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3962 | 80 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3957

1924/1933, RETURNED REGISTERED LETTERS, two stampless preprinted O.H.M.S.
envelopes, comprising a registered cover (minor imperfections at backflap) from Dead
Letter Office Melbourne, 3.AP.24, to Surrey Hills and a locally addressed registered cover
from Dead Letter Office Brisbane, 21.FE.33, overall F/VF condition.

b

60,-

1925-49 Destination PHILIPPINES: Five covers to Manila (3), Santa Cruz and Silay, Philippine
Islands, with three registered, one censored (1941), with attractive frankings, one with
Melbourne “PREVENT BUSH FIRES” slogan datestamp (1939) etc., good/fine.

b

150,-

1927 Destination HAITI: Registered cover from Cairns to Port au Prince, Haiti via Brisbaine,
San Francisco and New York, franked Roo 6d. chestnut tied by “REGISTERED CAIRNS/9 AP
27” c.d.s., Reg. label on front, and on the reverse with respective transit datestamps as well
as Port Au Prince '27 MAI 27” arrival c.d.s. The 6d. adhesive with a few short perfs and cover
with minor imperfections but still good. A scarce destination!
SG 73

b

100,-

1928-55 Destination PERU: Five covers (two registered, one censored) and one picture
postcard (1928 Sydney) sent from various P.O.'s to Arequipa, Lima and Puerto Chicama-Casa
Grande, with fine frankings, interesting post and censor marks etc., in slightly mixed
condition.

b

150,-

1929-1950 Destination GERMANY: Group of 19 registered covers from various places
throughout Australia to Germany, with several good frankings as Kangaroo, KGV. (up to
1s4d.), 1934 'Victoria Centenary' 1s.(2), 1935 'Silver Jubilee' 2s. and others, multiple
frankings, also FDC's, two covers opened by German customs etc., good to very fine. (M)

b

300,-

1930 Destination DUTCH EAST INDIES: Two covers from Sydney to Macassar, Celebes 'Via
Sourabaya, Java' (endorsed), one 'Per Aerial Mail via Brisbane' and also endorsed 'Per S.S.
“Malabar”' franked KGV. 3d. ultramarine and 1929 Air 3d., the other franked KGV. 3d. and SG 86,
1d. green, fine.
100, 115

b

80,-

1931 Destination GUATEMALA: Registered cover from Adelaide to Puerto Barrios via New
York, franked by 1930 KGV. 1¢d. red-brown strip of three plus single tied by '20 OC 31' c.d.s.,
Reg. label alongside, various transit and '5 DIC 31' arrival datestamps on the reverse. The
last stamp at right with a tear at top and the long-size cover with a fold at left otherwise fine.
A scarce multiple franking, and a scarce destination. (T)
SG 97(4)

b

100,-

1931 Destination MANCHURIA: Registered cover from Sydney to DAIREN, Manchuria flown
by Special Air Mail Flight Australia-Netherlands Indies, franked by Roo 2s. in combination
with 1931 Air 6d. both tied by “REGISTERED SYDNEY/23 MY 31” c.d.s., Reg. and airmail
labels alongside, and on the reverse with special flight cachet in violet, special “Abel Tasman
Batavia-Centrum '27 MEI 1931” datestamp and Batavia transit c.d.s. The cover with minor SG 123 +
imperfections as ink blending (address) but still good.
110

b

150,-

1931/1940 Destination PARAGUAY: Two censored registered covers to Asuncion, one from
Sydney franked 1931 'Kingsford Smith Flights' 2d.(2) and 3d. plus KGV. 1d. green, the other
franked 1940 'Australian Forces' 6d. and sent from Brisbane, both with transit and arrival SG 199
backstamps, both lightly stained but still good.
et al.

b

100,-

P 3966

1931/1945 Destination ICELAND: Two covers to Reykjavik, Iceland, one from Sydney in
1931, the other from Scone, N.S.W., fine. A very scarce destination.

b

100,-

P 3967

1932 Destination HAWAII: Registered cover from Brisbane to Honolulu franked by Kangaroo
6d. brown, Wmk Mult Crown over A, tied by “REGISTERED BRISBANE/1 MR 32” c.d.s., Reg.
label and h/s alongside, and on the reverse with a second stroke of despatch c.d.s. as well
as Honolulu '18 MAR 1932' arrival datestamp, with a few little traces of usage/ageing but
still fine.
SG 107

b

100,-

1932-1940 Destination CHINA: 9 covers from various P.O.'s in Australia to China and
Hongkong, including three registered covers, a WWII covers censored, others with
interesting notes/handstamps/labels, slogan datestamps, good frankings as 1931 Air 6d.
sepia, 1937 'Found. of N.S.W.' 9d. or KGV. definitives, etc., sent to Canton (2), Harbin,
Hongkong (2) and Shanghai. (T)

b

200,-

P 3958

P 3959

P 3960

P 3961

P 3962

P 3963

P 3964

P 3965

P 3968
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3963 | 100 €

3964 | 150 €

3967 | 100 €
3965 | 100 €

3966 | 100 €

3968 | 200 €
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AUSTRALIA

ex. 3969 | 150 €

ex. 3970 | 250 €
3971 | 100 €

ex. 3972 | 200 €

ex. 3973 | 150 €
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3974 | 80 €

3975 | 100 €

3976 | 100 €

3977 | 100 €

3980 | 180 €

3979 | 100 €
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3978 | 100 €

AUSTRALIA
P 3969

P 3970

P 3971

P 3972

P 3973

P 3974

P 3975

P 3976

P 3977

P 3978

P 3979

P 3980

P 3981

1933-35 Destination GUATEMALA: Six covers from various places in Australia to San Antonio
Suchitepéquez, Guatemala, with three registered covers, one 1934 Philat. Exhibition
Melbourne envelope bearing three different “Centenary Australia” vignettes on back, and
others, in slightly mixed condition.

b

150,-

1935-55 Destination FINLAND: 12 covers from various P.O.'s in Australia to various places in
Finland, with air and registered mail, good and attractive frankings, slogan datestamps as
Olympic Games 1956, one insuff. franked cover (1948) with Finnish “Lösen” stamp, etc. (T)

b

250,-

1936 Destination ARGENTINA: Registered and censored cover from Mackay to Buenos Aires
franked by six singles of 1931 KGV. 1d. green tied by “MACHAY QUEENSLAND/31 DE 36”
c.d.s., Reg. label and censor h/s alongside, and on the reverse with despatc, various transit
(Brisbane et al.) and '8 MAR 37' arrival datestamps, fine and attractive.
SG 125(6)

b

100,-

1936-61 Destination SOUTH and CENTRAL AMERICA: 22 covers and one ppc to Argentina
(5), Bermuda, Bolivia (3), Brazil (2), British Guiana, Chile (2), Cuba, Panama Canal Zone (2),
St. Lucia (2), Uruguay (2) and Venezuela (2), in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

200,-

1936-51 Destination PACIFIC ISLANDS: 14 covers to Fiji (3), Tahiti, New Caledonia, Tonga,
Pitcairn Islands, Papua (2) and New Guinea (5), including first/special flight covers, FDC's,
ship mail, registered/censored covers, nice frankings etc., in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

150,-

1937 Destination PAPUA: Cover from Granville, N.S.W. to 'The Town Clerk, Port Moresby,
Papua' franked KGV. 2d. tied by '25 AP 37' c.d.s., Post Moresby '30 JE (37)' arrival dater
alongside, not deliverable and returned to sender with boxed “UNCLAIMED/PORT
MORESBY” and D.L.O. Port Moresby label (from top of front to back), arriving Brisbane
where it was handstamped with D.L.O. Brisbane in violet and a further label on back
cancelled by D.L.O. Brisbane '4 AU 37' c.d.s. An unusual cover.
SG 127

b

80,-

1937 Destination LEBANON: Registered cover f Townsville, Queensland to Beyrouth via
Brisbane, franked by 1937 'Found. of N.S.W.' 9d. purple tied by “REGISTERED TOWNSVILLE/7
OC 37” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, Brisbane '9 OC 37' transit dater as well as Beyrouth '8 XI
37' arrival c.d.s. on the reverse. Cover has been opened bit roughly (tear into back-flap) and
with little stains but still good.
SG 195

b

100,-

1937-49 Destination LEBANON: Four registered covers from Frenchs Road (N.S.W.),
Hurstville (N.S.W.) and Melbourne (2) to Beyrouth, all with respective despatch, transit and
arrival datestamps, good to fine. (T)

b

100,-

1937-47 Destination PALESTINE: Five covers from Australia to Bait Vegan, Haifa, Jerusalem
and Tel-Aviv, one registered, another censored, several with good frankings, also slogan
datestamps etc.

b

100,-

1938 Destination LEBANON: Registered cover from Perth to Beyrouth franked by 1933 KGV.
½d. orange block of nine plus single, all cancelled/tied by “REGISTERED PERTH WEST.N
AUSTRALIA/28 FE 38” c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, Beyrouth '21 MR 38' arrival c.d.s. on the SG 124
reverse. A most attractive multiple franking, and a good destination.
(10)

b

100,-

1938-52 Destination HAWAII: Five covers from various P.O.'s in Australia to Hawaii, with one
registered cover (lightly stained), another cover returned in 1938 with D.L.O. Melbourne
label on back, a 1947 aerogram franked Roo 2s. and 1944 Kookaburra 6d., and others, in
mixed condition. (T)

b

100,-

SG 91,
105;
Germany
P230 IA

GA

180,-

1939 Destination LEBANON: Registered cover from Perth to Beyrouth franked by 1936 KGV.
1½d. red-brown strip of four tied by “REGISTERED PERTH WEST.N AUSTRALIA/21 AUG 39”
c.d.s., Reg. label alongside, Beyrouth '8 XI 38' (maybe wrong month XI for IX?) arrival c.d.s.
on the reverse. A most attractive multiple franking, and a good destination.
SG 126 (4)

b

100,-

1939, incoming 15 pfg. reply part of German stationery double card from Victoria/Australia
(illegible postmark) addressed to Heinz Ehrman, Jerusalem, and bearing an additional 10m.
adhesive of Egypt postmarked “PORT SAID 1 MR 39”. At upper left endorsed “Heinz Ehrmann
has left Jerusalem for Melbourne”, franked with pictorials 3m. yellow-green and 7m. deep
violet and returned 14.4.39 to Australia. Upon arrival redirected locally by Australia 1½d.
purple “ST.KILDA RAIL 18 MY 39”. Message written in German on reverse. Despite the
routing is not quite clear and still leaves some questions, a most unusual and very rare fourcountry-combination!
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3981 | 100 €

3982 | 80 €

3984 | 80 €

3985 | 200 €

3983 | 100 €

3988 | 150 €
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AUSTRALIA

3987 | 200 €

3986 | 80 €

3990 | 80 €

3989 | 100 €

3991 | 100 €

3992 | 80 €
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P 3982

P 3983

P 3984

P 3985

P 3986

P 3987

P 3988

P 3989

P 3990

P 3991

P 3992

166

1939/1945 Destination COLOMBIA: Two interesting covers to Colombia, with 1937
illustrated 'Please rush this letter to:' cover from Belmont to Bogota franked KGVI. 1½d.
corner pair (Ash imprint), and 1945 censored registered cover Sydney-Bogota endorsed 'Sea
Mail to America, Air Mail Nth. America to Sth. America', fine.

b

80,-

1940 Destination CHINA: Two CENSORED airmail covers to Shanghai, one from South Yarra,
Vic. franked by six adhesives for 1s. tied by “SOUTH YARRA/29 NO 40” c.d.s., with censor
strip tied by framed “PASSED BY/CENSOR/V 111” h/s, native arrival dater on the reverse,
and cover from Melbourne franked 1s. tied “SHIP MAIL ROOM MELBOURNE/13 DE 40”
c.d.s., with censor label on back cancelled “PASSED BY/CENSOR/V 65” h/s, and with Shanghai SG 174
arrival datestamps. The later cover with minor imperfections but still a good/fine pair.
et al.

b

100,-

1940/1941 Destination PALESTINE: Censored 'Koala' ppc sent from Lismore to Jerusalem
bearing “PASSED BY CENSOR/S. 76” h/s plus censored airmail cover from Rhodes, N.S.W. to
Tel-Aviv with censor strip tied “PASSED BY CENSOR/S. 81”, no arrival datestamps.

b

80,-

1941-43 Destination ARGENTINA: Four censored registered covers to Buenos Aires, one
from Camperdown, N.S.W., others from Sydney, with some good frankings as 1938 QE 5s., SG 176
et al.
Roo 2s., QE 1d. corner block of three with Authority imprint etc., good/fine.

b

200,-

1941 Destination PALESTINE: Australian Field Post cover to Jerusalem franked KGVI. 3d. blue
tied by “AUST BASE P.O. No.1/8 NO 41” c.d.s., with “AUSTRALIAN/ARMY (5/2)/BASE P.O.” h/s
and numerals in m/s as well as square censor h/s “PASSED BY UNIT CENSOR/266” alongside,
and on the reverse with 'Base Army P.O. 4/9 NO 41' and F.P.O. '11 NO 41' datestamps. Cover
opened roughly but still good.
SG 186

b

80,-

1942/1946, WWII POW Mail: YMCA CHRISTMAS GREETING CARDS, group of 5 different
cards with Text in German, comprising 1942 KOALAS with single 6d 'kookaburra' for airmail
from Murchison to Germany; 1943 KANGAROO & JOEY with single 6d 'kookaburra' for
airmail from Murchison to Vienna; 1944 FLOCK OF SHEEP from Murchinson to Linz/Danube;
1945 COUNTRY ROAD (blemishes) from Tatura to Buenos Aires Argentina and scarce 1946
FENCED TRACK from Melbourne to Waidhofen Austria, all cards with appropriate censor
handstamps. COMPLETE SET of views in mostly F/VF condition.

b

200,-

1943, Australian P.O.W. in Japanese Camps: group of three Red Cross envelopes with thick
bar, comprising one envelope from Elsternwick with machine cancel from Melbourne, 7.
OCT.1943, addressed to JAVA CAMP; one envelope from Melbourne, 25.MAY 1943,
addressed to MALAYA CAMP and one undated envelope from Elsternwick addressed to
ZENTSUJI CAMP, Shikoku Island. All envelopes with appropriate censor handstamps. Scarce
group in F/VF condition.

b

150,-

1943, Australian P.O.W. in Japanese Camps: Red Cross envelope with thick bar, sent from
Melbourne, 16.AP.43, addressed to Dr. & Mrs. Hoefnagels, Central Hospital, Kwala Simpang
Sumatra, manuscript endorsement indicating redirection to “Belawan Estate Camp near
Medan” along with manuscript “ontvangen (received) Rantau Prapat 8 December 1944”,
censor handstamps at the frontside and australian censor-tape on reverse. F/VF condition.
Scarce mail to a Civilian Internment Camp!

b

100,-

1945 Destination CHINA: Two airmail cover franked 3s6d. and sent from Elwood, Vic. to Mrs
Jenny Stern in Shanghai, one franked 1937-45 definitives 1s.(x3) and 6d. tied by 'ELWOOD/...
NOV 45' c.d.s., the other franked 1937 1s6d. in combination with 1945 Kangaroo 2s. tied by
“ST. KILDA/5 DE 45” c.d.s., both with Shangahi arrival dater on the reverse. Both covers with SG 212,
traces of usage but still good/fine.
153a et al.

b

80,-

1946/1948 Destination CHINA: Two registered covers from New South Wales to Shanghai
franked 3s9d., with 1946 cover from Camperdown franked Roo 2s. and others tied
“CAMPERDOWN/8 MY 46” c.d.s., the other used in 1948 from Parramatta and franked by
1948 2s chocolate and others, cancelled by “PARRAMATTA/31 JY 48” c.d.s. Both covers with SG 153a,
respective transit and arrival datestamps on their back, good/fine.
212 et al.

b

100,-

1947 Destination CHINA: Airmail cover from Sydney to Shanghai franked 1937 1s6d. tied by
Sydney '5 MR 47' slogan datestamp, violet handstamp “NOT ELIGIBLE FOR/AERIAL MAIL.
FEE/DEFICIENT./SYDNEY NO. 2” with scarce fancy edges alongside, printed airmail label
crossed out, and on the reverse with Shanghai native handstamp, fine.
SG 153a

b

80,-

AUSTRALIA

Collections
Australian States
P 4000

P 4001

P 4002

1910/1912, INTERCHANGEABLE USAGE OF AUSTRALIAN STATES STAMPS: interesting collection with
20 covers/cards, comprising various combinations of mixed frankings from different states, included
is a cover with all six different state's stamps from Hobart, 13.OC.1910 (FIRST DAY that
interchangeability of stamps was allowed), a registered cover from Sydney, 19.DE.11, with seven
stamps including all six different states, furthermore one cover with 5 different states, one cover
and one postcard with 4 different states each and six covers with 3 different states. Also included is
registered mail, scarce commercial mail, mail to foreign destinations, i.a. picture postcard sent to
Funchal Madeira and other unusual specialities. Valuable postal history source in F/VF condition. (T)

b

500,-

1910/1912, INTERCHANGEABLE USAGE OF AUSTRALIAN STATES STAMPS: interesting collection
with ca.40 covers, cards and stationeries, all used outside of the issuing state. Included are various
postal stationeries with postcards, reply cards, envelopes, wrappers etc., furthermore single,
multiple and mixed frankings, registered mail, mail to foreign destinations, plenty of different
postmarks and other specialities. Rich postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)
b/GA

200,-

1911/1912, INTERCHANGEABLE USAGE OF AUSTRALIAN STATES STAMPS: interesting group with 13
postal stationeries, all of them uprated with stamps from different states. Included is a strong and
valuable part with 9 registered envelopes from New South Wales, predominantly addressed to
foreign destinations, in addition some postcards and envelopes from South Australia and
Queensland etc. Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (T)

GA

250,-

1901/1912, collection with ca.40 covers from the Early Federal Period, comprising single, multiple
and mixed frankings, registered mail, mail to foreign destinations, postmarks from small places,
disinfected (fumigated) registered cover from Sydney to New Zealand and other interesting items,
mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

300,-

1901-12, twelve illustrated (advertising) envelopes, sent to France, Germany, Tasmania and U.S.A.,
respectively, with several good frankings, one registered, another with US postage due, also
interesting postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (T)

b

200,-

1901-08 Three long-size printed envelopes sent from Sydney to Lyons, France per P&O R.M.S.
“India” (1901), P&O R.M.S. “Oceana” (1902) resp. Orient Line R.M.S. “Ortona” (1908), bearing high
frankings incl. various 6d. (yellow or orange), good to fine. (M)

b

100,-

1904-12, group of 22 picture postcards sent from various P.O.'s to Austria, Belgium (one with
postage due), England, Finland, Fiume, Germany, Hongkong, Italy (one with postage due), New
Zealand, Sweden and USA, or used inland, with several interesting postmarks, frankings etc. (T)

b

100,-

1909-12 Ten registered covers from N.S.W. to Germany, with good frankings (up to 10d. adhesives),
sent from Lismore, Redfern and Sydney, with provisional registration labels, illustrated envelope,
various postmarks etc., in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

200,-

g

80,-

GA

600,-

New South Wales
P 4003

P 4004

P 4005

P 4006

P 4007

New South Wales - Postage due stamps
P 4008

1891/1900, specialized collection with ca.45 used stamps, comprising a wide range of different
perforations, i.a. better values SG D2d, D3b, D3f, D10 c.t.o., furthermore interesting postmarks and
other useful material. F/VF condition. (T)

New South Wales - Postal stationeries
P 4009

1897/1907, Pictorial Issue: 1d red 'coat of arms' and 1 ½d blue postcard (ex H&G 19a/30b),
comprehensive collection with ca.60 used postcards, comprising many different views in various
colours, different admonitions and headings 'GREETINGS FROM', 'WITH CHRISTMAS GREETINGS'
& 'WITH NEW YEAR GREETINGS'. Included are domestic usages, many uprated cards to foreign
destinations (i.a. Argentina), postage due (Belgium, France), a vast array of interesting domestic
postmarks and other specialities. Excellent thematic content with views of bridges, waterfalls,
landscapes and buildings. Mostly F/VF condition. Recommended collection with plenty of useful
material! (M)

167

AUSTRALIAN STATES / NEW SOUTH WALES

ex. 4000 | 500 €
20 items

ex. 4001 | 200 €
40 items

ex. 4002 | 250 €
13 stationeries

ex. 4003 | 300 €
40 covers

ex. 4004 | 200 €
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ex. 4005 | 100 €

ex. 4007 | 200 €

ex. 4006 | 100 €
22 picture postcards

ex. 4008 | 80 €

ex. 4009 | 600 €
60 used postcards

ex. 4010 | 300 €
26 different unused cards
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NEW SOUTH WALES
P 4010

P 4011

P 4012

P 4013

P 4014

P 4015

P 4016

P 4017

1897/1907, Pictorial Issue 'Coat of Arms' 1d red postcard, collection of 26 different unused cards
with various admonitions, headings, views and colours, comprising H&G 19a (10), 19c (1), 21a (4),
27b (1), 28a (1), 30a (7) and 30b (2). F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content including bridges
(4), waterfalls (11), landscapes (6) and buildings (5). (M)

GA

300,-

1897/1898, Pictorial Issue: 1 ½d blue postcard with heading 'WITH NEW YEAR GREETINGS' (H&G
23b), four cards c.t.o. with triple oval 'N.S.W.', one card (view of G.P.O. Sydney Building) with
diagonal handstamp SPECIMEN and one card (view of Broken Hill, Silver Mines) with heading 'WITH
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS' (H&G 23a) and diagonal handstamp SPECIMEN; in addition 1d red 'coat of
arms' postcard with heading 'GREETINGS FROM' (H&G 19a), three cards c.t.o. with triple oval
'N.S.W.' and one card (view of Mossman's Bay, Sydney Harbour) with heading 'WITH NEW YEAR
GREETINGS' (H&G 19c) and diagonal handstamp SPECIMEN. All 10 pictorial cards were intended for
UPU distribution. F/VF condition. (T)

GA

100,-

1897, Pictorial Issue 'Coat of Arms' 1d red postcard with heading 'GREETINGS FROM' (H&G 19a),
selection with 12 of 18 recorded views, all cards uprated and used to foreign destinations (Germany,
Finland, France, Switzerland, GB and Cape of Good Hope), mostly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic
content including bridges (2), waterfalls (4), landscapes (3) and buildings (3). (T)

GA

150,-

1897, Pictorial Issue 'Coat of Arms' 1d red postcard with heading 'WITH CHRISTMAS GREETINGS'
(H&G 19b), selection with 10 of 18 recorded views, one card unused (G.P.O. Building Sydney), three
cards domestic usage, six cards to commonwealth or uprated to foreign destinations (stamps
removed from two cards), predominantly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content including
bridges (2), waterfalls (2), landscapes (3), buildings (2) and mining. (T)

GA

120,-

1897, Pictorial Issue 'Coat of Arms' 1d red postcard with heading 'GREETINGS FROM' (H&G 19a),
selection of 12 cards with view WATERFALLS, comprising four different views in 3 colours each.
Included are WEEPING ROCK, WENTWORTH FALLS in red-brown, black purple and black; COVETT'S
LEAP in purple, bluish black and greenish black; FAIRY DELL, MT.VICTORIA, BLUE MNTS. in redbrown, bluish black and greenish black and KATOOMBA FALLS in red-brown, black purple and bluish
black. All cards used, 8 cards uprated to foreign destinations, two cards to Germany resp. France
with postage due and two domestic usages, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

GA

200,-

1898, Pictorial Issue 1 ½d blue postcard, selection of six different views with heading 'WITH
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS' (H&G 23a), all cards used to foreign destinations (Germany, USA,
Netherlands), one card (Hawkesbury River Bridge) sent via Suez Egypt to Patras in Greece, mostly
F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content including waterfalls (3), bridge etc. (T)

GA

100,-

1898, Pictorial Issue 1 ½d blue postcard, selection of 9 different views with heading 'WITH NEW
YEAR GREETINGS' (H&G 23b), all cards used to foreign destinations (Germany, Netherlands, GB and
Hungary). F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content including waterfalls (3), buildings (3),
landscapes (2) and bridge. (T)

GA

150,-

1900/1912, comprehensive collection with ca.50 used postal stationery cards and reply cards,
comprising various issues 1d red 'coat of arms' and 1 ½d blue 'numeral', included are many attractive
and valuable items, i.a. ca.10 unsevered reply cards (three uprated), mostly with full message and
addressed to foreign destinations (Danzig etc.), further one uprated postcard with social message
from Sydney to Apia Samoa, another card with mounted photograph 'Tree Ferns on the Federal
Pass' from Newcastle to Bavaria, consular mail, various private imprints, interesting postmarks,
postage due items, two cards with ovp 'Specimen' and other useful material. Recommended postal
history source! (M)

GA

300,-

ex. 4011 | 100 €
10 cards
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ex. 4012 | 150 €
12 views

ex. 4013 | 120 €
10 views

ex. 4014 | 200 €
12 cards

ex. 4016 | 150 €
9 different views

ex. 4015 | 100 €

ex. 4017 | 300 €
ca. 50 used cards
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NEW SOUTH WALES / QUEENSLAND

ex. 4018 | 120 €
10 views
All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

ex. 4019 | 120 €
10 cards

ex. 4020 | 200 €
13 covers

ex. 4021 | 100 €

ex. 4022 | 500 €
68 cards
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ex. 4023 | 400 €
35 different views

ex. 4024 | 300 €
17 views

ex. 4026 | 300 €
16 views

ex. 4025 | 300 €
12 views

ex. 4027 | 400 €
15 views

ex. 4028 | 300 €
11 views
173

NEW SOUTH WALES / QUEENSLAND / SOUTH AUSTRALIA
P 4018

P 4019

1904/1905, Pictorial Issue 'Coat of Arms' 1d red postcard with heading 'GREETINGS FROM', six
cards with 3-lined admonition (H&G 27b) and four cards with 4-lined admonition (H&G 28a),
together 10 different views, mostly domestic usage, three cards uprated to foreign destinations, a
few cards with minor blemishes, predominantly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content
including bridges (2), waterfalls (2), landscapes (3) and buildings (3). (T)

GA

120,-

1907, Pictorial Issue 'Coat of Arms' 1d red postcard with divided admonition (H&G 30a) comprising
7 different views and the same issue with additional heading 'GREETINGS FROM' (H&G 30b)
comprising 3 different views, together 10 cards with ten different views. All cards used, five domestic
or commonwealth usages, five cards to foreign destinations (uprated or postage due), mostly F/VF
condition. Excellent thematic content including bridges (2), waterfalls (4), landscapes (2) and
buildings (2). (T)

GA

120,-

1901/1912, attractive group of 13 covers, comprising registered mail, i.a. scarce 3-color franking with
1d, 2 ½d and 1s QV on legal size envelope from Brisbane to Newcastle, Maine USA, further registered
covers to Germany, USA and Tasmania, ½d green QV strip of five on cover from Cairns to New York,
various types of postmarks from different places and other useful items. F/VF condition. (T)

b

200,-

1904-13, group of ten picture postcards sent from Brisbane (most cards), Cairns, O.K. Mines,
Thursday Island and Warwick to Austria, Belgium, Bosnia, Germany, Ireland, Italy (postage due),
New Zealand and Switzerland (postage due), one to Sydney, (T)

b

100,-

1898/1905, Pictorial Issue Medallion Portrait: 1d and 1 ½d (H&G 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15),
comprehensive collection with 68 cards (54 used, 14 unused) comprising 27 different views.
Included are predominantly domestic usages, further uprated cards to foreign destinations,
preprinted cards with commercial imprints, interesting postmarks etc., mostly F/VF condition,
some with characteristic discolouration as should be expected. Excellent thematic content including
agriculture, viticulture, animals (cattle, horses, sheep), mining (gold), bridges, buildings, landscapes,
tennis and other useful material. (M)

GA

500,-

1898, Pictorial Issue Medallion Portrait: 1d brown (H&G 10) complete collection with 35 different
views (including views on yellowish card, H&G 10a), except 2 unused cards (Mulgrave River and View
of Works, Mount Morgan) all cards used, predominantly domestic usages, some uprated to foreign
destinations (Belgium, Germany etc.), mostly F/VF condition, few with some characteristic
discolouration as should be expected. Excellent thematic content including agriculture, viticulture,
animals (cattle, dog, horses, sheep), mining (gold), ecology (water supplies) & tennis ('Botanic
Gardens' features a lawn tennis court & players with racquets). Complete series are rarely offered! (T)

GA

400,-

1898, Pictorial Issue Medallion Portrait: 1½d black (H&G 11) selection with 17 of the 18 recorded
views (except 'Loading Cane at North Isis Sugar Mill'), all cards used to foreign destinations
(Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, USA etc.), mostly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content
including agriculture, animals (cattle, dog, horses, sheep), mining, ecology (water supplies) and
other interesting topics. (T)

GA

300,-

1904, Pictorial Issue 'Available only for the Commonwealth, British New Guinea, New Zealand and
Fiji/...' Medallion Portrait, 1d chocolate-brown (H&G 12), selection with 12 of the 18 recorded
views, all cards used including five cards uprated to foreign destinations, i.a. 'Arrowroot Drying,
Coomera River' (uprated to Germany), 'Botanic Gardens' (features a lawn tennis court & players
with racquets), 'Corner Queen and Edward Streets...' (uprated to Ceylon!), 'Haystacks, and Lucerne..'
(uprated to Switzerland), 'Parliament House, Brisbane' (uprated to Germany), 'Ploughing &
Harvesting...' (uprated to Germany) and further interesting views and topics (agriculture, animals,
food, tennis etc.). Alan Griffiths at page 34 states “..used examples, particularly those uprated are
MOST UNCOMMON” (T)

GA

300,-

1906, Pictorial Issue with 'POST CARD' at Top Medallion Portrait 1d brown-purple (H&G 15),
selection with 16 of the 17 recorded views (except 'Jondaryan Woolshed, Loading Wool'), all cards
used, predominantly domestic usage or to GB/NZ, four cards uprated to Germany and one card
(Wheat Stripping..) to Chicago with USA postage due, mostly F/VF condition, a few cards with some
characteristic discolouration as should be expected. Excellent thematic content including
agriculture, viticulture, animals (cattle, horses), mining (gold) & tennis ('Botanic Gardens' features
a lawn tennis court & players with racquets). Rarely offered! (T)

GA

300,-

Queensland
P 4020

P 4021

Queensland - Postal stationeries
P 4022

P 4023

P 4024

P 4025

P 4026
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AUSTRALIA
P 4027

P 4028

1910, Black & White Views, 1d red postcard (H&G 19a), selection with 15 of ca.30 recorded views
(13 used, 2 cto), predominantly domestic usages to various destinations, one card to GB and one to
Switzerland, few cards with minor blemishes as should be expected. Included are the following
views: 'A Duck Pond, Botanic Gardens, Brisbane (cto); At Cleveland, a favourite watering place,
South Queensland; Botanic Gardens, Brisbane, from Parliament House (uprated to Switzerland);
Bush House, Botanic Gardens, Rockhampton, Central Queensland; Country Road, North
Queensland; Hauling Timber, Neurum Creek, South Queensland; Horseshoe Bend, Gympie, North
Coast Railway, South Queensland; In the Botanic Gardens, Brisbane; Irvinebank, an important
Mining Centre, North Queensland; Kamerunga State Nursery, near Cairns, North Queensland; Main
Avenue, Queensland University, Brisbane; Scene on the Maroochy River, South Queensland (cto);
Views of Maryborough, South Queensland; Views of Townsville, North Queensland and Whitsunday
Passage, North Queensland. Rich thematic content, i.a. mining, landscapes, plants, trees, animals
(ducks, horses), railway etc. Rarely offered! (T)

GA

400,-

1910, Black & White Views, 1d red postcard (H&G 19a), selection with 11 of ca.30 recorded views,
all cards unused in F/VF condition. Included are the following views: Bundaberg from the Water
Tower, South Queensland; Hauling Timber, Neurum Creek, South Queensland; Kamerunga State
Nursery, near Cairns, North Queensland; Mary River at Maryborough, North Coast Railway, South
Queensland; Neil Street, Toowoomba, Darling Downs, South Queensland; On a Queensland Sheep
Station; Sugar-cane, near Bundaberg, South Queensland; View of Cairns, North Queensland; Views
of Maryborough, South Queensland and Views of Townsville, North Queensland. Rich thematic
content, i.a. agriculture, plants, trees, animals (horses, sheep), landscapes, buildings etc. Rarely
offered! (T)

GA

300,-

1901/1912, collection with 23 covers (12 registered) from the Early Federal Period, comprising a
wide variety of postmarks (squared circles etc.), attractive and scarce frankings, i.a. “long stamp” 1s
brown (SG 275) single on registered O.H.M.S. cover (faults) from Adelaide to New York, further mail
to foreign destinations, i.a. cover from Kalangadoo to Bucarest in Romania and many other
interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

250,-

1902-11, group of 22 picture postcards sent to Austria, Belgium, Bosnia, England, Egypt, France,
Greece, Ireland, Japan and Luxemburg, or used inland, with nice pictures, views and scenes from
various places in South Australia, also interesting postmarks (Dead Letter Office etc.), insuff. franked
mail with postage due, (T)

b

100,-

1904-12 Six covers bearing various stamps of 1902-12 “POSTAGE” issues, from 3d. to 6d., including
small POSTAGE 3d. on cover to Austria, 6d. on cover to Tasmanis, large POSTAGE 3d. on registered
cover to Denmark and another on cover to USA as well as 6d. adhesives on tag to Germany and on
cover to Germany, good/fine. (T)

b

150,-

1900/1911 ca., collection with ca.40 used postal stationery cards and reply cards, comprising
domestic usages to various destinations, unsevered reply cards uprated to foreign destinations
(Ceylon etc.), underpaid cards with postage due, 1908 scenic issue with 6 different views, private
imprints and further interesting items, few cards with characteristic discolouration as should be
expected, mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

150,-

1908, Scenic Issue 1d QV postcard (H&G 8), selection with 15 of the 28 recorded views in various
colours, comprising 'ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL', 'CARTING FAR NORTH' (camels), 'CIRCULATING
LIBRARY ADELAIDE', 'CLARENDON', 'FAT BULLOCKS', 'GOVERNMENT BUTTER FACTORY', 'HINDLEY
STREET', 'ON THE MURRAY' (riverboat), 'PALM HOUSE BOTANIC GARDENS ADELAIDE', 'POULTRY
FARM', 'PRINCE ALFRED COLLEGE', 'SCHOOL OF MINES ADELAIDE', 'STACK OF WHEAT', 'VIEW OF
SOUTHERN RAILWAY' and 'WOOL CARTING'. All cards used, predominantly domestic usage, two
cards uprated to Germany. Excellent thematic content, i.a. animals (camels, cattle, horses),
agriculture, mining, railway, buildings, landscapes etc. F/VF condition. (T)

GA

300,-

1908, Scenic Issue 1d QV postcard (H&G 8), selection with 12 of the 28 recorded views in various
colours, comprising 'ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL', 'BRIDGE OVER HINDMARSH RIVER', CARTING FAR
NORTH' (camels), 'CIRCULATING LIBRARY ADELAIDE', 'CLARENDON', 'KOOKABURRA', 'ON THE
MURRAY' (riverboat), 'RUNDLE STREET', 'SAVINGS BANK', 'STACK OF WHEAT' and 'VIEW OF
SOUTHERN RAILWAY'. All cards unused in VF condition. Excellent thematic content, i.a. animals
(birds, camels, cattle, horses), agriculture, railway, bridges, buildings, landscapes etc. (T)

GA

250,-

South Australia
P 4029

P 4030

P 4031

South Australia - Postal stationeries
P 4032

P 4033

P 4034
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA / TASMANIA

ex. 4029 | 250 €
23 covers

ex. 4031 | 150 €
All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

ex. 4030 100 €
|

ex. 4032 | 150 €
40 used stationeries
176

ex. 4033 | 300 €
15 views

ex. 4034 | 250 €
12 views

AUSTRALIA

ex. 4036 | 200 €
20 covers

ex. 4035 | 100 €
22 postcards

ex. 4037 | 150 €
20 cards

ex. 4038 | 300 €
16 registered covers
177

TASMANIA / VICTORIA / WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Tasmania
P 4035

P 4036

1901/1912, group of 22 picture postcards sent to Austria, Belgium, Bosnia, England, France,
Germany, Natal, Penang and USA, or used domestic, with many lovely views, scenes etc. incl. a
folded Wallet Card with picture and advertising of Brisbane Hotel in Launceton inside (sent to
Germany in 1907), also nice frankings, various postmarks, insuff. franked mail etc. (T)

b

100,-

1902/1913, collection with ca.20 covers from the Early Federal Period, comprising single, multiple
and mixed frankings, registered mail, mail to foreign destinations, a 1903 cover from Devonport to
Hobart with “Tattersall” label, USA consular mail, various postmarks from smaller places and other
specialities, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

b

200,-

GA

150,-

1901-13 Collection of 16 registered covers sent to England, Germany, Japan, Java, Switzerland and
the U.S.A., or used within Australia, with nice frankings, various postmarks (not only from
Melbourne) etc., in slightly mixed condition. (A)

b

300,-

1901-12, group of 27 picture postcards depicting different views, scenes etc., all used and sent to
Algeria, Austria, Canada, China, England, Finland, France, Germany, New Zealand, Norway, Russia,
Sweden, Switzerland and the U.S.A., or used within Australia, with foreign postage due, Victoria
postmarks (not only Melbourne), etc., plus two foreign cards sent from Norway and Germany to
Australia. (T)

b

100,-

1902/1912, collection with 37 covers/cards from the Early Federal Period, comprising single,
multiple and mixed frankings, registered covers, illustrated commercial envelopes, 'Late Fee'
postage, returned mail, consular mail, letters to foreign destinations, various postmarks from
smaller places and many other interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

250,-

g/d

200,-

GA

500,-

b

100,-

Tasmania - Postal stationeries
P 4037

1900/1912 ca., collection with ca.20 mostly used postal stationery cards and reply cards, comprising
domestic usages to various destinations, uprated cards to foreign destinations, i.a. from Swansea
via maritime mail 'Kjobenhavn-Warnemünde' to Bad Kreuznach in Germany (unusual routing!),
from Hobart to Austria with postage due, further 1d orange-red QV illustrated souvenir card for the
Tasmanian International Exhibition, 1d red KEVII postcard with advertising imprint 'Charles Dickens'
Christmas Entertainments, a few cards CTO for U.P.U. distribution and further interesting items,
some cards with characteristic discolouration as should be expected, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

Victoria
P 4038

P 4039

P 4040

Victoria - Postage due stamps
P 4041

1890/1909, specialized collection with ca.130 used stamps, comprising valuable items, i.a. SG D7
(3), D10 and D20 each c.t.o., many issues collected with upright + inverted watermarks, further
various colour-shades, many interesting postmarks, a Great Britain 1d QV uprated pse (frontside)
from London to Caulfield with postage due and plenty other useful material. VF condition. (M)

Victoria - Postal stationeries
P 4042

1895/1912 ca., comprehensive collection with ca.65 mostly used postal stationery cards and reply
cards, comprising many valuable items, i.a. 1900 'Commemoration Commonwealth' issue (H&G 23)
in various colors with domestic usages (incl. R.P.O.) or uprated to foreign destinations, 'American
Fleet' postcard (H&G 31) used with full message addressed to U.S.S. Nebraska at Manila Philippines,
the same card also unused and CTO Melbourne, in total ca.15 different cards CTO for U.P.U.
distribution. Furthermore several advertising cards 'Havelock Tobacco, Foster's Beer' (H&G 16),
preprinted commercial cards, different types of postmarks, artist work with handpainted postcards
and other useful material, mostly F/VF condition. Recommended postal history source! (M)

Western Australia
P 4043
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1902-11, group of 17 picture postcards depicting different views, scenes etc. from various places in
Western Australia, all used and sent to Austria, Belgium, Bohemia, Bosnia, England, French
Indochina, Germany, India, Natal, New Zealand, Portugal and The Netherlands, or used inland, with
postage due, various postmarks and frankings etc., one card to Hanoi creased, good to very fine
else. (T)

AUSTRALIA

ex. 4039 | 100 €
27 postcards

ex. 4040 | 250 €
37 items

ex. 4041 | 200 €

ex. 4042 | 500 €
65 cards

ex. 4043 | 100 €
17 postcards
179

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

ex. 4044 | 300 €
45 cards

ex. 4047 | 1.500 €
ACSC ca. 20.000,- AUS$

ex. 4048 | 250 €
ACSC ca. 4.000,- AU$

ex. 4045 | 500 €
60 items

ex. 4049 | 800 €
ACSC ca. 10.000,- AU$

ex. 4046 | 400 €
32 items
180

ex. 4050 | 500 €
ACSC ca. 7.000,- AU$

AUSTRALIA

Western Australia - Postal stationeries
P 4044

1900/1912 ca., collection with ca.45 used postal stationery cards and reply cards, comprising
domestic usages and uprated cards to foreign destinations, included are valuable items, i.a.
'American Fleet' commemorative card (H&G 12) used with machine cancel from Perth to Leederville,
scarce 1d blue with heading “Availablable only for the Commonwealth..” (H&G 9) CTO with 4-ring
cancel for U.P.U. distribution and further CTO applications. Also included are private imprints,
different types of postmarks and other interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

300,-

Australia
P 4045

P 4046

P 4047

P 4048

P 4049

P 4050

1913/1966, AUSTRALIAN STATE'S STAMPS SUBSEQUENT USAGE: interesting collection with ca.60
covers, cards and stationeries from Australian States, all used after the introduction of Australia's
first kangaroo issues. Included are plenty of commercial usages from 1913 due to depletion of
remaining stamp stocks, furthermore later usages with registered mail, censored covers, airmail,
better postmarks from remote places (Lord Howe Island etc.), picture postcards, attractive philatelic
mail, i.a. Queensland 5 x 1d QV on 1966 cover from Brisbane, mixed frankings from different states
and many other specialities. Highly recommended postal history source! (M)
b/GA

500,-

1913/1920, KANGOROO + AUSTRALIAN STATES MIXED POSTAGE: collection with 32 covers, cards
and stationeries, comprising mixed frankings of Australia's kangoroo issue with stamps from
Australian States in various combinations. A vast majority of items are from 1913, mostly commercial
mail with franking combinations due to depletion of remaining stocks from the Federal States, i.a.
uprated stationery cards and envelopes, further picture postcards, registered mail and a few items
philatelic mail with multiple states combinations. Very attractive postal history source in mostly F/
VF condition. (M)
b/GA

400,-

1913/1919, KANGAROO THIRD WATERMARK (SG 35-45), comprehensive and substantial
specialized collection with ca.200 used stamps, comprising all values from ½d - 2£ in various
quantities, included are pairs, blocks of four (10 items from 2d - 2s), different types and dies, wmk
sideways (1s), wmk inverted (14 items, i.a. 6d, 9d and 2s), margin stamps with parts of printing
inscriptions, plate flaws (6d ‚broken leg of kangaroo‘), furthermore scarce colours and shades, i.a.
2s aniline red-brown (BW 37G), many attractive postmarks and other useful material. Also
enclosed are five top values 10s, 1£ (3 items) and 2£ each used with telegraph punch hole
(excluded from the total catalogue value given below and may be estimated individually from
buyer‘s own perspective). Attractive and highly recommended collection in mostly F/VF
condition. ACSC (for SG 35-44) ca.20.000.-AU$ (M)

g

1913/1915, 2d grey KANGAROO PLATE VARIETIES, specialized collection with ca.30 used stamps
(predominantly 2d grey, 3rd watermark, SG 35), comprising more than 20 stamps with plate
varieties listed and sorted according to BW catalogue, i.a. scarce variety “substituted cliché at
position 1L55” [BW 7-1 kb, 2 items (one example defective and excluded from total catalogue value
given below)]; also included variety “retouched left frame” (BW 7-1 k, 2 items); “BENCE for PENCE”
(BW 7-1 p); “deformed 'LIA' in AUSTRALIA” (BW 7-1 l) and many other interesting items. Furthermore
several stamps with unlisted varieties (probably worth a catalogue entry). Recommended source
for specialized collectors in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC (listed items only) ca.4000.-AU$ (M)

g/d

250,-

1913/1914, KANGAROO FIRST WATERMARK (SG 1-16), specialized collection with ca.270 used stamps,
comprising all values from ½d - 5s in various quantities, included are pairs, strips, blocks of four (6d,
1s etc.) and larger multiples, furthermore different types/dies, wmk sideways (1d), wmk inverted (3d,
5 items; 1s, 2 items), plate flaws (½d 'ROSTAGE') etc., perforation varieties, colours/shades, postmarks
incl CTO items (4d, 6d, 5s) and other useful material. Also enclosed are the top values 10s, 1£ and 2£
(SG 14-16) each used with telegraph punch hole (excluded from the total catalogue value given below
and may be estimated individually from buyer's own perspective). Attractive and recommended
collection in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC (for SG 1-13) ca.10.000.-AU$ (M)

g

800,-

1913/1914, KANGAROO SECOND WATERMARK (SG 24-30), specialized collection with ca.50 used
stamps, comprising all values from 2d - 5s in various quantities, included are pairs, blocks of four (2
½d, 6d); furthermore 9d violet with INVERTED watermark (RR!), used with violet oval handstamp
from Telephone Accounts Branch Brisbane (BW 25 a; ACSC 2500.-AU$); also included 2s brown (3
items) and 5s grey/yellow (3 items) and two further 5s stamps with punch hole (excluded from total
catalogue value below!). Attractive collection in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.7000.-AU$ (M)

g/d

500,-

1.500,-
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ex. 4051 | 300 €
ACSC ca. 4.000,- AU$

ex. 4052 | 300 €
22 covers

ex. 4054 | 200 €
ACSC ca. 2.500,- AU$

ex. 4053 | 400 €
16 covers

ex. 4055 | 200 €
ACSC 2.500,- AU$

ex. 4056 | 400 €
35 covers
182

ex. 4057 | 400 €
34 single frankings; ACSC 4.000,- AU$

AUSTRALIA
P 4051

P 4052

P 4053

P 4054

P 4055

P 4056

P 4057

1913/1914, 1d KANGAROO PLATE VARIETIES (Sg 2 var), specialized collection with ca.75 used
stamps, comprising more than 50 stamps with plate varieties listed and sorted according to BW
catalogue, i.a. several items with 'ROSTAGE for POSTAGE' (BW 2-B d), 'flaw west of Tasmania' (BW
2-B fa, 4 items), 'extra island' (BW 3-E d, 2 items) together with substituted cliche (BW 3-E db, 2
items); furthermore cracked electro (BW 4-G la) and many other interesting plate flaws. Also
included are more than 20 stamps with unlisted varieties (probably worth a catalogue entry).
Recommended source for specialized collectors in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC (listed items only)
ca.4000.-AU$ (M)

g

300,-

1913/1914, ½d and 1d KANGAROO, FIRST WATERMARK (SG 1+2), collection with 22 covers,
comprising domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations, single, multiple and mixed frankings,
registered mail etc. Included are two covers from Melbourne each with 5 x ½d multiple franking to
Duisburg in Germany resp. to Bridgeport USA with censor 'PASSED'; ½d with INVERTED wmk
together with pair 1d from Mourilyan to Vienna Austria; two registered covers each with 4 x 1d
multiple franking from Brisbane to Melbourne resp. from South Leichhardt to London; a further
registered cover with multiple franking 7 x 1d (block of 6 + single) from Oakbank (squared circle) to
Adelaide; 5 x 1d on double rate cover with cds 'ENGLISH MAIL T.P.O./OUT/VICTORIA' to Germany;
two covers from Kilmore/Victoria resp. from Ten Mile/Vic. - both with mixed franking ½d + 2 x 1d
and addressed to USA each; furthermore 1d on underpaid covers to Germany with postage due
handstamps, 1d single on mourning cover to Ireland, 1d pair on late fee mail to New Zealand and
other interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

300,-

1913/1914, ½d to 6d KANGAROO, FIRST WATERMARK (SG ex 1/9), collection with 16 covers,
comprising domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations, single, multiple and mixed frankings,
registered mail etc., i.a. 2d grey single on business envelope from 'Great Western Vineyards' to
London (full content enclosed with original signature from Hans Irvine, australian viticulture icon), a
further 2d grey single on business cover to Switzerland; ½d and 2d mixed franking on covers from
Sydney to USA resp. to the red cross committee in Geneva Switzerland; 2 ½d indigo single on cover
from Sydney addressed to General Kamphoevener Pasha (Marshal of the Ottoman Empire) in
Alexandria Egypt, 2 x 2 ½d indigo multiple franking on double rate covers to Germany or USA and the
same franking used on registered cover from Toowoomba to New Zealand; furthermore 3d olive +
1d red on registered cover from Goondiwindi; 4d orange single on registered cover from Warra, 4d
orange + 1d red on double rate censored envelope to Belgium; 5d chestnut single on large size
envelope from Sydney to USA and 6d ultramarine single on registered cover from Melbourne to
England. A few items with minor blemishes otherwise mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.5500.-AU$ (M)

b

400,-

1913/1914, 1d KING GEORGE V ENGRAVED (SG 17), specialized collection with ca.40 used stamps
and four covers/cards, comprising examples in different colours/shades, one block of 4 from right
margin CTO Melbourne, 5.DE.13, and one stamp CTO Melbourne, 17.JY.14; further one horizontal
strip of six from upper margin with Plate-No.2 and several examples with plate flaws. Also included
1d single on picture postcard to London; 1d single on cover from Melbourne to Linton and two
covers each with mixed franking 2 x 1d + ½d kangaroo from Brisbane resp. Sydney to Germany.
Interesting postal history source in F/VF condition. ACSC ca.2500.-AU$ (M)
g/d/b

200,-

1914, 6d maroon KOOKABURRA (SG 19), collection with 35 used stamps, comprising multiples, i.a.
one block of 6 used in Perth, one stamp with vertical DOUBLE PERFORATION at left (BW 60b), one
example with remarkable PRE-PRINT PAPER FOLD, further numerous attractive postmarks incl.
Allora/Queensland in blue, stamps in various color-shades etc. Interesting source for specialized
collectors in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC 2500.-AU$+ (M)

200,-

g

1915/1952, AUSTRALIA + AUSTRALIAN STATES MIXED POSTAGE: collection with 35 covers, cards
and stationeries, comprising mixed frankings with stamps from Australia + Australian States in
various combinations. Included are late usages of stamps and envelopes from QV era, uprated
stationery cards and envelopes, KGV and KGVI issues, multiple states combinations, registered mail,
airmail covers, censored mail and many other interesting items. Attractive postal history source
with plenty of unusual items in mostly F/VF condition. (M)
b/GA

400,-

1915/1932, ½d - 5d KING GEORGE V (SG ex 20/130), comprehensive 'SINGLE FRANKING' collection,
comprising 34 different stamps used as single franking on cover. Included are stamps in various
colours, denominations and watermarks with domestic usages and on mail to foreign destinations,
i.a. 4d lemon-yellow (SG 22b) on reg. cover from East Perth/W.A. to Brighton in England, 4d violet
(SG 64) on commercial cover from Melbourne, 4d yellow-olive (SG 91) on 'Late Fee' cover from
Melbourne to Germany, 1d green, die 2 (SG 95b) on cover from Brisbane to Hemmant, 4 ½d violet
(SG 103) on airmail cover from Port Hedland/W.A. to Perth and many other interesting and valuable
items. A few envelopes with minor traces of usage, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Recommended
postal history source. ACSC 4.000.-AU$+ (M)

400,-

b
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ex. 4058 | 150 €

ex. 4059 | 350 €
16 covers; ACSC ca. 4.500,- AU$

ex. 4061 | 300 €
24 covers; ACSC 3.500,- AU$

ex. 4062 | 120 €
14 covers

ex. 4063 | 150 €
15 items
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ex. 4060 | 300 €
23 covers; ACSC 3.500,- AU$

AUSTRALIA
P 4058

P 4059

P 4060

P 4061

P 4062

P 4063

1915/1925, PARCEL POST: interesting selection of ca.60 stamps on 13 pieces of parcel post mail,
comprising 1s kangaroo (3rd wmk) with attractive multiples (strips of 3, 4 or 5) tied by various parcel
postmarks, i.a. from Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney; one piece with 2 x 4d KGV and 2 x 2s kangaroo
tied by oval 'Russell Street/Victoria. Also included is an unusual large size wrapper franked with 2d
KGV, 6d kangaroo (defective) and 1s kangaroo, tied by oval 'Chief Parcel Office/Melbourne' addressed
to Sydney. Remarkable and rarely offered postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b/d

150,-

1915, 2d and 2 ½d KANGAROO, SECOND WATERMARK (SG 24+25), collection with 16 covers,
comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings to foreign destinations, registered and censored
mail, i.a. 2d single on late fee cover to England and a second cover with single 2d from Melbourne
to Calgary in Canada; three censored covers with mixed franking 2d and ½d KGV each from Adelaide
to USA; 2 ½d single on covers to France, Switzerland and USA; 2 ½d pairs on late fee cover from
Adelaide to New York resp. on censored double rate cover from Melbourne to Switzerland; 3 x 2 ½d
multiple franking (one stamp defective) on triple rate long size envelope from Sydney to New York;
2½d pair and ½d KGV mixed franking on registered censor cover from Newcastle to USA and scarce
combination 2d + 2 ½d together with 1d KGV on registered cover (shortened at left) from Charing
Cross to Los Angeles. Few items with minor (or described) blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF
condition. ACSC ca.4500.-AU$ (M)

b

350,-

1915/1917, 2d to 6d KANGAROO, THIRD WATERMARK (SG ex 35/38), collection with 23 covers,
comprising exclusively single, multiple and mixed frankings with kangaroo stamps, except one
cover only mail to foreign destinations, i.a. 2d single franking on large size printed matter envelope
“PHOTOGRAPHS” from Flemington to Cairo in Egypt (R!), one further single 2d on cover from
Melbourne to Canada; several censored covers with single 2 ½d to USA, 2 ½d pair on registered
cover from Perth to London; one domestic usage with single 3d on Late Fee/Adelaide cover to
Sydney; four covers with single 3d to Czechoslovakia, Germany or USA; 2 ½d and 3d mixed franking
(3 items) incl. a late fee cover from Melbourne to San Franciso, one registered cover to USA and one
illustrated (Craven's) registered envelope from Bundle-Street Adelaide to Colchester in England; 2 x
3d multiple franking on late fee cover from Sydney to USA; three registered covers with single 6d
from Northcote to Italy, from Innisfall to France and from Haymarket to Switzerland; finally one
registered cover with 3d and pair 6d from Sydney to Los Angeles. A few items with minor blemishes,
otherwise mostly F/VF condition. ACSC 3500.-AU$+ (M)

b

300,-

1915/1917, 2d to 6d KANGAROO, THIRD WATERMARK (SG ex 35/38) + KING GEORGE V., collection
with 24 covers, comprising various franking combinations between kangaroo & KGV stamps.
Included are five domestic usages and 19 covers sent to foreign destinations, registered mail (13
items) and censored mail, i.a. 2d roo + 3 x 1d KGV on censored double rate cover from Mosman to
Switzerland; 3d roo + 2d orange KGV on reg. cover from Toodyay to Fremantle and the same
combination on reg. cover from Sarina to Guernsey Channel Islands; 3d roo + ½d KGV on reg. cover
from Iguana Creek/Vic. to Sydney; 3d and 6d roo + 1d and 2d KGV on reg. cover from Launceston to
New Zealand; pair 3d roo + 1d and 4d KGV on reg. envelope from Sydney to Czechoslovakia; 2d and
3d roo + 3d green airmail stamp on reg. airmail cover from Adelaide via Perth to England; 6d roo +
2 x 2d KGV on quadruple rate long size envelope from Sydney to USA and further valuable and
interesting items. A few covers with minor blemishes as should be expected, otherwise mostly F/VF
condition. ACSC (unchecked for types, shades, varieties etc.) ca.3500.-AU$ (M)

b

300,-

1918/1922, 1 ½d black-brown and 1 ½d red-brown (shades) KGV, third wmk 'Crown over A' (SG
58-60), selection of 14 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, registered mail,
domestic usages and mail to various foreign destinations, i.a. 1 ½d black-brown (SG 58) together
with ½d green and 4d orange KGV on reg. cover from Sydney to USA; 1 ½d red-brown (SG 59)
together with 1 ½d brown KGV (SG 52) and 1d red KGV very unusual and scarce mixed franking on
cover from Port Pirie to Germany; 1 ½d single on underpaid covers to Hollywood each with USA
postage dues; 2 x 1 ½d bright red-brown (SG 60) on underpaid cover to Belgium and other interesting
items. A few envelopes with blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (T)

b

120,-

1919/1920, 1 ½d black-brown and 1 ½d red-brown KGV, large multiple wmk (SG 51 + SG 52),
collection with 15 covers/cards, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, registered mail,
domestic usages and mail to various foreign destinations, i.a. 1 ½d black-brown (SG 51) with
horizontal pair on cover to France and one strip of 3 together with 2 x ½d KGV on censor cover from
Adelaide to USA; 1 ½d red-brown (SG 52) single on illustrated envelope “NSW Country Press
Cooperative” from Sydney to Singleton; 3 x 1 ½d + 4d orange KGV on reg. cover from Horsham/Vic.
with manuscript registration marking “Vectis South” to Germany (R!); 3 x 1 ½d and 1d KGV on 'Late
Fee' cover from Adelaide to Switzerland; two large size envelopes with multiple mass franking 7 x 1
½d resp. 12 x 1 ½d from Sydney to Philadelphia USA and other interesting material. A few items
with minor blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

150,-

185

ex. 4064 | 250 €

ex. 4066 | 150 €
26 covers

ex. 4065 | 200 €
15 illustrated envelopes

ex. 4068 | 250 €
13 covers
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ex. 4067 | 200 €

ex. 4070 | 300 €
12 registered covers

AUSTRALIA

ex. 4071 | 300 €
18 covers

ex. 4069 | 200 €
20 items

ex. 4073 | 120 €
12 covers
ex. 4072 | 200 €
ACSC ca. 2.700,- AU$

ex. 4074 | 100 €
18 covers

ex. 4075 | 300 €
ACSC ca. 4.000,- AU$

ex. 4077 | 700 €
450 used stamps; ACSC ca. 10.000,- AU$

ex. 4076 | 200 €
17 covers; ACSC ca. 3.000,- AU$
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P 4065

P 4066

P 4067

P 4068

P 4069

P 4070

P 4071

188

1920/1938 Nine registered covers from Victoria to Germany, all franked by Kangaroos, mostly in
combination with KGV. definitives, sent from Burwood, Horsham, Melbourne (various P.O.'s) and
Prahran, good/fine. (T)

b

250,-

1920/1937, ADVERTISING ENVELOPES, selection of 15 illustrated envelopes with various
advertisements, comprising domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations, airmail and registered
mail, i.a. reg.cover 'Barnet Glass Tyres' from Kellerberrin to Perth, 'The N.S.W. Country Press
Cooperation Co.Ltd.' cover from Sydney to Singleton, reg.cover 'Cooinoo, Turramurra' to England,
cover from 'Nobles Ltd. Transport & Customs' Brisbane to England, 'Lister Oil Engine' cover from
Brisbane to New York, 'The NSW Bookstall' cover from Sydney to USA; furthermore covers from
'Bennett & Wood Sydney', 'Stott's Business College Melbourne', 'Hygienic Baby Carriages
Melbourne', 'Queensland Machinery Co.Ltd.', 'The Herald Broadcasting Station' and other
interesting items. Very attractive postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

200,-

1920/1928, 2d KING GEORGE V, third wmk 'Crown over A' (SG 62+63+78), collection with 26 covers,
comprising 2d orange (SG 62, 11 covers), i.a. 2d pair on illustrated commercial envelope 'The
Austral.Engineering Supply Co.Ltd.' from Sydney to Switzerland, 2d block of six on legal size envelope
from Sydney to Philadelphia USA, 2d as part of a 5-colour franking on registered cover from Port
Adelaide to France etc.; further 2d red (SG 63, 10 covers), i.a. 2d single on underpaid covers to India
resp. USA, each with postage due, 2d multiple franking on covers to Germany or USA, 2 x 2d red, 2d
orange and 2 x ½d green KGV on registered cover from Roma to Dunedin New Zealand etc.; 2d redbrown (SG 78, 5 items), i.a. 2d + 2 x ½d orange KGV on cover from Strathfield/N.S.W. to Addis Abeba
in Ethiopia and various mixed franking combinations on covers to Europe. A few items with traces
of usage, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Attractive postal history source. (M)

b

150,-

1921-39 Six registered covers from New South Wales to Germany, all franked Kangaroos, three in
combination with KGV., one with later issue, sent from Jindera (provisional Reg. label), St. Marys
and Sydney, good/fine. (T)

b

200,-

1921/1924, 4d KING GEORGE V, third wmk 'Crown over A' (SG 64+65+80), selection of 13 covers,
comprising 4d violet (SG 64, 2 covers), i.a. 4d + 2d orange KGV on 'Late Fee' cover from Spencer St./
Vic. to Germany and ½d, 1d, 1 ½d, 2d and 4d (5-colour franking!) on reg. cover from Woomelang/
Vic. to Vienna in Austria; 4d ultramarine (SG 65, 9 covers), i.a. 4d single on covers to Czechoslovakia,
Germany, Romania and USA, two registered covers each with mixed franking 4d + 3d kangaroo from
Brighton to Durban South Africa resp. from Fremantle to Treviso in Italy and one registered cover
with very unusual mixed franking 1d rose KGV engraved, 1 ½d KGV, 4d KGV and 2 ½d kangaroo from
Adelaide to Trieste in Italy; 4d olive (SG 80, 2 covers), i.a. 4d + 2d red-brown KGV on reg. cover to
Austria and 4d + ½d orange KGV from Toowoomba to Keetmanshoop in SW Africa (R!). A few covers
with minor traces of usage, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Attractive and valuable postal history
source. ACSC 2500.-AU$++ (T)

b

250,-

1922/1924, 1d violet KING GEORGE V (SG 57), collection with 20 covers/cards, comprising single,
multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, domestic usages and mail to various
foreign destinations, i.a. single franking on printed matter cover from Homebush/N.S.W. to Java;
one horizontal strip of 6 on local cover Fremantle; 1d + ½d KGV on wrappers from Melbourne to
USA; 1d + 3 x 1 ½d green KGV on reg. cover from Hurlstone Park/N.S.W. to New Zealand; 1d + 2d
KGV on underpaid cover from Sydney to Switzerland with swiss postage dues; 1d block of four + ½d
KGV on reg. cover from Castlereagh Street/N.S.W. to Footscray, 1d + 5d KGV on double rate cover
from Adelaide to Germany and other interesting items. Attractive postal history source in mostly F/
VF condition. (T)

b

200,-

1923/1937 Group of 12 registered covers to Germany, all franked by KGV. definitives up to 1s4d.,
including three covers bearing 4½d. violet, multiple frankings etc., from various P.O.'s throughout
Australia, good/fine. (M)

b

300,-

1923/1929, 6d chestnut KANGAROO, THIRD WATERMARK (SG 73), collection with 18 covers,
comprising 11 registered covers (single franking each) to foreign destinations, i.a. from Rundle St.
Adelaide to Libau in Latvia(R!) and 5 further covers to Europe (Austria, France, Switzerland and
Holland); five covers from Sydney(2 items), Castlereagh Street, Penguin/Tas. and Toowoomba to
USA each; also included one domestic usage from Russell Street Melb. to Sydney; furthermore two
registered covers with mixed franking 6d roo and 1 ½d KGV from Collins St. Melbourne to
Czechoslovakia and from Flinders Naval Base to Footscray; one registered cover with 6d roo and 2d
KGV from Coongan to Perth; 6d roo and 3d KGV on airmail cover from Sydney via Karachi to Austria;
one airmail cover with remarkable combination 3 x 6d roo, 3d KGV and 2 x 3d green airmail stamp
from Melbourne to Germany and one large size envelope with 6d roo, 1 ½d and 3d KGV from
Sydney to New York. A few items with mostly minor traces of usage, otherwise F/VF condition. ACSC
ca.2800.-AU$ (M)

b

300,-

AUSTRALIA
P 4072

P 4073

P 4074

P 4075

P 4076

P 4077

P 4078

1923/1924, KANGAROO THIRD WATERMARK / NEW COLOURS (SG 73-75), interesting collection
with 30 used stamps, comprising 6d chestnut (22 items) in various shades, one block of 8 (2x4) from
top margin with cds Clifton Hill and one stamp with variety 'broken leg of kangaroo'; also included
2s maroon (3 items) and top value 1£ grey (4 items), one further example of 1£ grey with telegraph
punch hole (excluded from total catalogue value given below!). Substantial assortment in mostly F/
VF condition. ACSC ca.2700.-AU$ (T)

g

200,-

1923/1924, 1 ½d green KGV, third wmk 'Crown over A' (SG 61), selection of 12 covers, comprising
single, multiple and mixed frankings, registered mail, domestic usages and mail to various foreign
destinations, i.a. single franking on maritime mail cover from Adelaide along with boxed 'PAQUEBOT'
pmk to Melbourne; 1 ½d triple franking on reg. cover from Perth to London; furthermore 3 covers
each with 4 x 1 ½d multiple franking incl. one long size envelope from Southbrook/Queensland to
Germany, one reg. cover from Melbourne to USA and one illustrated envelope 'The United Insurance
Co.Ltd.' from Perth to Broome; 6 x 1 ½d scarce multiple franking on envelope from Wirraminna
(squared circle pmk) to Sydney and further interesting material. Few envelopes with blemishes,
otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (T)

b

120,-

1924/1926, 1 ½d scarlet KGV, third wmk 'Crown over A' (SG 77), collection with 18 covers, comprising
single, multiple and mixed frankings, domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations, i.a. single on
cover from Melbourne to Keetmanshoop SWA, a further single usage on cover from Singleton to
Croydon, unclaimed with D.L.O. Sydney label on reverse; 1 ½d double franking on several covers to
Germany, 3 x 1 ½d on registered cover from Crystal Brook (squared circle) to England and a similar
franking on reg. cover from Brisbane to Dunedin with New Zealand “OFFICIALLY SEALED” tape;
furthermore various mixed frankings on registered covers from Gulgong /N.S.W., Tumut/N.S.W.,
New Norfolk/Tas. etc. A few items with blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Interesting
postal history source! (T)

b

100,-

1926/1932, KING GEORGE V. - ASH IMPRINTS: collection with 19 used pairs and blocks of four with
ASH imprints, comprising many valuable items, i.a. 4½d violet pair (SG92) with cds Kew/Vic., blocks
of four 4d yellow-olive and 5d orange-brown (SG102+103a) each with cds Perth/W.A., further
blocks of four 2d on 1½d scarlet and 5d on 4½d violet (SG119+120) each with cds Ascot Vale/Vic.
and other attractive examples. In addition ½d orange (SG85) block of 4 with MULLETT imprint. The
variety of applied postmarks indicates both commercial and c.t.o. usages. Highly recommended
and rarely offered content of Australian philately in F/VF condition. Catalogue prices for used
stamps with imprints were not estimated due to their low and more or less random availability on
the market. ACSC (for comparison in MNH condition) ca.4000.-AU$ (T)

g

300,-

1926/1930, ½d - 4 ½d KGV, small multiple wmk 'Crown+A' (SG 85-92), selection of 17 covers,
comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations,
i.a. 3 x ½d orange multiple franking on cover from Marlborough/Qu. to Malta, 1d green, strip of 4
on reg. cover from Kadina/S.A. to Adelaide, 4 x 2d red-brown (SG 89) multiple franking on reg. cover
from Geelong to South-West Africa, 4d olive pair + 1d green on reg. envelope from Melbourne to
Czechoslovakia, 4 ½d violet single on airmail cover from Derby to Wynham, further single 4 ½d
violet on registered cover from Adelaide-Railway to New Zealand resp. on cover from Melbourne to
Vienna Austria. A few items with traces of usage, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Interesting and
valuable postal history source. ACSC ca.3000.-AU$ (M)

b

200,-

1927/1940, COMMEMORATIVE and AIRMAIL STAMPS (SG ex 105/199), very comprehensive and
specialized collection with ca.450 used stamps, comprising many valuable items, i.a. multiples
(pairs, strips, blocks of four etc.), better colours and shades, varieties and plate flaws, plate numbers,
Ash imprints, numerous attractive postmarks and further useful material. Included are 1 ½d
'Canberra Parliament House' booklet pane CTO Canberra and one example with double perforation
(BW 132bc); 6d sepia 'Kingsford Smith Flights' with ovp “OS” (SG 139a) scarce corner block of 9;
seven examples of key value 5s blue-green 'Sydney Harbour Bridge' (SG 143), 1s 'Centry. Victoria',
1s 'Anzac Landing' and 2s 'Silver Jubilee KGV' in blocks of 4 each; 1s 'Centry. South Australia' block
of 8 and many other interesting items. Highly recommended and substantial collection in F/VF
condition. ACSC (conservatively estimated) ca.10000.-AU$ (M)

g

700,-

1927/1940, collection with 24 addressed FIRST DAY COVERS, comprising 'Kingsford Smith's Flights'
(SG 121-123), i.a. 2d + 3d on registered ffc Melbourne-Sydney (Eustis 180) addressed to Vavau
Tonga; 2d + 6d on reg. airmail cover from Unley/S.A. to Perth; further 6d 'kookaburra' (SG 146) on
cover from Bourke/N.S.W. to Louth; 2 x 1 ½d + 3d 'Sturts Exploration' (SG 117/8) on double rate
commercial cover from Melbourne to Germany; 2d - 1s 'Cty. of South Australia' (SG 161/3) on
registered airmail covers to Brisbane (2 items); '150th Anniv. N.S.W.' and 'Australian Imperial Forces'
(SG 193/5 + 196/9) on various illustrated (predominantly registered) first day covers. Attractive
compilation in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.2000.-AU$ (M)

FDC

200,-

189

ex. 4078 | 200 €
24 first day covers; ACSC ca. 2.000,- AU$

ex. 4080 | 120 €
15 covers

ex. 4079 | 200 €
31 covers
ex. 4081 | 150 €
18 covers

ex. 4082 | 200 €
35 covers
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ex. 4083 | 300 €
21 covers; ACSC ca. 3.000,- AU$
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1927/1930, 1 ½d scarlet and 1 ½d red-brown KGV, perf. 13½ : 12½, small multiple watermark
'Crown+A' (SG 96-97), collection with 31 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings,
registered mail, airmail, domestic usages and mail to various foreign destinations, i.a. 1 ½d scarlet
(SG 96, 23 items) with single franking on cover from Melbourne to Singapore, further single
frankings on underpaid covers to USA charged with postage due, 2 x 1 ½d on reg. cover from
Manilla/N.S.W., damaged on transport to Dunedin with New Zealand 'OFFICIALLY SEALED' label
applied, 1 ½d horizontal pair - left stamp with variety “Void top right corner” [BW 92(2)g] on cover
from Melbourne to USA, 3 x 1 ½d + 1d green KGV on express cover from Broken Hill / Railway Town
to Adelaide etc.; 1 ½d red-brown (SG 97, 8 items) with multiple frankings on covers to Germany or
USA, mixed frankings on airmail cover from Mt.Buffalo/Vic. to Austria resp. on reg. cover from
Sydney to Holland. Interesting postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

200,-

1927, 1 ½d brownish lake CANBERRA PARLIAMENT HOUSE (SG 105), selection of 15 covers,
comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail to domestic or foreign
destinations, i.a. double franking on covers to Germany or Italy; strip of 3 on airmail cover from
Camooweal to Cessnock, block of 4 on registered cover from Hobart to Gisborne New Zealand, 4 x
1 ½d multiple franking on registered cover from King Street/NSW to St.Gallen in Switzerland, 1 ½d
+ 1d KGV on 'Late Fee' cover from Sydney to England, 2 x 1 ½d + 2d KGV mixed franking on ffc Cairns
to Normanton and other interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

b

120,-

1928/1937, ½d orange KGV, perf. 13½ : 12½, small multiple watermark 'Crown+A' (SG 94), collection
with 18 covers/cards, comprising multiple and mixed frankings, domestic usages and mail to various
foreign destinations, i.a. 2 x ½d on printed matter covers from O'Connell/N.S.W. to Dublin in Ireland,
from Seaton Park/S.A. to Saarbruecken Saar-Territory (rare destination!) and on illustrated
envelopes from Alberton/S.A. to London resp. from Adelaide “Gower's Stamp Den” to Germany; 3
x ½d on postcard from Melbourne to Germany; ½d block of 4 on cover with railway cds Quorn-Alice
Springs T.P.O. to Kadina; 6 x ½d multiple franking on cover from Melbourne to Holland etc.; further
mixed franking combinations on covers to Dutch East Indies, USA and Europe (Austria,
Czechoslovakia, Germany etc.). Very attractive and interesting postal history source in mostly F/VF
condition. (T)

b

150,-

1928/1932, 2d red-brown, 2d golden scarlet and 3d ultramarine KGV, perf. 13½ : 12½, small multiple
watermark 'Crown+A' (SG 98-100), collection with 35 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed
frankings, registered mail, airmail, domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations, i.a. 2d redbrown (SG 98, 4 items) single franking on cover from Brisbane to South Africa etc.; 2d golden scarlet
(SG 99, 12 items) incl. 2d single on four underpaid covers to USA, each with postage due, 3 x 2d on
reg. cover from Wentworth/N.S.W. to Footscray, 4 x 2d on airmail cover from Beaudesert/Qu. to
London etc.; 3d ultramarine (SG 100+100b, 19 items) with single franking on 'Late Fee' cover from
Spencer St./Vic. to Ceylon, 2 x 3d on reg. cover from Wembley Park/W.A. to USA, 2 x 3d + 3d green
airmail stamp on registered airmail cover from Perth to Los Angeles USA, 3d + ½d + 1 ½d KGV on
reg. cover from Dubbo/N.S.W. to England and many other interesting items. Recommended postal
history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

200,-

1928, 3d blue KOOKABURRA - INT. PHILATELIC EXHIBITION MELBOURNE (SG 106+106a),
comprehensive collection with 21 covers/cards, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings,
airmail and registered mail, i.a. single franking on postcard with red exhibition cds from FIRST DAY
(29.DE.1928) to Germany, a special souvenir card with red exhibition cancel and further single
frankings on commercial mail; further 2 x 3d on registered cover to France; 2 x 3d from miniaturesheet on registered cover from Abbotsford to USA; scarce triple franking on parcel-tag from Sydney;
3d + 3d green airmail stamp on airmail cover from Melbourne to Estonia (R!), mixed frankings with
KGV on registered covers to New Zealand, England or Portugal etc., furthermore enclosed are 3
used miniature sheets with exhibition cancels in light blue or red. Attractive postal history source in
mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.3000.-AU$ (M)

b/g

300,-
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ex. 4084 | 500 €
ACSC ca. 5.000,- AU$

ex. 4085 | 600 €
74 covers
ex. 4086 | 500 €
20 covers; ACSC ca. 5.000,- AU$

ex. 4088 | 150 €

ex. 4087 | 300 €
ACSC ca. 4.000,- AU$
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ex. 4090 | 150 €

ex. 4089 | 200 €
23 covers
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1929/1940, ASH IMPRINTS, exceptional selection of 25 different used commemorative stamps with
Ash imprints, comprising pairs, blocks of 4 and one strip of three. Included are 3d dull green airmail
stamp, type B (BW 135z), 6d sepia 'Kingsford Smith's Flight' with ovp “OS” (BW 144zd), 6d redbrown 'Kookaburra' (BW 150z), 2d - 9d 'MacArthur Death Centenary' (BW 160z et al.), 1s6d dull
claret 'Hermes' (BW 161z), 1s black 'Anzac Landing' (BW 165zb, R!), 2d - 1s 'South Australia
Centenary' (BW 173z et al.), 2d - 9d '150th Anniv. NSW' (BW 177za et al.) and further interesting
items. Also included is a complete set 1d - 6d 'Australian Imperial Forces' in blocks of 4 with
McCracken imprint. The variety of applied postmarks indicates both commercial and c.t.o. usages.
Highly recommended and rarely offered content of Australian philately in F/VF condition. Catalogue
prices for used stamps with imprints were not estimated due to their low and more or less random
availability on the market. ACSC (for comparison in MNH condition) ca.5000.-AU$ (T)

g

500,-

1929/1938, 3d green AIRMAIL (SG 115+115a), very comprehensive collection with 74 covers,
comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, domestic usages and
mail to foreign destinations. Included are numerous domestic first flight covers, i.a. Perth-Mount
Magnet (pilot signed), Darwin-Brisbane, Lismore-Brisbane, Sydney-Bega, Adelaide-Pt.Pirie,
Townsville-Cooktown, Wyndham-Derby etc., furthermore commercial airmail to domestic or
foreign destinations (Austria, Ceylon, Czechoslovakia, GB, Germany, Holland, Switzerland, USA)
with various airmail labels; 3d single additional postage on redirected mail from USA via Sydney to
Darwin, foreign postage due on cover, margin and corner stamps, a vast array of combined frankings
(kangaroo, KGV, commemoratives), five covers with 3d airmail from stamp-booklets incl. one
example forwarded with Samoa stamps and many other interesting items. Most covers in F/VF
condition. Highly recommended postal history source - rarely offered at that level of detail and
quantity! (M)

b/e

600,-

1929/1932, 6d to 2s KANGAROO, SMALL MULTIPLE WATERMARK “Crown+A” (SG ex 107/110),
substantial collection with 20 covers, comprising exclusively mail to foreign destinations, single and
mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail (12 items), i.a. 6d single on two registered covers to
Holland; 6d and 2d KGV on reg. late fee cover to USA, 6d and 4d KGV on long size reg. envelope to
Chicago; 9d single on airmail cover to Germany and also on large size reg. cover to Czechoslovakia;
1s single on airmail cover to Germany; 2 x 1s roo, 2d 'Kingston Smith' and 3d green airmail stamp
on reg. airmail cover from Castlemaine via Exp. Flight Australia-England to Yorks; 6d + 1s roo etc. on
airmail cover to Dutch East India; 2s maroon roo and 1d KGV on illustrated airmail cover 'Matches
Australia Ltd.' to Switzerland and many other valuable and interesting items. A few covers with
minor traces of usage, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Highly recommended postal history
source! ACSC ca.5000.-AU$ (M)

b

500,-

1929/1930, KANGAROO SMALL MULTIPLE WATERMARK 'Crown+A' (SG 107-114), specialized
collection with 56 used stamps, comprising all values from 6d - 2£ in various quantities, included
are pairs, blocks of four (3 items); 6d Plate 3 with ASH imprint gutter block of 4 (BW 22-3 z) neatly
cancelled 'Adelaide Railway/S.A.'; 6d block of six with pmk 'Lights Pass/S.A.' (squared circle); 9d
block of four with parcel pmk; 1s with cds 'Coolah/N.S.W.' in red; 5s grey and yellow (6 items) with
various postmarks and 10s grey and pink with cds 'Bendigo/Vic.'. Also enclosed are three examples
(5s, 2 items and 2£) each used with telegraph punch hole (excluded from the total catalogue value
given below and may be estimated individually from buyer's own perspective). Attractive collection
in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC (for SG 107-112) ca.4000.-AU$ (T)

g

300,-

1929, 1 ½d CENTENARY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (SG 116), selection of 11 covers/cards, comprising
single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, domestic usages and mail to
various foreign destinations, i.a. single on illustrated envelope 'Chrysler Motor Cars', a further
single franking on special postcard “First Australian Autogiro Flight”; one horizontal pair with
re-entry (SG 116a, left stamp) on cover from Melbourne to Germany; SE corner block of 4 on
registered cover from Perth to Germany; multiple franking with 5 stamps on airmail cover from
Sydney to London; mixed frankings on registered domestic mail and on reg. cover from Rialto to
Calcutta India. A substantial compilation and excellent thematic content (birds, swan) in mostly F/
VF condition. (T)

b

150,-

1930, 1 ½d and 3d CENTENARY OF STURT'S EXPLORATION (SG 117-118), interesting collection with
23 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, domestic
usages and mail to various foreign destinations. Included are many commercial covers, i.a. 1 ½d
block of four on reg. cover to USA, 3d single on covers to Germany, Hungary and USA; 3 x 3d + 3d
green airmail stamp on reg. airmail cover to France; various mixed frankings on registered domestic
mail, “late fee” covers etc. Also included 2 x 1 ½d mixed frankings on first flight covers AustraliaNew Zealand resp. Australia-Papua New Guinea (both carried by “VH-UXX Faith in Australia”). A
remarkable compilation of “Sturt's” covers in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

200,-
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ex. 4091 | 700 €
ACSC ca. 10.000,- AU$

ex. 4092 | 600 €
40 covers; ACSC ca. 6.000,- AU$

ex. 4093 | 300 €
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1930, 2d on 1½d golden scarlet and 5d on 4½d violet KGV (SG119+120), selection of 9 covers,
comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, registered mail, airmail, domestic usages and mail
to foreign destinations, i.a. 2d on 1½d golden scarlet (3 items) with single franking on preprinted
envelope 'The Orient Line' from Midland Junction/W.A. to England, triple franking on reg. cover
from Victoria Point/Qu. to Canberra etc.; 5d on 4½d violet (6 items) with single franking on
registered covers from Brighton/Vic. to London resp. from Darlington/N.S.W. to Hobart, further
scarce multiple franking with horizontal pair on reg. cover from Melbourne to Czechoslovakia,
mixed franking on reg. cover from Melbourne, 4.AU.30 (early usage!) to Holton USA and other
interesting items. A few envelopes with minor blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (T)

b

150,-

1931/1935, KANGAROO WATERMARK 'C of A' (SG 132-138), comprehensive specialized collection
with ca.60 used stamps, comprising all values from 6d - 2£ in various quantities, included are 6d
Plate 3 with ASH imprint gutter pair (BW 23-3 za) neatly cancelled with cds 'Brisbane 5'; 5s with ASH
imprint gutter pair (BW 46 zb) CTO Melbourne (R!) , 5s block of four with cds 'Late Fee / Melbourne',
10s from bottom margin with left half of ASH imprint; furthermore 1£ grey (3 items), 2£ black and
rose (2 items) and other useful material. Also enclosed are three examples (10s, 1£ and 2£) each
used with telegraph punch hole (excluded from the total catalogue value given below and may be
estimated individually from buyer's own perspective). Attractive and substantial collection in
mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.10.000.-AU$ lway/S.A.'; 6d block of six with pmk 'Lights Pass/S.A.'
(squared circle); 9d block of four with parcel pmk; 1s with cds 'Coolah/N.S.W.' in red; 5s grey and
yellow (6 items) with various postmarks and 10s grey and pink with cds 'Bendigo/Vic.'. Also enclosed
are three examples (5s, 2 items and 2£) each used with telegraph punch hole (excluded from the
total catalogue value given below and may be estimated individually from buyer's own perspective).
Attractive collection in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC (for SG 107-112) ca.4000.-AU$ (M)

g

700,-

1931, 2d - 6d KINGSFORD SMITH'S WORLD FLIGHTS (SG 121-123), very comprehensive collection
with 40 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail to
domestic or foreign destinations. Included are numerous first flight covers, i.a. Sydney to Brisbane,
Victoria-Tasmania, Australia-England with intermediate flight to Batavia (one example addressed to
Singapore), furthermore plenty of commercial airmail addressed to Ceylon, USA or Europe (Austria,
Germany, GB, Ireland, Switzerland). Also included is commercial surface mail, i.a. to Yugoslavia,
Russia and other destinations in Europe; one registered cover from Cunderdin/W.A. to Denver with
USA postage due and one registered cover with commemorative pmk '6th Aust. Phil. Exhbn.
Melbourne' and attractive vignettes addressed to Adelaide. Highly recommended and substantial
postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.6000.-AU$++ (M)

b/e

600,-

1931, 6d sepia KINGSFORD SMITH'S WORLD FLIGHTS (SG 139), comprehensive collection with 22
covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail. Included are
various first flight covers, i.a. Australia-England, Australia-New Zealand per VH-UXX “Faith in
Australia” with mixed franking Australia+New Zealand stamps (2 items), Australia-Egypt-South
Africa by Imperial & Qantas Airways etc.; also included is remarkable commercial airmail, i.a. block
of four with 'ASH imprint' on airmail cover from Sydney to Hungary, further airmail covers to Johore
Malaya, Austria, Germany, England and Scotland; one 6d single on registered surface mail cover
from Enmore/N.S.W. to USA, censored and redirected mail, 'Late Fee' covers and other interesting
items. Substantial postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC 3000.-AU$++ (M)

b/e

300,-

1931, 6d sepia ovp “OS” KINGSFORD SMITH'S WORLD FLIGHTS (SG 139a), remarkable selection of 8
covers, comprising single and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, i.a. one first flight cover
“Faith in Australia” Australia-New Zealand addressed to Switzerland, furthermore attractive commercial
airmail, i.a. 6d single on airmail cover to Germany, 2 x 6d + 9d kangaroo on cover from Melbourne to
Czechoslovakia, 2 x 6d + 3d 'silver jubilee' on reg. envelope to Austria, mixed frankings on airmail
covers to Canada or USA, 6d (from SW corner) + 2 x 1d KGV on registered surface mail to Philadelphia
with USA 10c postage due and one domestic airmail cover to Hobart. A few items with minor
blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Rarely offered commercial mail! ACSC ca.2500.-AU$ (T)

b/e

250,-

1932/1943, 6d and 9d KANGAROO, WATERMARK 'C of A' (SG 132+133), comprehensive collection
with 31 covers, predominantly mail to foreign destinations incl. single, multiple and mixed frankings,
registered mail and plenty of airmail, i.a. scarce 6d single on airmail cover from Melbourne to
Germany; 6d and ½d orange 'wallaroo' mixed franking on registered censor cover from Queen
Victoria Bldgs./N.S.W. to Holton USA; 9d single (5 examples), i.a. on beautiful illustrated address
label (Hartland & Hyde) from Sydney to USA, further single frankings on airmail covers to Singapore,
Java etc.; 9d and 4d 'koala' on registered airmail from North Dandalup to Kedah Malaya; 9d and 1s
'lyrebird' mixed franking on airmail covers to Austria, Germany, Italy, Latvia(R!), Switzerland etc.; 2
x 9d multiple franking (4 items) on airmail covers to England; block of four 9d together with 1d KGV
and 3d green airmail stamp on airmail cover from Bowral to Kent in England and many other
valuable and interesting items. A few covers with minor blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition.
Recommended postal history source. ACSC 3000.-AU$+ (M)

b

300,-
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ex. 4096 | 600 €
24 covers; ACSC 8.000,- AU$

ex. 4097 | 250 €
35 covers

ex. 4098 | 250 €
32 covers

ex. 4099 | 200 €
27 covers
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1932/1938, 1s 4d turquoise KGV, watermark 'C of A' (SG 131), collection with 24 covers, comprising
an attractive array of mixed franking combinations on airmail to foreign destinations. Included are
many valuable items, i.a. 1s 4d + 4d KGV on cover from Waverley to Gibraltar and forwarded to
England, 1s 4d + 3d KGV on cover from Melbourne to Egypt, 'Late Fee' covers to England, 5-colour
franking KGV on officially sealed cover to Chemnitz in Germany, three covers with 1s 4d + 9d kangaroo
to Europe, 3 x 1s 4d + 9d platypus on cover from Brisbane to USA, various mixed frankings with
commemorative stamps and many other interesting items. A few covers with traces of usage,
otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Highly recommended postal history source. ACSC ca.8000.-AU$ (M)

b

600,-

1932/1938, 3d ultramarine and 4d yellow-olive KGV, wmk 'C of A' (SG 128 + SG 129), collection with
35 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, registered mail, airmail, domestic
usages and mail to various foreign destinations, i.a. 3d ultramarine (21 items) with single franking
on unclaimed cover from Sydney to San Diego USA, 2 x 3d on registered 'AR' cover from Brisbane to
New York, 3d block of four on airmail cover from Sydney to Lesum in Germany, 3d + 2d KGV on ffc
Mt.Coolon to Rockhampton (Eustis 357, only 62 covers carried), 3d + 2d KGV on reg.cover from
Kurrawang/W.A. to Perth, 4 x 3d + 2 x 1'6 Hermes on Late-Fee airmail cover from Sydney to Austria
etc.; furthermore 4d yellow-olive (14 items) with single franking on Late-Fee covers to Austria,
Germany or USA, 2 x 4d on airmail cover from Hotel Carlton in Brisbane to Sydney, 4d + 1'6 Hermes
on Late-Fee airmail covers to Europe and other interesting material. A few items with minor
blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

250,-

1932/1938, 2d golden scarlet KGV, wmk 'C of A' (SG 127), collection with 32 covers, comprising
single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, domestic usages and mail to
various foreign destinations, i.a. 2d single on cover with scarce pmk GOVT.HOUSE-GARDEN FETE /
SYDNEY, 7.OC.32 (only 2 days in use!), six underpaid covers with 2d single - each with foreign
postage due stamps (Austria, New Zealand, Switzerland and USA), 2d pair on reg. printed matter
envelope from Coopernook/N.S.W, to Rockdale, 2d triple franking on registered cover from Isabella/
N.S.W. to USA, 9 x 2d multiple franking on airmail cover from Fremantle to London, multiple mass
franking with 13 x 2d (incl. block of 12) on 'Late Fee' airmail cover from Melbourne to Germany, 2 x
2d + 1d KGV mixed franking on registered cover with rubber handstamp P.O.Croydon/N.S.W. to
Canada, 2d + 1d KGV + 2d KGVI on reg. cover from Dinninup/W.A. to Perth and other interesting
items. Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

250,-

1932/1938, ½d orange, 1d green and 1 ½d red-brown KGV, wmk 'C of A' (SG 124+125+126), collection
with 27 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, registered mail, airmail, domestic
usages and mail to various foreign destinations, i.a. ½d orange (9 items) with block of four on cover
from Richmond/Vic. to England, ½d strip of 6 on cover from Melbourne to Cologne in Germany, 10 x
½d multiple mass franking on registered cover with cds Exchange/N.S.W. to Petersham etc.; 1d green
(15 items) with single franking on underpaid cover from Melbourne to Christchurch, charged with 2 x
1d New Zealand postage due, 5 x 1d multiple franking on first flight cover 'Croydon-Cairns', 4 x 1d + 2
x 2d KGV on reg. cover from Haymarket/N.S.W. dispatched for first flight 'Sydney-Bega' etc.; 1 ½d redbrown (3 items) with single franking on souvenir postcard 'EASTERN GOLF CLUB FIELD POST OFFICE'
to West Melbourne (R!), 1 ½d block of four on reg. cover from Sydney to Switzerland etc. Attractive
postal history source with many unusual items in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

200,-

1928/1933, 4d yellow-olive - 1s 4d turquoise KGV, perf. 13½ : 12½, small multiple watermark
'Crown+A' (SG 102-104), collection with 16 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings,
registered mail, airmail, domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations, i.a. 4d yellow-olive (SG
102, 4 items) with single franking on reg. cover from Roebourne/W.A. to Footscray, pair 4d on
airmail cover from Sydney to England, 4d + 2 x 1d + 1 ½d KGV on registered cover from Kangaroo
Valley to Sydney etc.; 4 ½d violet (SG 103, 2 items) with mixed franking on registered ffc KalgoorliePerth and on reg. airmail cover from Unley to Perth; 5d orange-brown (SG 103a, 8 items) with single
frankings on reg. covers from Point McLeay/S.A., Minyip/Vic., North Arm/Qu., Burnie/Tas. etc.; 1s
4d turquoise (SG 104, 2 items) with mixed franking on ffc Australia-England and mixed franking on
airmail cover from Brisbane to Dover England. Interesting postal history source in mostly F/VF
condition. ACSC 2.000.-AU$+ (T)

b

200,-

1932/1937, 6d red-brown KOOKABURRA (SG 146), collection with ca.35 covers/cards, comprising
single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, i.a. single franking on express cover
from Melbourne to Sydney and on commercial airmail covers from Sydney to Wau New Guinea resp.
to Tallinn in Estonia; double franking on airmail cover to Germany and a scarce triple franking on
airmail cover to London; furthermore 6d + 2d KGV mixed franking on airmail postcard from Fremantle
to Italy; 6d + 3d green airmail stamp on ffc Launceston-Flinders Isl.; various franking combinations on
airmail covers to Europe (Austria, Belgium, Germany, England, Holland etc.), 6d + 1 ½d KGV + 3d
'Cntry. of Victoria' on illustrated (advertising) parcel-tag from Prouds Ltd. Sydney to Germany and
many other interesting items. In addition a gutter pair with ASH imprint on piece of a value package.
Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.2000.-AU$+ (M)

b

250,-
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ex. 4101 | 250 €
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40 covers
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200

1932, 1s green LYREBIRD (SG 140), comprehensive collection with 34 covers, comprising single,
multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, domestic usages and mail to foreign
destinations. Included are many commercial airmail covers to Europe (Belgium, Holland, GB, Italy,
Germany, Switzerland etc.), i.a. double franking on registered mail to Germany, triple franking on
covers to England, several 'Late Fee' items, various franking combinations with kangaroo, KGV or
commemorative issues, postmarks from many different places and other useful material.
Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

300,-

1932, 2d - 5s OPENING OF SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE (SG 141-144), collection of 19 covers,
comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings to domestic or foreign destinations, i.a. 2d single
on illustrated “BRIDGE LETTERETTE” with special machine cancel from 'Sydney Harbour Bridge' to
England, 2d single on underpaid commercial cover from Wimbledon/N.S.W. to Vienna with Austria
postage dues; 3d horizontal corner pair (NW) on registered cover from Warrnambool/Vic. to USA,
2d + 3d mixed franking on reg. cover from Cremorne/N.S.W. to Pretoria South Africa, furthermore
registered mail to Europe (Belgium, Czechoslovakia, England) and other interesting items. Also
included are two used examples of top value 5s blue-green. Attractive selection in mostly F/VF
condition. (M)

b/g

250,-

1933/1943, 2s maroon and 5s grey/yellow KANGAROO, WATERMARK 'C of A' (SG 134+135),
comprehensive collection with 70 covers, comprising a vast array of franking combinations with 2s
maroon kangaroo (62 items) and 8 covers with various frankings of 5s grey/yellow kangaroo, except
one domestic usage on parcel card only airmail to foreign destinations. Included are many registered
and/or censored covers, various airmail rates, returned mail due to war related suspensions of
postal services and other specialities. An overview based on examples shows i.a. 2s roo mixed
franking on registered airmail cover to Crete with double-line handstamp 'POSTAL SERVICE
SUSPENDED / RETURN TO SENDER', one airmail cover from Melbourne to Kabete Kenya, covers
with airmail routing via 'Darwin-Singapore' to Europe, war related routing via Hongkong and Canada
to Europe, mail via 'CALIFORNIA CLIPPER' (handstamp), various 'LATE FEE' covers, preprinted
envelopes from the 'Australian Red Cross Society', 5s roo SINGLE franking on airmail cover from
Sydney to Germany (R!), a large size registered airmail cover with very high total postage 15s6d
including one 5s roo stamp from Sydney to France and many other valuable and interesting items.
A few covers with minor blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Highly recommended postal
history source and treasure trove! (M)

b

700,-

1933/1938, 5d orange-brown KGV, wmk 'C of A' (SG 130), collection with 30 covers, comprising
single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, domestic usages and mail to
various foreign destinations. Included are 14 examples with single 5d, i.a. reg.cover from Watson's
Bay with provisional registration label (margin of a stamp sheet), reg.cover from Cobden via Tin Can
Mail to Niuafoou Tonga Islands, reg. airmail cover from Coongan/W.A. to Perth, reg.cover from
Commerce House/Melbourne to London etc.; 2 x 5d multiple franking on airmail cover from Perth
to Kobe Japan and a similar franking on 'Late Fee' airmail cover from Melbourne to Tjepoe Java; 5d
mixed franking in various combinations on airmail covers to Europe (Austria, England, Germany,
Holland, Hungary) and many other interesting items. Recommended postal history source in mostly
F/VF condition. (M)

b

250,-

1934/1937, ROCKET MAIL, exceptional collection with rocket mail vignettes, comprising eleven
sheetlets and 7 different sheetlet PROOFS. Included are all issues provided by the Queensland Air
Mail Society or Australian Rocket Society from first rocket mail 'Canonbar-Brisbane' issue to the
'RZ2 - Enoggera Rifle Range' rocket firing. Six sheetlets are signed by Alan H. Young, president and
founder of the Queensland Air Mail Society. All sheetlet proofs enclosed (Eustis R1c, R2c, R4c, R6c,
R7d, R9d and R10d) are extremely rare and almost never seen or offered at auctions. Great addition
to any advanced rocket mail collection! (M)

**/*

600,-

1934/1937, 1s 6d HERMES NO WATERMARK (SG 153), comprehensive collection with 40 covers,
comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, i.a. single on airmail
covers to England, one long size airmail cover with 5 x 1s 6d multiple franking from Brisbane to
London (R!), various mixed franking combinations on airmail to Europe (Austria, Germany, GB,
Holland, Spain, Switzerland etc.), furthermore airmail to Cairo in Egypt and to Nairobi Kenya, 'LATE
FEE' covers, postmarks from smaller places, i.a. reg. airmail cover from Carapook/Vic. to New
Bedford USA and other useful items, mostly F/VF condition. Recommended postal history source
presenting a wide range of comparative material for airmail rate studies! (M)

b

200,-
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1934, 2d to 1s CENTENARY OF VICTORIA (SG 147-149, 147a-149a), comprehensive collection with
ca.40 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, i.a. 2d
single on illustrated hotel cover from Kosciusko, 3 x 2d on registered cover from Willaura to, Addis
Abeba in Ethiopa (R!), 6 x 2d multiple franking on airmail cover from Adelaide to Germany; 3d single
with cds 'ROYAL TRAIN/AUSTRALIA' on cover to Newcastle, one illustrated envelope with advertising
for hollywood actress Grace Moore, 3d double franking on reg. cover to Sibiu in Romania; 1s single
on reg. cover from Glenhuntly to USA, 1s mixed frankings (5 items) on airmail covers to Europe; 2d
and 1s6d 'hermes' on underpaid airmail cover to Strasbourg in France with french 1fr postage due;
one complete set on reg. airmail cover from Sydney to Vienna in Austria and many other interesting
items. Substantial postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.4000.-AU$ (M)

b

350,-

1934, 2d to 9d MACARTHUR DEATH CENTENARY - MERINO RAM (SG 150-152), collection with 24
covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, i.a. 3d single on
cover from Milson's Point to Addis Abeba in Ethiopia, 2d + 3d mixed frankings on special postcard
'First Australian Autogiro Flight' and on reg. 'AR' return receipt cover from Sydney to Ryde redirected
to Araluen; furthermore a remarkable proportion of covers franked with 9d stamps (14 items), f.i.
single on airmail cover from Sydney to Java, 9d in various franking combinations on airmail to
Europe (Austria, GB, Germany, Holland, Switzerland etc.), 9d and 1s 'Ctnry. Victoria' on illustrated
envelope '6th Australasian Phil.Exhibition Melbourne' via airmail to Scotland and many other
valuable and interesting items. A few covers with minor blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition.
Substantial postal history source and, moreover, useful thematic content (sheep, wool, agriculture).
ACSC ca.6000.-AU$ (M)

b

500,-

1935/1940 ca., 2s maroon KANGAROO, WATERMARK 'C of A' (SG 134), interesting collection with
18 covers, comprising exclusively single and multiple frankings to foreign destinations. Included is
registered mail, censored mail and plenty of airmail, i.a. 2s single on registered airmail cover to
Cernauti in Romania (R!), furthermore airmail to Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Switzerland and
Yugoslavia; 2 x 2s multiple franking, tied by boxed 'PAQUEBOT' on rerouted (war related) censored
airmail cover, endorsed 'Via S.Africa', to Carmel USA (R!); a similar franking on censored airmail
cover, endorsed 'CALIFORNIA CLIPPER' from Sydney to San Francisco; 3 x 2s multiple franking on
censored airmail cover from Sydney to Switzerland and the same triple franking on long size airmail
envelope from Brisbane to London. A remarkable compilation of “straight” kangaroo frankings in
mostly F/VF condition. Recommended postal history source far beyond common catalogue
valuation! (M)

b

250,-

1935, 2d and 1s ANNIVERSARY OF ANZAC LANDING (SG 154-155), selection of 12 covers, comprising
single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail, i.a. 2d gutter pair with ASH imprint
on cover from Wellesley/Vic. to Houston USA, 4 x 2d + 1d KGV on airmail cover from Sydney to
Singapore; furthermore eight covers with 1s black in various franking combinations, i.a. 2d + 1s
(complete set) on reg. cover from Botany to Czechoslovakia, airmail to Europe (Austria, France, GB,
Germany, Holland etc.), 'Late Fee' items etc. A valuable group of commercial mail in mostly F/VF
condition. ACSC ca.3500.-AU$ (T)

b

250,-

1935, 2d to 2s SILVER JUBILEE OF KING GEORGE V (SG 156-158), comprehensive collection with 32
covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail to domestic or
foreign destinations, i.a. 3 x 2d on reg. cover from Parliament House/Queenslands to New York, 2 x
3d on O.H.M.S. registered cover from Postmaster-General's Dept. Adelaide to USA, 3d + 2d 'Anzac'
on reg. cover from Keswick via TIN CAN MAIL to Niuafoou Island Tonga, furthermore 2s single
franking on parcel label from Melbourne (R!) and six covers with 2s in various franking combinations,
f.i. 3d + 2s on illustrated envelope “Matches (Australia) Ltd.” from Sydney via airmail to Switzerland,
two airmail covers with mixed franking 2s + 1d KGV each to Germany, 2 x 2s + 6d kookaburra on
airmail cover from Melbourne to London and many other interesting items. Also included is mail
with postmarks from smaller places, i.a. Carrathool/N.S.W., Clouds Creek/N.S.W., Corny Point/S.A.,
Morawa/W.A. etc. Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.4000.-AU$
(M)

b

300,-

1936, 2d and 3d OPENING OF TASMANIAN SUBMARINE CABLE (SG 159-160), collection with ca.25
covers/cards, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail to
domestic or foreign destinations, i.a. 2d + 1d KGV on cover from Forest Hill/Vic. to the U.S. Naval
Radio Station in Los Bonas Philippine Islands, 2d + 1d KGV on tag for a “Sample Without Value” from
Melbourne to Germany; 2 x 3d multiple franking on reg. cover from Adelaide to Denmark, 3d + ½d
KGV on airmail cover from Brisbaine to Wau New Guinea, 3d in various mixed franking combinations
on airmail to Europe (Austria, Holland, Portugal etc.) and one airmail cover from Melbourne
addressed to the famous cyclist and Olympic Gold Medalist Duncan “Dunc” Gray during his
attendance (he was the flag-bearer for Australia!) at the Olympic Games in Berlin Germany.
Recommended postal history source with remarkable thematic content, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

b

150,-
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1936, 2d - 1s CENTENARY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA (SG 161-163), comprehensive collection with 36
covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail to domestic or
foreign destinations, i.a. 2d and 3d with single frankings on commercial and commemorative
covers, 2 x 2d + 1d KGV on illustrated envelope with depiction of a bottle 'Tolley's Brandy' from
Adelaide to Perth, 2 x 3d on reg. cover from Geelong via TIN CAN MAIL to Niuafoou Island Tonga, 6
x 3d scarce multiple franking on airmail cover from Caperdown/N.S.W. to Manchester in GB;
furthermore 13 covers with 1s green in various franking combinations, f.i. 1s + 9d kangaroo on
airmail cover from Collingwood to Vienna in Austria, 3 x 3d + 1s on registered 'AR' return receipt
cover from Brisbane to England, 2 x 1s + 1d KGV on registered express airmail cover from Adelaide
to London and many other interesting items. Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF
condition. ACSC ca.4000.-AU$ (M)

b

300,-

1937, 2d - 9d 150th ANNIVERSARY OF NEW SOUTH WALES (SG 193-195), comprehensive collection
with 40 covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail to
domestic or foreign destinations, censored mail etc., i.a. 2d margin pair with ASH imprint and 1d QE
mixed franking on reg. cover from Oakleigh to Ararat, illustrated commemorative registered covers
with special cds 'Australian 150th Ann. Sydney Phil.Exhibiton', 2 x 2d + 2d KGVI on registered cover
with manuscript registration mark from Mill Hill/Queensland to Sydney, 2 x 3d on reg. surface mail
cover from Brunswick/Vic. to Austria etc.; furthermore 9d purple in various franking combinations
(17 items), f.i. 2 x 9d multiple franking on airmail cover from Melbourne to London; 3d + 9d on
airmail postcard from Melbourne to Hungary (scarce rate!); 9d + 1s lyrebird on airmail CRASH
COVER (hydroplane “Cygnus” crashed and sank at Brindisi) from Sydney addressed Enkhuizen in
Holland; 2d - 9d (complete set) and 1s lyrebird on 'Late Fee' airmail cover from Sydney to Germany
and many other interesting items. Substantial postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC
4000.-AU$++ (M)

b

350,-

1940, 1d - 6d AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCES (SG 196-199), very comprehensive collection with 46
covers, comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings, airmail and registered mail to domestic or
foreign destinations, censored mail etc., i.a. 1d margin pair with 'McCracken' imprint on cover from
Hobart to Melbourne, 6 x 1d multiple franking on reg. cover from Fitzroy/Vic. to Syracuse USA, 2 x
2d and 6d kookaburra on censored airmail cover from Sydney to Watertown USA and forwarded by
express mail with additional USA 10c special delivery stamp to New York (R!); furthermore 3d +
1s6d 'hermes' on censored airmail cover from Sydney to Portugal, 6d single on reg. cover from
Perth to USA, 3d + 6d on airmail cover to Singapore, 3 x 6d multiple franking on airmail cover from
Roseville to England; complete set (3d and 6d twice each) on commercial registered airmail cover
from Melbourne to London & forwarded by “Bank of New South Wales” to Dovercourt and many
other interesting items. Highly recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

b

300,-

1945/1949 ca., 2s maroon KANGAROO REDRAWN DIE, (SG 212), collection with 16 covers,
comprising single, multiple and mixed frankings on airmail covers to various foreign destinations,
i.a. 2s single on cover from Melbourne to Switzerland and one further 2s single on underpaid cover
from Goornong to Kansas USA with postage due handstamp; 2s pair multiple franking on two
covers each from Sydney to USA, 6 x 2s (block of four + pair) multiple franking on cover (blemishes)
from Sydney to Boston USA; 2s mixed franking on cover from Melbourne to Grenada British West
Indies (scarce destination!), two registered covers to Europe and further useful material. Interesting
compilation of Australia's last 'classic' kangaroo stamp! (M)

b

100,-

1945, 2s maroon KANGAROO REDRAWN DIE (SG 212), specialized collection with 44 stamps,
comprising 5 blocks of four and 2 pairs with 'By Authority..' imprint, i.a. three left corner blocks (BW
41 z) and one block of 4 with gutter at left (BW 41 zb), all four blocks mint never hinged; one used
block of 4 with broad gutter at left (BW 41 zd) neatly cancelled 'Rialto/Vic.' and 2 used pairs with
same imprints; also included is a gutter block of 10 and further used multiples. Attractive assortment
in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC 1000.-AU$+ (T)

**/g

100,-

203

ex. 4119 | 400 €

204

ex. 4121 | 500 €
500 cut-outs

ex. 4122 | 400 €
20 different used lettercards

ex. 4120 | 400 €
18 items

ex. 4123 | 150 €
10 used lettercards

AUSTRALIA

Australia - Postage due stamps
P 4119

P 4120

1902/1909, MONOCOLOUR ISSUES: comprehensive specialized collection (ex SG D1/D59) with
ca.220 mostly used stamps, comprising a remarkable array of stamps with different perforations,
watermarks, colour-shades, varieties and plate flaws (according BW catalogue), SPECIMEN and CTO
stamps for U.P.U. distribution resp. for presentation sets, attractive used multiples and many
interesting postmarks. Included are many valuable items, i.a. SG D7, D8, D14, D42, D59 etc.
Recommended collection in F/VF condition. High catalogue value! (M)

g/*

400,-

1903/1909, MONOCOLOUR ISSUES: group of 18 covers/cards with postage dues, comprising
various 'blank base' and 'completed design' issues, i.a. underpaid domestic cover addressed to
Canowindra with 4 x 1d + 3 x 2d (total 10d) postage due, two underpaid 'Tatt's' covers from Victoria
to Hobart with each 4d postage due, 2 x ½d due on underpaid cover from Golden Square Vic. to
Port Adelaide, stampless ppc from Lobethal with 2d due in Lyndoch (squared circle daters each),
underpaid ppc from Jersey (Channel Islands) with 1d due in Hobart, underpaid postcards from New
Zealand, Cape of Good Hope etc. and further interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. Rarely
offered! (M)

b

400,-

1911/1930 ca., STATIONERY OUT-CUTS, very comprehensive collection with more than 500
stationery out-cuts kangaroo and KGV, comprising a vast array of out-cuts from post office and
stamped-to-order items. Included are two examples 2d grey kangaroo from envelope ES5 and one
example 3d olive kangaroo from envelope ES8 (only 4 entires are known!), furthermore scarce
1d+1d red KGV 'star' embossed out-cut from envelope ES39 (only 3 entires are known!), ½d green
+ 1d red KGV 'star' embossed out-cut from envelope ES27 (7 items), ½d green KGV side-face out-cut
from stamped-to-order postcard PS5, one out-cut from 1d carmine kangaroo official postcard PO1
etc. Also included one ½d green KGV 'star' embossed postcard out-cut with black & red imprint on
reverse (UNKNOWN and UNRECORDED!), one THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d purple KGV side-face
postcard out-cut (UNKNOWN and UNRECORDED!) and one 1d carmine KGV 'star' embossed
envelope out-cut on blue stock showing a rectangular part of the blue colour omitted. Further
enclosed, besides a remarkable compilation of valuable out-cuts, are many attractive postmarks.
Highly recommended treasure trove of postal history! (M)

GA/g

500,-

1911/1925, SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 20 different used lettercards, all of them
UPRATED TO FOREIGN DESTINATIONS. Included are issues 1d KGV full-face (ex LC8/12, 7 items), 1d
kangaroo (LC14+15, 7 items), 1 ½d KGV (LC44, 2 items; LC55, 1 item), 1 ½d on 2d KGV (LC54, 1 item)
and 2d KGV (LC49, 2 items), comprising many attractive usages, for instance 1d KGV full-face with
views 'ALBERT BRIDGE' from Freemantle to Germany, 'LAUNCESTON, TAS.' from Virginia, S.A. to
Sweden, 'SETTLER'S HOME' from Argyle to Germany etc.; 1d kangaroo with views 'ON THE MURRAY'
(riverboat) from Sydney to Denmark, 'CAIRNS RAILWAY' (waterfall) from Sydney to Switzerland,
'ZOO, ADELAIDE' (flamingos) from Sydney to Germany etc.; KGV sideface with views 'PINEAPPLE'
(pickers) from Sydney to Germany, 'G.P.O. HOBART' from Sydney to Austria, 'BLUE LAKE, MT.
GAMBIER' from Katoomba to USA and further interesting items. Eight lettercards with intact
margins, few with minor traces of usage as should be expected otherwise mostly F/VF condition. A
remarkable compilation of lettercard philately! (M)

GA

400,-

1911/1921, SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 10 used lettercards with intact margins,
comprising issues KGV full-face, kangaroo and KGV side-face. Included are BW LC8 (2 items) with
views 'THE GORGE, LAUNCESTON, TAS.' and 'SYDNEY HARBOUR, N.S.W.'; BW LC14 (3 items) with
two different views 'THE TWO BROTHERS, QUEENSLAND' (135C+135D) and view 'NATIONAL PARK,
N.S.WALES'; BW LC17 with view 'FRUIT EXHIBIT ADELAIDE SHOW'; BW LC18 (2 items) with views
'BURRINJUCK DAM, NEW SOUTH WALES IRRIGATING A YOUNG CITRUS ORCHARD..' and 'TASMAN
PENINSULA TASMANIA'; BW LC27 with view 'H.M.A.S. MELBOURNE' and BW LC45 with view 'ON
THE MURRAY S.AUSTRALIA'. All lettercards used to domestic destinations, a few cards with minor
blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Interesting thematic content, i.a. agriculture, fruits,
landscapes, mountains, ships etc. ACSC (price for common condition with perforated border
removed) ca.1000.-AU$ (T)

GA

150,-

Australia - Postal stationeries
P 4121

P 4122

P 4123

205

ex. 4125 | 200 €
ACSC 1.600,- AU$

ex. 4124 | 250 €
20 used lettercards

ex. 4126 | 200 €
20 used lettercards

ex. 4127 | 200 €
34 used postcards
206

ex. 4128 | 350 €
40 used postcards

AUSTRALIA

ex. 4129 | 200 €
24 used postcards

ex. 4130 | 150 €
23 used postcards

ex. 4131 | 500 €
57 used postcards

ex. 4132 | 400 €
20 lettercards; ACSC ca. 3.700,- AU$

ex. 4133 | 200 €
11 lettercards; ACSC 1.850,- AU$

ex. 4134 | 120 €
207

P 4124

P 4125

P 4126

P 4127

P 4128

P 4129

208

1911/1912, 1d KGV full face design - SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS on THICK WHITE ENAMELLED
STOCK, selection of 20 used cards comprising BW LC11 (off-white to cream inside, 12 items) and BW
LC12 (buff inside, 8 items), included are 15 of the 29 recorded views. Lettercard LC11 with views
'ALBERT BRIDGE, QUEENSLAND', 'GIANT RED GUM VIC.', 'LOG TRAIN, JARRAH FOREST', ST.GEORGE'S
TERRACE, PERTH', 'SCHOOL OF MINES, ADELAIDE', 'SETTLER'S HOME, VICTORIA' and 'WOOL
CARTING, QUEENSLAND'; lettercard LC12 with views 'NATIONAL PARK NSW' (boy & boat),
'NATIONAL PARK NSW' (forest river scene) and 'HOBART, FROM THE BAY'; five views are presented
on both lettercards: 'ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUST.', 'BLUE LAKE, MT.GAMBIER, S.A.', COLLINS ST. MELB.',
'COUNTRY SCENE, TASMANIA' and 'GLENELG, SOUTH AUST.'. Predominantly domestic usage, four
examples uprated (2 of them insufficiently) to Germany, one lettercard uprated from Melbourne to
Sweden, two examples with full margins, few lettercards with minor blemishes as should be
expected, otherwise F/VF condition. (M)

GA

250,-

1911/1912, 1d + 1d KGV full face design - REPLY LETTERCARDS and 1d KGV full face design - DIVIDED
REPLY LETTERCARDS, comprising BW LC13 (4 items), i.a. combinated views 'GIANT RED GUM +
QUEEN'S GARDEN' and 'HOBART + VIADUCT ADELAIDE', both unused, and 'TOWN HALL, SYDNEY +
PHANTOM FALLS' and ZOO, ADELAIDE + ALBERT BRIDGE', both CTO Melbourne; further BW LC31 (2
items) with views 'GIANT RED GUM VIC.' and 'HOBART FROM THE BAY' and BW LC32 (3 items) with
views 'PHANTOM FALLS, VICTORIA', 'QUEEN'S GARDEN PERTH, W.A.' and 'VIADUCT NEAR ADELAIDE,
S.A.', all five divided lettercards unused, mostly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content, i.a.
waterfalls, bridges, railway, trees, birds (flamingos) etc. ACSC 1600.-AU$ (T)

GA

200,-

1911/1912, 1d KGV full face design - SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS on GREY STOCK, selection of 20
used cards (20 of the 32 recorded views), comprising BW LC8 (unsurfaced card, 12 items) and BW
LC10 (surfaced card, 8 items). Lettercard LC8 with view 'ALBERT BRIDGE, QUEENSLAND', 'BLUE
LAKE, MT.GAMBIER, S.A.', 'BOTANIC GARDENS, ADELAIDE, S.A.', 'BOTANIC GARDENS, BRISBANE,Q.',
'BUSH HUT, VIC.', 'EXHIBITION BLDGS., MELB.VIC.', 'THE GORGE, LAUNCESTON, TAS.', 'LAUNCESTON,
TAS.', 'MOSMAN'S BAY, SYDNEY N.S.W.', 'PINEAPPLES, Q.', 'SYDNEY HARBOUR, N.S.W,' and
'ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, PERTH W.A.'; lettercard LC10 with views 'BOTANIC GARDENS, PORTLAND,
VIC.', 'CENTRAL RAILWAY STN., SYDNEY', 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE, PERTH', 'LORNE VICTORIA', 'LAKE
ST.CLAIR, TASMANIA', 'MT.LOFTY RANGES, S.A.', NATIONAL PARK N.S.WALES' and 'THE TWO
BROTHERS, QUEENSLAND'. All lettercards used to domestic destinations incl. mail with postmarks
from smaller places, i.a. Balaklava (S.A.), Exton (Tasmania), Koonibba (S.A.), Morgan (S.A.),
Saddleworth (S.A.) etc., furthermore two examples with full margins, few items with blemishes or
some characteristic discolouration as should be expected, otherwise F/VF condition. (T)

GA

200,-

1911, 1d KGV FULL-FACE DESIGN POSTCARDS, interesting collection with 34 used postcards,
comprising BW P1 (12 items) and BW P23 (22 items). The first postcard (P1) is presented in different
colours (rose, red and bright-red) and on different stock (white, cream, buff), two cards show
variety 'Teardrop in King's eye' (P1i), mostly used to domestic destinations or to GB, one card
underpaid from Perth to Germany with postage due; the second postcard with new admonition
design (P23) in both colours rose and rose-red, two cards uprated with ½d kangaroo each addressed
to Germany, one card with variety 'White flaws..' (P23j) from Melbourne to Calcutta India, several
card with imprints including one illustrated card 'Poole & Holmes - Cloudy Ammonia', one card with
coloured handpainting 'flamingo's', mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

200,-

1911, 1d KGV CORONATION - KING GEORGE V POSTCARDS, interesting collection with 40 used
postcards, comprising BW P2 (2 items), P3 (4 items), P4 + P5 (5 items each), P6 (1 item), P7 type 1
(9 items), P7 type 2 (6 items) and P8 + P9 (4 items each). Included are postcards in different colours
together with various sub-types according to BW catalogue. Predominantly domestic usages incl.
postmarks from smaller places, one example (P4) used without message to scarce destination
Antigua (arrival mark on reverse), a further card (P4) from Adelaide to Gawler unclaimed with cds
'Dead Letter Office Adelaide' in red; also included are 13 uprated cards to foreign destinations
(Austria, Germany, Sweden etc.) and two cards CTO. In addition two unused cards (P3 + P6).
Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

350,-

1911, 1d KGV CORONATION - QUEEN MARY POSTCARDS, interesting collection with 24 used
postcards, comprising BW P10, P11 and P12 (3 items each), P13 (4 items), P14 (5 items) and P15 (6
items). Included are postcards in different colours together with various sub-types (stock) according
to BW catalogue. Predominantly domestic usages incl. postmarks from smaller places, also included
are 8 uprated cards to foreign destinations (Belgium, Germany) and two cards CTO. In addition one
unused card (P14), mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

200,-

AUSTRALIA
P 4130

P 4131

P 4132

P 4133

P 4134

P 4135

1911, 1d KGV CORONATION - PRINCE OF WALES POSTCARDS, interesting collection with 23 used
postcards, comprising BW P16 and P17 (5 items each), P18 (4 items) and P19 (8 items). Included are
postcards in different colours together with various sub-types and stock according to BW catalogue.
Predominantly domestic usages incl. pmk's from smaller places, i.a. Donny Brook, Saddleworth,
Terrors Creek (name changed to Dayboro in 1917), also included are 9 uprated cards to foreign
destinations (Austria, Germany) and two cards CTO. In addition one unused card (P18), few cards
with blemishes otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

150,-

1911, 1d KGV - SCENIC VIEWS OF VICTORIA POSTCARDS (BW P21), comprehensive collection with
57 used postcards, comprising all 12 views in various amounts, included are GILDEROY RANGES (3
items), PHANTOM FALLS (6 items), RIVER YARRA(5 items), BUFFALO MTS.(8 items), BOURKE ST.
MELB.(5 items), FLINDERS ST.MELB.(4 items), SPRING ST.MELB.(8 items), SWANSTON ST.MELB.(4
items), GOLD DIGGERS (3 items), GOLD DREDGING (4 items), GOLD MINE (4 items) and COIMADAI
BACCHUS MARSH (3 items). Many views are presented in different colours/shades, mostly domestic
usages, 14 cards uprated to foreign destinations (Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, USA), one card
(Flinders St.) underpaid to Italy with postage due, several cards with pmk's from smaller places in
Victoria, i.a. Bealiba, Boort, Meredith, Raywood, Shelford etc. A few cards with minor blemishes as
should be expected, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content, i.a. waterfalls,
trees, mining, gold, railway, streetcars, coaches and buildings. Recommended thematic and postal
history source. (M)

GA

500,-

1913/1925, SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 20 different unused lettercards, comprising
issues KGV full-face, kangaroo and KGV sideface, included are LC3 'THE GORGE, LAUNCESTON, TAS.',
LC10 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE, PERTH', 'LAUNCESTON, TAS.', 'VICTOR HARBOUR, SOUTH AUSTRALIA'
and 'ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, PERTH, W.A.', LC12 'MOSMAN BAY - SYDNEY', LC14 'CENTRAL R.L.Y.
S.T.N. BRISBANE', 'COLLINS ST.MELB.', 'MOSMAN BAY - SYDNEY', 'MT.LOFTY RANGES SOUTH
AUSTRALIA', 'THE GORGE, LAUNCESTON TAS.' and 'VICTOR HARBOUR, SOUTH AUSTRALIA', LC17
'POST OFFICE SYDNEY N.S.W.', LC18 'BURRINJUCK DAM, NEW SOUTH WALES IRRIGATING A YOUNG
CITRUS ORCHARD..', LC21 'CEDAR LOGS QUEENSLAND' and 'GEELONG HARBOUR', LC25 'TROOPS
ON BOARD TRANSPORT', LC44 'GIBBERABONG CREEK N.S.W.', LC49 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE SYDNEY,
N.S.W.' and LC51 'RIVER YARRA VICTORIA'. A few items with minor blemishes, mostly F/VF condition.
Interesting thematic content, i.a. animals (horses), landscapes, ships, bridges, buildings etc. ACSC
ca.3700.-AU$ (M)

GA

400,-

1913/1925, SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 11 CANCELLED-TO-ORDER (CTO) Melbourne
lettercards for U.P.U. distribution, comprising 1d kangaroo and various KGV issues, included are BW
LC14 with view 'ON THE MURRAY, S.AUSTRALIA', LC16 with view 'THE TWO BROTHERS,
QUEENSLAND', LC35 with view 'VIADUCT NEAR ADELAIDE', LC42 with view 'HAWKESBURY RIVER,
N.S.W.', LC45 with view 'SYDNEY HARBOUR, N.S.W.', LC49 with views 'GIBBERABONG CREEK N.S.W.'
and 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE PERTH', LC51 with views 'MURRUMBIDGEE IRRIGATION SCHEME'
(citrus orchard) and 'THE GILDEROY RANGES VICTORIA' and LC55 with views 'G.P.O. HOBART' and
'SPRING ST. MELB.'. VF condition. Interesting thematic content, i.a. agriculture, trees, bridges,
railway, landscapes buildings etc. ACSC 1850.-AU$ (T)

GA

200,-

1913/1915, ½d green and 1d carmine KANGAROO STATIONERY WRAPPERS, selection of eight used
wrappers, comprising BW W1 (5 items), four wrappers used to domestic destinations, one item
uprated with ½d KGV from Charter Towers to Scotland; BW W2 (3 items) including two examples
from Sydney to London and one example from Brisbane addressed to the Imperial District Office in
Rabaul, German New Guinea (R!). Attractive group in mostly F/VF condition. (T)

GA

120,-

1913/1914, 1d kangaroo SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 15 unused lettercards,
comprising BW LC14 (8 items) with views 'BOTANIC GARDENS, PORTLAND, VIC.', CENTRAL RAILWAY
STN. BRISBANE', 'LORNE VICTORIA', 'MOSMAN BAY-SYDNEY', 'MT.LOFTY RANGES, S.A.' (oval &
rectangular views), 'THE TWO BROTHERS, QUEENSLAND', 'VICTOR HARBOUR, S.A.' and 'ZOO
ADELAIDE, S.A.' (flamingos); BW LC15 (3 items) with views 'BRIDAL VEIL FALLS, N.S.W.', 'MT.LOFTY
RANGES, S.A.' (farmhouse) and 'ORCHARD WEST AUST.'; BW LC16 (3 items) with views 'BALLARAT',
'PINEAPPLES QUEENSLAND' and 'WATERFALL GULLY ADELAIDE'. All lettercards in VF condition.
Excellent thematic content, i.a. agriculture, animals (birds, horses), trees, railway, waterfalls etc.
ACSC ca.2500.-AU$ (T)

GA

300,-

209

ex. 4135 | 300 €
15 unused lettercards; ACSC ca. 2.500,- AU$

ex. 4136 | 250 €
23 used lettercards;
ACSC ca. 1.500,- AU$

ex. 4138 | 150 €
13 used envelopes

ex. 4137 | 250 €
15 used envelopes; ACSC ca. 2.500,- AU$

ex. 4139 | 200 €
21 postcards
210

ex. 4140 | 150 €
13 used lettercards;
ACSC ca. 1.000,- AU$

ex. 4141 | 500 €
54 different used lettercards;
ACSC ca. 4.000,- AU$

AUSTRALIA
P 4136

P 4137

P 4138

P 4139

P 4140

P 4141

1913/1914, 1d kangaroo SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS (BW LC14), selection of 23 used lettercards,
comprising 13 different main views + 10 different sub-types listed by reference to Brusden-White
catalogue. Included are the views 15D+E, 28B+C, 30C+D, 43, 67C, 72A+D, 92A+E+F, 94B, 108D+F,
119C+E, 135C+D+E, 137B and 143C. All cards used to domestic destinations incl. mail with
postmarks from smaller places, a few examples with minor traces of usage, otherwise mostly F/VF
condition. Excellent thematic content with views of waterfalls (Cairns Railway, Country Scene
Tasmania), trees (Queen's Gardens, Botanic Gardens), landscapes, rivers, lakes (National Park NSW,
Lake St.Clair, Cataract Gorge) and further interesting items. ACSC ca.1500.-AU$ (T)

GA

250,-

1913/1914, 4d KANGAROO REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, selection of 15 used envelopes, comprising
BW RE1 (4), RE2 (2) and RE3 (9), the first issue with 2 envelopes CTO (both recorded cancellations
'Melbourne' and 'Melbourne 24'), one domestic usage and one uprated with 4d kangaroo from
Sydney to Austria, one large envelope uprated with 4d yellow KGV locally used in Sydney, the
second uprated from Brisbane with WWI censor to Switzerland (blemishes), third issue envelopes
with domestic usages from Burrinjuck, Cessnock, Hay, Moree etc., 3 envelopes uprated to London.
Attractive group in mostly F/VF condition. ACSC ca.2500.-AU$ (M)

GA

250,-

1913/1914, 1d carmine kangaroo ENVELOPES, selection of 13 used envelopes (6 post office and 7
stamped-to-order items), i.a. post office envelopes with EP1 used at printed matter rate (endorsed
“X-mas cards only”) from Melbourne to Bavaria, one example CTO Melbourne for UPU-distribution
(EP1w), EP2 uprated from Murray Town/S.A. (squared circle) to Holland, EP3 from Albany with
censor to Freemantle; stamped-to order envelopes with ES2 on blue stock used by Vacuum Oil
Co.Pty.Ltd., ES3 used by 'P Sheahan & Co' (Dairy Produce Merchants) with illustrated advertising on
both sides (back-flap missing, nevertheless a scarce cover), a further example used by 'Roberts &
Co.Ltd. Auctioneers', ES4 with examples used by 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'Peterson & Co. Proprietary
Ltd.' etc. Some envelopes with blemishes otherwise mostly fine condition. (T)

GA

150,-

1913, 1d red KANGAROO 'ORIGINAL DIE' POSTCARDS (BW P24), collection with 21 postcards,
comprising 17 used cards, predominantly domestic usage (13 items) including 9 examples with
various private imprints on reverse (Horticultural Society of S.A., Government Railways, Anchor
Roller Flour Mills, Old Xaverian's Association etc.), one P.O.W. card (defective) from Highfields to
Liverpool/NSW with censor “CENSORED/GERMAN CONCENTRATION CAMP/LIVERPOOL”, further
four uprated cards to foreign destinations (Belgium, Norway(R!), Switzerland and USA) and four
unused examples with private imprints. In addition one unused stamped-to-order postcard 'Vacuum
Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.' (BW PS4). A few cards with blemishes as should be expected, otherwise mostly F/VF
condition. (M)

GA

200,-

1913/1914, 1d kangaroo SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 13 used lettercards, comprising
“Die 1” printings (BW LC15, 4 items) with views 'BRIDAL VEIL FALLS, N.S.W.', 'CAIRNS RAILWAY,
QUEENSLAND' (waterfall), 'GEELONG HARBOUR' and 'LORNE VICTORIA'; furthermore “Die 2”
printings (BW LC16, 9 items) with views 'AVON RIVER YORK W.A.', BOTANIC GARDENS, PORTLAND,
VIC.', 'CATARACT GORGE LAUNCESTON TAS.', 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE, PERTH', 'HARVESTING
TAMWORTH N.S.W.', 'HUONVILLE, TASMANIA', 'LAKE ST.CLAIR TASMANIA', 'PINEAPPLES
QUEENSLAND' and 'THE TWO BROTHERS, QUEENSLAND', a few items with negligible traces of
usage, overall F/FV condition. Excellent thematic content, i.a. waterfalls, railway, bridges, agriculture,
horses, trees, ships, buildings, landscapes etc. ACSC ca.1000.-AU$ (T)

GA

150,-

1914/1918, 1d KGV SIDEFACE - SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS (BW LC18), very comprehensive
collection with 54 different used lettercards, included are many attractive and valuable items, f.i.
views of 'BILLABONG, RIVERINA DISTRICT, N.S.W.', 'MURRAY BRIDGE, S.A.', 'NARRACOORTE CAVES,
STH.AUSTRALIA', 'ORCHARD WEST AUST.', 'PERTH' (without sky), 'PUBLIC LIBRARY MELBOURNE',
'ROYAL MINT WEST PERTH', 'RUNDLE ST.ADELAIDE' (retouched oval), 'WALHALLA, VICTORIA' and a
vast array of other interesting views. Except one item (Walhalla, uprated to Palestine) all lettercards
used to domestic destinations, few cards with some (mostly minor) blemishes otherwise F/VF
condition. Excellent thematic content, i.a. agriculture, animals (cattle, horses), trees, mining,
technics-energy, buildings, railway, streetcars, ships, bridges, waterfalls, landscapes, mountains etc.
Highly recommended postal history source! ACSC ca.4000.-AU$ (M)

GA

500,-

211

ex. 4142 | 400 €
19 different unused lettercards;
ACSC ca. 3.500,- AU$

ex. 4143 | 250 €
16 used lettercards;
ACSC ca. 2.000,- AU$

ex. 4144 | 120 €
11 used lettercards;
ACSC ca. 1.000,- AU$

ex. 4146 | 120 €
10 used envelopes

ex. 4145 | 100 €
8 used lettercards

ex. 4147 | 400 €
63 used wrappers; ACSC 4.000,- AU$
212

ex. 4149 | 300 €
12 used postcards

AUSTRALIA

ex. 4151 | 250 €
30 used envelopes

ex. 4148 | 800 €
40 used envelopes
ex. 4153 | 100 €
16 used postcards

ex. 4150 | 120 €
ACSC ca. 1.000,- AU$

ex. 4154 | 250 €
22 used envelopes; ACSC 1.800,- AU$

ex. 4152 | 100 €
213

P 4142

P 4143

P 4144

P 4145

P 4146

P 4147

214

1914/1918, 1d KGV SIDEFACE - SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 19 different unused
lettercards, comprising BW LC17 (3 items) with views 'COLES BAY TASMANIA', 'HARVESTING WEST
AUST.' and 'RIVERINA DISTRICT, N.S.W.'; BW LC18 (10 items) with views 'BOTANIC GARDENS, SYDNEY',
'BURRINJUCK DAM, NEW SOUTH WALES irrigating a young Citrus Orchard..', 'COAL CLIFF COLLIERY,
N.S.W.', 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE, SYDNEY', 'HAMILTON STATE SCHOOL QUEENSLAND', 'MODERN
SCHOOL, PERTH', 'MURRAY RIVER WEST AUST.', 'PORT PIRIE Sth AUSTRALIA', 'SYDNEY HEADS N.S.W.'
and 'THREASHING WHEAT QUEENSLAND'; BW LC21 (5 items) with views 'BALLARAT', 'CEDAR LOGS
QUEENSLAND', 'GEELONG HARBOUR', 'HUONVILLE TASMANIA' and 'PINEAPPLES QUEENSLAND'; BW
LC22 (1 item) with view 'MT.BUFFALO, VICTORIA'. Very few cards with minor blemishes/discolouration,
otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content, i.a. agriculture, animals (sheep, horses),
landscapes, buildings, ships, education etc. ACSC ca.3500.-AU$ (M)

GA

400,-

1914/1918, 1d KGV SIDEFACE - SCENIC MILITARY VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 16 used
lettercards, listed by reference to Brusden-White catalogue. Included are BW LC25 (7 items) with
views 1B, 2B, 4B, 5A, 8B, 9B and 12B; BW LC26 (5 items) with views 6B, 7A, 7B, 9B and 11B and BW
LC27 (4 items) with views 2B, 3B, 4B and 12B. The major part (14 items) used to domestic
destinations, one lettercard sent to a military address in Egypt and one further lettercard uprated
from Sydney to Denmark. The stock of the lettercards LC25 + LC26 more or less with typical and
characteristic discolouration (as usual), otherwise only a few minor blemishes - overall in F/VF
condition. Excellent 'military thematic' content. ACSC ca.2000.-AU$ (T)

GA

250,-

1914/1918, 1d KGV SIDEFACE - SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS (BW LC17), selection of 11 used
lettercards, comprising the views 'BURRENJUCK DAM, N.S.W.', 'COAL CLIFF COLLIERY, N.S.W.',
'DREDGE AT MYRTLEFORD, VIC.', 'MT.GAMBIER Sth AUSTRALIA', 'MURRAY RIVER WEST.AUST.',
'NORTH TERRACE ADELAIDE', 'RAILWAY SLEEPERS QUEENSLAND', 'RIVER DERWENT TASMANIA',
'RIVER MURRAY SOUTH AUSTRALIA', 'RUNDLE ST. ADELAIDE' and 'STURT ST.BALLARAT'. All
lettercards used to domestic destinations, few with minor blemishes, otherwise F/VF condition.
Interesting thematic content, i.a. railway, streetcars, technic-enery, landscapes, buildings etc. ACSC
ca.1000.-AU$ (T)

GA

120,-

1914/1918, 1d KGV SIDEFACE - SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 8 used lettercards,
comprising BW LC21 (6 items) with views 'AVON RIVER YORK W.A.', 'BALLARAT', 'CEDAR LOGS
QUEENSLAND', 'GEELONG HARBOUR', 'LAKE ST.CLAIR TASMANIA' and 'WATERFALL GULLY
ADELAIDE'; further BW LC22 with two views 'EMPRESS FALLS BLUE MTS. N.S.W.' in purple-black and
purple-red. All lettercards used to domestic destinations, mostly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic
content, i.a. waterfalls, bridges, ships, horses etc. (T)

GA

100,-

1914/1916, 1d red KGV sideface ENVELOPES, selection of 10 used envelopes (2 post office, one
military and seven stamped-to-order items), official envelopes with EP4 uprated from Melbourne
along with censor 'PASSED' to Sweden, EP5 (die 2) used from Many Peaks/Queensland to Brisbane;
stamped-to-order envelopes ES14 used by 'Vacuum Oil Co.Ltd.', 'Roberts & Co.Ltd. Auctioneers',
'Barrow Bros., Dairy Produce Salesmen' etc., ES15 (die 2) with two envelopes used by 'Vacuum Oil
Co.Ltd.'. One military envelope ME3 used from Melbourne along with censor-tape 'OPENED BY
CENSOR / P.W.456' to A.I.F. abroad. Some envelopes with blemishes otherwise mostly fine condition.
(T)

GA

120,-

1915/1938, ½d - 2d KGV sideface STATIONERY WRAPPERS (BW ex W3/W19 and ex WS11/13,
comprehensive collection with 63 used wrappers, comprising post office (57 items) and stampedto-order (6 items) wrappers. Included are domestic usages and uprated wrappers to foreign
destinations, i.a. W3 with unusual red machine cancel Sydney to New Zealand, W4 uprated to
Holland or USA, one item addressed to London and forwarded with additional franking GB ½d KGV
to Switzerland, W8 with green handstamp 'NEWSPAPER ONLY' (type 1) from Hurstville to Kogarah,
W11 highly uprated with ½d KGV and 6d kangaroo from Childers to Germany, W12 uprated to
Germany and one item CTO Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution, W19 uprated to Philippine Islands
etc; stamped-to-order wrappers with WS11 from Sydney to Boggabri, WS12 with several items
used by 'Stock Exchange of Sydney' and a scarce 2d KGV brown cut-out (WS19) used by 'Davies
Bros.Ltd.'. Some items with blemishes as should be expected. otherwise mostly F/VF condition.
Recommended postal history source! ACSC 4000.-AU$+ (M)

GA

400,-

AUSTRALIA
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P 4152
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P 4154

1915/1919, 4d orange KGV REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, attractive and valuable collection of ca.40
used envelopes (ex BW RE5/RE8), comprising domestic usages and a vast array of uprated items to
domestic and foreign destinations. Included are 7 envelopes (RE5), i.a. uprated with 1d KGV and 3d
kangaroo from Rialto to Pittsburgh USA etc., 3 envelopes (RE7) including RE7A uprated with 1d KGV
from Manly to Manchester GB (BW unrecorded in used condition!), furthermore a very
comprehensive compilation of envelopes RE6 and RE8, i.a. envelope from Sydney to Suva Fiji
Islands, further destinations to GB, USA, NZ, Germany, Netherlands etc., postmarks from smaller
places like Balranald, Branxton, Bridgetown W.A., Milbrulong, White Cliffs, Tongala (in blue) etc.,
various types of registration labels and many other specialities. In addition a scarce unused envelope
RE7B, few envelopes with some traces of usage as should be expected, mostly F/VF condition.
Strongly recommended postal history source! (M)

GA

800,-

1915/1916, 1d red KGV SIDEFACE POSTCARDS (BW P27), remarkable and valuable selection of 12
used postcards, comprising four P.O.W. cards sent via red cross in London to Australian internees in
4 different camps in Germany, incl. Doeberitz, Dülmen, Parchim and Soltau, each with appropriate
censor handstamps, one further P.O.W. card sent from Sydney to a German internee at Trial Bay
with three-lined censor 'CENSORED/DETENTION BARRACKS/TRIAL BAY N.S.W.' on the frontside,
furthermore 6 cards with private imprints including 'Metropolitan Gas Co.', 'Bridgetown Agricultural
Society' (late usage in 1921 and uprated to GB), 'Farmer & Co.Ltd.' (depiction of company building
on reverse) etc. In addition one unused card with imprint 'Malvern Red Cross Branch' and one
stamped-to-order postcard (PS6) 'C.of.A. Customs House' used locally in Sydney. All cards (14 items)
in F/VF condition. (T)

GA

300,-

1916/1919, 1d red + ½d green KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED ENVELOPES (BW EP13-EP15), selection of 7
used envelopes in various dies, i.a. one example uprated with 1 ½d brown KGV from Hamilton to
Germany, a second example uprated with 1d red KGV tied by t.p.o. 'P.P.RAILWAY UP / S.A.', to
Hamilton, further domestic mail from Brighton/S.A., Gordon/Vic., Tenora/N.S.W. etc. Also included
is a ½d green KGV stamped-to-order envelope (BW ES25) uprated with 1d red KGV from Hamilton
to Jindera and redirected to Trungley Hall. A few items with (mostly minor) traces of usage otherwise
F/VF condition. ACSC ca.1000.-AU$ (T)

GA

120,-

1916/1918, 1d red KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED ENVELOPES (BW EP7-EP10), collection with ca.30 used
envelopes comprising examples of all dies (1-4). Included is domestic mail (ca.15 items), seven
envelopes uprated to foreign destinations, i.a. Germany, South Africa, USA etc., one envelope
registered from Sydney to Czechoslovakia, furthermore 3 items POW mail via London to Germany
or Turkey, one envelope sent to a german internee at the Fremantle Detention Barracks; also
included are varieties, i.a. “Die crack over E of PENNY” (BW EP8 e) on cover from Denial Bay to
Waterloo and 3 envelopes with “left point of star broken” (BW EP9 f). Enclosed as well is mail with
pmk's from smaller places, i.a. Beverley/W.A., Delegate N.S.W., Lameroo/S.A.. Tarrington/Vic. etc.
Attractive postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

250,-

1916/1918, 1d red KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (ex BW ES28/32),
group with 9 used envelopes in various dies, comprising 3 examples used by 'Vacuum Oil Co.Ltd.'
incl. one underpaid cover from Melbourne to France with french postage dues, further examples
used by 'The Australian Drug Co.Ltd. Sydney' (uprated to USA), 'Shire of Fern Tree Gully', 'Board of
Water Supply Sydney', 'The Mt. Lyell Mining & Railway Co.Ltd.' (long size formate) and two envelopes
without user indication. In addition one item (frontside only) with depiction of a 'Scotch Whiskey'
bottle. Some envelopes with blemishes, otherwise mostly fine condition. (T)

GA

100,-

1916/1918, 1d red KGV SIDEFACE POSTCARDS (BW P28), collection with 16 used postcards,
predominantly domestic usages, one card (printed matter rate) from Melbourne with censor
'PASSED' to New York, several cards with private imprints, i.a. 'W.Menz & Co. Factory Adelaide',
'Melbourne Bord of Works', 'Royal Society of S.A.' etc., 2 cards with scarce “Die 2” impressions,
comprising type 1 (BW P28d) on card from Melbourne to Richmond and type 2 (BW P28da) on
uprated card from Melbourne to Wellington N.Z. In addition one unused card in Die 2, type 2, with
private imprint 'Kapunda Technical School' om reverse, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

GA

100,-

1918/1923, 1 ½d brown KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED ENVELOPES, selection of 22 used envelopes
comprising 9 post office and 13 stamped-to-order items, i.a. post office envelopes EP19 + EP20 with
three examples uprated to foreign destinations (Czechoslovakia, Norway and USA), one envelope
CTO Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution; stamped-to-order envelopes with ES49 used by 'Brooks,
Robinson & Co.Ltd.', ES51 (die 2, 4 items) used by 'Buzacott & Co.Ltd.', 'James Moore & Sons Ltd.',
'Metropolitan Board of Works' and 'The Pastoral Finance Assoc.Ltd.', ES52 (6 items) used by 'Vacuum
Oil Co.Pty.Ltd. Adelaide', 'Australian Wool Council (Ballot Paper)', 'Perdriau Rubber Co.Ltd.' etc. and
ES54 (2 items) used by 'Shire of Orbost' and 'Shire of Mc Ivor'. Interesting postal history source in
mostly F/VF condition. ACSC 1800.-AU$+ (T)

GA

250,-
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28 used postcards
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ex. 4158 | 600 €
40 used envelopes

ex. 4160 | 150 €
9 used lettercards; ACSC 1.500,- AU$

ex. 4159 | 200 €
20 used envelopes
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1918/1920, 1 ½d KGV SIDEFACE - SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS on various grey stock, selection of
11 used lettercards, comprising BW LC41+LC43 (5 items) with views 'CARTING FAR NORTH'(camels),
'GOVERNMENT HOUSE PERTH', 'LOG TRAIN JARRAH FOREST, W.A.', 'MOSMAN'S BAY SYDNEY,
N.S.W.' and 'PINEAPPLES QUEENSLAND'; further BW LC42+LC44 (6 items) with views 'GOVERNMENT
HOUSE PERTH', 'G.P.O. HOBART', 'HAWKESBURY RIVER N.S.W.', 'MOSMAN'S BAY SYDNEY, N.S.W.',
'ON THE MURRAY S.AUSTRALIA'(riverboat) and 'SYDNEY HARBOUR N.S.W.', ten lettercards used to
domestic destinations, one example uprated to Germany. A few items with blemishes, otherwise
mostly F/VF condition. Excellent thematic content, i.a. agriculture, animals (camels), railway,
landscapes, buildings etc. ACSC 1100.-AU$ (T)

GA

120,-

1918/1919, THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d red KGV SIDEFACE POSTCARDS (BW P48), collection with 11
used postcards, predominantly domestic usages, one card with illustrated imprint 'H.Berry & Co.
Pty.Ltd.' with advertisement Glen Valley Tea at face and depiction of warehouse in Adelaide on
reverse, further cards with private imprints 'Methodist Home Missions, Vic.', 'The Pianola Co.Ltd.
Sydney' etc. Also included are 2 cards with variety 'Damaged top frame left of crown' (BW P48i), an
underpaid card from Melbourne to Germany with postage due and one card CTO Melbourne,
mostly F/VF condition. (T)

GA

80,-

1919/1923, 1 ½d KGV SIDEFACE POSTCARDS, interesting collection with 28 used postcards,
comprising 1 ½d dark brown cards (BW P51, 6 items) incl. one card to Batavia Dutch East Indies and
one example uprated to Edam in Holland; further 1 ½d red-brown cards (BW P52, 19 items)
including mostly domestic usages, ten of them with private imprints, i.a. 'The Perth Golf Club',
'Kalamazoo(Aust.)Ltd.', 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'Jackson & Spring Agents' etc., also included are
four uprated cards to foreign destinations, i.a. from Brisbane to Nicaragua(R!) and further examples
to Germany and Czechoslovakia, in addition one card CTO Melbourne (BW P52x); finally 1 ½d
emerald-green cards (BW P53, 3 items) incl. one uprated example to Holland and one locally used
card with private imprint 'Commonwealth Club of Adelaide'. A few cards with some characteristic
discolouration as should be expected, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

200,-

1920/1923, 5d brown KGV REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, attractive collection of ca.40 used envelopes
(BW RE10A-B, RE11A-C, RE12 and RE13), comprising domestic usages and a vast array of uprated
items to domestic and foreign destinations. Included are 8 envelopes (RE10), i.a. two items each
uprated with 1d KGV to Switzerland or USA and 2 items CTO Melbourne (RE10x), further RE11A
uprated with 4d KGV from Perth to Germany, RE11B with 3 examples showing official manuscript
alteration of the printed selling price 5 ½d to 6d, RE12 uprated to GB, Austria, Czechoslovakia and
Germany etc., RE13 uprated with 2d KGV from Sydney to Chapa in French Indochina and further
usages to foreign destinations. Also included are postmarks from smaller places like Batlow,
Coledale, Krawarree Tubbul, Wallerawang etc., various types of registration labels, return receipt
'A.R.' mail and other specialities, mostly F/VF condition. Recommended postal history source! (M)

GA

600,-

1920/1923, 2d orange KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED ENVELOPES, selection of 20 used envelopes comprising
7 post office and 13 stamped-to-order items, i.a. post office envelopes EP21 with two examples
uprated to foreign destinations (Germany, USA), one envelope used from Bridgetown to Bermuda
(scarce destination!), one registered envelope (blemishes) from Milang to London and one example
CTO Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution, furthermore one envelope EP22 (with inscription 'POSTAGE')
used from Pemberton to Perth; stamped-to-order envelopes with ES59 (10 items) used by 'J.
Campbell & Sons Ltd.' (illustration of warehouse in Brisbane at face), 'Australian Glass Manufacturers
Co.Ltd.', 'Buzacott & Co.Ltd.', 'City Treasurer, Town Hall, Sydney', 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd. Adelaide'
etc., ES60 (3 items) used by 'Brooks, Robinson & Co.Ltd.', 'International Harvester Co.of Aus.Pty.'
(blue stock) and one envelope without imprint used from Eudunda to Malvern. Some envelopes
with blemishes as should be expected otherwise mostly fine condition. (T)

GA

200,-

1920/1923, 2d orange KGV and 2d red KGV SIDEFACE - SCENIC VIEWS LETTERCARDS, selection of 9
used lettercards, comprising BW LC48 (3 items) with views 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE SYDNEY N.S.W.',
'G.P.O. HOBART' and 'MOSMAN'S BAY SYDNEY, N.S.W.'; further BW LC49 (6 items) with views
'CARTING FAR NORTH' (camels), 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE PERTH' (BW view 56A, scarce!), 'G.P.O.
HOBART', 'LOG TRAIN JARRAH FOREST, W.A.', 'MOSMAN'S BAY SYDNEY, N.S.W.' and 'PINEAPPLE
(pickers)', 8 cards used to domestic destinations, one example uprated to Germany. A few items
with minor blemishes, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Interesting thematic content, i.a.
agriculture, fruits, animals (camels), railway, landscapes, buildings etc. ACSC 1500.-AU$ (T)

GA

150,-
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1922/1928, 1d KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES, collection with 24 used
envelopes, comprising 1d violet KGV (ES41) with three window envelopes used in Melbourne,
furthermore 1d green KGV (ES43, 21 items), i.a. used by 'A.G.Healing & Co.' (cycle and motor trade),
'Alex. Cowan & Sons Ltd.', 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'James McEwan & Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'Edwards Dunlop
& Co.Ltd.', 'Melbourne Board of Works', 'Amalgamated Wireless Australasia Ltd.', 'Bushells Ltd.',
'The Berlei Review, Berlei Ltd.' (large size), 'The Adelaide Electric Supply Co.Ltd.', 'The Metropolitan
Gas Co. Melbourne' (long size), 'A.W. Sandford & Co.Ltd.' etc. Interesting postal history source in
mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

150,-

1922/1923, 2d scarlet KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED ENVELOPES, selection of 13 used envelopes,
comprising 4 post office and 9 stamped-to-order items, i.a. EP23 registered and uprated from Port
Victoria to Hamburg in Germany etc.; stamped-to-order envelopes (ES61) with various imprints, i.a.
illustrated cover used by 'Invincible Motor Construction Co.Ltd.' (tiny part at top and backflap
missing), 'Noske Bros. Melbourne', 'S. Cooke Proprietary Ltd.' (2 items, both uprated to Germany),
'Vivian Lewis Ltd.' (uprated to USA) and further envelopes from unidentified users. Some items with
blemishes otherwise mostly fine condition. (T)

GA

100,-

1923/1925, 1d KGV SIDEFACE POSTCARDS, interesting collection with 26 used postcards, comprising
1d violet cards (BW P56, 12 items) incl. five uprated cards to foreign destinations, i.a. 4 examples to
Germany/Austria and one card from Sydney to Muñoz, Philippine Islands (R!), also domestic usages
and private imprints together with one example CTO Melbourne (BW P56x); further 1d green, Die
1, cards (BW P61, 7 items) with domestic usages and imprints, i.a. 'N.S.W. Government Railways',
'Sodwalls Gravel Co.' etc. and one uprated card to Czechoslovakia; finally 1d green, Die 3, cards (BW
P62, 7 items) including two uprated examples to Norway and USA. In addition two unused postcards
(P56) each with private imprint 'Sam Fox Publishing Co.' Attractive lot in F/VF condition. (M)

GA

150,-

1923/1924, FOURPENCE/HALFPENNY on 5d brown KGV REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, attractive
collection of 23 used envelopes (BW RE16 + RE17), comprising domestic usages and many uprated
items to domestic and foreign destinations. Included are 8 envelopes (RE16), i.a. one envelope from
Burekup to Bombay in India, 3 envelopes uprated to Germany or Holland and one envelope CTO
Melbourne (RE16x), the envelopes (RE17) with many uprated items to Germany, furthermore six
examples with printing variety 'ENVELPE for ENVELOPE' on reverse. Also included are postmarks
from smaller places, various types of registration labels etc. In addition a scarce unused envelope
RE16. Recommended postal history source in F/VF condition. (M)

GA

350,-

1923/1924, 1 ½d green KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED ENVELOPES, selection of 10 used envelopes,
comprising 6 post office and 4 stamped-to-order items, i.a. three envelopes (EP27) uprated to
Austria or Germany, two envelopes with blue security lining [EP27(2)], both used from Auburn to
Parramatta; stamped-to-order envelopes (ES55) used by 'Brooks, Robinson & Co.Ltd.', 'The Civil
Service Stores, Sydney', 'Harry Shelley, Sydney' and 'Fassett & Johnson Ltd.', a few envelopes with
mostly minor blemishes, otherwise F/VF condition. (T)

GA

100,-

1923/1924, THREE/HALFPENCE on 2d KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED ENVELOPES, selection of six used
envelopes, comprising one stamped-to-order and 5 post office items. Included is one envelope with
surcharge on 2d KGV orange (EP24) used locally in Melbourne, four examples with surcharge on 2d
red KGV (EP26) including 3 domestic usages and one item CTO Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution;
one stamped-to-order envelope (ES62) with blue inlay used by 'Zetland Glass Bottle Works' in
Sydney. Attractive group in F/VF condition. (T)

GA

100,-

1923, ONE/PENNY on 1 ½d KGV 'OBSOLETE STOCK' postcards, selection of 7 cards, comprising each
three examples 1d on 1 ½d red-brown (BW P58) and 1d on 1 ½d emerald-green (BW P59), all 6
cards used domestically including two cards with private imprint 'W.A.Music Teacher's Assoc.' resp.
'F.H.Faulding & Co.Ltd.'. In addition one unused card 1d on 1 ½d emerald-green (BW P60) with
private imprint 'Francis Longmore & Co.', except one card (P58) with corner crease all other items
in F/VF condition. ACSC 1500.-AU$ (T)

GA

150,-

1924/1928, 4 ½d violet KGV REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, attractive collection of ca.32 used
envelopes (BW RE18, RE19, RE20), comprising domestic usages and many uprated items to
domestic and foreign destinations. Included are 13 envelopes (RE18), i.a. uprated envelope from
Hurlstone Park to Trieste in Italy, a registered return receipt usage from Perth to Wagin and one
envelope CTO Melbourne, the envelopes (R19+R20) with uprated items to Austria, Belgium,
Germany, Canada and USA. Also included are postmarks from smaller places, i.a. Coober Pedy,
Hemmant, Jerrys Plains etc., various types of registration labels and further interesting material.
Recommended postal history source in F/VF condition. (M)

GA

300,-
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1924/1928, 1 ½d scarlet KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES56),
collection with 25 used envelopes, comprising an interesting array of different users, i.a. 'Carlton
and United Breweries Ltd.', 'Hobart Savings Bank', 'Clutterbuck Bros., Adelaide Ltd.', 'International
Harvester Co. of Aus.Pty.Ltd.' (blue stock), 'Australian Drug Co.Ltd.' (2 items, both addressed to
Samoa!), 'Voasco Pty.Ltd., Fountain Pen' (long size, several folds), 'Tangari Wines Ltd.', 'James
Campbell & Sons Ltd.', 'Baldwin Berne Proprietary' (underpaid envelope to Switzerland with swiss
postage due), 'Henry Berry & Co.Ltd.', 'Vacuum Oil Company Pty.Ltd.' and other useful material. A
few items with blemishes as should be expected, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Substancial
postal history source! (M)

GA

200,-

1924/1928, 1 ½d scarlet KGV 'STAR' EMBOSSED ENVELOPE (BW EP28), selection of 14 used
envelopes, comprising five uprated examples to foreign destinations (Germany, Switzerland) incl.
one registered envelope from Kerang to Holland, furthermore domestic usages with postmarks
from smaller places, i.a. Dunkeld/Vic., Koroit/Vic., scarce rubber cds 'POST OFFICE/MURRINGO,
N.S.W, 15.NOV.1927 (renamed from Marengo in 1926, unrecorded by H&T) on cover to London,
one registered envelope from Shepparton to Melbourne, uprated airmail with rectangular flight
cachet from Narrandera, 20.JL.26 (single day of use!) to Sydney and other useful material, mostly F/
VF condition. (T)

GA

150,-

1925/1938, 1 ½d, TWO/PENCE on 1 ½d and 2 red KGV LETTERCARDS, interesting collection with 28
used lettercards, comprising BW LC58 (5 items), i.a. uprated from St.Kilda to Finland, one example
CTO Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution; BW LC60 uprated via airmail from Camooweal to Sydney;
BW LC61+LC62 (8 items), i.a. with t.p.o. St.Kilda Rail to France; BW LC63 (4 items), i.a. airmail from
Pinnaroo to Germany and BW LC64 (9 items), i.a. cds Jervis Bay/Federal Territory on lettercard to
Sydney, one example uprated with single 1/4d KGV from Melbourne to London and further useful
material. In total 16 domestic usages incl. postmarks from smaller places and 11 lettercards uprated
to foreign destinations. Attractive postal history source in F/VF condition. (M)

GA

200,-

1925/1930, 1d green KGV SIDEFACE POSTCARDS (BW P63+P64), interesting collection with ca.40
predominantly used postcards (die 1 & die 3), comprising domestic usages from various places,
uprated cards to foreign countries, private imprints, i.a. 'Mr.J. Vander Velde' (optician, “eye”), radio
card with depiction of radio equipment from Waddamana to Cobden, one card with double-sided
advertisement 'Bake-Well Flour' from Adelaide to Stockport, airmail card uprated with block of six
½d orange KGV from Normanton to Sydney, registered airmail from Roebourne to Sydney, one card
from Kew/Vic. to Nairobi Kenya with transit cds Dhanushkodi (very unusual). Also included are
several unused cards with private imprints, i.a. 'Agarol' (medicine), 'Rev.R.Piper, Haberfield' (small
sized card!), 'Young Show, The Mecca of the Motorist” etc. Recommended postal history source in
mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

300,-

1928/1937, 1d green KGV OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES64),
comprehensive collection of 54 used envelopes, comprising a vast array of different users and
thematic contents, i.a. 'Barnet Glass Rubber Co.Ltd.' illustrated envelope with depiction of a tyre,
'MacRobertson' with coloured picture of “Max-Mints” (sweets), 'Seppelt's Famous Ports' (depiction
of Port and Sherry bottles on reverse), 'Penfold's Vineyards', 'Groves McVilly & Co.Ltd.' (wine and
spirit merchant), 'The Shell Co.of Australia Ltd.', 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'City Electric Light Co.Ltd.',
'A.G.Healing Ltd.' (cycle and motor trade), 'Frederick Stearns & Co.' (pharmacists), 'Sydney
Confectionery Ltd.' (envelope on pink stock), 'Footwear Doery & Tilly Pty.Ltd.', 'Henry Berry & Co.
Pty.Ltd.' (Glen Valley Tea), 'Rhodes Motor Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'Collingwood Football Club' (club emblem
with bird “australian magpie” on backflap), 'Centenary Celebration State of Victoria', administrative
usages by City of Box Hill, Prahran, Sandringham etc. and many other interesting items. Substantial
postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

350,-

1928/1930, 4 ½d violet KGV OVAL EMBOSSED REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, attractive collection of
32 used envelopes (BW RE21 + RE22), comprising domestic usages and many uprated items to
domestic and foreign destinations. Included are 23 envelopes (RE21) with destinations to GB,
Germany, Poland, Switzerland, USA, New Zealand etc., 'LATE FEE' and early airmail covers,
furthermore 9 long size envelopes (RE22)), i.a. one example uprated with 5d on 4 ½d KGV (SG 120)
from lower margin with part of 'JOHN ASH' imprint, sent from Tooraweenah to Berkely USA. Also
included is mail with postmarks from smaller places like Blyth S.A., Cunnamulla, Murrurundi, New
Gisborne, Turkey Creek W.A. etc., various registration labels in blue or red and further interesting
material. Also enclosed is one unused envelope RE22. Recommended postal history source in
mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

300,-
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ex. 4174 | 300 €
registration envelopes; 32 used envelopes

ex. 4175 | 200 €
26 used envelopes

ex. 4176 | 500 €
50 used registration envelopes
ex. 4178 | 350 €
50 postcards

ex. 4177 | 400 €
40 used envelopes
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AUSTRALIA

ex. 4179 | 250 €
32 used envelopes

ex. 4180 | 250 €
25 used registration envelopes

ex. 4181 | 200 €
25 used registration envelopes

ex. 4182 | 120 €

ex. 4183 | 150 €
16 used envelopes
223

P 4175

P 4176

P 4177

P 4178

P 4179

P 4180
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1928/1930, 1 ½d red KGV OVAL EMBOSSED ENVELOPES (BW EP31 + BW ES69), collection with 26
used examples, comprising both post office (12 items) and stamped-to-order (14 items) envelopes.
Included are domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations, airmail and registered mail, i.a. EP31
used for the first flight Daly Waters-Camooweal (1930), registered airmail from Sydney to Ceduna
and from Sydney to London, domestic mail from various places and other useful material; stampedto-order envelopes ES69 used by 'Onkaparinga Woollen Co.Ltd.', 'Clutterbuck Bros. Farm Machinery'
(illustrated), 'Buzacott & Co.Ltd.', 'Noske Bros. Pty.Ltd.', 'Vacuum Oil Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'Glover & Goode
Pty.Ltd.', 'Carlton and United Breweries' and further interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

200,-

1930/1937, 5d brown KGV OVAL EMBOSSED REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, comprehensive collection
with ca.50 used envelopes (BW RE26 + RE27), comprising domestic usages and many uprated items
to domestic and foreign destinations, i.a. uprated envelopes from Melbourne to Greece with
customs censor, Merbein to Finland, Adelaide to Russia, Brisbane to Buenos Aires, Daradgee to
Malta, T.P.O. St.Kilda Rail S2 to India etc., furthermore early airmail covers incl. Adelaide-Darwin,
valuable frankings with 9d or 1s kangaroo, postmarks from smaller places like Aberdare, Ardrossan,
Allora, Babinda, Cardross, Gumly Gumly, Kandos, Murchison Vic. and Pymble (violet cds) together
with plenty of other interesting and useful items, mostly F/VF condition. Highly recommended
postal history source! (M)

GA

500,-

1930/1937, 2 red KGV OVAL EMBOSSED ENVELOPES (BW ex EP36/38), comprehensive collection
with 40 used envelopes, comprising domestic usages and mail to various foreign destinations,
airmail, registered mail etc., i.a. four examples uprated with 1s4d greenish blue KGV and further
stamps - all addressed via airmail to Europe (GB, Germany, Switzerland), further registered domestic
mail from Apsley/Vic., Ferntree Gully/Vic., Granville/N.S.W., Lithgow/N.S.W., Moss Vale/N.S.W.' etc.
to various destinations; commemorative postmarks S.A.CEN.& 7th AUS. PHIL.EXHTN./ADELAIDE on
reg. envelope to Williamsfort and 6th AUST.PHIL.EXHBN./MELBOURNE on reg. envelope uprated
with 3 x 1d meter to Grafton (both covers with appropriate registration labels), one envelope from
Sydney dispatched by TIN CAN MAIL to Niuafoou Tonga, mail with postmarks of smaller places, i.a.
Cranbrook/W.A., Meningie/S.A., Minnipa/S.A., Mundijong/W.A., Ouyen/Vic.; one short size
envelope (EP38) from Glenthompson/Vic. to Melbourne and many other interesting items.
Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

400,-

1930/1937, 1 ½d red-brown KGV SIDEFACE POSTCARDS (BW P67+P68), interesting collection with
ca.50 predominantly used postcards, comprising domestic usages from various places, private
imprints, i.a. 'Jones & Joseph Ltd., Golf, Tennis, Cricket..', 'Royal Geographical Society' etc., ca.10
cards uprated via surface mail to foreign destinations (Austria, Germany), furthermore a
considerable amount of airmail including domestic flights and airmail to England, Germany, India,
USA etc., i.a. card directed to first “through flight” Hongkong-San Francisco with appropriate flight
cachet, registered airmail to London and Calcutta, censored mail etc., 7 cards are printed on scarce
thin stock [BW P68(2)]. Also included two unused cards with private imprints, i.a. 'Agarol' (medicine).
In addition 7 used cards THREE/HALFPENCE on 1d green KGV (BW P65, 1 item) and (BW P66, 6
items). Substantial postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

350,-

1930/1937, 2 red KGV OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES72+ES73),
comprehensive collection with 32 used envelopes, comprising a vast array of different users, i.a.
illustrated envelope 'Queensland Pastoral Supplies Ltd.' (fencing wire, cold-safe cabinet), 'Brooke's
Lemos Ltd.' (illustrated), 'Geo. Cull & Son Ltd.' (leather, boots), 'Neal's Motors Pty.Ltd.', 'Buzacott &
Co.Ltd.' (machinery merchants), 'Noske Bros. Pty.Ltd.' (uprated to Bangkok!), 'S.Cooke Proprietary Ltd.'
(uprated airmail to Germany), 'E.T.S. O'Donnell, Griffin & Co.Ltd.', 'Good Year', 'The Shell Co.of Australia
Ltd.', 'David Jones Ltd.' (wool), 'City Electric Light Co.Ltd.', 'Roberts & Co.Ltd. Auctioneers', 'M.Donaghy
& Sons Pty.Ltd.', 'Edward Dyason & Co.', Shire of Arapiles - Noradjuha' and many other interesting
items. In addition one unused envelope with printed address 'The Texas Co. Australasia Ltd. Perth'. A
few envelopes with blemishes as should be expected, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

250,-

1930, FIVE/PENCE on 4 ½d violet KGV OVAL EMBOSSED REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, attractive
collection of 25 used envelopes (BW RE24 + RE25), comprising domestic usages and many uprated
items to domestic and foreign destinations. Included are 12 envelopes (RE24), i.a. mail to unusual
destinations, presented by an uprated envelope from Grafton to Malta and a second envelope from
Perth to Denmark. Furthermore 13 long size envelopes (RE25) including mail from Adelaide to Finland
and a late usage (1941) from Footscray to Winnipeg Canada with customs censor. Both unused
envelopes are also enclosed. Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

250,-

AUSTRALIA
P 4181

P 4182

P 4183

1937/1942, 5d brown KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, collection of 25 used
envelopes, comprising BW RE28 A+B (15 items) with uprated airmail from Liverpool/N.S.W. to
Estonia (R!); Melbourne to Denmark; Boggabri to Hongkong etc., in addition BW RE29 (10 items)
with highly uprated (SG 176 et al.) airmail from Townsville to USA, furthermore censored mail to
England; one envelope with 'Lady Gowrie' red cross stamp from Sydney to Omaha, various pmk's
from smaller places and other useful material. Also enclosed is envelope RE28B unused. Attractive
postal history source in F/VF condition. (M)

GA

200,-

1937/1942, 1d KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES, group of 9 envelopes used
by “AUSTRALIAN DEFENSE CANTEENS”, comprising 1d green KGVI (BW ES75, 4 items), i.a. from
Mil.P.O. Belmont Park, Mil.P.O. Cowra or Mil.P.O. Greta to domestic destinations; furthermore 1d
brown KGVI (BW ES77, 5 items), i.a. from Mil.P.O. Dubbo, Army P.O. 0107 or Army.P.O. 0108 to
domestic destinations; one envelope uprated with 3 ½d KGVI from Sydney to USA, the majority of
envelopes with censor or “Department of the Army/Concession Postal Rate” handstamps, mostly
F/VF condition. (T)

GA

120,-

1937/1941, 2d red KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES83), selection
of 16 used envelopes, comprising mail from many different users, i.a. 'Carlton and United Breweries
Ltd.', 'Brooke's Lemos Ltd.' (illustrated advertising), Buzacott Pty.Ltd.', 'Onkaparinga Woollen Co.
Ltd.', 'David Jones Ltd.' (wool), 'Australian Broadcasting Commission', 'Industrial Acceptance Corp.
Ltd.', 'Edward Dyason& Co.' (long size formate, 2 items registered to USA each), 'Shire of Cranbourne',
'A. Abrahams & Sons Pty.Ltd.', 'Australian Glass Manufacturers Co.Ltd.' (illustration “buy milk in
bottles” on reverse), one insufficiently uprated censored envelope from Sydney to Pittsburgh
charged with USA 3c postage due and other interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

GA

150,-

1937/1941, 1d green KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES75), collection
with 18 used envelopes, comprising an interesting array of different users, i.a. 'William Adams &
Co.Ltd.' with depiction of a CATERPILLAR TRACTOR; 'Good Year Tyre & Rubber Co.Ltd.', 'Vacuum Oil
Co.Pty.Ltd.' (Plume & Mobiloil); 'H.C. Sleigh Oil Department', 'Dennys, Lascelles Ltd.' (Wool Brokers),
'City Electric Light Co.Ltd.', 'Cadbury-Fry-Pascall Pty.Ltd.', 'H.G. Foletta & Co. Pty.Ltd.' (Hosiery &
Lingerie), 'Kennard Bros.' (Hardware Merchants), 'Arnall & Jackson Printers and Manufacturing
Stationers', 'Shire of Arapiles Noradjuha' and other useful and interesting items, mostly F/VF
condition. (T)

GA

120,-

1938/1953, 1d - 2 ½d KGVI STATIONERY WRAPPERS (BW ex W21/W25 and ex WS21/28), interesting
collection with 32 used wrappers, comprising both post office and stamped-to-order wrappers (16
items each). Included are domestic usages and uprated wrappers to foreign destinations, i.a. W21
uprated with 1d QE, tied by cut-down 'AY / N.S.W.' pmk to USA, W22 uprated censored mail from
Melbourne to South Africa, W23 and W24 uprated to Germany or Holland, WS21 used by 'Stock
Exchange of Sydney' to Leura, several items WS25 used to USA, GB or Denmark, 2 ½d red and 2
½d+2 ½d red oval embossed KGVI (WS27+28, 3 items each) used to various destinations in USA. In
addition one unused example W25 with ovp 'SPECIMEN'. Some items with blemishes as should be
expected, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

250,-

ex. 4184 | 120 €
18 used envelopes

ex. 4185 | 250 €
32 used wrappers
P 4184

P 4185
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ex. 4186 | 200 €
40 used lettercards

ex. 4188 | 80 €
11 used postcards; ACSC ca. 900,-AU$

ex. 4187 | 300 €
27 used postcards

ex. 4190 | 350 €
50 used envelopes

ex. 4191 | 300 €
37 used envelopes
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ex. 4189 | 250 €
30 used envelopes

AUSTRALIA
P 4186

P 4187

P 4188

P 4189

P 4190

P 4191

1938/1953, 2d, 2 ½d, 3d and 3 ½d KGVI LETTERCARDS (ex BW LC65/75) , collection with ca.40 used
lettercards, comprising all different issues (except LC67) from 2 to 6 items each. Predominantly
domestic mail/airmail, ten lettercards uprated to foreign destinations, also included censored mail,
i.a. LC69 per airmail from A.P.O. Katherine/N.T. to Sydney; LC70 registered with special cds
'Newcastle Industrial Fair' and appr. registration label to Adamstown; LC75 per airmail from Darwin
to Holland and one further example unused with ovp SPECIMEN (LC75 w). Interesting postal history
source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

200,-

1938/1941, 1 ½d red-brown KGVI POSTCARD (BW P70), interesting collection with 27 used
postcards, comprising domestic usages (8 items) incl. cards with private imprints, i.a. 'William
Adams & Co.Ltd.' (engineers supplies); furthermore numerous uprated cards (some with scarce
postage 9d or 2s kangaroo, 1/6d hermes etc.) including censored airmail to various destinations, i.a.
to Palestine (2 items), England, Germany and Switzerland, one registered airmail card from Potts
Point, 21.AP.41, to New York (R!), included as well is pre-WWII airmail (1938+1939) to Germany,
Switzerland and Yugoslavia. Also enclosed are 2 cards with printing variety 'no stop after added'
(BW P70d). Attractive and valuable postal history source in mostly F/VF condition! (M)

GA

300,-

1938/1941, 1d green and 1d+1d green QE POSTCARDS (BW P69+P71), group of 11 used postcards,
comprising 1d green (P69, 4 items), three cards used to domestic destinations and with private
imprints incl. 'Myer Summer Sale' (size of card reduced), 'D.Reddan & Co.'(card with vertical crease)
and 'Wakei Mail Orders', one card uprated from St.Kilda with censor handstamp to Chicago; 1d+1d
green (P71, 7 items) including 3 domestic usages and 4 uprated censored cards to foreign
destinations, i.a. via airmail to Greece resp. to the Netherlands. Overall two cards with imperfections
as described, otherwise F/VF condition. ACSC ca.900.-AU$ (T)

GA

80,-

1941/1950, 2 ½d red KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES86),
substantial collection with ca.30 used envelopes, comprising mail from many different users, i.a.
'W.Elton & Son, Lampshade Manufacturers', 'Colac Dairying Co.', 'J.S.Kiddle & Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'Invincible
Motors Pty.Ltd.' (illustration of an engine), 'Barastoc Products' (animal feed), 'Vacuum Oil Company
Pty.Ltd.', 'Farmer & Co.Ltd. Sydney', 'Electricity Meter Manufacturing Co.Pty.Ltd.', 'The Goodyear
Tyre & Rubber Co.Ltd.', 'Dennys, Lascelles Ltd., Wool Brokers', 'Westinghouse Rosebery Pty.Ltd.',
'Industrial Acceptance Co.Ltd.'Johnson & Phillips Ltd.', 'Brunton & Co.Pty.Ltd., Flower Mills'
(blemishes, otherwise attractive illustration on reverse), 'Hospital Provident Fund Pty. Ltd.', 'Shire of
Fern Tree Gully' (registered mail), 'Shire of Winchelsea' and many other interesting items.
Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

250,-

1941/1950, 1 ½d green KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES79),
comprehensive collection with ca.50 used envelopes, comprising a vast array of different users, i.a.
'The Austral Brick Co.Ltd.' (depiction of factory in St.Peters), 'Brooke's Coffee Essence', 'Peters Ice
Cream (Vic.) Ltd.', 'PERSIL', 'City of Box Hill' (airplanes, war savings certificates), 'Harris, Scarfe Ltd.,
Condor Lamps' (bulb), 'A.W.Sandford & Co.Ltd.' (butter, separator), 'Myer Emporium Ltd.', 'Shell Co.
of Australia Ltd.', 'Invincible Motors Pty.Ltd.', 'Good Year Tyre & Rubber Co.Ltd.', 'Australasian
Institute of Mining..', 'Ford Sherington Ltd.' (modern luggage), 'Taralgon Waterworks Trust', 'Shire
of Dunmunkle' (rate receipt), 'A.G. Healing Ltd.' (cycle, car accessories, radio receivers, household
etc.), 'Penfold's Wines Ltd.' and further interesting thematic content. Also included are five
envelopes with variety “Die crack below King's neck” (BW ES79 e) and one 1 ½d green KGVI CUTOUT together with further stamps on cover from Geelong to Wahroongah. Recommended postal
history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

350,-

1942/1950, 2 ½d red KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED ENVELOPES (BW EP42 + EP44), substancial collection
with 37 used envelopes, comprising domestic usages and mail to various foreign destinations,
airmail, registered and censored mail, postmarks from smaller places and further specialities.
Included are envelopes EP42 (27 items), i.a. uprated registered mail from Rockland Dam/Vic. to
Germany, registered airmail with typewritten registration label from Langwarrin/Vic. to USA, one
registered envelope from Babinda to Mexico, registered mail from Army P.O. 212 to Hobart, one
envelope from A.N.A.R.E. Heard Is., 7.JA.49 (Australian Antarctic Expedition) to Melbourne and
many other interesting items. Also included are envelopes EP44 (10 items), i.a. one uprated
envelope from Yarraville to Finland, uprated airmail to India, one envelope with cds from Ross
River/Qld-Aust, 24.AU.51 (rated R2 and new early date) to Townsville, registered mail from Subiaco
to Bassendean and further useful material. Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF
condition. (M)

GA

300,-
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All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

ex. 4192 | 400 €
52 used registration envelopes

ex. 4193 | 250 €
44 used postcards

ex. 4194 | 200 €
registration envelopes; 30 used envelopes
P 4192

P 4193

P 4194
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1942/1948, 5 ½d brown KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, comprehensive
collection of 52 used envelopes comprising BW RE31 (16 items) and BW RE32 (36 items). Included
are domestic usages and mail to foreign countries presented by a vast array of uprated envelopes,
i.a destinations Eritrea, Hongkong, Jamaica, South Africa, Denmark, Spain etc., envelopes uprated
with high-denomination stamps (2s kangaroo, 5s coronation robe et al.), further censored mail,
postage due, postmarks from small places and other specialities. Also included are some envelopes
(RE32) with strongly shifted printing on the backside due to incorrect alignment of the printing
plate. An appreciable postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (A)

GA

400,-

1943/1953, 2d, 2 ½d and 3d KGVI POSTCARDS (BW P72+P73+P74), interesting collection with 44
used postcards, comprising 2d mauve postcard (P72, 30 items) incl. domestic usages, many uprated
airmail cards to foreign destinations (Austria, France, Germany, Greece etc.), one card uprated with
2s kangaroo et al. from Melbourne to USA, censored mail WWII etc., two cards with variety “no
stop after 'added'” (P72d) resp. “i” of “is” in admonition missing (P72e); furthermore 2 ½d chocolate
postcard (P73, 6 items) and 3d blue-green postcard (P74, 8 items), both issues with predominantly
uprated examples via airmail to Europe or USA. In addition one unused card with diagonal ovp
'SPECIMEN' (BW P74wa). Attractive postal history source with focus on airmail rates, mostly F/VF
condition. (M)

GA

250,-

1948/1949, 5 ½d brown KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, collection with ca.30
used envelopes (BW RE33) comprising domestic usages and many uprated envelopes to foreign
destinations, i.a. unusual commonwealth rate surface mail from Adelaide, 17.DE.48, to Carbonear
in Newfoundland (arrival 22.FEB.1949 - 9 weeks travel to a very scarce destination!), furthermore
airmail to Penang (Malaya), Sweden, Holland, Czechoslovakia, Germany, USA etc., valuable franking
combinations with better stamps (5s coronation robe at al.), Australian Forces mail, postmarks from
smaller places, i.a. Queenscliff, Stanley (Tasmania), Uranquinty etc. and many other interesting
items, mostly F/VF condition. Recommended postal history source! (M)

GA

200,-

AUSTRALIA

ex. 4195 | 800 €
128 used registration envelopes

ex. 4197 | 100 €
17 used envelopes

ex. 4196 | 150 €
14 used envelopes
P 4195

P 4196

P 4197

1949/1953, 8 ½d, 9d and 1/0½d brown KGVI EMBOSSED REGISTRATION ENVELOPES, very
comprehensive collection with 128 used envelopes, comprising RE34(41 items), RE35(35 items)
and RE36(52 items); included are domestic usages, mail to many different foreign countries, scarce
destinations, i.a. Argentina, Israel, Romania, Portuguese India etc., a large amount of airmail
presenting a wide variety of postal rates and valuable frankings, i.a. 10s arms (SG 224b), postmarks
and registration labels from smaller places and suburban post offices, foreign customs labels and
further specialities. Also included is one envelope RE36 unused with ovp SPECIMEN. Some
envelopes with traces of usage as should be expected, otherwise mostly F/VF condition. Highly
recommended postal history source! (A)

GA

800,-

1950/1951, 2d green KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES85), selection
of 14 used envelopes, comprising mail from many different users, i.a. 'Sidney Cooke Printing Inks
Pty.Ltd.', 'Munday's Power Transmission Reqirements', 'A.G. Healing Ltd.' (radio), 'Harris, Scarfe,
Ltd.' (illustration of a paint can), 'Peters Ice Cream Pty.Ltd.', 'Sidney Cooke Ltd.', 'Victoria Amateur
Turf Club', 'G. Gramp & Sons Ltd.'(Orlando Wines), 'Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works',
'Business Equipment Pty.Ltd.', 'R.G. Turnley & Son Pty.Ltd.' and further interesting items, mostly F/
VF condition. (T)

GA

150,-

1950/1951, 3d red KGVI OVAL EMBOSSED ENVELOPES (BW EP45+EP46 and ES88), collection with 17
used envelopes, comprising post office (10 items) and stamped-to-order (7 items) envelopes. Included
are domestic usages and mail to foreign destinations, airmail and registered mail, i.a. EP45 with
uprated examples via airmail to Germany or USA; EP46 registered from North Adelaide to Vienna in
Austria; ES 88 with examples used by ''A. Abrahams & Sons Pty.Ltd.' (bag merchant), 'Glover & Goode
Pty.Ltd.' (chemist, metallurgical and dental manufacturers), 'Dennys, Lascelles Ltd.' (wool brokers),
'Exide Batteries of Australia Pty.Ltd.' and further interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

GA

100,-
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ex. 4198 | 250 €
34 used envelopes

ex. 4199 | 250 €
31 used envelopes

ex. 4200 | 80 €
12 used envelopes
P 4198

P 4199

P 4200

230

1951/1953, 3d green KGVI CROWNED CIRCLE STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES89),
comprehensive collection with 34 used envelopes, comprising mail from many different users, i.a.
Robert Harper and Co.Ltd.' (oats), 'Peters Ice Cream Pty.Ltd.', 'The Old Melburnians' (football club,
2 examples), 'PERSIL', 'Bayer's Aspirin Tablets', 'Pfaff' (sewing machines), 'Buckley's Elizabethan
Dining Rooms', 'Henry Berry & Co.Pty.Ltd.' (Glenn Valley Tea), 'David Jones Ltd.', 'Sidney Cooke Ltd.',
'Ford Sherington Ltd.' (modern luggage), 'Messrs.M.Donaghy & Sons Ltd.' and further interesting
items. Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

250,-

1951/1953, 3 ½d red KGVI CROWNED CIRCLE EMBOSSED ENVELOPES (BW EP48 + EP49),
comprehensive collection with 31 used envelopes, comprising domestic usages and mail to various
foreign destinations, airmail, registered mail, postmarks from smaller places and further specialities.
Included are envelopes EP48 (26 items), i.a. two examples with postmarks from Northern Territories
(Finke, Tennant Creek), one envelope with cds Eagle Farm Airport, 9.MY.52 (rated 2R and replaced
by cds Brisbane Airport in 1953), one registered envelope from remote Lord Howe Island/N.S.W. to
Sydney, registered airmail to Austria, Switzerland, USA etc., one envelope with cachet 'First Regular
Airmail Australia-South Africa' from Sydney to Johannesburg and further interesting items. Also
included are envelopes EP49 (5 items) with airmail to London or to domestic destinations.
Recommended postal history source in mostly F/VF condition. (M)

GA

250,-

1951/1953, 3 ½d red KGVI CROWNED CIRCLE STAMPED-TO-ORDER ENVELOPES (BW ES90), selection
of 12 used envelopes, comprising many different users, i.a. 'Sydney Turf Club', 'Noske Flour Mills
Pty.Ltd.', 'Brooke's Lemos Ltd.' (illustrated), 'Creamoata Ltd.', 'Henry Berry & Co. A/Asia Ltd., 'Sidney
Cooke Ltd.', Glover & Goode Base Metals Pty.Ltd.', 'Le Pine & Son Ltd.'. 'Bryson Industries Ltd.' and
further interesting items, mostly F/VF condition. (T)

GA

80,-

Arge Australia
Offizieller Name und Gründungsdatum: „Arbeits- und
Forschungsgemeinschaft, Sammlerring Australia e.V.“
Gegründet 27. September 1986
Anzahl der Mitglieder:
Zum Zeitpunkt der Gründung 36 Mitglieder.
Zurzeit 35 Mitglieder, Unsere Mitglieder kommen aus der
Schweiz, aus Österreich, aus den Niederlanden, aus Deutschland
und aus Australien.
Vorstand:
Dr. Norbert Koch, 1. Vorsitzender, Walter Kunst, 2. Vorsitzender und Geschäftsstelle
Bernd Arnold, Kassenwart
Was bietet der Verein?
Die Vereinszeitschrift Bumerang erscheint dreimal pro Jahr und veröffentlicht Beiträge der
Mitglieder. Im Bumerang werden Sammelgebiete vorgestellt, es finden sich
Buchrezensionen und aktuelle Beiträge
zu Neuentdeckungen und Berichte zur
Postgeschichte.
Für Vereinsmitglieder findet ein
Rundsendedienst mit Briefmarken und
Ganzsachen aus den Sammelgebieten
statt. Dieses Angebot findet großen
Zuspruch.
Die Arbeitsgemeinschaft hat eine
Webseite,
auf
der
zahlreiche
Informationen zu den Sammelgebieten
Jahreshauptversammlung 2019 in Salzgitter
und links zu anderen Webseiten
verfügbar sind (www.sammlerring-australia.de).
Einmal
im
Jahr
findet
die
Jahreshauptversammlung statt. Dieses Treffen
zu Christi Himmelfahrt bis zum darauffolgenden
Wochenende wird durch Mitglieder an
wechselnden
Orten
organisiert.
Die
Jahreshauptversammlung wird von einem
kulturellen Programm begleitet, bei dem örtliche
Sehenswürdigkeiten besichtigt werden.
Beim Jahrestreffen werden vor sachkundigem
Publikum Vorträge zu den Sammelgebieten
gehalten. Außerdem findet eine Ausbietung von besonders attraktiven Sammelstücken statt.
Natürlich wird das Treffen von intensivem Tausch von Briefmarken und anderen Poststücken
begleitet.
Kontaktadresse:
Walter Kunst, Geschäftsstelle, Blumenweg 7, D27239 Twistringen, walter.kunst@ewetel.net

Direktverkauf gegen Barzahlung
oder Einlieferung in unsere Auktionen
ENTSCHEIDEN SIE SELBST

Für unsere Auk�onen suchen wir immer
interessante Einzelstücke, Posten, gut ausgebaute (Spezial-)Sammlungen, komple�e
Nachlässe – weltweit. Auch Münzen aller
Arten und Größenordnungen, wie z.B.
Gold- und Silbermünzen, Sammler- und
Kursmünzen sowie Banknoten sind uns jederzeit willkommen.
Bei entsprechenden Objekten führen wir
auch Spezialauk�onen durch oder geben
Spezial-Kataloge heraus, um Ihr Material
op�mal am Markt zu präsen�eren.

Wir richten uns dabei ganz nach Ihren persönlichen Vorstellungen und überlassen es
Ihnen, ob Sie in unsere Auk�onen einliefern oder Ihr Material direkt an uns verkaufen möchten.
Rufen Sie uns an und lassen sich von
unseren Experten beraten. Bei größeren
Objekten besuchen wir Sie nach Absprache
auch gerne persönlich vor Ort. Wenn Sie
uns Ihre Einlieferung per Post zusenden, ist
diese automa�sch mit 25.000 Euro pro
Paket versichert.

Unsere Spezialisten begutachten und bewerten Ihr Material vom a�rak�ven
Einzelstück über umfangreiche Nachlässe
bis hin zu voluminösen Großposten und
unterbreiten Ihnen auf Wunsch auch ein
Ankaufsangebot. Wir kaufen „Philatelie &
Numisma�k“ weltweit zu besten Marktpreisen. Vermi�ler erhalten eine Provision
und wir garan�eren eine diskrete Abwicklung.

Einlieferung: Einfach und eﬀektiv!

WIE LIEFERE ICH EIN UND WAS IST ZU BEACHTEN?

Aus wirtscha� lichen Gründen sollten Ihre Lose mindestens einen Ausrufpreis von je 150 € haben
und die gesamte Einlieferung insgesamt einen Schätzpreis von 1.000 € nicht unterschreiten.

Abholung bei Ihnen

Bei umfangreichen und wertvollen
Objekten besuchen unsere
Experten Sie auch gerne zu Hause.

Persönliche Übergabe

Sie kommen nach Terminabsprache persönlich bei uns vorbei,
und wir besprechen alles vor Ort.
Unsere Experten bieten Ihnen
eine kompetente Beratung und
schätzen und bewerten Ihre
Sammlungen und Nachlässe
unverbindlich und kostenfrei.

Losbeschreibung & Ausruf

Postversand

Sie senden uns Ihr Material ab
mind. 1.000 € Ausruf zu. 1, 2, 3
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Postversand in Deutschland mit:

- Postpaket bis zu einem Schätzpreis von 25.000 €
- Postexpress bei einem darüber liegenden Wert
- unserem besonderen Service als ePaket mit DHL
Damit können Sie Ihre Pakete (bis 31,5 kg) kostenfrei bei
sich zuhause abholen lassen. Wenn alles gepackt und
zugeklebt ist, einfach bei uns anrufen und den Tag nennen,
wann die Abholung erfolgen soll.

Nach unserer Bearbeitung erhalten Sie
die entsprechenden Losbeschreibungen
und wir teilen Ihnen den festgesetzten
Ausruf mit.

Eingangsbestätigung

Sie erhalten kurzfristig eine Eingangsbestätigung Ihrer Sendung.
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Bitte vergessen Sie nicht, eine Liste der enthaltenen Lose
beizulegen. Sie können außerdem gerne Ausrufvorschläge
machen. Weichen unsere Schätzungen gravierend davon
ab, setzen wir uns mit Ihnen in Verbindung.

Postversand aus dem Ausland

Sollten Sie uns Ihr Material aus einem EU-Staat oder
einem Dri�land zukommen lassen, so informieren Sie uns
bi�e vor der Sendungsaufgabe. Sofern Sie Fragen zu Postversand und Zöllen haben, helfen wir Ihnen gerne bei der
Klärung! Auch der Versand mit privaten Versendern (UPS,
FEDEX, Spedi�on etc.) ist über uns versichert.
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DÜSSELDORF

An allen Standorten bieten wir:
• UNVERBINDLICHE BERATUNG
• KOSTENLOSE SCHÄTZUNGEN
• AUKTIONSEINLIEFERUNGEN
• BARANKAUF

Haben Sie noch Fragen? Wir beantworten diese gerne.
Rufen Sie uns an: Tel. +49 - (0)7142 -789 400

BIETIGHEIM-BISSINGEN

Ergebnisse

Die Ergebnisliste steht Ihnen online un mittelbar und in gedruckter Form wenige
Tage nach der Auktion zur Verfügung.

Auktionskatalog
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Versicherung

In allen Fällen gilt voller Versicherungsschutz von
unserer Seite, falls Sie uns zuvor rechtzei�g telefonisch
oder schri�lich über den Versand in Kenntnis setzen.

Abrechnung

AUKTION

Rechtzeiti g vor der Aukti on senden
wir Ihnen den Auktionskatalog sowie
eine Aufstellung Ihrer Losnummern zu.

Mit der Erstellung der EinliefererAbrechnungen beginnen wir ca.
6 Wochen nach der Auktion. 4, 5

Wir laden Sie herzlich zu
unserer Auktion ein!
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Unsere Versteigererprovision

Sie wird nur im Erfolgsfall fällig und errechnet sich aus
dem Zuschlagswert. Bei sehr teuren Stücken oder Großeinlieferungen sind Sonderkondi�onen möglich.
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Vermittlungsprovision

Wenn Sie zufrieden mit unseren Leistungen sind,
empfehlen Sie uns bi�e weiter. Bei einer erfolgreichen
Vermi�lung eines neuen Objektes erhalten Sie eine
angemessene Vermi�lungsprovision.

Direct sale for cash
or consignment to our auctions
THE CHOICE IS YOURS

We are always looking out for interes�ng
single lots, all kinds of collec�ons and
complete estates for our auc�ons – all
around the globe.
Also coins of all shapes and sizes, gold and
silver coins and collec�ons thereof, as well
as banknotes are always welcome to us.
We also will do special auc�ons for suitable
items, or issue special catalogues which
assure to present your material to the
market in the best way possible.

Please advise how you would prefer to
work with us – and it is up to you if you
prefer to leave your items with us as consignments or if you would rather sell your
items to us straight away.
Why not give us a call and talk to one of our
experts about what would be the best
choice in your case? For expensive and voluminous material, we are happy to visit
you. If you decide to post your consignment
to us, it will automa�cally be insured at
€ 25,000 per parcel.

Our experts will view and assess your
items, be it a single item or extensive estates and will be happy to make you an
oﬀer. We buy philatelic and numisma�c
items at the best market prices worldwide. Brokers will be paid a commission
and we ensure we will handle everything
absolutely conﬁden�ally.

Consigning: Easy and eﬀective!
HOW AND WHAT SHOULD I CONSIGN?

Because of the costs involved, we cannot make individual lots with auc�on value below € 150
and regre�ully cannot accept consignments with auc�on value below € 1,000.

House Calls

Our experts will make house calls
for particularly large or valuable
consignments, free of charge.

Personal Delivery

You can make an appointment to
bring items of any value to our
corporate headquarters where we
will discuss value and your
options face-to-face. Evaluations
and estimates made at our
headquarters building are
non-binding and free of charge.

By mail

Send us your consignment of at
least 1.000 € starting price. 1, 2, 3
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By Mail in Germany

Parcels up to an es�mated value of 25,000 EURO may be
mailed to our oﬃce a�er prior no�ce. Use our FedEx Service
for higher values. You can also use our special German Post
DHL eParcel service. Parcels will be collected free of charge (up
to 31.5 kg/70 lbs). Just give us a call and let us know which day
for pickup will suit you best. Please do not forget to send us an

Acknowledgement of Receipt

Lot Description & Starting Price

You will receive an acknowledgement
of receipt of delivery as soon as your
consignment arrives.

You will receive a list of lot descriptions and starting prices as soon as we
complete the initial work.4

2

e-mail or fax SEPARATELY (we don’t want to educate thieves)
with a list of all lots in each parcel. You can also propose an
ini�al price for nego�a�on if you desire to do so. We will get in
touch with you immediately if your es�mate diﬀers too much
from our evalua�on.

By Mail from Foreign Countries

Let us know in advance if you intend to send us your
consignment from an European or an overseas country. We
will be pleased to help if you have any ques�ons regarding
dispatch and customs clearance issues. Shipments through
private carriers (UPS, FedEx, cargo companies, etc.) are also
insured through us.
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DÜSSELDORF

At all our locations we offer:
• FREE CONSULTATION
• FREE VALUATION
• CONSIGNMENTS
• OUTRIGHT PURCHASE

Do you have more questions?
Just give us a call: Tel. +49 - (0)7142 - 789 400

BIETIGHEIM-BISSINGEN

Results

Results are posted online immediately
after the close of each auction. Printed
lists of auction realizations are available
a few days later.

Payment
Auction Catalogue

AUCTION

You will receive a copy of the catalogue
and a listing of your lot numbers well
before the auction.
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Insurance

We extend full insurance coverage to all shipments when
given advance no�ce by phone, fax, mail, or e-mail.
4

List of Lot Descriptions

This also serves as a check for you that all of your material is
being oﬀered in the auc�on.

We start to issue the credit notes for
our consignors 6 weeks after the
auction. 5, 6, 7
Transfers to any account in any currency
are always possible.

You are very welcome
to come to our auction!

5

Our Commission

We only charge commission fees from successful sales. Fees
are calculated on the basis of prices realized. Special rates
may be arranged in the case of expensive items or par�cularly valuable consignments.

6

Commissions for Agents

Please feel free to recommend us to others. You will receive a
generous ﬁnder’s fee whenever referrals result in a successful
consignment or sale.
7

Payment

You can choose to receive payment by check or bank transfer
in any currency you prefer.

77 €

102 €

80 €

74 €

74 €

Die Kataloge können unter info@philatelie-gaertner.de bestellt werden! (Katalogpreis + Versandkosten)
The catalogues can be ordered via info@philatelie-gaertner.de! (Catalogue price + shipping costs)

NOTIZEN | NOTES

ALLGEMEINE VERSTEIGERUNGSBEDINGUNGEN
Durch die Abgabe von Geboten werden die nachfolgenden Geschäftsbedingungen des Versteigerers anerkannt.
Diese Geschäftsbedingungen gelten, sofern und soweit zwingendes Recht am Ort der Versteigerung keine anderslautenden Regelungen vorschreibt.
1. Die Versteigerung erfolgt öffentlich und freiwillig in eigenem Namen und
für eigene Rechnung gegen sofortige Bezahlung in Euro. Devisen und
Schecks werden zum Tageskurs der Bundesbank angenommen. Handel und
Tausch sind im Auktionssaal nicht gestattet.
2. Die Steigerungssätze sind dem jeweils aktuellen Auktionsprogramm zu
entnehmen und betragen 5 bis 10% des Ausrufwertes bzw. des angesteigerten Wertes. Der Zuschlag ergeht nach dreimaligem Ausruf an den Meistbietenden. Der Versteigerer hat das Recht, ohne Angabe von Gründen Personen von der Auktion auszuschließen, den Zuschlag zu verweigern, Gebote
abzulehnen, Lose zurückzuziehen, zu vereinigen, aufzuteilen, umzugruppieren, bei Unklarheiten oder Missverständnissen nochmals aufzurufen oder
in begründeten Fällen unter dem Vorbehalt der Genehmigung des Einlie
ferers zuzuschlagen. Untergebote mit Vorbehalts-Zuschlägen bleiben für
den Bieter vier Wochen verbindlich, sind aber für den Versteigerer frei
bleibend. Bei gleich hohen Geboten entscheidet die zeitliche Reihenfolge
des Gebotseinganges, bei zeitgleichem Eingang das Los. Lose, die „gegen
Gebot“ ausgerufen werden, bedingen ein Mindestgebot von 20,- Euro und
werden zum Höchstgebot zugeschlagen.
3. An den Versteigerer übermittelte (schriftliche) Gebote werden streng
interessewahrend nur in dem Umfange ausgeschöpft, der notwendig ist,
um anderweitig vorliegende Gebote zu überbieten, werden jedoch ohne
Gewähr ausgeführt.
4. Telefonische Bieter müssen mindestens den Ausruf bieten und eine
schriftliche Bestätigung nachreichen. Im Falle einer Nichterreichbarkeit gilt
das Mindestgebot als geboten. Bei Telefongeboten übernimmt der Versteigerer keine Gewähr für das Zustandekommen einer Verbindung.
5. Der Versteigerer erhält vom Käufer ein Aufgeld von 23,8% des Zuschlagspreises sowie 2,- Euro pro Los. Für Lose, die mit • gekennzeichnet sind, wird
für den Zuschlagspreis und das Aufgeld die gesetzliche Umsatzsteuer erhoben. Lose ohne Kennzeichnung unterliegen der Differenzbesteuerung nach
§25a UStG; es erfolgt kein gesonderter Umsatzsteuerausweis. Bei Losen mit
+ (Plus) hinter der Losnummer handelt es sich ebenfalls um differenz
besteuerte Lose, jedoch werden zusätzlich die mit dem Import verbundenen Kosten in Höhe von 7% des Zuschlags ( = Importspesen, die Bestandteil des Kaufpreises sind ) an den Käufer weiterberechnet. Bei Zusendung
der Ware werden Porto und Versicherungspauschale zuzüglich gesetzlicher
Umsatzsteuer gesondert in Rechnung gestellt. Käufe, die in ein umsatzsteuerliches Drittland ausgeführt werden, sind von der Umsatzsteuer befreit.
Steuern/Abgaben für die Einfuhr der Käufe im Zielland gehen zu Lasten des
Käufers.
6. Mit dem Zuschlag kommt ein Kaufvertrag zwischen dem Versteigerer und
dem Bieter zustande. Er verpflichtet den Käufer zur Abnahme und Bezahlung am Versteigerungsort. Wer für Dritte bietet, haftet selbstschuldnerisch
neben diesen. Gleichzeitig geht mit der Zuschlagserteilung die Gefahr für
nicht vom Versteigerer zu vertretende Verluste oder Beschädigungen auf
den Käufer über. Das Eigentum an der ersteigerten Sache wird erst nach
vollständigem Zahlungseingang beim Versteigerer auf den Käufer über
tragen. Schriftliche Bieter erhalten in aller Regel eine Vorausrechnung, die
sofort fällig ist. Erst nach vollständiger Bezahlung der Rechnung besteht ein
Anspruch auf Aushändigung der gekauften Lose.
7. Sind Lose vereinbarungsgemäß vom Versteigerer zu versenden, hat der
Käufer dem Versteigerer zu Nachforschungszwecken spätestens zehn Wochen nach dem Ende der Auktion (bei Vorkasse: nach der Bezahlung der
Ware) schriftlich mitzuteilen, falls die zu versendende Ware nicht oder nicht
vollständig zugegangen ist.
8. Alle Beträge, welche 14 Tage nach der Versteigerung bzw. Zustellung der
Auktionsrechnung nicht beim Versteigerer eingegangen sind, unterliegen
einem Verzugszuschlag von 2%. Dazu werden Zinsen in Höhe von 1% pro
Monat erhoben, es sei denn, der Käufer weist nach, dass ein geringerer
oder kein Schaden entstanden ist. Im Übrigen kann der Versteigerer wahlweise Erfüllung oder nach Fristsetzung Schadenersatz wegen Nichterfüllung verlangen; der Schadensersatz kann dabei auch so berechnet werden,
dass die Lose verkauft oder in einer neuen Auktion nochmals angeboten
werden. Der säumige Käufer muss hierbei für den Mindererlös gegenüber
der früheren Versteigerung und den damit verbundenen zusätzlichen Kosten einschließlich der Gebühren des Versteigerers aufkommen. Auf einen
eventuellen Mehrerlös hat er jedoch keinen Anspruch.
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9. Die zur Versteigerung kommenden Lose können vor der Auktion besichtigt und geprüft werden. Sie werden in dem Zustand versteigert, in dem sie
sich bei der Auktion befinden. Die nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen vorgenommenen Katalogbeschreibungen sind keine zugesicherten Eigenschaften. Der Käufer kann den Versteigerer nicht wegen Sachmängeln in Anspruch nehmen, sofern dieser seiner obliegenden Sorgfaltspflicht
nachgekommen ist. Sammlungen, Posten etc. sind von jeglicher Reklamation ausgeschlossen, ansonsten verpflichtet sich der Versteigerer jedoch, wegen begründeter Mängelrügen, die ihm bis spätestens vier Wochen nach
Auktionsschluss angezeigt werden müssen, innerhalb der Verjährungsfrist
von einem Jahr seine Gewährleistungsansprüche gegenüber dem Einlieferer geltend zu machen.
Im Rahmen von Reklamationen ist bei der Rücksendung an den Versteigerer
die Original-Loskarte beizufügen. Die Lose müssen sich in unverändertem
Zustand befinden. Dies betrifft auch das Entfernen von Falzen, das Wässern,
sowie chemische Behandlungen. Lediglich das Anbringen von Prüfzeichen
der Mitglieder eines anerkannten Prüferverbandes gilt nicht als Veränderung. Der Versteigerer kann verlangen, dass bei Reklamationen ein entsprechender schriftlicher Befund eines zuständigen Verbandprüfers eingeholt
wird. Will der Käufer eine Prüfung vornehmen lassen, so ist dies dem Versteigerer vor der Auktion mitzuteilen. Die Reklamationsfrist verlängert sich
entsprechend. Dies betrifft jedoch nicht die Verpflichtung zur sofortigen
Bezahlung der Lose. Die Kosten einer Prüfung werden dem Käufer in Rechnung gestellt, wenn das Prüfergebnis mit der Losbeschreibung übereinstimmt oder der Käufer das Los trotz abweichendem Prüfungsergebnis
erwirbt. Mängel, die bereits aus der Abbildung ersichtlich sind, berechtigen
nicht zur Reklamation. Lose, bei denen Fehler beschrieben sind, können
nicht wegen eventueller weiterer geringer Fehler zurückgewiesen werden.
Im Falle erfolgreicher Inanspruchnahme des Einlieferers erstattet der Versteigerer den gezahlten Kaufpreis einschließlich Aufgeld zurück; ein darüber
hinausgehender Anspruch ist ausgeschlossen. Der Versteigerer ist berechtigt, den Käufer mit allen Reklamationen an den Einlieferer zu verweisen.
Durch die Abgabe eines Gebotes auf bereits von anerkannten Prüfern
signierte oder attestierte Lose werden die vorliegenden Prüfzeichen oder
Atteste als maßgeblich anerkannt. Werden Lose unter dem Vorbehalt der
Gutachten anderer Prüfer beboten, so ist dies dem Versteigerer mit dem
Gebot anzuzeigen.
Bezeichnungen wie „Pracht“, „Kabinett“, „Luxus“ etc. stellen die subjektive
Einstellung des Versteigerers und in keinem Falle eine Beschaffenheitsan
gabe im kaufrechtlichen Sinne dar. Lose, die mit „feinst“ oder „fein“ beschrieben sind, können Fehler aufweisen. Stücke, deren Wert durch den
Stempel bestimmt wird, können wegen anderer Qualitätsmängel nicht beanstandet werden.
10. Ansichtssendungen sind nur von Einzellosen möglich. Postfrische Marken sind von der Versendung ausgeschlossen. Die Lose sind innerhalb von
24 Stunden zurückzusenden, wobei die von uns gewählte Versendungsart
anzuwenden ist. Gefahr und Kosten gehen zu vollen Lasten des Anforderers.
Sollten die Lose am Auktionstag nicht vorliegen, so werden sie eine Steigerungsstufe über dem nächsthöheren Gebot, mindestens jedoch zum Ausruf, dem Anforderer zugeschlagen.
11. Erfüllungsort ist Bietigheim-Bissingen. Das gilt auch, wenn wir die Ware
ausnahmsweise an einem anderen Ort übergeben oder von einem anderen
Ort aus versenden. Gerichtsstand für den vollkaufmännischen Verkehr ist
Ludwigsburg. Es gilt ausschließlich deutsches Recht. Kommen Kaufverträge
durch Versteigerung in einem Land außerhalb der Bundesrepublik Deutschland zustande, findet bei Verbrauchern deutsches Recht nur Anwendung,
soweit hierdurch der durch zwingende Bestimmungen des Rechts des
Staats des gewöhnlichen Aufenthalts des Verbrauchers gewährte Schutz
nicht entzogen wird (Günstigkeitsprinzip).
12. Sollten eine oder mehrere der vorstehenden Bedingungen ganz oder
teilweise unwirksam sein oder werden, berührt dies nicht die Gültigkeit der
übrigen Bedingungen. Es soll dann das gelten, was dem ursprünglich wirtschaftlich verfolgten Zweck entspricht oder ihm am nächsten kommt.
13. Vorstehende Bestimmungen gelten sinngemäß auch für den Nachver
kauf und den freihändigen Verkauf.

GENERAL AUCTION CONDITIONS
By the submission of bids the following General Auctions Conditions of the Auctioneer are recognized and a ccepted.
These Auction Conditions shall apply, unless binding law at the location of the auction stipulates divergent provisions.
1. The auction is voluntary and held in public in the name of the auctioneer
on his own behalf for his own account against immediate payment in Euro.
Foreign currency and cheques are accepted at the daily exchange rate of
the German Federal Reserve. Trading and exchange are not allowed in the
auction rooms.
2. Bidding increments are published in the actual Auction Manual and are
from 5 to 10% of the starting price or the actual submitted bid price respectively. The lot is sold to the highest bidder after threefold call. The Auctioneer reserves the right to bar persons from the auction at his sole discretion,
to refuse knocking a lot down or to withdraw, pool, recombine or divide
lots, to call lots once more in case of equivocality or misunderstandings or
to knock a lot down subject to consignor’s approval. Bids below the starting
price with a knockdown subject to consignor’s approval are binding for the
bidder for a period of four weeks but are non-binding for the auctioneer. In
case of even bids the chronological order of their receipt is applicable; in
case of simultaneous receipt of even bids the auctioneer decides by drawing lots.
3. Bids transmitted to the auctioneer (in written form) will be treated with
confidence and will only be used to top the other previous bid. However
the auctioneer cannot take responsibility for this procedure. Lots without
a particular starting price require a minimum bid of 20,- Euro and will be
knocked down to the highest bid.
4. Telephone bidders must offer at least the starting price and submit a written confirmation thereafter. In the event of unavailability of the bidder on
the phone the minimum bidding price is valid. The auctioneer is not responsible for the setting up and/or persistence of the telephone connection.
5. The auctioneer receives a premium of 23.8% of the hammer price from
the buyer plus 2.00 Euro per purchased lot. For all lots which are marked
with • behind the lot number Value Added Tax (VAT) will be added to the
hammer price and to the buyers premium. Lots without marking are sold
under the margin system (§25a UStG); there will be no turnover tax statement. Lots marked with + are sold under the margin system as well but
additional expenses for importing the items in the amount of 7% of the
hammer price are charged (= Import Expenses, which are part of the total
sales price ). If shipment is requested by the buyer or becomes necessary,
costs for postage, packing and insurance plus VAT will be charged separately. For purchases from abroad, which will be exported to a third country
(non-EU), VAT will not be invoiced after receiving an evidence of expor
tation. Duty and/or other charges related to importing the purchases into
the country of destination are on buyer‘s account.
6. The purchase contract between the auctioneer and the buyer is closed
on the knockdown of the lot. Based on this contract the buyer is obliged to
accept and pay for the goods at the point of sale. In case of bidding for a
third party, the bidder is liable as a principal as well as the third party. At the
moment of knockdown all risks concerning loss or damage of a purchased
lot is the responsibility of the buyer. The ownership of the auctioned goods
will only be transferred to the buyer when full payment has been effected.
Bidders making written bids will in general receive a prepayment invoice,
which is due for immediate payment. Only if the invoice has fully been paid,
the buyer has the right to claim ownership of the purchased lots.
7. If it is agreed, that the auctioneer will ship the purchased lots, and they
are not or not completely received within ten weeks after the end of the
auction (in case of prepayment: after the payment of the goods) latest, the
buyer has to inform the auctioneer in writing about this incident for purposes of investigation.
8. Outstanding debits, which have not been paid 14 days latest after the
auction and/or receipt of the invoice, will be subject to a default charge of
2%. Furthermore 1% interest per month will be charged unless the buyer
can provide evidence that only a lower or no damage has been caused.
Furthermore it is in the auctioneer’s sole discretion whether he insists on
performance or on compensation due to non-fulfillment after a set period.
Compensation will be calculated after the lots have been sold directly or
on another auction to a third party. In this case the defaulter has to compensate the loss of the auctioneer resulting from a lower sales price and
additional costs. The defaulter is not entitled to additional proceeds earned
by the auctioneer when selling the lots to a third party.

9. The objects for auction may be viewed and inspected prior to the auction. They will be auctioned in the condition as they are at the time of auction. The catalogue descriptions were made in all conscience and do not
warrant any characteristics. The buyer cannot hold the auctioneer liable for
any faults provided that the auctioneer has not infringed his duty to take
care. Collections, batches etc. are excluded from any complaint, apart from
that the auctioneer is obliged to hold the consignor liable for any complaint,
which is made by the buyer within a period of 4 weeks after the auction,
within a limitation period of one year. Complaints concerning a lot must be
sent to the auctioneer together with the original auction lot card. The lot
must be presented in its unchanged condition. This applies to the removal of hinges, submersion in water as well as chemical treatment. Only the
application of sign information by a member of an acknowledged auditor
association will not be regarded as tampering. In the event of complaints
the auctioneer can demand a written expertise of an acknowledged auditor.
If the buyer intends to get an expertise, he will inform the auctioneer about
it prior to the auction. The period for complaint will be prolonged respectively. However, this does not inflict the right of the auctioneer to be timely
paid. Any appraisal fees will be charged to the buyer, if the result matches
the lot description or if he acquires the lot in spite of dissent opinion. Any
faults, which are obvious at the time of photography, are excluded from the
right of complaint. If faults of a lot are described in the auction catalogue,
this lot will not be rejected and returned by the buyer because of further
smaller faults. In the event of a successful claiming of the consignor the
auctioneer refunds the paid purchase price and buyer’s premium; the buyer
is not entitled to further claims. The auctioneer has the right to refer the
buyer with all of his complaints to the consignor.
By bidding on lots, which were already signed or certified by acknowledged
auditors, the buyer accepts these approval marks or certificates as decisive.
If bids are placed with reservation of an appraisal of another auditor, the bidder will inform the auctioneer about this reservation when placing his bid.
Descriptions such as „Pracht“, „Kabinett“, „Luxus“ etc. are a subjective
opinion of the auctioneer and under no circumstance a statement in regard
to warranted characteristics. Lots which bear the description „feinst“ or
„fein“ may possibly have small faults. Objects having a value which is defined
by their postmark are excluded from complaint of any other defects.
10. Only single lots can be shipped for viewing. They must be returned to
the auctioneer within 24 hours, in doing so our mode of dispatch must be
utilized. Any risks and costs are for the account of the requesting party. If
these lots are not present in the auction house on the day of the auction,
they will be knocked down in favour of the requesting party one increment
above the highest bidding price but at least for the starting price.
11. Place of fulfilment is Bietigheim-Bissingen. This will also apply, if by way
of exception we hand the goods over at another location or if we send the
goods from another location. Place of jurisdiction for the full trading is Ludwigsburg. Only German law shall apply. If purchase contracts are closed by
auction in a country outside Germany, for consumers German law shall only
apply, as far as hereby the granted protection of the law of the state, in
which the consumer has his main residence, is not withdrawn (favourability
principle).
12. Should one or more of the conditions above or a part of them become
invalid, the validity of the other conditions will remain unchanged. The
invalid conditions shall be replaced by valid conditions, which conform to
their economic purpose.
13. The conditions above shall also apply to after sale and private treaty.
(This translation of the „Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen“ is provided for information only; the German text is to be taken as authoritative)
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AUKTIONSAGENTEN – Auction agents
Ihre Gebote können Sie gerne auch über einen der folgenden Agenten ausführen lassen.
Your bids can also be placed through the following auction agents.
Horst Eisenberger

Ute Feldmann

Thomas Häußer

Kastanienallee 21
16567 Mühlenbeck / GERMANY

Kreidelstr. 4
65193 Wiesbaden / GERMANY

Charlottenstr. 12
40210 Düsseldorf / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)33056 - 8 18 02
Fax +49 - (0)33056 - 2 00 41

Tel +49 - (0)611 - 567289
Fax +49 - (0)611 - 560347

Tel +49 - (0)211 - 369460 8
Fax +49 - (0)211 - 179 550 5

horst.eisenberger@t-online.de

feldmannauctionagents@gmx.de

info@phila-agent.de

Jochen Heddergott

Lorenz Kirchheim

Dr. Peter Müller

Bauerstr. 9
80796 München / GERMANY

Op de Höh 21
22395 Hamburg / GERMANY

Müllenborner Str. 62
54568 Gerolstein / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)89 - 272 1683
Fax +49 - (0)89 - 272 16 85

Tel +49 - (0)40 - 64532545
Fax +49 - (0)40 - 645 322 41

Tel +49 - (0)6591 - 954 495
Fax +49 - (0)6591 - 954499

jh@philagent.com

lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

peter@mueller-muellenborn.de

Herbert Fischer

Johann Fürntratt

Hanspeter Thalmann

Neumühlstr. 39
63636 Brachtal / GERMANY

Plüddemanngasse 83a
8010 Graz / AUSTRIA

Langrütistr. 9
8820 Wädenswil / SWITZERLAND

Tel +49 - (0)6054 - 917598
Fax +49 - (0)6054 - 917599

Tel +43 - (0)66 43 57 60 77
Fax +43 - (0)3 16 4638 31

Tel +41 - (0)44 - 780 6067
Fax +41 - (0)44 - 780 5078

postcards-stamps@t-online.de

hannes.fuerntratt@gmail.com

LoveAuctions - Nick Martin

Lancaster Auction Agent
Michael Read

Angel House, Station Road
Sutterton, Boston, Lincolnshire PE20
2JH GREAT BRITAIN

Tel +44 - (0)1205 460968
mobil +44 - (0)7703 766477
nick@loveauctions.co.uk

Poachers Retreat, Common Lane
Kings Langley WD4 9HP
GREAT BRITAIN

Tel +44 - (0)1923 - 269775
Fax +44 - (0)7789 441735
michael.read2@hotmail.co.uk

Trevor Chinery
72 Sherwood Drive,
Spalding Lincolnshire PE11 1QP
GREAT BRITAIN
mobil + 44 - (0)7527 - 444 825
Fax +44 - (0) 1775 - 711738
trevortrilogy@aol.com

Giacomo F. Bottacchi

Theo Bakker

Margriet Bouscher-Snapper

Via Bronzetti 21
20129 Milan / ITALY

Scholtensweg 37
8124 AG Wesepe / NETHERLANDS

Beethovenstraat 107B
1077 HX Amsterdam / NETHERLANDS

Tel +39 - 027180 23
mobil +39 - 339730931 2
Fax +39 - 027384439

Tel +31 - (0)5706 - 3 32 58
Fax +31 - (0)5706 - 3 62 93

Tel +31 - (0)20 - 679 5952
mobil +31 - 6 - 535 338 53

th.c.bakker@orange.nl

msnapper@bouscher.nl

Charles E. Cwiakala

Jonathan Orenstein

Frank Mandel

1527 South Fairview Ave.
Park Ridge,
IL 60068 - 5211 / USA

Purser & Associates, LLC
84 Webcowet Road #2
Arlington, MA 02474 - 2323 / USA

Mandel Auction Network
P.O. Box 157
NEW YORK NY 10014 - 0157 / USA

Tel +1 - (0)847 - 8238747
Fax +1 - (0)847 - 823 8747

Tel +1 - (0)857 - 928 5140
Fax +1 - (0)781 - 658 2567

Tel +1 - (0)212 - 675 0819
Fax + 1 - (0)212 - 366 646 2

cecwiakala@aol.com

info@pursers.com

gbstamps@iol.it
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STEIGERUNGSSTUFEN – Bidding increments
Die unverbindlichen Steigerungsstufen liegen im Ermessen
des Versteigerers und betragen 5 bis 10 % vom Ausruf:
Wir bieten für Sie bei Geboten wie „bestens“, „höchst“, „kaufen“, „auf jeden Fall“, „bis ultimo“ oder ähnlichen Formulierungen bis zum zehnfachen Ausruf!

bis / to 100,- €

5,- €

von / from 100,- € bis / to 260,- €

10,- €

von / from 260,- € bis / to 700,- €

20,- €

The non-committal bidding increments are subject to the
assessment of the auctioneer, they are between 5 to 10% of
the bidding price:

von / from 700,- € bis / to 1.500,- €

50,- €

von / from 1.500,- € bis / to 3.000,- €

100,- €

We bid on your behalf such as “best“, “at the most“, “buy“, “in
any case“, “without limit“ or similar description up to 10-fold
of the bidding price!

von / from 3.000,- € bis / to 10.000,- €

200,- €

ab / over 10.000,- €

500,- €

C.G. ONLINE
Unsere Online-Angebote lassen sich kostenlos und unabhängig vom Betriebssystem am PC Zuhause, am Notebook im Hotel oder unterwegs auf dem iPad nutzen.

Our online services can be used free and independent on
your PC at home, your laptop at the hotel or on your iPad
on the go.

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

Mit unserer komfortablen Suchmaschine verschaffen Sie sich
in kurzer Zeit einen Überblick über alle Lose, die für Sie interessant sind. Alle Einzellose sind sorgfältig beschrieben und
meist mit Vorder- und Rückseite in Originalgröße abgebildet.
Zu vielen Sammlungen stellen wir ebenfalls aussagekräftiges
Bildmaterial zur Verfügung.

Find what you are looking for quickly and efficiently with our
search engine. All lots are carefully described and photographically illustrated in color. Actual-sized fronts and backs of
covers as well as those of individual stamps and sets are often
shown.

Gebote können Sie sicher und bequem direkt aus dem OnlineKatalog abgeben. Die online abgegebenen Gebote werden
mit derselben Sorgfalt behandelt wie schriftlich abgegebene
Gebote.
Bereits unmittelbar nach jedem Auktionstag sind die ent
sprechenden Ergebnisse online.
Kataloge vergangener Auktionen können Sie im Auktionsarchiv inklusive der Auktionsergebnisse durchsehen und für Ihre
Recherchen nutzen.

Bids can be placed directly and secure in just several steps.
Your online bids will be treated in the same way and with the
same acuraccy as traditional written bids.
At the end of every auction day bidding results are directly
online.
In our archive you can look through all catalogues and results
of our past auctions and use them for your research.

www.stamp-auctions.de

www.stamp-auctions.de

Auf unserer zusätzlichen Service-Seite bieten wir die aktuellen
Kataloge und ausgewählte Sammlungen als pdf zum Download an.

On our additional special page you can download all current
auction catalogues and complete collections as pdf.

Unsere Kooperationspartner

Our cooperation partners

Neben unseren eigenen Seiten finden Sie unsere Auktionen
auch bei vielen bekannten Kooperationspartnern:

In addition to our own pages you can find our auctions on the
cooperating well-known partners:

www.biddr.com / www.delcampe.de

www.biddr.com / www.delcampe.de

www.numisbids.com / www.numissearch.com

www.numisbids.com / www.numissearch.com

www.philasearch.de / www.philotax.de

www.philasearch.de / www.philotax.de

www.stampauctionnetwork.com

www.stampauctionnetwork.com

www.sixbid.com / www.stampcircuit.com

www.sixbid.com / www.stampcircuit.com
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ZAHLUNGSMÖGLICHKEITEN – Payment options
BANKÜBERWEISUNG / BANK TRANSFER

KREDITKARTEN / CREDIT CARDS

Begünstigster / Beneficiary Name:
Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG

Wir akzeptieren Zahlungen mit folgenden Kreditkarten:

VR-Bank Neckar-Enz eG

Für Zahlungen mit VISA oder Mastercard berechnen wir
bei Privatkunden mit Rechnungsanschrift außerhalb der
Europäischen Union sowie bei allen Gewerbekunden
zusätzlich 3% Gebühren auf den Rechnungsbetrag, für
American Express generell bei allen Kunden 5%.

Hauptstraße 33
74357 Bönnigheim, Germany
IBAN: DE61 6049 1430 0035 7570 00
BIC: GENO DE S1 VBB
Commerzbank AG, Frankfurt am Main
Kaiserplatz
60311 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
IBAN: DE24 6044 0073 0731 0824 00
BIC: COBADE FF XXX

pVISA pMASTER CARD pAMERICAN EXPRESS

Bitte beachten Sie, dass wir für jede Rechnung, die Sie
per Kreditkarte bezahlen möchten, Ihr schriftliches
Einverständnis benötigen.
Folgende Angaben sind erforderlich:
Karteninhaber, Karten-Nummer, Ablaufdatum,
3-stellige Sicherheitszahl

Deutsche Bank PGK AG Ludwigsburg

Accepted credit cards:

Myliusstraße 16
71638 Ludwigsburg, Germany

pVISA pMASTER CARD pAMERICAN EXPRESS

IBAN: DE06 6047 0024 0088 8016 00
BIC: DEUT DE DB604
Postbank Stuttgart
Postfach 600464
70304 Stuttgart, Germany
IBAN: DE69 6001 0070 0108 3637 07
BIC: PBNKDE FF XXX
UniCredit Bank AG Hamburg
Neuer Wall 64
20354 Hamburg, Germany
IBAN: DE17 2003 0000 0015 8309 92
BIC: HYVE DE MM 300

Bitte beachten Sie, dass Bankgebühren zu Ihren
Lasten gehen.

Wenn sich Ihr Konto außerhalb des SEPA-Raumes befindet und / oder die Überweisung in einer Fremdwährung
getätigt wird, geben Sie bitte bei der Überweisung im Feld
„Entgeltregelung“ den Hinweis „alle Entgelte z.L. Konto
inhaber“ ein.

Bank fees are at your cost.

If your account is located outside the SEPA zone and / or
payment is made in foreign currency (not EURO), please
mark in the field “Fee Arrangement” within the remittance
slip “OUR” (all charges shall be paid by principal / account
holder).

BARZAHLUNG (vor Ort) / CASH PAYMENT
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For payments by VISA or Mastercard we will charge
private clients with an invoice address outside the
European Union and all business clients for an additional
transaction fee of 3% of the invoice total; for American
Express 5% in general for all clients.
Please be aware that we need a short note that we
are allowed to charge your credit card for every
transaction.
Following information is required:
Credit Card Holder, Card Number, Expiry Date, CVC number

SCHECK / CHEQUE
Bei Zahlung per Scheck erhöhen Sie bitte den zu
zahlenden Betrag um 15,00 EUR.
Der Versand der Lose erfolgt nach Gutschrift des Schecks
auf unserem Konto. Bitte beachten Sie, dass Bankgebühren
zu Ihren Lasten gehen.
If you pay by cheque please add EUR 15,00 (cheque-fee).
Shipment of the lots after credit entry.
Bank fees at your cost.

PAYPAL
Wir bitten um Ihr Verständnis, dass wir mit PayPal
nicht zusammenarbeiten.
We kindly ask for your understanding that we do not
collaborate with PayPal.

IHR AUFENTHALT IN BIETIGHEIM

Welcome to Bietigheim

KOMMEN SIE ZU UNS

WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR VISIT

Ob per Flugzeug, mit der Bahn oder mit dem Auto, unser Firmensitz in Bietigheim-Bissingen ist einfach zu erreichen und hat eine
optimale Verkehrsanbindung.

Whether you arrive by plane (30 minutes by taxi from Stuttgart
airport to us), by train (for example 4 hours from Paris, 2 hours
from Munich and 90 minutes from Frankfurt) or by car, our
Company Headquarters is easy to reach.

Ein Besuch bei uns lohnt sich nicht nur rein philatelistisch betrachtet. Unser Firmensitz liegt ganz in der Nähe von Ludwigsburg, der Stadt der Schlösser. Sie gilt als barockes Kleinod unter
den Kulturstädten Baden-Württembergs.
Auch Bietigheim-Bissingen hat sehr viel Charme. Ein abend
licher Bummel durch die gut erhaltene mittelalterliche Altstadt
ist ein ganz besonderes Vergnügen.

Come to our auctions and you will also enjoy an evening walk
through the streets of the charming medieval old town of
Bietigheim-Bissingen. The firm is located close to nearby beautiful Ludwigsburg, a town of castles known as a jewel among the
wonderful cultural towns of Baden-Württemberg.

HOTELRESERVIERUNGEN

HOTEL ARRANGEMENTS

Gerne sind wir Ihnen bei der Auswahl Ihres Hotels behilflich,
holen Sie vom Bahnhof ab oder organisieren einen Fahrdienst.

We are pleased to assist you in choosing a hotel, picking you
up from the station or offering you our car service.

In Bietigheim steht Ihnen eine gute Auswahl an Übernachtungsmöglichkeiten in vorzüglichen Hotels zur Verfügung.
Wir verfügen über diverse Kontingente in den Hotels und
können Ihnen vorteilhafte K
 onditionen anbieten.

Bietigheim has a great selection of excellent hotels. We have
a number of quotas in the hotels and can offer you favorable
terms.

www.eberhards.de / www.hotel-otterbach.de
www.parkhotel-bietigheim.de / www.schlosshotel-monrepos.de
Geben Sie uns frühzeitig Ihre Wünsche bekannt, damit
wir für Sie eine Reservierung vornehmen können.

Please give us your requirements in advance, and we will
take care of all arrangements.

IMPRESSUM – Imprint
AUKTIONSHAUS
Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG
Steinbeisstraße 6 + 8
74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen / GERMANY

Sitz
registered office

71732 Tamm

Handelsregister
commercial register

Amtsgericht Stuttgart HRA 301183

Tel +49 - (0)7142 - 789 400
Fax +49 - (0)7142 - 789 410

USt - IdNr.
VAT-ID No.

DE 244 027 995

www.auktionen-gaertner.de
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

Persönlich haftende Gesellschafterin; personally liable companion
Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner Verwaltungs-GmbH
Sitz
registered office

71732 Tamm
Amtsgericht Stuttgart HRB 302375

Geschäftsführer
president

Christoph Gärtner, Michael Gärtner
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SO KÖNNEN SIE BIETEN

			

SUBMITTING YOUR BIDS

persönlich im Saal

personally in the auction hall

Unsere internationalen Auktionen finden in unserem eigenen Auktionssaal statt. Um vor Ort bieten zu können, benötigen Sie eine Saalbieternummer – diese erhalten Sie an
unserer Rezeption.

Our international auctions are held in our own auction hall.
To be able to bid at the auction, you will need a hall bidder
number which you will recieve at our reception desk.

SENDEN SIE IHRE GEBOTE FRÜHZEITIG AB!
Ihre Gebote werden streng vertraulich und interesse
wahrend bearbeitet. Dazu ist es notwendig, dass diese
spätestens am Tage vor dem jeweiligen Versteigerungstag
vorliegen!

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR BIDS EARLY!
Your bids will be processed and handled confidentially.
It is necessary for the bids to be submitted at least on the
day prior to the day of auction!

Auskünfte über bereits vorliegende Gebote, insbeson
dere deren Höhe, werden generell nicht erteilt.
Falls Sie nicht persönlich an der Auktion teilnehmen können, gibt es mehrere Möglichkeiten uns Ihre Gebote mitzuteilen:

(Es gibt zusätzlich die Möglichkeit über einen professionellen
Auktionsagenten zu bieten, am Ende des Kataloges finden Sie die
Kontaktdaten der Agenten unseres Vertrauens.)

In general, information concerning offers already sub
mitted, especially their values will not be released.
If you are unable to attend the auction in person, you
have several other possibilties to submit your bids to us:
(In addition you can bid through a professional auction agent.
At the end of this cataogue you will find the contact details of our
trusted agents.)

online

online

Auf unserer Hompage www.auktionen-gaertner.de können
Sie in nur wenigen Schritten ganz einfach und sicher Ihre
Gebote abgeben. Die online abgegebenen Gebote werden
mit derselben Sorgfalt behandelt wie schriftlich abgegebene Gebote.

Bids can be placed directly and secure in just several steps
on www.auktionen-gaertner.de.
Your online bids will be treated in the same way and with
the same acuraccy as traditional written bids.

Oder schicken Sie uns Ihre Gebote per E-Mail an:
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

Alternatively, you can send us your bids by e-mail:
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

schriftlich

in written form

Schriftliche Gebote geben Sie bitte auf dem beiliegenden
Auktionsauftrag ab, und schicken uns diesen per Post oder
Fax zu.
Als schriftlicher Bieter werden Sie vom Auktionator so vertreten, als wären Sie im Saal anwesend, d.h. vertraulich
und interessewahrend.

Written bids can be placed by mail or fax using the enclosed
auction bid form.
As a written bidder, you will be represented by the auctioneer as if you are in the auction hall yourself, which means
confidential and discreet.

live per Telefon

live by telephone

Wenn Sie eine Teilnahme von zu Hause bevorzugen, bieten
wir Ihnen unseren telefonischen Bieter-Service an. Telefonbieter sollten sich frühzeitig mit uns in Verbindung setzen.

If you prefer to take part from your home, we offer you a telephone bidding service. Telephone bidders should contact
us in time.

Bitte beachten Sie, dass telefonische Gebote immer nur
mit schriftlicher Bestätigung angenommen werden. Der
Mindestausruf pro Los beträgt 300,- €. Untergebote werden von Telefonbietern grundsätzlich nicht akzeptiert.

Please note, that bids submitted by telephone require a
written confirmation. The minimum starting price per lot
is 300,- €. Underbids can not be accepted by telephone.

Füllen Sie bitte das Feld Telefonbieter auf der Rückseite
des Auktionsauftrages aus oder schreiben Sie uns alternativ eine E-Mail. Am Tag der Auktion rufen wir Sie rechtzeitig
bevor das Los ausgerufen wird an. Bitte stellen Sie sicher,
dass Sie an diesem Tag telefonisch erreichbar sind.

Please fill in in the field for telephone bidding on the back
of the bid form or write us an e-mail. We will call you the
day of the auction in sufficient time before your lot is due
to be called. Please ensure that you can be reached on the
auction day.
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49. AUKTION
22. - 26. Februar 2021

BESICHTIGUNGSFORMULAR – VIEWING FORM

Name – Name ___________________________________________________________________________ Kunden-Nr. – Customer No. ___________________________________
Telefon / Fax – Phone / Fax _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Straße – Street

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLZ /Ort / Land – Post code / City / Country
E-Mail

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

BEGINN DER BESICHTIGUNG:
START OF VIEWING:

ENDE DER BESICHTIGUNG:
END OF VIEWING:

Ich würde gerne folgende Lose besichtigen. Ich bin damit einverstanden, dass während dieser Zeit Videoaufnahmen erstellt werden.
I´d like to see the following lots. I agree that video recordings may be made during this time.

WICHTIG

IMPORTANT

Um schneller bedient zu werden, füllen Sie
bitte die Spalte „ABW“ wie im Beispiel aus.

In order to be served as soon as possible, please fill
in the column „ABW“ as described in the example.

Bitte tragen Sie den Buchstaben ein, der hinter der
Losbeschreibung im Katalog in Klammern steht.

Please fill in the letter that you see at the end of the
lot description in the catalogue in brackets.

Beispiel:

Example:

P 32144

collection of approx. 40 envelopes.... (M)

P 32145

collection of 120 covers, postcards.... (S)

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

ABW

32144

M

32145

S

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

ABW

Datum – Date: _________________

100,250,-

Aufbewahrung (ABW):

A = Album
K = Karton
M = Mappe
S = Schachtel
T = Tasche

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

P 32144

collection of approx. 40 envelopes.... (M)

P 32145

collection of 120 covers, postcards.... (S)

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

ABW

32144

M

32145

S

ABW

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

100,250,-

Storage (ABW):

A = binder
K = big box
M = folder
S = box
T = envelope

ABW

Unterschrift – Signature: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

ABW

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

ABW

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

ABW

49. AUKTION
22. - 26. Februar 2021

AUKTIONSAUFTRAG – BID FORM

Name – Name ___________________________________________________________________________ Kunden-Nr. – Customer No. ___________________________________
Telefon / Fax – Phone / Fax _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Straße – Street

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLZ /Ort / Land – Post code / City / Country
E-Mail

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Privat – Private

Firma / USt-IdNr. – Company / VAT number ________________________________________________________________________

Ich ermächtige die Firma Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, Bietigheim-Bissingen, für mich und auf meine Rechnung die unten aufgeführten Lose zu den mir bekannten und anerkannten „Allgemeinen Versteigerungsbedingungen“ im Auktionskatalog bis zu den nachstehenden Preisen
zu kaufen. Ich beauftrage die Firma Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, in meinem Namen und auf meine Rechnung, den Versand der Lose
an mich vorzunehmen. Die Zusendung der Lose erfolgt grundsätzlich nach Vorauskasse, falls Sie in unserer Kartei nicht anders registriert sind.
I authorize the firm Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, Bietigheim-Bissingen, to buy the lots for my account up to the limits stated. I have
read and agree to the „General Conditions for auction“ in the auction catalogue. I request the firm Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG to
forward the lots to me and on my account to the above address. Unless otherwise agreed lots will only be dispatched after the receipt of payment in full.

Ich begrenze die Summe meiner Zuschläge (ohne Provision und Spesen) auf:

(Minimum 300,- €)

I limit the sum of my bids (without commission and fees) to:

EUR (10% Toleranz)

_________________________________________________

Wenn notwendig erhöhen Sie meine Gebote wie folgt: – If necessary please increase my bids as following:

10 %

20 %

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

30 %

_____

Gebiet – Country

%

Gebot € – Bid €

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – Country

Gebot € – Bid €

Ich hole die Lose persönlich ab – I will pick up the lots personally

Datum – Date ______________

Unterschrift – Signature

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Referenzen – References: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bitte belasten Sie meine Kreditkarte / Please debit the total invoice amount to my credit card
(zzgl. 3 % Kreditkartengebühr /additional 3 % credit card charge)

Karten-Nr./Card No.
Ablaufdatum/Expiry date: ______________________________

Kartenprüfnummer (CVC)* :

(* Die Kartenprüfnummer (KPN) wird auch CVC (Card Validation Code) genannt, ist dreistellig und auf die Rückseite Ihrer Kreditkarte gedruckt)

Unterschrift für Kreditkartenzahlung – Signature for credit card payment : _________________________________________________________

Ich möchte telefonisch bieten. Bitte kontaktieren Sie mich rechtzeitig. (Mindestausruf pro Los 300,- €)*
Ich bin unter folgenden Telefonnummern zu erreichen

____________

/ _______________________ oder

____________

/ ________________________

I wish to bid by telephone. Please contact me in time. (Minimum starting price per lot is 300,- €)*
I am available under the following telephone numbers
Für diese Lose: / For these lots:

____________

/ ______________________ or

____________

/ ________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Datum – Date: ______________ Unterschrift – Signature: __________________________________________________________________________________
Referenzen – References: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Untergebote werden von Telefonbietern grundsätzlich nicht akzeptiert – Underbids can not be accepted by telephone.

Kunden-Nr. – Customer No.

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Los-Nr. – Lot No.
_____________________________

Gebiet – Country

Gebot € – Bid €

Fax. +49-(0)7142-789410 / info@auktionen-gaertner.de

Gebiet – Country

Gebot € – Bid €
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